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Abstract of thesis
The purpose of this thesis is to provide a literary commentary and analysis of the
first book of Xenophon's Cyropaedia. The work has traditionally been regarded
as an enigma, its subject matter being too diverse and its structure and purpose
unclear. Moreover, in contrast with Xenophon's other works and other fourth-
century prose literature, the text has been regarded as being tedious and having
little intrinsic worth. In recent years, however, there has been a resurgence of
scholarly interest in the Cyropaedia. James Tatum's Xenophon's Imperial Fiction,
Bodil Due's The Cyropaedia and Deborah Gera's Xenophon's Cyropaedia have
broken new ground in analysing the work as a whole and bringing it into line with
the rest of Xenophon's works. What is lacking in this re-evaluation of the
Cyropaedia is a detailed literary commentary on the work. Previous commentaries
have dealt primarily with grammar, syntax and textual criticism, or have examined
the work as a valuable source for Persian history and ethnography.
The thesis focuses on Book 1, approaching it not in terms of one particular
genre but as a complex work drawing from all the branches of Greek literature as
well as from the author's own knowledge and experiences gained during the course
of a very eventful life. The commentary accordingly interprets the Cyropaedia in
the context of earlier Greek literature, to show that Xenophon uses and refers back
to the works of his literary predecessors to construct a work which is innovative
rather than derivative. The importance of Book 1 lies in the way Xenophon
introduces the themes and ideas which will be explored in the course of the
remaining seven books. Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus the child in the first book
is not only remarkably vivid, it is also a very subtle examination of the successful
leader in his youth, of how he seeks to educate himself through undergoing a wide
range of experiences, and of the various tactics he uses to make his elders carry
out his wishes.
The introduction to the thesis deals with the Greek audience for the work,
Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus, the Near-Eastern world he creates in the
Cyropaedia and, above all, the literary antecedents of the work. The author's use
of Near-Eastern sources is discussed before moving on to look at four areas of
previous Greek literature which had some influence on Xenophon's narrative and
presentation of character: Homeric epics, wisdom literature, drama and Herodotus.
The problems involved in dating the work are briefly considered, as well as an
explanation of the methodology of the commentary.
The commentary itself is organised according to the six chapters which
make up Book 1. Each chapter is given a synopsis outlining its content, structure
and the themes introduced by the author, followed by an analysis of the text,
highlighting significant words and phrases. The commentary is followed by four
appendices dealing with subjects outside its immediate remit: on Xenophon's
creation of Cyaxares, king of the Medes; the 'paidikos logos' of Book 1; the
didactic role of Cyrus in the Cyropaedia; and finally, the interpretation of the
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It has become almost mandatory to preface any work of scholarship on
Xenophon with a note lamenting the neglect of his works - in particular the Cyropaedia
- by scholars since the Renaissance. This scholarly neglect of the Cyropaedia has been
remedied in recent years, beginning with the publication of James Tatum's Xenophon's
Imperial Fiction in 1989. Tatum begins by dealing with the reception of the work
during the Renaissance. He then analyses the work in terms of the relationships that
Cyrus forms with the other characters to show that Xenophon gives us a portrait of the
Machiavellian leader, who cleverly manipulates others to achieve his ends. The
Cyropaedia is thus a work of'imperial fiction' which displays a great understanding of
the problems and techniques of leadership and presents a practical, instead ofUtopian,
view of the empire that Cyrus eventually creates. In the same year (1989) Bodil Due's
The Cyropaedia: Xenophon's Aims and Methods appeared, which took a different
approach to Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus. Due regards the narrative of the
Cyropaedia as having been shaped by the techniques of historical writing. Her view of
Xenophon's Cyrus is of an ideal leader who embodies moral strength and espouses
praiseworthy values for all mankind to follow. The figure of the Persian king is
accordingly presented as Xenophon's solution to the problems of ruling, namely his
belief in the placing of power in the hands of a morally superior individual. In 1993
scholarship on the Cyropaedia was considerably augmented by Deborah Gera's
Xenophon's Cyropaedia: Style, Genre, and Literary Technique. Gera examines the
work in terms of its three formal narrative structures: Socratic-style dialogues, the
symposia, and novellae, providing informed analysis of each area, and showing their
literary antecedents.
This thesis acknowledges the respective strengths of all three scholars' work, as
is attested by the number of citations in it of'Tatum', 'Due' and 'Gera', whilst at the
same time seeking to evaluate their respective contributions to study of the Cyropaedia
and to examine areas of the work which they have not considered. Apart from those
three publications, other recent works which have looked at the Cyropaedia - in
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particular Steven Hirsch's The Friendship of Barbarians and Joan Todd's Greek
Paideia andPersian Hisioria - have analysed it for its contribution to our understanding
of Persian history and ethnography, in order to show that Xenophon demonstrates a
considerable knowledge ofPersian lifestyle and institutions in the Cyropaedia and in his
other works. There has, however, been a lack of a detailed literary commentary on the
work which places the Cyropaedia within the context of other Greek literature,
including the other works attributed to Xenophon. Nineteenth century commentaries
on the Cyropaedia have dealt primarily with grammar, syntax and textual criticism, of
which the main example is the Rev. H. A. Holden's commentary on the work, which was
published in 1887-1890. More recently, the Bude editions of the Cyropaedia, edited by
Marcel Bizos and Edouard Delebecque and published in three volumes between 1971-
1973, provides an informative but limited commentary on the text. Richard Stoneman
has also produced and extremely concise but illuminating commentary on particular
areas ofthe narrative for the 'layman' in the reissue ofH. G. Dakyns' translation of the
Cyropaedia in 1992.
By contrast, the purpose of this commentary is to provide in-depth literary
analysis of the narrative ofBook 1 of the Cyropaedia, highlighting themes and showing
where they recur at later points in the work and how they are developed. Reference is
made to parallels found in other works of Xenophon and in the works of his literary
predecessors. As the accent of the commentary is on re-evaluating and understanding
the Cyropaedia as a work of literature, it should be emphasised that this is not a
linguistic commentary, nor does it cover matters relating to textual criticism, so
prominent in early commentaries on the work.
Book 1 of the Cyropaedia is of great importance when considering the whole
of the work. Xenophon uses it reveal his agenda for the Cyropaedia, explaining what
has inspired him to produce the work and introducing themes which will be explored at
length in the later narrative. The established division of the text of the Cyropaedia into
eight books, subdivided by chapters, has been maintained for the purposes of this
commentary - not in order that Book 1 should be treated in isolation from the other
seven books, but rather as an integral part ofthe whole work. Some episodes' relevance
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to the overall work is not established until a later point in the narrative. For instance,
Xenophon's reasons for including Cyrus' seemingly inconsequential dealings with the
Medes Araspas and Artabazus in Book 1 do not become fully apparent until Books 4
and 5. Thus the Cyropaedia should be regarded as a series of personal encounters and
episodes, which may seem complete in themselves, but which are carefully linked
together by the unfolding narrative ofCyrus' paideia. The commentary therefore seeks
throughout to make reference to relevant parallel passages from Books 2-8 of the
Cyropaedia.
The commentary has been organised by providing a synopsis, followed by a
commentary on the relevant words and phrases, for each of the six chapters to Book 1.
The synopses provide a summary of the narrative, and are then devoted to examining the
main themes introduced by Xenophon in that particular chapter. In view of the fact that
Xenophon repeats and links certain ideas and themes throughout the narrative ofBook
1,1 have dealt with themes at the point where they are introduced instead of the point
where they are more fully developed. In order to keep the synopses as concise as
possible, other important points relating to each chapter have been dealt with either in
the body of the commentary or in the four appendices. The introduction comprises four
sections covering aspects of the Cyropaedia that are particularly relevant to the
commentary on Book 1: (A) the intended audience of the Cyropaedia, (B) Xenophon's
portrayal ofCyrus, ( C) his portrayal ofthe non-Greek world of the Cyropaedia and (D)
literary precursors of the work. I have also included a brief section on the question of
dating the Cyropaedia (E), as well as an opening section on the methods employed in
the organisation of presentation of the commentary. These sections are intended to be
concise rather than comprehensive and to provide a literary and historical background
to the discussion of the Cyropaedia in the commentary. The appendices cover four
topics relating directly and indirectly to the Cyropaedia, which I have deemed worthy
of examination outside the confines of the commentary: Appendix A deals with
Xenophon's creation ofCyrus' maternal uncle, Cyaxares king of the Medes; Appendix
B covers the meeting between Cyrus and Median admirer Artabazus, the paidikos logos
of Book 1 of the Cyropaedia; Appendix C examines Cyrus' didactic role within the
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Cyropaedia, with emphasis on his final speech to his sons in Book 8; and Appendix D
deals with the reception of the work in the Renaissance, and in particular, Machiavelli's
use of the work in writing The Prince.
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The manuscript tradition of the Cyropaedia has preserved numerous variant
readings of the text, which are usually interchangeable and rarely contradictory, so that
it is almost impossible to recover Xenophon's Greek.1 For the purposes of the thesis I
have followed the text of the Bude edition prepared by Marcel Bizos and Edouard
Delebecque, the most recent and comprehensive re-examination of the text of the
Cyropaedia. All abbreviations of ancient authors and works conform to the format laid
out in Liddell & Scott and Lewis & Short. References in brackets without an
abbreviation refer to the text of the Cyropaedia. I have also adopted the policy of
transliterating key Greek terms, which are not readily translated into English and occur
frequently, into Roman alphabetical form (e.g. polis, paideia, pleonexia etc.). All
translations of Greek text are my own, unless otherwise stated.
A. Audience
According to his [the Shah's] calculations, 1971 marked the 2,500 anniversary
of the founding of the Persian Empire, and he celebrated the occasion in a
fashion which may never be equalled for ceremony, colour and sheer excess of
every kind. In the flat plain at Pasargadae, in front of the tomb of Cyrus, the
Shah and the Empress Farah stood at the microphone ... As the boom of the
guns died away, the Shah read an invocation that began 'O Cyrus, Great King,
King ofKings' and ended 'O Cyrus, rest in peace for we are awake'.2
The description of the Shah of Iran's celebrations of the 2,500 the anniversary
of the Persian Empire provides a fitting illustration of how people in positions of power
can invoke the memory of historical figures to suit their own needs. In venerating the
1 See Bizos 1971, I, liv ff. & Tatum 1989, 32 f.
2 John Simpson, Behind Iranian Lines, London 1988, 148 f.
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achievements of Cyrus the Great, the Shah sought to reclaim the memory of the first
'Great King' of the Persians for the Iranian people and to glorify his own position by
presenting himself as a successor to Cyrus. The fact that he chose to pay homage to
Cyrus, is, in large measure, due to the preservation of the image of the Persian king as
a great and noble ruler in Greek and Jewish literature, when early Iranian literature
seemed to have forgotten him.3 Xenophon's Cyropaedia had a prominent role in
antiquity in ensuring the lasting memory ofCyrus in Western literature, and enjoyed a
resurgence of popularity in the Renaissance,4 before sliding into obscurity in the last
three centuries. It is unlikely that the Shah had any knowledge of the Cyropaedia. If
he had encountered the work he might have paused when invoking the memory of
Cyrus, to consider that even though the Cyropaedia provides a detailed and on the
whole positive illustration of the absolute imperial power ofCyrus - the kind of power
he aspired to - it also illustrates that such absolute power is not permanent and without
good fortune and constant vigilance it can quickly decline, as the Shah would find out
to his own cost before the end of the 1970s.
In moving back to the world of fourth century BC Greece and its reception of
the Cyropaedia, one of the first logical steps to take when analysing the work is to
ascertain the kind ofaudience for whom Xenophon intended it to be read and discussed.
Such an issue is inevitably linked to the problem of dating the work and setting it within
the chronology of the period - a process which is reliant more on speculation than factual
evidence.5 It can be said with some certainty that literacy, in varying degrees, was
widespread in Athens and otherpoleis ofGreece at the time when Xenophon produced
3 Cook 1983, 42 notes that, "it is ironical that the name ofCyrus had no place
in Iranian legendary history in Parthian and Sassanid times, and only among Greeks and
Jews did his name survive".
4 See Appendix D for a discussion of the Cyropaedia in Renaissance literature.
5 The question of dating the Cyropaedia and of the chronology ofXenophon's
other works remains fraught with difficulties and controversy. I have chosen to deal
with the date of the Cyropaedia in a separate section (see Introduction E) and for the
purpose of this section I have assumed that the work became available to the public in
some form or other between 400-350 BC
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the Cyropaedia6 In the Memorabilia Xenophon depicts Euthydemus as having
collected may written works, grammata, by the poets and the most famous sophists and
was therefore regarded as being one of the wisest of the Athenian youth (Mem. 4.2.8).
The existence of such written works should not be taken as evidence for a reading
public, but ofa public accustomed to listening to authors or trained readers reading from
manuscripts.7 In view of the fact that the narrative of the Cyropaedia is largely based
on dialogues between the characters, it would have been possible to perform excerpts
from the work in much the same way as Socratic dialogues ofPlato and Xenophon could
have been performed to an audience.8
The identity of the audience to whom Xenophon's words were addressed can
only be guessed at. The Cyropaedia is not addressed explicitly or implicitly to a
particular person or ruling family, in the way that Isocrates addresses Demonicus, son
of the Sicilian tyrant Evagoras, in the 'Cyprian Orations'. After being exiled from
Athens Xenophon benefited in material terms from his association with the Spartan king
Agesilaus, by being granted an estate at Scillus near Olympia,9 yet there is no reason to
suppose he enjoyed literary patronage of the Spartans in the way that Plato did with
Dion of Syracuse. The fictional Persians of the Cyropaedia resemble in some ways the
historical Spartans, though there is no evidence to suppose that the work was composed
6 Dihle 1994, 215 asserts that "broad sections of the fourth-century public, and
by no means only in Athens" were "steeped in the written word".
7 Kevin Robb arrives at this conclusion in a recent survey of literacy and its
effect onpaideia in Greece up to and including the first half of the fourth century (Robb
1994, 252 fif). He observes that Greek, especially Athenian, culture in the fourth
century still relied on the oral communication of literature of reading written texts, thus
Greek literature down to this period had to provide and to anticipate the needs of the
author's audience. It is therefore more appropriate to speak ofXenophon's readership
as his 'audience'.
8 See Robb 1994, 235 f. On Plato's dialogues being 'paideutic textbooks' which
were re-enacted by his pupils. The influence of Socratic dialogues on the Cyropaedia
is considerable and is thoroughly and expertly analysed by Gera in Xenophon's
Cyropaedia (Gera 1993, 26-131).
9 See An. 5.3.7 ff, D. L. 2.52 & Paus. 6.5.
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exclusively for the benefit of a Spartan audience.
Nevertheless it is probable that the higher ranks of Spartan society, with whom
Xenophon would have had contact, did read it.10 It is likely that the Cyropaedia was not
aimed specifically at the citizens of any one particular GreekpolisIt was intended for
as broad an audience as possible within the educated elite of Greek society, and was
designed to appeal to people who constituted the ruling class of their respective states
and had good knowledge of existing Greek literature. The broad appeal of the work
becomes apparent ifwe regard the Cyropaedia as having a dual purpose:12 on the one
hand, it is a treatise of timeless wisdom on practical and ethical matters for the
instruction and edification ofyoung people and also for the reinforcement of the values
and beliefs of the adult members of society;13 on the other, it is a major and unique
contribution to the politeia literature of the fourth century,14 in which he advocates
10 Literacy in fourth century Sparta was probably not widespread, but the elite
members of Spartan society were undoubtedly literate (Cartledge 1978, 25-37).
Pomeroy 1994, 9 f. adopts this view when speculating that the Oeconomicus was
probably read by Xenophon's acquaintances in Sparta.
11 Delebecque throughout his Essai sur la Vie de Xenophon, assumes that
Xenophon is writing primarily for an Athenian audience (see Appendix D, n. 24);
however, apart from the Poroi, which is specifically about Athens, there is no indication
in any of Xenophon's works that his native polis was foremost in his thoughts when
composing his works. The Cyropaedia could have been written as an apology for
Xenophon's pro-Spartan conduct in joining Cyrus the Younger's army and then in
fighting under Agesilaus' command (as is suggested in Appendix D and by Carlier 1978,
137 n.), but such speculation remains unsubstantiated.
12 This dual purpose of the work is further discussed in Appendix D in
comparison with Machiavelli's The Prince.
13 See Introduction D (iii) on the influence ofwisdom literature on the work.
14 See Synopsis to chapter 1 ofthe Commentary. See also Gera 1993, 11-13 for
a survey ofpoliteia literature; she believes that "Xenophon ... devotes but a small part
of the Cyropaedia to an outline ofgood government, and much of the work has little to
do with political reflections ofany kind. So too the precise lessons to be learnt from the
life and deeds ofCyrus are not always spelt out to the reader." Such an interpretation
does not take into account the close equation of military leadership with political
leadership that forms the basis of Xenophon's contribution to political theory of the
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strong, autocratic leadership for poleis and is uncannily prophetic concerning the
prominence of the Macedonian monarchy in Greece in the second half of the fourth
century.15
B. Xenophon 's Portrayal ofCyrus
The question of how the modern reader interprets Xenophon's portrayal of
Cyrus is crucial to reaching an understanding of the work as a whole. It has already
been stated in the Preface how recent scholarship on the Cyropaedia has been divided
in its assessment of the ideal of leadership supposedly represented by Xenophon's Cyrus:
Tatum regards him as the ultimate Machiavellian figure of Greeek literature who is
always in control of events and everyone around him;16 in contrast, Due treats him as an
ideal ruler whose main function is to act as an example, paradeigma, of virtue to
fourth century (see Synopsis to chapter 1). His description of how Cyrus reorganises
his army and secures absolute control over it, then uses it to achieve dominion over the
Near East, provides insights into leadership techniques which could be applied to the
government of a polis. These techniques are intended to be ingenious, as they involve
the deception and manipulation of both friend and foe as a means to achieving one's
goal, therefore Xenophon adopts a subtle, understated approach to revealing them.
Furthermore, his ideas may have been sufficiently controversial for him to avoid making
explicit references to them, in order not to alienate those of audience, who shared his
moral beliefs, but not his political ones.
15 SeeFarber 1979, 497 ff. It is generally accepted that Xenophon died c. 355
just as the exploits ofPhilip II ofMacedon were beginning to impinge on the trading
interests and colonies ofthe Greekpoleis in the North-east of the Greek mainland. Thus
Xenophon did not live long enough, unlike Isocrates, to witness the rise ofMacedonian
power and the Cyropaedia should be viewed as a commentary on the effectiveness of
monarchy in general, not specifically ofMacedonian kingship.
16 E.g. Tatum 1989, 71, "Here we may perceive the particular genius of The
Education ofCyrus. Running in strict counterpoint to this bland success story is that
activity I have already alluded to: Cyrus' constant manipulation of everyone he meets
... he is never simply what he seems ... His serene rise to power subverts the world into
which he was born."
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Xenophon's audience and to be the embodiment of excellent moral qualities.17 Due's
picture of a wholly benevolent figure who transcends his surroundings and appeals to
all ranks of society is supported by Philip Stadter, who rejects Tatum's view ofCyrus
as a manipulative figure, believing that Xenophon has created a "utopian vision of ideal
behaviour" in his portrayal of Cyrus.18 Conveniently, Gera provides a third opinion
which is a synthesis of the two previous ones. She recognises that Cyrus in many
respects is supposed to be an ideal ruler, who serves as a paradeigma in the same way
that Xenophon portrays other ideal figures, such as Agesilaus, Socrates and himself in
the Anabasis}9 However, she does admit that Xenophon does occasionally strike a
jarring note in his portrayal of the sanitised hero. She also believes that from chapter 5
ofBook 7 onwards, when Cyrus is installed in Babylon, we receive a far more complex
view of him, which is at odds with the model figure of the previous narrative.20 The
empire created by Cyrus is far from being Utopian and is positively despotic and
repressive, whilst Cyrus himself displays a "selfish and utilitarian outlook" that leaves a
feeling ofunease in the reader and highlights the inconsistency in Xenophon's depiction
of Cyrus.21 Gera is left to conclude that "there is a certain distance or tension in this
final section of the work between Xenophon and his hero: in order to become an
efficient ruler ofan empire, Cyrus has had to change, and changing means parting from
some of his old exemplary ways". According to Gera, the changes initiated by Cyrus
17 E.g. Due 1989, 147, "Cyrus is the paradeigma, the model on which the perfect
leader in spe can pattern himself."
18 Stadter 1991, 490 f. Due goes as far as to assert that in the Cyropaedia and
in his other works, Xenophon is advocating the creation of a Utopia consisting of a
"huge multinational empire" where the nations are integrated to a high degree and the
rulers are selected entirely on merit (Due 1989, 240).
19 Gera 1993, 280 ff. She believes that "Xenophon seems to identify with Cyrus,
and portray him quite simply as a model figure to be emulated: there are very few hints
of any distance between the author and his hero" (ibid., 285).
20 Ibid., 285 ff.
21 Ibid., 288 & 294.
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after his conquest ofBabylon are meant to be seen as precursors of the moral downfall
of the Persians.
It would be wrong to dismiss any of these three opinions on Xenophon's
portrayal of the Cyrus as being entirely incorrect, although the Utopian, idealised view
of the Cyropaedia advocated by Due and Stadter appears increasingly improbable when
one considers, as Gera rightly does, the despotic nature of Cyrus' administration in
Babylon. The best approach for accounting for the apparent inconsistency in the
depiction ofCyrus before and after his conquest ofBabylon is to accept that Xenophon
intended his protagonist to be both a paradeigmatic figure who exemplified ideal moral
values and at the same time aMachiavellian leader who was unafraid to manipulate and
deceive people to achieve his own ends. The ambiguous image ofCyrus accords with
the dual purpose of the work mentioned above: Cyrus, like the Cyropaedia itself,
appeals to his audience on two different levels, as a paragon of virtue and as a shrewd
and ruthless leader ofmen. Xenophon clearly works on the assumption that these two
traits of Cyrus' character need not be mutually exclusive in view of the exceptional
nature ofCyrus the individual, though, to the modern reader, he occasionally struggles
to maintain a balance in his presentation of the Persian ruler (hence Gera's claim that
Xenophon's portrayal ofCyrus contains occasional jarring notes). Moreover, both these
traits are present in Cyrus from his childhood onwards (as will be demonstrated in the
Commentary to Book 1), so the picture of Cyrus after the conquest ofBabylon is not
at odds with the image of Cyrus in the preceding narrative, as Gera supposes, nor is
Xenophon seeking to distance himself from the protagonist of his work in Books 7-8.
The idea ofCyrus' character representing the individual's pursuit of power at all
costs whilst maintaining high ethical standards brings Xenophon's portrait of him into
close relationship with the Cynic ideal ofman.22 The Cyrus of the Cyropaedia can be
seen as belonging to a tradition that venerated moral pre-eminence and individualism,
and he resembles in many respects the Cynic conception of two mythical heroes,
22 SeeHoistad 1948, 73 ff. for an invaluable discussion of the individual-ethical
portrayal of Cyrus in the Cyropaedia and the close relationship ofXenophon with the
Cynic tradition.
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Heracles and Odysseus. Both Heracles and Odysseus were renowned for their illustrious
deeds at an early age,23 and Book 1 of the Cyropaedia is notable for the care and detail
with which the boy Cyrus' precocious behaviour is described. Xenophon understands
the importance of demonstrating that Cyrus is marked out from childhood onwards as
an exceptional individual. He consequently gives his audience a series of episodes
designed to enhance the impression that Cyrus is superior to everyone around him and
has an intuitive grasp of the techniques of leadership, which enables him to educate
himself rather than be reliant on others for instruction; hence the best title for the Kupou
IIai6eia, 'Education of Cyrus', the name traditionally assigned to the work since
antiquity, would be the 'Self-Education of Cyrus'. This impression is heightened by the
contrast between the author's care in creating a balanced picture of the young Cyrus,
with his faults and good qualities, and the majestic but somehow featureless adult of
Books 2-8,24 whose actions take on an air of inevitability and invincibility which dispel
any tension in the narrative. Any human frailties in Cyrus which threaten to obscure the
points Xenophon wishes to make about the qualities which make for good leadership
and government are removed, apart from isolated and understandable instances of
bravery verging on foolhardiness amidst the collective frenzy of the battlefield (1.4.22
& 3.3.62). He is also prepared to admit to Croesus that he has a craving for wealth
(8.2.20), but this is a weakness he says that he shares with the rest ofmankind. On the
whole the adult Cyrus is immune to the temptations in his path and rarely displays any
human failings.25
At this point the influence of Cyrus the Younger on Xenophon's portrayal of
Cyrus should be mentioned. The links between Xenophon's descriptions of the two men
23
E.g. Heracles strangling the serpents sent to kill him whilst still in his cradle
(which is described in Pindar's first Nemean ode (N. 1.33 ff.), and Odysseus' hunting
exploits at his grandfather Autolycus' court (Od. 19.392 ff. - see Introduction D (ii)).
24 As Due 1989, 147 f. recognises.
25 Only the grieving widow Panthea has the audacity to suggest that Cyrus may
be to blame for anything, in this instance for spurring her husband on to sacrificing his
life in battle (7.3.9 - see Tatum 1989, 184 f.); but even on this occasion, Panthea takes
most of the blame herself and only says that perhaps Cyrus is culpable too.
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have been well established.26 However, as the preceding discussion shows, the Cyrus
of the Cyropaedia is not simply a character based on the Cyrus of the Anabasis, nor is
Xenophon indulging in wish fulfilment of what his former hopes were for the career of
the young prince before the latter's death at the battle of Cunaxa. Xenophon certainly
makes the point in the Oeconomicus that ifCyrus had not died so young he would have
proved to be a great ruler (Oec. 4.18) In the Cyropaedia he chooses instead to highlight
some of the qualities he mentions in his encomium of the younger Cyrus in the Anabasis
(An. 1.9.1 ff.) and apply them to his complex depiction of the elder Cyrus.
C. The World of the Cyropaedia
The Cyropaedia has been regarded as presenting a vivid and accurate picture of
Near Eastern society by scholars advocating Xenophon's use ofNear Eastern sources
for the work, but has also been seen as having the faintest Oriental colour when
compared with the essentially Greek nature ofmost of the work.27 It should be borne
in mind that when producing a work exclusively based in the barbarian Near East (the
term 'barbarian' being used strictly in the sense of'not being Greek') Xenophon was
free to create his own world, where he could transpose features of Greek society to suit
the purposes of his narrative, as well as incorporating his own personal knowledge of
the region into the text.28 He would also have been sensitive to his audience's opinions
26 E.g. Hirsch 1985, 72 ff., Due 1989, 187 ff. & Gera 1993 10 f. all see the clear
connection between Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus the Great and the content of his
encomium for his namesake who died at the battle of Cunaxa (An. 1.9.1 ff. - see
Synopsis to chapter 1 for parallels in the education of the two men and Synopsis to
chapter 4 for the philanthrqpia ofboth men.
27 The former view is held by Hirsch 1985, 61 ff., whereas Tuplin 1990, 17-29
demonstrates that Xenophon's use ofPersian decor in the Cyropaedia is highly selective
to suit the purposes of his narrative and is sometimes inaccurate.
28 See Georges 1994, 47 ff., "for the most part the Persians remained a tabula
rasa upon which the Greeks drew a portrait in their own idiom, a portrait which
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on how Persians and other non-Greeks should be portrayed. Such opinions would have
been partly formed by the depiction ofnon-Greek peoples in previous literature. At this
point Herodotus' considerable contribution to Greek knowledge of barbarian life and
mores should be acknowledged, as well as the lost works of the ethnographers who
satisfied Greek curiosity for knowledge of different societies in exotic lands. Drama also
made a significant contribution in influencing accepted Greek attitudes towards Persians
and barbarians in general.29
It is difficult to provide a clear-cut and simple summary of fifth and fourth
century Greek attitudes to Persians, and barbarians in general. From the literary
evidence available it appears that by the time Xenophon was writing his works the
Greeks were convinced of their moral and their martial superiority to non-Greek
peoples, the latter feeling no doubt enhanced by the exploits of the Ten Thousand, led
by Xenophon. Such feelings can be seen most clearly in the chauvinism of Athenian
orators and the pan-Hellenism of Isocrates,30 and can be traced back to the fifth century.
Edith Hall notes that in Euripides' plays the idea ofGreek superiority over barbarians
"was so fundamental a dogma as to produce striking rhetorical effects on being
inverted".31
Xenophon himselfnever explicitly advocates the moral superiority of the Greeks
in any of his works, nor makes denigratory contrasts between Greeks and barbarians.
In the Anabasis he is prepared to chronicle incidents of barbarian treachery and
weakness, most notably in military matters, but he also depicts the failings of the Greeks
during and after the expedition of the Ten Thousand and is often unsparing in his
criticism (especially when he perceives himself to be the victim of their machinations).
answered to their own imaginative purposes".
29 The potential influence ofdrama in general on the Cyropaedia is discussed in
the next section (D (ii)). Aeschylus' Persae is examined in this section because of its
importance as an early Greek portrayal ofPersian society.
30 See Dover 1974, 83 ff.
31 Hall 1989, 222.
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The author's comparatively neutral approach towards the portrayal of barbarians, as
Hirsch notes, not only undermines conventional notions ofXenophon being hostile to
barbarians, and particularly Persians, it also raises questions about the homogeneity of
fourth century Greek attitudes to barbarians.32 Although Xenophon himselfmay not
have displayed any prejudice against barbarians, he is aware of the standard opinions of
barbarians and in the Agesilaus he depicts an incident that would have served to confirm
not challenge these opinions. Agesilaus makes his troops despise their barbarian foes
in his campaign in Asia Minor by stripping some prisoners naked to show their white and
flabby bodies, so that his men thought fighting the enemy would be like fighting women
(Ages. 1.28). Hirsch emphasises the motives behind Agesilaus' humiliation of his
prisoners, which were to inspire his troops rather than to show disrespect for the
Persians.33 Yet the fact that Xenophon deemed the episode worthy of reporting and that
he reiterates the same idea in the Cyropaedia, when he stresses the effeminacy and
extraordinary lengths the Persians go to in order to shelter from the sun (8.8.15-17),
suggests that the propaganda value of the incident went beyond the immediate purpose
of inspiring the troops of the expedition and was admired by Greeks in general.
One of the earliest surviving literary portrayals of barbarians is in Aeschylus'
Persae. Hall goes as far as to state that the Persae, performed first in 472 B.C.,
provides the earliest evidence of the "absolute polarization in Greek thought of the
Hellene and barbarian" which occurred in the aftermath of the Persian Wars.34
Aeschylus certainly reflects existing attitudes of the Greek world towards Persia,
attitudes formed by their fear of the Persian threat to the autonomy of Greek poleis\
however, Aeschylus' Persians are not portrayed in an unduly negative or unsympathetic
light. Indeed, the Persae is important not only as a highly influential depiction of
barbarians for a Greek audience, it also contributed to the Greek perception ofCyrus as
a wise andjpaternal ruler and contributed to his transformation, from being regarded
32 Ibid., x.
33 Hirsch 1985, 41.
34 Hall 1989, 57 ff.
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simply as a historical ruler, into a legendary figure. In the play the ghost of Darius
emphasises the magnitude of the disaster at Salamis by claiming that a reverse on this
scale had never happened since one ruler had controlled Asia, which leads him to
provide a genealogy of the Persian rulers, including Cyrus, who, unlike the others,
receives more than a cursory mention and is given a flattering eulogy.
xpi'xog 8' an' auxou Kupo<;, ei)5aipa>v avrjp,
ap^aq e0r|Ke rcaaiv 8ipfjvr)v (JuAoic
AuSwv 8e A.aov xai Opuywv eicxqaaxo,'
Iam'av xe rcaaav fjlaaev pta.
0e6g yap oiiK rj^Oripev ax; euc^pwv e4>u. Pers. 768-772
Third after him came Cyrus, a fortunate man,
Having come to power he gave peace to all his own people;
And mastered the people of Lydia and Phrygia.
He also subdued the whole of Ionia by force,
For the gods did not hate him because he was by nature a gracious man.
Thus the image ofCyrus as the successful and benevolent ruler ofPersia is created. The
Aeschylean ideal of Cyrus became the accepted view of the Persian king not just for
fifth-century Athens but also for successive generations in the ancient world. It is this
view which ultimately dictates Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus as the consummately
successful leader.
In composing a play about foreign characters in foreign settings, Aeschylus,
according to Hall, differentiated the Persians from the Greeks in five different ways:
language, behaviour, ethnography, religion and politics, associating traits with them
which became standard characteristics of Greek portrayals of barbarians.35 Foreign
names and vocabulary, elaborate style of expression, repetition and anaphora are used
to distinguish the Persians linguistically. In terms of behaviour the Persians at their
worst can be cruel, hierarchical, unduly fond of luxury and unrestrained in their
emotions. Emphasis is placed on the differences of dress and warfare of the Persians,
who ritually worship their dead kings. Political differences are stressed in the immensity
of the Persian empire and the administration required to govern it, the strict rules of
court etiquette and the despotic rule of the king, all of which serve to contrast the
opposing Athenian political ideals. Hall concludes that the Persae "is not ornamented
35 Ibid., 76-98.
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by oriental colouring but suffused by it" and that Aeschylus implied that the "Persians'
greatness held within it the seeds of its own destruction, as their ethnic temperament was
liable to despotism, slavishness, excess, and their consequences".36
The Persians of the CyropaecLia do not conform to the worst barbarian
characteristics exemplified by the protagonists of the Persae. They are paragons of
self-restraint, discipline and benevolence who live in a strictly-regulated society with a
rigorous educational system. Their monarchy is based on a comparatively sophisticated
constitutional model of a king accountable to his polis and a Council of Elders, and
Cyrus' army is also shown adopting military tactics modelled on Greek hoplite warfare.
In Book 1 ofthe Cyropaedia Cyrus' first formal speech (1.5.7 ff.) is a standard piece of
Greek rhetoric and the didactic conversation between him and his father in chapter 6
(1.6.2 ff.) is also very Greek in character. The lack of barbarian excesses in the
behaviour ofXenophon's Persians has led to the idea that they are to be regarded as
being not just similar to Greeks in general, but also more specifically to the Spartans.37
The 'hellenisation' ofXenophon's Persians has one main purpose. Xenophon
could not portray Cyrus the unique leader, a man who is deemed to be 'worthy of
admiration' (1.1.6), nor the Persians in his army who lived by and wholeheartedly
embraced his practical and ethical principles, in terms of the negative stereotype of the
oriental barbarian that appears in the Persae and other Greek literature. It is with Cyrus
and the Persians that the reader is expected to identify, to share their hopes and
aspirations and to recognise their moral superiority over the other barbarian peoples they
encounter. Thus, the apparent similarity between the world of the Persians of the
Cyropaedia and that of the Greeks stems from Persian society being portrayed in
keeping with ideas of a Greek author in a work designed for a Greek audience, where
authentic ethnic details were not always foremost in the author's mind.
There does remain one crucial difference between Xenophon's Persians and
Greek society. Xenophon bases Persian superiority over other peoples in the
36 Ibid., 99-100.
37 Cf. Miller 1914,1, viii f. - see Synopsis to chapter 2 of the Commentary.
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Cyropaedia on a different foundation, and one less permanent than the Greeks? He puts
the advancement ofPersian civilisation squarely down to one man, in contrast to Greek
society where the shared values and progress of their various poleis had ultimately
elevated the Greeks in their own eyes above the older barbarian civilisations. He depicts
Cyrus raising the profile of the Persians from being, as Cyrus claims, an insignificant
people ofAsia (8.7.7), into a great power, forging a new identity which is a combination
of old values with new ideas borrowed from their neighbours. Cyrus defines the
autocratic nature of their empire, in its organisation and administration, and the laws
which will govern their way of life, all ofwhich is all set down in detail in Books 7 and
8 of the work, and none ofwhich could be said to be Greek in character. By reporting
the unique features ofCyrus' empire, which Xenophon stresses are enduring features,
some ofwhich he had seen for himself, Xenophon seeks to distance his Persians from
close comparisons with Greek civilization. The decline of the Persian civilisation
described by Xenophon in his 'epilogue' (8.8.1 ff.) clearly underlines its dependence on
the genius of one man, and after his death it degenerates to the level of the peoples
whom Cyrus had conquered.
While the Persians of Cyrus' day may not resemble stereotypical barbarians,
Xenophon's depiction of the Medes in the Cyropaedia is very much in keeping with
popular expectation and conventional ideas of oriental peoples. Their status in Greek
eyes as Persians of lesser status, almost indistinguishable from their overlords, gives
Xenophon a free hand to portray them as different from the Persians in most respects.
The Medes display a whole range of human weaknesses and temptations, and serve to
emphasise Cyrus' own self-control, charisma and his masterly handling of situations
involving them.
The Cyropaedia begins with the roles of the two peoples reversed, the Persians
being the poor relations ofthe Medes, then Cyrus gains the ascendancy over the Medes,
through his cunning undermining of the Medes' importance militarily, and the courting
ofMedian support at the cost ofthe sovereignty of their king, Cyaxares. The differences
in behaviour between Mede and Persian are stressed in Book 1, when the young Cyrus'
first visit to Media is placed immediately after the description of the rigorous Persian
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educational system (1.3.1 ff.). Xenophon cleverly chooses the twelve-year-old boy to
act as a commentator on the Median lifestyle. Cyrus' initial reactions to his
surroundings are a combination ofjuvenile naivete and honesty bordering on bluntness.
His expressions of wonder at the luxury and excess that he witnesses, highlight the
typically barbarian features ofthe Median court from a Greek perspective.38 The Medes
are shown to dress and act in ways which correspond to the most alien features of the
stereotypical barbarian displayed in Greek literature from the time of Aeschylus' Persae.
The cruelty, despotism, love of luxuiy and lack of restraint are all present in Xenophon's
Media and are embodied in the two kings Astyages, and his successor Cyaxares.
Xenophon also inserts a brief episode to show the sensuality of the Median court,
exemplified by the amorous conduct of the then anonymous Median nobleman,
Artabazus, who openly flirts with Cyrus, taking opportunities to kiss the youth twice as
he prepares to return to Persia (1.4.27 ff.).39 In addition to Artabazus' lack of restraint,
the Mede Araspas predictably succumbs to the beauty of the captive Panthea, eventually
threatening the woman whom he was appointed to protect with rape (6.1.33).
The gulf in lifestyle and mores between Mede and Persian is emphasised by
Astyages' ignorance of the Persian lifestyle and customs, when he asks Cyrus whether
Cambyses ever drinks to excess (1.3.11), and also by the behaviour of his son Cyaxares
after the first victory of the Medes and Persians over the Assyrians.40 The contrast
between Mede and Persian, on this second occasion between the acceptable Persian
behaviour and the debauched Median conduct, is vividly demonstrated by Xenophon.
On the one hand the Persians and Cyrus' Median followers rest after their successful
pursuit of the routed enemy, but remain vigilant in order to guard their prisoners. On
the other, Cyaxares and his few remaining tent companions drink and listen to music,
Xenophon drily remarking that those that stayed awake had a chance to enjoy all
possible pleasures (4.5.7). To complete the unedifying spectacle Cyaxares' drunkenness
38 See Synopsis to chapter 3 ofCommentary.
39 See Appendix B for a detailed discussion of this scene.
40 See Appendix A on the despotic and weak character of Cyaxares.
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is matched by that of the Median servants who are left to drink their fill, thus aping the
behaviour of their masters - a clear sign of the breakdown of order in the Median camp
(4.5.8).
Xenophon gradually introduces into the narrative an impressive array of oriental
peoples who fall under Persian influence. The mention of exotic peoples such as
Chaldaeans, Cadusians, Sacians, Hyrcanians, and Indians, has the cumulative effect of
firmly anchoring the work in the distant East. In war all the different peoples, from the
inept Armenians to the warlike Chaldaeans, prove to be no match for Persians, with the
notable exception of the Egyptians (7.1.30 fif). The Assyrians and allies follow typical
barbarian practice in taking their women and possessions into battle, which still fails to
provide sufficient incentive for them to stand up to the onslaught of the Persians
(3.3.67). The Assyrian women are left deserted and their behaviour mirrors that of the
Armenian royal family, when they believe that their king has condemned himself to death
for his insurrection against the Medes (3.1.13 flf). Xenophon imparts some Oriental
colour to the narrative on both occasions by describing the emotional style ofmourning
employed by both peoples. The son of the Armenian king begins lamenting what he
thinks will be the inevitable execution ofhis father, casting aside his tiara and ripping his
garments, which spurs the women present to cry out and disfigure themselves,
uibpvmovTo"(ibid.y, furthermore, the Armenian prince is wearing peploi, the word used
for the long robes ofEastern male attire.41 The Armenian women scar their cheeks just
as the Assyrian women do following the defeat of their men in the first battle with Cyrus,
"[ai yuvaucei;] KarappriYVupevca te tc'tcAoik; Kal dpimTopevca" (3.3.67).42
Xenophon seeks to differentiate between these various peoples and the Persians
in the same way as he compares the Medes unfavourably with the Persians. The
41 Cf. Panthea's reaction on hearing that she is now the property of Cyrus
(5.1.6); cf. also Aeschylus' description in the Persae ofXerxes' reaction to the Persian
defeat at Salamis, "prji;<xc;8e tcetcAoui; KavaKWKuaa<; Aiyu'' (Pers. 468).
42 Cf. Homer's account of the mourning of Andromache in the Iliad, when
Priam, Hecuba and Andromache see the corpse ofHector being dragged around outside
the walls ofTroy. The fall ofAndromache's tiara from her head as she faints is a portent
of the days when she will no longer be a princess (II. 22.466 flf.).
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behaviour of Cyrus' enemy the Assyrian prince provides a perfect example of typical
barbarian cruelty. The Assyrian subjects Gobryas, grieving for the loss of his only son
(4.6.2), and the emasculated nobleman Gadatas provide eloquent testimony to the
prince's brutality (5.4.29 ff.). Even Cyrus' allies can be at fault, being guilty of greed
and impetuosity. The indiscipline of the Cadusian prince results in their force becoming
detached from the main army and then being easy prey for the Assyrians (5.4.15), and
the Chaldaeans disobey orders and plunder Sardis (7.2.5). The overall effect Xenophon
achieves in the Cyropaedia is to portray a barbarian world in which the Persians firmly
belong and yet are distinguished from their neighbours through their behaviour and strict
moral code. Xenophon freely employs some of the standard characteristics ofGreek
portrayal of barbarians when portraying the non-Persians in the Cyropaedia, whilst at
the same time endeavouring to present the Persians as exceptional, noble barbarians
whose superiority, exemplified by their leader, justified their success.
D. Precursors
In the introduction to her recent work on Xenophon's Hellenica Vivienne Gray
notes that,
In view of the lack of a preface there has been a natural tendency to try and understand
the Hellenica in the light of its antecedents. This is in line with the tendency ofmost
ancient literature to imitate what is best in a tradition and innovate in that context.
Xenophon shows that tendency over a wide range of his other works.43
In a footnote she goes on to mention theMemorabilia, the Hiero, and the Cynegeticus
as examples of "innovation within the context of traditional form". The Cyropaedia is
worthy of inclusion in this list of works, since it displays Xenophon's knowledge of
existing literary traditions and his ability to ally them with his own style and ideas, thus
creating an innovative piece of literature.
The Cyropaedia, unlike the Hellenica, does have a preface - a meditation on the
43 Gray 1989, 1.
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difficulties involved in ruling mankind (1.1.1 ff.) - but there is still a need to understand
the work in the light of its antecedents. Xenophon's account of the education ofCyrus
is a long sprawling work of prose which freely mixes fact and fiction, the technical and
the philosophical, and which, in its organisation of varied subject matter around the life
story of a semi-mythical Persian king, bears little relation to any of the prose works of
contemporary or previous Greek authors. It has consequently gained the reputation
among some modern scholars of being something of an enigma.44 This reputation is
unwarranted, particularly when one examines the roots of the Cyropaedia in earlier
Greek literature and the stimuli arguably provided by contemporary authors. The
Cyropaedia is an eclectic rather than an enigmatic work and the diverse content of the
Cyropaedia reflects the variety of its antecedents. This chapter is therefore devoted to
examining some of these antecedents in order to ascertain which literary traditions
primarily influenced the work, and to see how Xenophon used them or departed from
them, following the ancient tendency to imitate and innovate.45
44 Hirsch 1985, 66: "When all is said and done, the Cyropaedia is an enigma and
will probably remain so".
45 Both Due (Due 1989, 117 ff.) and Gera (Gera 1993, 1 ff.) include detailed
sections in their works devoted to Xenophon's probable Greek and Near Eastern
sources for the Cyropaedia. In the Precursors section I have chosen to deal with Greek
literary antecedents up to and including the fifth century. The influence of fourth century
literature (e.g. the works of Antisthenes, Plato and Isocrates) on the Cyropaedia is a
potentially vast topic that is beyond the scope of this thesis and rests to a large extent
on the assignment ofspeculative dates for the relevant literature. It has to some extent
been covered by Due {ibid) and Gera (ibid); Gera in particular provides a
comprehensive discussion of the influence of Socratic dialogues on the Cyropaedia
(Gera 1993, 26 ff.). Ragnar Hoistad's Cynic Hero and Cynic King, also provides a
valuable examination of the links between what is known ofAntisthenes' work on Cyrus
with Xenophon's Cyropaedia (Hoistad 1948, 73 ff.), and rejects the idea of Xenophon
closely depending on Antisthenes' work {ibid., 78). I have therefore concentrated on
four Greek sources, as well as referring to Near Eastern sources, which can confidently
be said to have influenced the composition of the Cyropaedia, and have sought to
expand on the points made by Due and Gera where necessary and have suggested other
parallels that are not mentioned in their works.
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(i) Near Eastern Sources
In a section devoted to examining Greek literary influences on the Cyropaedia
it is also necessary to acknowledge the possible existence of other, non-Greek, traditions
in the work. Scholars have sought to find Persian and Near Eastern sources for the
Cyropaedia (see above section C), citing Xenophon's time spent in the Persian Empire,
his acquaintance with Cyrus the Younger and with some of the Persian nobility, and his
accurate and innovative use ofPersian terminology such as paradeisos in his description
of the Persian court and administration of the Empire, as proof of the genuinely Oriental
character of the work. In Persian Paideia andGreekHistoria. An interpretation of the
Cyropaedia ofXenophon. Book One, Joan M. Todd uses epigraphic and archaeological
evidence in support of her belief that Xenophon's depiction of court life in Persia and
Media and ofPersian education was based largely on first-hand knowledge ofPersia and
ofNear Eastern sources. Todd's emphasis on the authentic Oriental character of the
Cyropaedia has been further developed by Steven Hirsch in The Friendship of the
Barbarians.
There is indeed, particularly in Book 8, which describes the principles and
methods which Cyrus used to administer his empire, some valuable information which
contributes to our knowledge of the structure and intricacies of later Achaemenid
bureaucracy. We can only guess at the extent of Xenophon's personal knowledge of
Persian language, history and lore from his time spent soldiering in Asia Minor and the
Near East. Phrases like "em. tccd vCv" regularly crop up in the narrative to draw parallels
and contrasts with the Persian practices of Cyrus' day and of Xenophon's time, which
Due concludes are used "to assimilate the Cyropaedia to historical writing".46 Yet these
parallels reveal little of the extent ofXenophon's actual knowledge ofPersia or of his
desire to use it in the Cyropaedia, and, whatever he knew about Near Eastern sources,
he did not use them accurately to recreate the historical past.47 Gera and Hirsch assume
46 See Due 1989, 33-38 & 1.1.4 in the Commentary on Book 1.
47 Stadter 1991, 461-464.
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that Xenophon did not use written sources, though he would have had access to oral
Persian tales celebrating the deeds ofCyrus.48 He makes few references to the existence
of such sources. He refers implicitly to barbarian sources for the Cyropaedia at four
points in the narrative (1.4.27, 8.5.28, 8.6.16 & 8.6.20) and mentions Cyrus' fame being
celebrated by the barbarians in story and in song, logos kai ode (1.2.1 & 1.4.25). The
implicit references to Near Eastern sources in Books 1 and 8 are prefaced by anonymous
source attributions: Xenophon writes of the paidikos logos about Cyrus' Median
admirer, and another about the beauty of Cyrus' wife, and uses the phrases "«<; <()dcu",
and "AeyeTai". Hirsch comments that "Xenophon's frequent citation of oral tradition
among the barbarians is reminiscent ofHerodotus",49 however, such citations should not
automatically be assumed to refer to genuine Near Eastern sources. Detlev Fehling in
his work on Herodotus' source citations, Herodotus and his 'Sources', shows that these
same terms are associated with Active authorities, and provides several examples of
anonymous source citations being used in this way to create an overall source fiction for
the whole work, not just by Herodotus but in other Greek authors, including
Xenophon.50
The allusions to the logoi and odai of the barbarians are not reliable pointers to
Xenophon's use ofNear Eastern sources. Strabo, in his account ofPersia reveals that
the Persians, as part of their education, celebrate the deeds of the gods and the best men
either 'with or without song' (Geog. 15.3.18).51 In the Persia of the Cyropaedia
48 Gera 1993, 13 ff & Hirsch 1985, 68 flf. Gera proceeds to argue that some
kind ofPersian epic, including stories ofCyrus, would have been in existence at the time
when Xenophon wrote the Cyropaedia, and that Xenophon would probably have known
parts of it. Such an argument rests entirely on drawing parallels with later Iranian
literature, notably the eleventh century epic the Shahnamah, and remains entirely
conjectural, as she herself admits. See Cook 1983, 11 ff. for an analysis ofNear Eastern
written sources.
49 Hirsch 1985, 68.
50 Fehling 1989, 157 f. & 164.
51 The passage is included in Stoneman's brief commentary (Stoneman 1992,
273).
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Xenophon makes no mention of such a practice in his account of Persian education,
although the idea of reverence for the past does appear in Cyrus' final speech. The
dying king exhorts his two sons to heed the advice he has just given them on how to
behave towards one another and to mankind, or, if it is not sufficient, to look to the past
as it is the best teacher,
kcci TCOcpct T(I)v TtpoyeYriiievtov pavOaveTe- auxr| yap apioxr| 5i5aoKaXia. Cyr.
8.7.24
This sentiment informs the presentation of the past, in Xenophon's Hellenica and in the
histories ofHerodotus and Thucydides, as a valuable source of material from which
moral and practical lessons can be learned. By contrast, in the Cyropaedia, Xenophon
is projecting the logoi and odai of the Greeks onto a fictional character operating in a
quasi-historical background. He is concerned with depicting the life and times of Cyrus
as seen from a Greek perspective rather than creating a historical narrative based on
Persian stories and songs. His priorities are reflected in the final speech ofCyrus (see
Appendix C). The words ofwisdom to his sons, which they fail to heed, are given more
importance in terms of narrative length and emphasis than the brief mention of the
experience of the Persians in the past. Indeed, Cyrus' reference to the history of the
Persians is ironic, as he himself had once implicitly criticised the deeds of his ancestors
(1.5.8 fif).
Xenophon seems to be simply acknowledging the existence of Persian songs and
stories on Cyrus in two brief references in Book 1 of the Cyropaedia. The formulaic
nature ofthese references adds to the modern reader's impression that Xenophon wrote
the Cyropaedia to accommodate Greek perceptions of the Near East and that he used
Greek values as the basis for constructing an essentially Active account of the life of
Cyrus. This impression is confirmed in Book 2 of the Cyropaedia-, during a discussion
at Cyrus' dinner table on the merits ofmaking men laugh or cry one of Cyrus' captains
refers to authors, "XoycmoioOvxet;", who invent piteous things in stories and songs to
make one cry,
djonep evioi Kai ev wSoaq xai ev Aoyon; oixxpa area A-oyoTtoiouvxEC etc; Satcpua
Keipcovxai ayeiv. Cyr. 2.2.13
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Celebration ofmen, from the heroic past and the present, in stories and songs, formed
the basis ofPindar's encomiastic poetry,52 and Xenophon, in referring to the stories and
songs of barbarians, is acknowledging the Greek tradition of praise for mythical and
historical figures who have proved themselves in word and deed to be worthy of such
praise and is equating Cyrus with such men in terms to which his readership can relate.
Cyrus has been chosen by Xenophon to be a heroicparadeigma (see above Introduction
B), in the words ofPhoenix in the Iliad, 'to be both a speaker of words and doer of
deeds'.53
(ii) Homer
The influence of Homer on Greek literature is always acknowledged to be
immense. His works were particularly prized for their educational value,54 and in the
Cyropaedia, a work devoted to the paideia of a young man who proves himself in
battle, there are Homeric elements which would have been recognisable to the Greeks,
with their extensive knowledge of the Iliad and Odyssey. The Homeric nature ofCyrus'
deeds would have been recognised by men such as Niceratus, one of the characters in
Xenophon's Symposium, who was compelled by his father to learn the two epics by
heart so that he might become a good man (Symp. 3.5) and who proclaims the virtues
of the two works,
iots yap 6rj7toi) oxi "Opqpoc o oocjiujxaxoi; nertoiKe oxeSov rcepi, navxwv tg>v
avOpodTuvwv . ootu; av ouv iipwv PouA,r|xai f) oiKovopttcoi; q SripqyopiKot; r)
OTpaTriyiKog Yev£°0ai q opoiog ' AxiAAei t) Aiavxi q Neaxopir] ' Obuooei, epe
Oepaiteuexa). eyw yap xaOxa rcavxa ertioxapai. Symp. 4.6
For I am sure that you know that Homer, the wisest ofmen, has something to say on
virtually every aspect of human life. So if anyone is wanting to be knowledgeable about
householdmanagement or public speaking or generalship or to be like Achilles or Ajax
52 E.g. Pindar P. 1.92-94, N. 6.30-31 &N. 11.17-18.
53 II. 9.443; see Jaeger 1939, I, 8 for a discussion of the significance of this
passage in Homer.
54 See Jaeger 1939,1, 35 f.
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or Nestor or Odysseus, let him consult me, for I know about all these things.
Niceratus' self-professed knowledge ofHomer's works and his simple faith in
their wide-ranging educational worth engenders a sarcastic response from Antisthenes,
another of the guests at the banquet. Antisthenes asks whether he knows how to act like
a king, paoikEueiv, in view ofHomer's praise ofAgamemnon as a 'good king and mighty
warrior', to which Niceratus replies in the affirmative. This passage is often used as
evidence of the importance ofHomer in Athenian, and by implication Greek, education;
it is also important in assessing Xenophon's own view ofHomer which he has chosen
to voice through the unknown figure ofNiceratus.
The narrative of the Cyropaedia would satisfy the demands of both Niceratus
and Antisthenes, and its hero possesses attributes which both men could admire. The
achievements ofXenophon's Cyrus make him the embodiment ofHomer's 'good king
and mighty warrior'. He possesses all the talents that Niceratus claims to know about:
he is able to manage not just a household but a vast empire of different peoples, who are
kept in check through awe of him (1.1.5); he is skilled in the art of public speaking, as
he demonstrates when reforming his army: and his skill as a general renders him
invincible against his enemies. Xenophon portrays him as a composite Homeric hero;
as fierce in battle and pre-eminent amongst men as Achilles or Hector, as brave as Ajax,
as wise as Nestor, and as crafty as Odysseus.
The content of the Cyropaedia, with its accent on war and leadership, lends itself
to elements ofHomeric narrative. Xenophon's similes in the hunting and battle scenes
of the Cyropaedia are Homeric in style and content. Furthermore, certain passages
describing incidents ofCyrus' childhood paideia appear to be composed with Homer
specifically in mind. The Homeric epics also provide us with the earliest portrayals of
childhood in the ancient world through the characters of the infant Astyanax in the Iliad,
and, at the opposite end of scale, Telemachus, the youth approaching manhood in the
Odyssey. Xenophon, in his detailed and perceptive picture ofCyrus' childhood, chooses
to concentrate on the middle period of childhood when Cyrus is well past the infant
stage, but is still a pais in his early teens who has yet to be admitted to the class of
youths, epheboi, which is open to boys of sixteen or seventeen years of age (1.2.8).
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Cyrus spends this period of his life away from the confines of the Persian royal palace
and the conventional Persianpaideia, having been taken away by his mother to visit her
father Astyages, king of the Medes. The opulence and openness of the Median court
initially amazes the boy accustomed to the austere Persian lifestyle, but he quickly adapts
to life in Media and is able to persuade his mother to allow him to stay there when she
leaves for Persia (1.3.15-18).
Cyrus is eager to stay in Media because he revels in the freedom he is able to
enjoy under his doting grandfather's tutelage, in particular he is overjoyed to have the
opportunity to go hunting.55 Xenophon's vivid description of Cyrus' first hunt in the
wilds ofMedia has parallels, in the background to the story and the actual hunt itself,
with Odysseus' account in Book 19 of the Odyssey of visiting his grandfather,
Autolycus, and ofbeing allowed to take part in a boar-hunt on Mt. Parnassus. Homer
uses 'flashback' technique to describe how Odysseus, now back in his own palace under
the guise of a beggar, has a scar on his knee which betrays his real identity to his old
nurse Eurycleia when she washes him. The story of how Odysseus received the scar is
the premise for a digression in the narrative, dealing with the significant role played by
Odysseus' maternal grandfather, Autolycus, in his upbringing. Autolycus chooses the
name for his recently born grandson and promises him a share of his goods when he is
of the right age to visit Parnassus, "oktiot' av fiPqaai; pqxpwiov eg peya Supa eA.0r|
napvrioovS"' (Od. 19.410-411).
The character ofAutolycus, the self-serving trickster, has been regarded as "the
prototype ofOdysseus' personality seen in its most negative aspect".56 When Odysseus
arrives at Parnassus to receive his gifts, "ayXaa 5wpa" (ibid., 413), he is treated with
honour and generosity by Autolycus and his family. Astyages has a similar role to
Autolycus in the Cyropaedia as a negative prototype ofthe adult Cyrus; he lavishes gifts
and attention on Cyrus and exerts considerable influence on his grandson. Cyrus
55 See Synopses to chapters 3 & 4 in the Commentary for more detailed
discussion of the hunting passages.
56 Russo etal. 1992, III, 96.
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displays certain traits of his character when he reaches maturity, assuming what he
perceives to be the positive aspects of his grandfather's persona. He adopts Median
dress, having been influenced by seeing his grandfather's use of cosmetics to enhance
his appearance and inspire respect among others (8.1.40-1); he seeks to win favour
through generosity just as Astyages secured his admiration through gifts and favours
(8.2.7); and, once in power, he practises the Median style of despotic kingship in
seclusion from his subjects, but avoids the indulgence and love of excess which
characterises Astyages' own court and is manifested in the character of Astyages' own
son Cyaxares.
When Odysseus goes offhunting on foot with Autolycus' sons on the mountain,
the hounds soon track down the lair of a mighty boar, which sallies forth against the
huntsmen. Odysseus is the first to react, rushing forward in his eagerness to strike the
boar with his spear,
08' apa 7tp«Ti0T0<; 'OSuaaeug
eooux' avaaxopevog 5oA,ixov 56pu XElPl rcaxeifl,
ou-capevai pepawg. Od. 19.447-449
Homer emphasises that the young Odysseus acts impulsively, "pepawc", and recklessly,
as he meets the boar's charge. He kills the boar but in the process his knee is gashed by
the animal's tusk, leaving the scar, which, many years later, Eurycleia recognises.
Odysseus pays a price, albeit a minor one, for his ardour in the hunt, whereas
Cyrus emerges unscathed from indulging in his passion for hunting. Having seen his
grandson kill all the wild animals in hisparadeisos through his love of the sport (1.4.5),
Astyages gives in to Cyrus' desire to hunt in the wild and grants him permission to go
off in the company of his son Cyaxares and some guards, who are to protect the boy
from any dangerous wild beasts and places. Cyrus' impatient and impulsive nature
translates itself into a reckless disregard of danger that enables him to kill
single-handedly a deer and a boar. Not even a rebuke from his uncle Cyaxares for his
rash conduct can spoil Cyrus' joy in his achievement, and he has the audacity to ask if
he can take back his two kills, the evidence of his foolhardiness, to show his grandfather
(1.4.9). Cyrus is subsequently able to persuade his grandfather to take him on another
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larger hunt along with his friends and Astyages takes pleasure in watching Cyrus'
unrestrained glee in chasing down animals. The modest young boy is transformed into
a predatory animal, Xenophon likening his cries to the yelping of a young hound, "cbcmep
qkiiactki yevvaiu avaKXaCovxr" (1.4.15).
The Homeric themes of the boar hunt and the unrestrained behaviour in the face
ofdanger are combined in the next hunting episode depicted by Xenophon, when Cyrus
is fast approaching the age of a Persian ephebos, although on this occasion his quarry
are not wild animals but men (1.4.16 ff.). Cyrus gains his first experience of combat
when his future rival the Assyrian prince illicitly crosses the Median border on a hunting
trip, and Astyages marches out with a substantial force to drive out the invaders. Cyrus
appears, uninvited, at his grandfather's side, but Astyages does not send the boy away.
Once again the Median king bows to the boy's zest for action and allows him to
accompany his force, little realising that not only will Cyrus dictate the battle plan
against the Assyrian raiders, he will also be actively involved in the fighting. Cyrus'
enthusiasm for the chase in hunting is translated into a bloodthirsty piece of derring-do,
and he leaves his grandfather's side, without asking for his permission, to join his uncle
in charging at the enemy. At this point Xenophon uses a simile decidedly Homeric in
content and style, which refers back to the two previous hunting scenes, to describe the
young prince's headlong pursuit of the enemy,
"Qonep 5e kuodv yevvaiog aneipog aTipovorjxwi; 4>epexai rupoc; Kanpov, ouxa) leal
o Kupog e<|>epexo, povov opa>v xo noaeiv xov aA-ioicdpevov, aAAo 6" oi)8ev
7ipovod)v. Cyr. 1.4.21
Just as a well-bred but inexperienced hound hurls itself recklessly upon a boar, so Cyrus
was carried away, looking only to strike down anyone caught in his path, and thinking of
nothing else.
The simile echoes Cyrus' first hunting feat against the boar and once again Cyrus
is likened to a predatory hound, although the noble young puppy, oicuA.a£, of the second
hunting trip has been transformed into full-grown hunting dog, kuov, albeit an
inexperienced one, and once again he takes off blindly in pursuit. The simile of the
hunting hound pursuing his prey appears several times in the Iliad. Hector in pursuit of
the Achaeans is likened to a dog snapping at the heels of a boar or lion (II. 8.338);
Odysseus and Diomedes pursue the the Trojan spy Dolon like two hounds after a deer
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or hare (II. 10.360); Antilochus rushes at Melanippus like a dog pouncing on a stricken
fawn (II 15.479); and the Trojans rushing in on the Achaeans bearing Patroclus' body
away from the battlefield are compared to hounds closing in on a stricken boar (II.
17.725). Another effective use of a simile in a battlefield scene in the Cyropaedia occurs
when the Assyrian ally of Cyrus, Gadatas, is nearly betrayed into the hands of the
Assyrian prince. His troops and himself are subsequently pursued and overtaken by the
enemy, until Cyrus and his army appear to save them. The actions of the exhausted
Gadatas and his men, who are overjoyed and summon extra strength to rush towards the
sanctuary ofCyrus' army, are likened to that ofmen in a ship who put into a harbour out
of a storm (5.4.6). The scene also recalls the frantic flight of the Trojans before Achilles
in Book 21 of the Iliad, and their sense of relief as they pile in through the city gates.
The theme of the young Cyrus' reckless conduct is reminiscent of Homer's
treatment ofHector's efforts in defence of his city, which cause his wife to warn him that
his own strength will kill him, "<|)0ioei oe to oov pe'vcx;" (II. 6.407). Hector the adult
warrior in his battle-fury is compared to a mighty boar in a long simile in Book 12, when
he storms the ditch surrounding the Greek ships (II. 12.40-48). He behaves like the boar
at bay which turns on his pursuers, confident of his strength and oblivious to the danger
that surrounds him, and is killed by his own courage. The Trojan hero eventually pays
the ultimate price for his rashness on the battlefield.57 Xenophon's Cyrus will live to
fight another day when he will not be so reckless, though during his first taste of battle
he does not let caution spoil his enjoyment. He is unable to be silent as in his hunting
trips, but this time he shouts to his uncle, not through thrill of the chase but enjoyment
of battle, "imo xpg xapgovfig avaKaAwv xov 0eiov" (1.4.22), and succeeds in putting the
enemy to flight. Cyrus' joy, xapgovrj, recalls the Homeric hero's lust for battle, xtfppr),
which comes to him or leaves him at crucial moments on the battlefield. This first
experience of charme is an important step in the transition ofCyrus the impulsive boy
into Cyrus the warrior prince, and it reappears in his first battle against the Assyrians,
when he forgets to lead his army at a measured pace but joins the rest of his men, who
57 Cf Xenophon's description in the Anabasis of the reckless behaviour ofCyrus
the Younger at the battle ofCunaxa (An. 1.8.24 ff).
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are filled with the same spirit of courage, enthusiasm and eagerness, rcpoOupia, pevo<; and
to oiteuSeiv, in running at the enemy (3.3.62).
Such warlike feelings are alien to the sensibilities of the effeminate Medes, and,
after the Assyrian trespassers have been quickly repelled, Astyages is rendered
speechless by the transformation in Cyrus from demure grandson into battle-crazed
warrior,
"Ek toCto 5f] avfjYaYev 6 ' Ao-rudyr)?, paA,a ^aipoov koci xfj ikkokpaxra kai xov
KCpov oi)k e%a)v o xi xpf] Axyeiv aixiov pev ovxa eiSax; xoO epyou, paivopevov
8e yiyvwoKcov xfj xopApfl. Cyr. 1.4.24
After this Astyages withdrew, greatly pleased with the victory of his cavalry, but at the
same time not knowing what he should say to Cyrus; for Astyages knew that the latter was
responsible for the victory, but he also observed that Cyrus was crazed with his own
daring.
Xenophon' use of "pouvdpevov" to describe Cyrus' craze for battle recalls the fury of
Homeric heroes on the battlefield, most notably when Hector is driven on to attack the
Greek ships by Zeus, even though he is already maddened by battle without the god's
help,
xd <|>poveG)v vfieooiv hi yXa^uprjoiv eyeipev
"Exxopa npiapi'5r|v paA.cc rtep pepawxa Kai auxov.
gaivexo 6' d>g ox' "Aprjg eyxeortaXog oAoov nop
oupeoi fiafvr|xai.//. 15.603-606
Xenophon continues with this Homeric theme as the effects of Cyrus' battle fury cause
him to ride around alone and gloat over the corpses of the enemy, much to his
grandfather's displeasure (1.4.24). In the Odyssey the nurse Eurycleia is tempted to do
the same after the suitors have been slain in the great hall, but Odysseus rebukes her,
warning her of the impiety ofgloating over the slain (Od. 22.412).
As a result ofCyrus' extraordinary deeds in Media his name is on everyone's lips
and he becomes celebrated in story and song (1.4.25). Although he is still a boy, Cyrus
has achieved an heroic status amongst the Medes. His deeds on the battlefield are akin
to the youthful aristeia ofNestor in the war of the Pylians against the Epeians, which
he describes to Patroclus in Book 11 of the Iliad. Nestor was considered old enough
to go on a cattle raid, but when the time came for a full scale battle his father Neleus
would not allow him to be armed and had hidden his horses, considering him too young
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and unskilled in the art ofwarfare (II. 11.717-719). Nestor goes against his father's
advice and joins the Pylians, distinguishing himself in battle earning the praise of the
Achaeans alongside Zeus,
ndvxeg 8' euxexocovxo 0ecov Ail Neoxopi t' av5pwv. II. 11.761
Cyrus' youthful aristeia proves to be the precursor of further battlefield success against
the Assyrians and their allies.58
Xenophon's allusions to scenes from the Homeric epics in the Cyropaedia are
not confined to his description of Cyrus' childhood. The standard scene in the Iliad of
Agamemnon summoning his troops to assembly to discuss important matters is echoed
in Cyrus' assembly of his troops in Book 2 to vote on his reform of the army. One of
his captains, Chrysantas, speaks out in favour of his proposal in order to ensure its
success. Just as Odysseus lends valuable support to Agamemnon in the aftermath of the
assembly in Book 2 of the Iliad, so Chrysantas helps Cyrus at a critical point in the
debate and he is appropriately described as being like Odysseus, for what he lacks in
physical stature he makes up for in intelligence,
avf]p oCxe peyag ouxe ioxupo<; i5eiv, (j)povtjoei 5e 8ia<|)Epa)v. Cyr. 2.2.5
The funeral games ofBook 23 of the Iliad are also alluded to when Cyrus holds games
with prizes for his troops (8.2.26 & 8.3.33). During the second occasion an episode
dealing with the unlikely friendship and seemingly unequal exchange of gifts between the
Persian commoner Pheraulas and a Sacian horseman recalls the meeting of Glaucus and
Diomedes in the Iliad (II. 6.119 ff).
Book 6 of the Iliad also provides inspiration for one of the most celebrated
scenes in the Cyropaedia, Abradatas' final farewell to his wife Panthea (6.4.1 ff.) echoes
the parting scene ofHector and Andromache (II. 6.399 ff.).59 There is a further Homeric
58 See Howie 1996, 196 ff. for discussion of the aristeia in Homer and
Xenophon.
59 See Delebecque 1978, 36 n., Tatum 1989, 179 f., Gera 1993, 235 ff. & Howie
1996, 207 ff. for analyses of the Homeric parallels in this scene of the Cyropaedia. Gera
also notes that Panthea in this scene also resembles Darius' wife, Atossa, in Book 3 of
Herodotus' work (Gera 1993, 237).
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parallel to this scene that implicitly links the doomed Abradatas to first Patroclus, then
Hector, in Books 16-17 of the Iliad. Panthea's gift of new golden armour and a purple
tunic for Abradatas, which is received as an unexpected and welcome present by her
grateful husband, recalls Thetis' procuring of new armour for Achilles. The theme of
the hero wearing new armour, and by doing so going against the natural order of things,
oi Kara Koogov - the armour acting as a harbinger of the death of the wearer - is played
out in the Iliad initially through the character ofPatroclus, then Hector, both of them
wearing Achilles' old armour and being subsequently killed on the battlefield. When
Hector exults in putting on Achilles' armour, having stripped it from Patroclus' corpse,
Zeus is moved to lament for Hector's ignorance of his own impending death. In taking
the armour, which he was not supposed to do, Hector unwittingly confirms his own
doom,
TeOxea 6' oi> Kara xoopov ano Kpaxog re xai wpcov
eiXev. II. 17.205
Xenophon cleverly incorporates the theme into Abradatas' reaction to his new
armour, playing on the dual meaning of kosmos as the natural order of things and as
decorations signifying honour, when he asks his wife whether she had destroyed her own
jewels, "tov occimp; Koopov", to make his new armour (6.4.3). Panthea affectionately
replies that she has not destroyed him, her most precious jewel of all, for he, if he
appears to others as he does to her, will be her loveliest jewel, "pe'Yioroq Koopo;" (6.4.3).
Abradatas is for her the embodiment of all that is honourable and creditable in her life
and she wishes to convey this pride in him through the gift of the golden armour, which
in its ostentation stands in sharp contrast to the uniformity of Cyrus' bronze-clad
Persians. The tragic irony behind the exchange is that she is about to lose her most
precious jewel on the battlefield of Sardis. Her husband's death destroys her most
precious jewel and the order of her life, which leads to self-recrimination and her own
suicide (7.3.10-14).
These examples ofHomeric influence on the work show that the similes and
concentration on scenes of daring and pathos, which might seem to be uncharacteristic
poetic flights offancy in the otherwise simple, unadorned prose ofXenophon, are verbal
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echoes of scenes and expressions which the average Greek well-versed in the Iliad and
Odyssey, ifnot to the extent ofNiceratus, would have recognised and appreciated. Not
only is the author demonstrating his own erudition, he is elevating his hero and other
worthy characters in the Cyropaedia to the ranks of the Homeric hero by making them
display similar traits and undergo similar experiences as these renowned mythical figures.
(iii) Wisdom literature
All Xenophon's books are more or less dominated by the desire to educate. That
characteristic is notmerely a concession to his age. It is a spontaneous expression of his
nature.60
In Book 8 of the Cyropaedia Xenophon describes at length a banquet held to
celebrate Cyrus' victories, to which Cyrus' most loyal friends are invited, including the
Assyrian elder Gobryas. He had previously entrusted his daughter to Cyrus' care in the
hope of finding a suitable marriage for her, as part of the pact he had made with Cyrus
(7.2.7). In the course of some light-hearted conversation Cyrus asks Gobryas whether
he is more ready to accept one of Cyrus' Persian friends as a suitor now, than when he
first joined Cyrus (8.4.13). At that time he had been disconcerted by the Persians'
disregard for his material wealth and had thought them less refined than his own people.
However, his attitude has changed, and he declares that he is much more willing to
countenance the idea because he has been impressed by the Persians' ability to bear their
good fortune no less well than their hard work and times of danger (8.4.14). He
concludes his observation on the Persians with the truism that good fortune can lead to
hybris for most men while misfortune inspires in all men self-control scphrosyne (ibid.).
Cyrus then asks Hystaspas, one of the Persian captains who has set his heart on
Gobryas' daughter, whether he has heard Gobryas' saying, "rcoppuou to prjpa" (8.4.15).
Hystaspas replies in the affirmative, remarking that he values such words of wisdom
more than any wealth Gobryas might possess. The Assyrian responds by promising him
60
Jaeger 1945, III, 159.
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that he has many of such truisms written down, "no\\a yt goi ecm. xoiauxa
oDYYeYpcmxeva" (8.4.16).
What appears to be a relatively trivial scene is in fact of great importance in
assessing the influence ofwisdom, or gnomic, literature on the Cyropaedia, Xenophon
seems to be referring here to the existence of collections ofwise sayings in the Middle
East, in which we can see the roots of Greek wisdom literature. In the Greek world
collections of aphorisms, known as YvupoXoyia, were a feature of the Byzantine age,
most notably in the work of Stobaeus, but probably dated back to early fourth century
Athens, the time of Xenophon.61 The Cyropaedia does contain passages of gnomic
wisdom which suggest that Xenophon was acquainted with the idea of education by
gnamologia.
As prose superseded verse as the principal form of philosophic expression in
Greek literature, gnomic wisdom was no longer confined to the format of a succession
of self-contained statements and the delineation between practical and ethical wisdom
became blurred.62 Rudiments of wisdom were incorporated into the framework of a
story, one of the most notable examples being the story of Croesus in Book 1 of
Herodotus' work, when Solon lectures the king of Lydia on what constitutes a bios
eudaimon, and his words are proved true by Croesus' subsequent misadventures.
Croesus also receives good advice from one of the Sages of the Greek world, either Bias
ofPriene or Pittacus ofMytilene, and from one of his Lydian subjects, Sandanis, before
he in turn, after defeat, becomes a wise advisor to his master Cyrus ofPersia. Xenophon
himself realised the importance of the downfall of Croesus in Greek accounts ofCyrus'
life and the place of Croesus in the tradition of wisdom literature. He too depicts a
meeting between Cyrus and the captive Lydian king in Book 7 of the Cyropaedia, and
Cyrus' opening words to the man who has recently been one of his main enemies are
61 Barns 1950, 126 ff. & 1951, 1 ff.
62 See Gera 1993, 50 f. for a history of early verse works ofmoral instruction,
hypothekai; she correctly regards the conversation between Cyrus and Cambyses in
chapter 6 of Book 1 of the Cyropaedia as belonging to the tradition of this kind of
literature.
significantly followed by a request for advice (7.2.10). Croesus' misfortunes and fall
from grace with Apollo have qualified him in Cyrus' opinion to be a useful source of
wisdom and Croesus dutifully supplies Cyrus with a gnomic response from the Delphic
oracle, appropriately in one hexameter line, which refers to the inscription on the temple
ofApollo,
SauTov yiyv"okuv etifiaigwv Kpoioe nepaaei<;. Cyr. 7.2.20
Know yourself, Croesus, and you will achieve good fortune.
Plato discusses in theHippiasMajor the question of combining practical advice
on public matters, to koiv<£, and private matters, id 181a, by making a traditional contrast
between intellectuals and men of action (Hp. Ma. 28 ID). The contrast serves to
highlight the change in attitudes to wisdom literature in the fifth and fourth centuries,
whereby gnomic wisdom was no longer the preserve ofpoets who were not in sympathy
with the life of the polis, such as the Boeotian farmer Hesiod and the disgruntled
aristocrat Theognis, but included the soldier and the statesman. Hippias is mentioned
in another Platonic dialogue, thePhaedrus, where Socrates discusses the art of rhetoric
with Phaedrus and pokes fun at teachers of rhetoric such as Hippias and Polus, pupil of
Licymnius whose writing style included the affectation ofgnomologia (Phdr. 267C).
Plato, in dismissing this and other stylistic components of rhetoric, reflects the shift in
emphasis in wisdom literature from combining ethical maxims with practical wisdom
relevant to contemporary life, which men of action were better qualified to write.
Xenophon was just such a man of action. He witnessed and was actively
involved in some of the major events at the end of the fifth and beginning of the fourth
century, as a military commander in the aftermath ofCyrus the Younger's unsuccessful
attempt to remove his brother from the throne of Persia and in the Spartan king
Agesilaus' campaigns in Asia Minor. On approaching manhood, he, like a number of
future influential Athenians, came under the spell of the teaching of Socrates. The
Athenian philosopher was far from being a dispenser of simple gnomic wisdom, but both
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Xenophon and Plato depicted him as being well-versed in the works ofgnomic poets.63
Xenophon, like Plato, recognises the importance of prudent and selective use of
gncmai, and in theMemorabilia Xenophon depicts Socrates using selected gnomai for
educational purposes (Mem. 1.2.56 ff). However, in contrast to Plato, he is ready to
use the Homeric epics as a source of moral examples, paradeigmata (ibid. & Symp.
8.30-31). He subtly refers to the old tradition ofwisdom literature whilst maintaining
the accent on practical advice, recognising that this old tradition was invaluable for
expressing his desire to educate. Of all his works, three of them could be classed as
works of advice, in which the enactment of practical wisdom is seen as reinforcing
ethical beliefs, theHipparchicus, Peri Hippikes, and the Cynegeticus. The first two are
technical treatises, seemingly aimed at a select readership, an educated and wealthy elite
who could afford to maintain horses. The Cynegeticus is somewhat different. Instead
of containing purely prescriptive narrative there is also a strong descriptive element in
the work and a long preface which lists famous mythical hunters who were pupils of the
centaur Cheiron, an important figure in Greek wisdom literature. Xenophon also
includes a final chapter, which, apparently out of character with the rest of the work, is
an attack on the sophists of the fourth century. The preface and the rhetoric of the final
chapter have long been regarded as interpolations and the authorship and date of the
work have been questioned, but these assumptions have been convincingly challenged
in an article by Gray.64 She shows that the Cynegeticus is not so much a technical
treatise as a work of advice, paraenesis, a moral treatise with technical instruction.
Taking Isocrates' Cyprian Orations, in particular the works Nicocles and To Demonicus,
as models of this kind of literature, she also demonstrates that the structure of the work
resembles Hesiod's Works andDays in its clearly structured transitions from elaborate
preface on mythological subjects, to practical advice and finally, in the last chapter,
warnings as to ethical conduct.
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E.g. Plato'sMeno, where Socrates quotes Pindar and Theognis (Men. 76D




There is also criticism of sophists' misuse of maxims in the final chapter of the
Cynegeticus. Xenophon complains that they do not use maxims in the correct manner,
namely as a means of teaching virtue, arete, to young men (Cyn. 13.3 ff.). He speaks
as the interested individual, "eyw iSiwxrn; he'v eigi" (ibid.), the layman who seeks to
articulate the ideas that those who are well educated in virtue think and need to hear
(ibid.). Words are not sufficient to educate, but maxims can be if used correctly,
ovonaxa piv yapoiiK av 7tai8euoEiav,yvd))iai 8e EiKaA.d)(; exoiev. Cyn. 13.5-6
Xenophon is thus preaching to the converted. His maxims are used to reassert rather
than challenge accepted opinions, a function which Aristotle acknowledges in a passage
in his Rhetoric on gnamologia (Rhet. 1394A-1395B). He notes that maxims are useful
to speakers and says that one should 'hunt for maxims' as hearers are pleased to hear in
general terms an opinion they have specifically formed. But the more important
advantage ofgndmai, Aristotle tells us, is that they make speeches ethical, "fiGiKoix; yap
TioiEi xoug Aoyoix;"; they serve to make the moral purpose of the speech clear, and in turn
illustrate the moral preferences of the speaker and his good character (Rhet. 1395B).
Just like Aristotle's would-be rhetorician Xenophon articulates the practical and ethical
ideas of those who are well educated and have fixed notions about what constitutes
virtue. The summary of the qualities of Agesilaus in his encomium of the Spartan king
is delivered as a series ofmaxims, in order that the praise of his arete may be more easily
remembered, "ox; av o enaivog Eunvr||iovEox£'fxo<; exp" (Ages. 11.1 ff.). Gray notes that "a
parainesis demanded conventional moral attitudes from the writer, which need not reflect
his own beliefs".65 Whether or not the beliefs expressed in the Cyropaedia corresponded
to Xenophon's own beliefs, and there is no reason to suppose that they do not, by
reflecting conventional morality in his use of maxims Xenophon confirms his own
suitability for the role ofdispenser ofadvice and wisdom. He also reveals his own good
character to readers of the work.
Having examined the history ofwisdom literature and its overall influence on
65 Ibid., 162.
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Xenophon s works, it is time to focus on the Cyropaedia and assess the influence of
gnomic tradition on it, a tradition which is clearly present on both a practical and ethical
level. Although the work is based on the life of an exceptional leader, a foreign king
whose exploits were already passing into the realm of myth, there is still the same
universality of the wisdom in this account of the words and deeds of a special individual
which characterises the work of the early Greek poets. As in his three 'technical'
treatises, Xenophon is to some extent reiterating certain beliefs, which those who have
undergone the same education and who share the same ethical attitude as he, hold dear.
Moreover, whilst confirming that he is morally and educationally qualified to deliver
advice to his readership, he also gives advice on more practical matters which stem from
his own wide-ranging military experience. Not only are there short, pithy rhemata of
the kind that Gobryas delivers (see above), there are also lengthy, descriptive passages
of advice focusing on military affairs such as in Book 8 (8.5.2-16), where Xenophon
describes how Cyrus organised his army on the march and in setting up camp, Cyrus'
army acting as a microcosm of society, being in need of order and firm control.
In chapter 6 ofBook 1 of the Cyropaedia Xenophon's depiction of the scene
with Cyrus and Cambyses illustrates clearly the author's linking of the practical and the
ethical to produce, within the overall structure of the work, a self-contained
paraenesis.66 The paraenetic conversation between paternal figure and son as the latter
goes off to Media to face war with the Assyrians and to face his own destiny, has a
number of parallels in previous Greek literature. Cambyses acts as a wise advisor in the
style of figures such as Nestor and Mentor in the Homeric epics and Croesus, Solon and
Artabanus in Herodotus.67 Furthermore, Xenophon has provided the kind of dramatic
setting for the impartation ofadvice, the father passing on his wisdom to his son, which
harks back to Hesiod and to Near Eastern roots ofwisdom literature. In the Cyropaedia
the father subjects the boy to a comprehensive and stern examination of his ideas and
beliefs, making Cyrus first reveal details of his education and then correcting what he
66 For an analysis of the scene see Synopsis to Chapter 6 of the Commentary.
67 See Lattimore 1939, 24 ff.
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thinks to be complacent and mistaken assumptions, before giving his son the benefit of
his advice.
The whole episode can be seen as a 'ring composition', beginning and ending
with the idea of the importance of religious piety and of interpreting correctly omens
from the gods.68 The same themes occur in the Cynegeticus, which begins and ends with
strictures on the gods and piety, and, looking at an earlier model of this kind of
literature, Hesiod's Works andDays ends with praise of the man who is "euScu'nwv xe kcci
oApiog", who does not offend the gods and observes omens (WD 826-829). The
structure of the episode in the Cyropaedia resembles that of the Cynegeticus in its use
of ethically based preface, a 'technical' section, and an epilogue. The technical section
is not as descriptive or detailed as Xenophon's advice on hunting, and is devoted more
to listing the physical and moral qualities a good general should possess, rather than
discussing details ofmilitary tactics.69 The episode begins when Cyrus goes off at the
head of an army to assist his uncle Cyaxares, king of the Medes, against a coalition of
neighbouring forces led by the Assyrian king. After the ritual of prayer and sacrifice,
which are rewarded with good omens from Zeus, Cyrus and his father set off for the
Median border reassured by the open signs ofdivine support for the mission. Cambyses
then tests Cyrus' preparedness for the expedition and in the course of this testing
process Xenophon gives the reader further insight into Cyrus' education and Cambyses'
role in it. The passage has additional importance in that it also reflects the principles,
both ethical and practical, that governed the lives ofXenophon and his readership.
Cambyses is not the only person to be a source of gnomic wisdom in the
Cyropaedia. Cyrus himselfat critical points uses gnomai to ensure that the message he
is trying to convey strikes home to his listeners. When Cyrus defeats his enemies and
has just been installed in his palace in Babylon with a bodyguard of eunuchs and
mercenaries, he realises that there is a danger that his Persian men, on whom he still
relies, will relax and lose their discipline and self-restraint without further military duties
68 Tatum 1989, 86.
69 See Synopsis to chapter 6 of the Commentary for a discussion of this scene.
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to occupy their time (7.5.70). He is therefore not content with preserving his newly-won
arche but is already contemplating adding to it, for which he needs their services. He
is anxious not to antagonise his most loyal servants, who have already been denied
access to him by his retreat into the seclusion of his court, so he refrains from issuing
orders to them in the manner of the typical Near Eastern despot. Cyrus speaks to them
in person as a reassuring and, despite his comparative youthfulness, paternal figure in the
mould ofCambyses. He makes them see that it is in their best interests to maintain their
unity and discipline (7.5.75) and reminds them that winning is not everything; to win,
and to hold on to what one has won, is a greater achievement which requires the
continual maintenance of the virtues he has instilled into them,
Meya pev yap oipai epyov xai to ap%f)v Kaxaixpa^ai, rcoAi) 8' exi pei(ov to
Aapovxa 8iaocooa0ai. Cyr. 7.5.76
I think that while it is a great achievement to win an empire, it is an even greater one to
preserve what one has taken.
Cyrus' deliberate use ofmaxims on occasions like these, in order to show others that it
is not only in his interest to obey him, but in theirs too, is one of the keys to his success.
He has learnt well from his father's advice on securing the willing obedience ofmen by
appearing more willing to look after their interests than they are (1.6.21). Xenophon
emphasises that Cyrus successfully applied this advice on a much larger scale by
maintaining his large empire, without even being seen by many of his subjects (1.1.3)
who nevertheless regarded him with a mixture of fear and admiration - fear of his
military power and admiration for the apparent consideration he gave to all of them.
Cyrus thus practised what he preached to his men in the example above with great
success.
Cyaxares, king of the Medes, also uses time-honoured wisdom to argue his case
at a critical point in the narrative (4.1.14 ff). After the Medes' and Persians' first
victory over the Assyrian forces, Cyrus realises that a golden opportunity to pursue the
fleeing enemy is being missed because the Persians do not have cavalry to turn the flight
into a rout (4.1.10). By thinking such thoughts aloud he invites the suggestion that
Cyaxares, at this point still the nominal leader of the Persians and Medes, should be told
of this in order to authorise a full-scale pursuit led by Median cavalry. Cyrus then agrees
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to go and see his uncle, although he ensures that his Persian captains come along to
support him, when he presents what he knows will be an unwelcome proposal to
Cyaxares. Putting forward such a proposal in the presence of others is crucial to Cyrus'
plans for gaining control of the campaign against the Assyrian king; not only does he
need witnesses for dealing with any future recriminations for his actions from his uncle,
but, as Xenophon also reveals, Cyrus needs to overcome his uncle's limited ambition and
growing antipathy to the Persians. In keeping with this unfavourable portrayal of the
Median king, Cyaxares is described as being jealous of the Persians' initiative.70 It is also
suggested that he has no stomach for another encounter with the enemy so soon after
the last one, and moreover wants to stay where he is and drunkenly revel in the fruits of
victory (4.1.13).
Xenophon cleverly sets the stage for the decisive encounter between these two
men with such widely differing values and ambitions that will ultimately lead to Cyrus
assuming control over the whole army. Having given us some insight into Cyaxares'
state of mind, Xenophon then gives him the first speech in which he confirms his
reluctance to undertake a pursuit of the Assyrians.71 Cyaxares begins by contrasting the
different attitude of the Persians and other men to pleasure, hedone. The Persians are
set apart from mankind with a kind ofpatronising disdain, "iigeig oi Itepocu", as being the
most careful not to take too much satisfaction in even the most trifling pleasure, as he
himself has seen and heard (4.1.14). They are preoccupied only with abstinence,
whereas Cyaxares the hedonistic Median knows all about pleasure in its varying degrees
and how to deal with it, and he believes that he can now speak from a position of
authority to his naive Persian allies. He implies that they are insatiable for more success
on the battlefield when they should not be tempting fate by risking another encounter
against the disorganised but still numerically superior enemy,
e|ioi 5e Sokei tfj<; peyiotrit; f|6ovfj<; noAu paA-iota aup(t>epeiv eykpaxti elvai.
Mei'Ca> 6e f|8ovfiv ti naps'xei av0poSTCOi<; Eiltuxiag f) vtiv t|pw itapaYEYE'vriTai;
70 See Appendix B on the character ofCyaxares.
71 See Tatum 1989, 124 f.; he notes that Cyaxares' speech "is a brilliantly
conceived lesson in how not to think like Cyrus the Great".
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Cyr. 4.1.14
But it seems to me to be much more advantageous to practise restraint in the greatest of
pleasures; and what pleasure could be greater for mankind than the success which has
now come to us?
The idea of the hedonistic Median king praising the virtues of self-restraint, enkrateia,
to Cyrus and the Persians, who have made the value a guiding force in their education
and lives, is striking, but obviously intended to be ironic. Cyaxares is unabashed by his
lack ofmoral fitness to utter such sentiments, and continues in the same vein, speaking
ofthe benefits of enjoying success moderately, "oo4>p6va><;" (4.1.15). He argues that if
they did the opposite and went for another victory, they would be taking risks in a
manner similar to those who have enjoyed success at sea but eventually lose everything
through wishing to repeat their success.
Cyaxares goes on to list a number of reasons for not pursuing the retreating
enemy, drawing a further analogy between the retreating enemy and the cornered wild
sow who will charge at her hunters in order to protect her young (4.1.17). Cyrus does
not openly refute any ofhis arguments as he did on an earlier occasion (3.3.31); indeed,
there is little in Cyaxares' reasoning to which he could object. Xenophon gives the
Median king a speech, which, in its selective use of gnomic wisdom and in the means of
expression, is more typical of a Greek sage than an oriental king.72 The use of the
analogy about the perils of the sea is reminiscent ofHesiod's mistrust of seafaring and
trading in the Works andDays (WD 236-237 & 618 ffi); similarly the mention of the
wild beast at bay to illustrate a point recalls Homeric similes on the same theme.
Cyaxares takes the Greek platitude, prjbev ayav, and applies it to answering Cyrus'
proposal, and the latter, as a devotee of the moderation and self-restraint of which
Cyaxares talks, cannot criticise his uncle for thinking and speaking this way. There is
even a subtle hint by Xenophon of the lack of restraint shown historically by the Persians
in their conquests. Cyaxares' warnings of the dangers of the Persians becoming too
eager to pursue military success are particularly apt in the light of the portrayal of
72 Tatum (ibid.) observes that "his mixture ofwhat might be termed down-home
thinking and military strategy is not a bad one".
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Persian kings in Herodotus as being insatiable for military victories and success in
general.73
The cautious sentiments underlying Cyaxares' speech may be generally sound but
in the current situation they are hopelessly short-sighted. Xenophon chooses to highlight
the differences between uncle and nephew by showing that even when Cyaxares can say
something worthwhile, he chooses an inappropriate situation in which to say it. Cyrus
knows the importance of following up military victories, and, as his father had advised
him on the importance of deception in military tactics, he knows that one need not be
constrained by conventional morality and fears when dealing with one's enemies.
Moreover, the credibility of the Mede's arguments is undermined by the unsuitable
character of the speaker. Cyaxares unwittingly condemns himself by concluding his
speech with what may seem an afterthought, but, as Xenophon implies, it is the
overriding reason for not wanting to pursue the enemy. Having proclaimed the virtue
of enjoying lesser rather than greater pleasures, he says he would not like to rouse the
Medes from their revelry in order to compel them to endanger themselves by chasing the
Assyrians (4.1.18). Cyaxares thus shows his weakness and inability to control his men;
he lacks the confidence to stop them celebrating their victory and to tell them to undergo
the potentially hazardous pursuit. He thus forfeits any semblance of authority in the eyes
ofCyrus and the Persians.
Cyrus, unlike Cyaxares, knows the right occasion for using gnomic wisdom and
also the wrong occasion. A good illustration of his avoidance ofusing platitudes when
they are unnecessary is provided by his conduct before the first military encounter with
the Assyrians. Xenophon chooses to show the preparations for battle on both sides, in
order to show the contrast in leadership and organisation between the Assyrians and
Persians. On the one hand he portrays Cyrus fulfilling his religious duties and issuing
orders to his captains in a calm, matter of fact way (3.3.34-42), on the other he depicts
the Assyrian king making an impassioned plea to his men to stand firm and defend their
73 E.g. Cyrus' insatiable greed for conquest (Hdt. 1.214 & 1.187); see also
Avery 1972, 529-546 on this aspect ofHerodotus' portrayal of Cyrus' later career.
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land and possessions (3.3.43).74 The Assyrian king's speech is a succession of earnest
pleas aimed at convincing his men that it is in their interests to fight, and ofwarnings of
the dire consequences of defeat. When the Assyrian king's exhortations are reported to
the Persians by deserters, Cyrus is asked why he does not do the same to make his
soldiers better. The confident young prince scoffs at the suggestion of his captain
Chrysantas,
oufiepia y&p ouxwg eaxl xaA,f) TtapcuvEaig rjxig xoig pf] ovxag ayaQoug
ai)0qpepov aKouaavxag ayaOoug noipoei. Cyr. 3.3.50
For there is no exhortation, however fine it may be, which can on the same day make men
good who are not already so.
Cyrus realises that the Assyrian king's words are those of a desperate man, trying to
motivate men with whom he has had little previous contact and for whose soldiers'
well-being and military training he has made no provision, unlike Cyrus. When
Chrysantas presses him further on the matter, he explains that without a framework of
laws, teachers and leaders to set an example to the men below them, anyone declaiming
such fine sentiments on the spot, "xig aKoppcajjcpfiTjaag 7iapa%pfipa" is wasting his time
(3.3.54). Training is the key to success in battle and Cyrus has trained his men to master
their fear of the enemy (3.3.53), and he is sufficiently confident of their morale and their
military prowess to believe that any rousing words of advice would be superfluous. To
indulge in such speechifying before battles would be tantamount to admitting the
possibility of defeat, something which Cyrus will not do.
In depicting Cyrus' rejection of the convention of the general's harangue, the
cohortatio - what Xenophon refers to as the parakeleusis - a standard part of Greek
literature from the time ofHomer onwards, Xenophon emphasises the unconventional
side ofCyrus' leadership.75 His disregard for conventions ofwarfare and leadership sets
74 See Aristotle Rhet. 1395A on the suitability of using gnomai before a battle.
75 See Keitel 1987, 153 ff. on the use of the cohortatio by Homer and Greek
historians. Gera 1993, 109 ffi in her analysis of this scene considers Cyrus, in his
objections to exhorting his troops at this point, to be "remarkably inconsistent" {ibid.,
110) in view of the numerous other occasions that he does exhort his troops (e.g.
4.2.21-26, 6.2.13-20, 7.5.19-24). However, she does proceed to demonstrate effectively
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him apart from his opponents, whose limitations, exemplified by the brave but futile
rhetoric of the Assyrian king, are ruthlessly exposed by the Persian prince. Cyrus'
refusal to give a paraenetic speech to his troops is also in keeping with Xenophon's use
of the paraenesis and wisdom literature in his works with regard to his readership. In
his Cynegeticus he noted that the careful use ofmaxims can be an aid to education (Cyn.
13.3 ff.), and in a didactic work such as the Cyropaedia Xenophon includes maxims on
practical and ethical matters throughout the work, on the basis that the educative effect
ofwisdom literature is cumulative rather than immediate. The hero of his Cyropaedia
adopts the same policy towards the instruction of his men. Any attempt to improve
untrained soldiers in a single hortatory speech just before a battle, as the Assyrian king
tries to do, is doomed to failure as Cyrus realises (3.3.50 - see above). Moreover, if
Cyrus were seen to be copying the emotional harangue of the Assyrian he would be
dispelling the image of the steadfast paternal figure he has striven to create in the eyes
of his men; he has decided to leave words of exhortation to his subordinates (3.3.39).
Cyrus does use the cohortatio when it is most needed, in the battle before Sardis
which will decide the fate of the war with the Assyrians (7.1.10-17). The battle marks
the culmination ofall that Cyrus has strived for, as it offers him the opportunity to claim
the greatest prize of all, the city ofBabylon; above all, it marks the opportunity for his
restructured and retrained army to prove their worth. With his future hanging in the
balance Cyrus decides that his men's morale needs to be boosted by a few words from
the commander-in-chief. These few words of encouragement are not so much
paraenetic as timely reminders of each soldier of the role he has to play, they are
hypomneseis rather thanparakeleuseis. The lengthy speech of the Assyrian king before
the first battle smacked of desperation, whereas Cyrus' words are the words of a
supremely confident leader, exulting in the prospect of battle. Xenophon's decision to
include hortatory words to the troops from Cyrus indicates the magnitude and
importance of the forthcoming struggle. The previous battles had been portrayed as
that the best response Cyrus can give to the rhetorical exhortation of the Assyrian king
is silence, in order to prove how ineffective the latter's words have been on the Assyrian
army (ibid., 113 f.).
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being comparatively low-key and predictable, but this battle promises to be the most
crucial test of the Persians and their allies. The preparations before the battle begin
according to the plan of previous military encounters of the Persians. Cyrus briefs his
commanders on tactics and gives them instructions to follow (6.4.13-20); there then
follows a description of sacrifice and of the armour worn by the Persians. To add to the
formulaic nature of the scene there is a portent signalling divine approval for Cyrus in
the battle.
When the opposing armies come in sight of each other Cyrus decides to choose
the place which will best suit an attack (7.1.9) and sets off through the ranks of his army.
After passing on the watchword to his soldiers, "Zsug oourip kcci fiyepwv" reflecting his
continuing espousal ofZeus in his role as god who guides kings and leaders, Cyrus calls
out encouragement to his men. Cyrus calls out to his commoner troops small formulaic
words ofencouragement. He even indulges in a remark which is both light-hearted yet
refers to the seriousness of the situation, likening the battle to a feast where everyone
contributes an equal share,
TQ avfipsg eig nva tcot ' av KaAAiova epavov aAArjAoug uapaKaXeoaipev eig
tov5e; vuv yap e^eotiv aya0oig avbpaoi yevopevoig noA,Aa Kaya0a aXA.fiA,oig
eioEveyKeiv. Cyr. 7.1.12
Men, what better feast could we invite each other to than this one? For now is the time
for men to be brave and bring in many good things for each other.
Cyrus' success in making all his men do their duty both on and off the battlefield
stems from the fact that he not only acts as a fount ofwisdom and advice, he is also seen
to be practising what he preaches,
Kctl raOta pev 5fi (jxtvEpog i^v wotcep EA.Ey£ Kal Ttpdrtuv. Cyr. 8.2.23
thus ensuring that he is seen as living by the universal truths which he instils into others.
Even Croesus, the man made wise by his misfortunes, is taught a lesson on what should
be done with wealth (8.2.15-23), and how a good name, eukleia, is a more valuable
commodity than money. The example set by Cyrus in refusing to be seduced by riches
is also maintained by his trusty friend from the commoner class, Pheraulas, who strikes
up an unlikely friendship with a Sacian horseman in Cyrus' army (8.3.35-50 - see above
Introduction D (ii) for a Homeric parallel for their encounter). The two men come to
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an arrangement whereby Pheraulas divests himself of all the considerable wealth he has
recently acquired, and continues to acquire, to the willing care of the Sacian, in order
that he might regain the peace of mind he enjoyed when he was poor. Xenophon
portrays Pheraulas as a slightly comical figure, who has a touching faith in the goodness
of mankind and an instinctive dislike of luxury and wealth with its attendant cares.
However, Pheraulas, despite his apparent naivete, also has a fund of homespun wisdom
which he is ready to impart to those who will listen. His depiction of his upbringing by
his father, who worked hard and lived frugally to support his son, and whose practical
and ethical values were transferred to Pheraulas as he made an honest living tending a
small patch of land, is a vindication of the worth of rustic simplicity and frugal living.
Pheraulas occupies the same moral high ground as the renowned smallholder from
Ascra, Hesiod, in his readiness to point to the beneficial educative effects of agricultural
life and hard work. Such a character appeals to Cyrus, who is delighted to have in his
army a living embodiment of the values he is trying to instill into his men, and he
honours Pheraulas by entrusting him with marshalling his victory parade through
Babylon (8.3.2).
It is easy to overstate the case for the influence of wisdom literature on the
Cyropaedia, and discount the originality of thought ofXenophon in coining aphorisms.
Yet in such a didactic work, it would be difficult to believe that Xenophon was prepared
to ignore the value attached by his contemporaries to works containing gnomic wisdom
and collections of maxims (such as his character Gobryas claims to possess), and not
make any kind of reference to them. His use ofgnomic wisdom is designed to show his
own moral fitness for the task he has appointed for himself - to depict semi-historical
scenes from the life of a man he considers worthy of admiration (1.1.6), not least for
what he claims were Cyrus' attempts to impose morality and order throughout a vast
empire. Through the examples listed above one can see that Xenophon's skill lies in his
selection and illustration of gnomic wisdom - most notably in the paraenetic
conversation between father and son in chapter 6 of Book 1 - and in the cumulative
effect ofblending practical and ethical instances of such wisdom into the narrative of the
Cyropaedia so that the 'Education of Cyrus' also becomes the education of the
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audience. To the modern reader, unused to such an openly didactic approach in writing
literature, Xenophon's touch may seem heavy-handed and pompous, but such an
approach was perfectly acceptable in Xenophon's day, at a time when, according to the
author, the standards of the Persians had slipped from the lofty plateau occupied by
Cyrus and his followers,
Ai pev 8f| yvupcu return *9 navft xeipoug vuv fj to Ttcdaiov aurwv. Cyr. 8.8.7
[They have] principles now which are in all respects worse than the ones they had in
olden times.
(iv) Drama
Xenophon refers to drama and choral performances a number of times in his
works; he mentions theatrical performances, such as the one taking place in Sparta in
371 B.C. when a messenger brought news of the crushing defeat at Leuctra (HG 6.4.16)
and in the Hipparchicus he mentions choral dances at the Great Dionysia festival of
Athens (Eq. Mag. 3.2); moreover, he also uses drama as a source of analogies for
warfare. This discussion does not assume that Xenophon was greatly influenced by
Greek drama when writing the Cyropaedia, it merely acknowledges the possibility of
drama being part of the background of the work.
Xenophon closes his account of the first battle between Cyrus' forces and the
Assyrians with contrasting scenes of both sides, on the one hand the defeated Assyrian
forces fleeing panic-stricken towards their camp, on the other Cyrus' Persians beating
an orderly retreat out of range ofenemy missiles. Then, Xenophon notes, one could see
the perfect training ofthe peers, for as they drew up in line, they each knew their places
"more accurately than a chorus",
eott|oav koctcc x^potv 7ioA.u paAAov x°P°v <xkpipw<j eISotei; otiou e8ei ekccotov
Y£VEo0ai. Cyr. 3.3.70
The theatre ofwar is thus linked to the theatre of dramatic festivals and choral dance.
Xenophon cleverly describes the orderly arrangement and prescribed movements of the
Persian army by using a visual metaphor with which his readers would have been
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familiar, the choreographed movements of dancers in a theatre. Even the display of an
army ofAnatolian barbarians, the Mossynoecians, in a land totally removed from Greek
culture, can conjure up in Xenophon's mind images of choral dancers (An. 5.4.12).
Cyrus peers resemble the members of a chorus because they too have undergone a
rigorous and precise training and they too are competing for a prize - the prize ofvictory
in battle where the stakes are higher. The peers are accordingly even more disciplined
and precise than a chorus, as his father Cambyses had predicted they would be ifCyrus
trained his men by means of announcing martially-orientated contests with prizes,
tovto y&p Ttoipoag, aa<j)' io0i, wonep %opoi)<; ia<; aei xa Ttpoofpcovta
peAeraoag 0Eaop. Cyr. 1.6.18
For if you do this, you may rest assured that you will always see your companies
practising their duties like a chorus.
The idea of the general acting as a kind of chorus leader, xopqYog, appears
elsewhere in Xenophon's works, most notably in a passage in theMemorabilia, where
Socrates discusses with a certain Nicomachides the qualities necessary for a good
general. When Nicomachides complains that Antisthenes, who has never distinguished
himself in military matters, has been elected a general, Socrates sets out to show that
military experience is not as important as having proved that one has the right mental
qualities for leadership in other spheres of life. Socrates points out that Antisthenes is
eager for victory, a good quality for a general, which is proved by the fact that whenever
he has been a choregos his chorus has always won (Mem. 3.4.3). Nicomachides argues
that one cannot draw analogies between organising a chorus and an army, but Socrates
refutes his argument by pointing out that success in both activities is dependent simply
on picking the best men for the job, knowing what one wants and getting it (Mem.
3.4.4-6) - attributes which Cyrus as a general displays throughout the Cyropaedia. The
same analogy is also drawn in the Hiero, when the Sicilian tyrant mentions that one of
the few pleasurable duties in his onerous lifestyle is supervising choral competitions. He
goes on to talk of introducing the ideas of delegation of responsibility and awarding
prizes for excellence, which are present in such competitions, into not just military
spheres of activity, but also into commercial ones as well (Hier. 9.3-10).
Failure to introduce these ideas and to instil order in the combination ofmen who
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make up a chorus and an army, results in chaos in both of them, as Ischomachus points
out to his wife in the Oeconomicus (Oec. 8.3-4). The same idea is expressed in a
different way in theMemorabilia. Socrates, in conversation with the son ofPericles,
tries to dispel the latter's despondency about the degeneracy of the Athenians by
reminding him that amongst other things the Athenians are still sufficiently disciplined
to obey their choral teachers willingly (Mem. 3.5.18). Success in both the theatres of
human endeavour is also neatly linked by Xenophon in the Agesilaus, when he describes
the Spartan king returning home from military success against the Argives just in time
to celebrate the Hyacinthia festival and joining in the singing of the paean to Apollo;
even the victorious king submits to the will of the chorus leader concerning where he
should stand, "orcou e-rrixPr) imo tou xopo7ioio0" (Ages. 2.17).
From the examples mentioned above, it can be seen that drama provided
Xenophon with good visual metaphors in his works. Tragedy certainly provides
precedents with one ofthe darkest and visually strongest scenes in the Cyropaedia when
Cyrus and Panthea mourn over the mutilated corpse ofAbradatas (7.3.8-13). The story
ofthe doomed love ofPanthea and Abradatas has already been mentioned as displaying
traits belonging to Homeric epic; it also contains the pathos and the open portrayal of
death in all its gory nature which characterises tragedy in the episode encompassing
Cyrus' discovery of Abradatas' death and the suicide of Panthea over her husband's
body.76 The obvious tragic models are the Hippolytus and Bacchae ofEuripides which
have famous scenes based on lamentation over a mutilated body. The piecing together
of the corpse of Abradatas deliberately seems to evoke the fate of Pentheus in the
Bacchae. A lacuna in the text of the Bacchae has led to speculation as to whether
Agave actually assembled the severed limbs of her son on stage, but there is no reason
76 Cf. Tatum 1989, 183 ff; he comments that, "his [Xenophon's] representation
of the last moments ofPanthea is awkward and conventional in its character and design.
Familiarity with Homer and Athenian tragedy seems to have been helpful... she dies like
a heroine on the tragic stage".
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to doubt that this act was part of the staging.77 Seneca also has a similarly gruesome
scene in his Phaedra, when Theseus reassembles his son's corpse for burial (Phaedr.
1261 ff.).
In the Cyropaedia Cyrus' role in this episode is reminiscent of Agave in the
Bacchae. Like Agave he is confronted with the death of someone close to him in three
stages in which the tragic consequences of the death graphically and gradually unfold
before his eyes. First he is told of Abradatas' demise, and he rushes off to the scene
"fjA-auvev em to mx0o<;" (7.3.6). Then he tearfully addresses the corpse in a disbelieving
manner as if he cannot accept the dreadful news he has just heard. Any such illusions
are dispelled by his discovery ofthe gory and harsh reality of death on the battlefield, as
Abradatas' hand comes offwhen he proffers a grasp of friendship to his recent friend
and ally. Panthea lovingly rearranges the corpse then bitterly laments the joint
responsibility she and Cyrus share in sending her husband to his death. The subsequent
suicide ofPanthea, and then of her eunuchs, provides a grim yet appropriate ending to
the whole episode. Such a powerful and horrific scene was calculated to leave a lasting
impression, its intense pathos and violent imagery distinguishing it from any other part
of the narrative of the Cyropaedia. In this episode tragedy seems to have been an
obvious source of inspiration for Xenophon.
(v) Herodotus
Aeyouoi Itepoai tlx; Aapeicx; pcv ijv Ka7iT]A.o<;, KapPuaqg 5e SeonoTriq, KOpog 5e
natrjp, o pev oti eKamjAeue mxvTa ra nprjypaTa, o 5e ou xaAeTtog te ijv kou
6A.iYGJpo<;, o 8e oti qmoc te teal ayaSd otfu navTa epr|xaviioam Hdt. 3.89
The Persians say that Darius was a huckster, Cambyses a despot, and Cyrus a father, the
first because he haggled over everything, the next because he was both cruel and
contemptuous, and the last because he was kind and in all matters contrived good for
them.
Herodotus thus provides us with what he claims to be the Persians' own succinct
77 See Jeanne Roux's commentary on the Bacchae for a discussion of the staging
of this scene (Roux, J. 1970, II, 613 ff.).
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opinion of their first three emperors, in much the same way that Aeschylus lists the
respective qualities of the kings of Asia in the Persae (see above Introduction C).
According to Bodil Due, Xenophon had a thorough knowledge of his predecessors and
contemporaries. He certainly knew Herodotus, Thucydides (whose work he continues
but whom he does not mention by name), Plato and Isocrates" 78 Xenophon's
knowledge ofHerodotus is certainly not in doubt; in the Cyropaedia there are numerous
points of reference to Herodotus' work (as will be demonstrated in the Commentary).
Herodotus had provided a full account of the life ofCyrus in Book 1 of his work, and
his work would have been known to Xenophon's audience, so Xenophon could not have
ignored his version ofCyrus' life. Vivienne Gray has demonstrated that in terms of style
and approach to writing historical narrative Xenophon's Hellenica owes more to
Herodotus than Thucydides, whose work he is supposed to have continued in the
Hellenica19 The same holds true for the Cyropaedia where Xenophon is distinctly
Herodotean in approach, and the influence of Thucydides is not so readily detected.80
Gray cites in support of her theory an important ancient commentator, Dionysius of
Halicarnassus, who compared Xenophon with Herodotus in his On Imitation and in his
letter to Gnaeus Pompeius Geminus.81 Dionysius judged Xenophon to be more like
Herodotus in his style and subject matter (D. H. PompA). Xenophon's choice of subject
matter and historical themes reflected his own good moral character (ibid), and in the
78 Due 1989, 241. Due provides a detailed and lengthy analysis of the
relationship between Herodotus' and Xenophon's accounts ofCyrus (ibid. 117-135).
79 Gray 1989, 1 ff.
80 References to possible parallels in Thucydides' works can be found in the
Commentary on Book 1, though these are overshadowed by the number of references
to Herodotus' work. Gray makes the important and often overlooked point that
Xenophon in his historical writings - the Cyropaedia being included in this category -
"leans more to Herodotus than he does to Thucydides", even though he is usually
regarded as the continuator of Thucydides' work in the Hellenica (ibid., 4). If
Thucydides' work had included the final years of the Peloponnesian War, when the
Persians were actively involved in supporting the Spartan cause, there might have been
a greater Thucydidean influence on the Cyropaedia.
81 Gray 1989, 2 ff.
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organisation of his narrative, by his use of digressions and linguistic style he strove to
imitate Herodotus. Indeed, the evidence from what remains of other fourth century
historical writers - Theopompus, Ctesias and, at a later date, Duris - points to
Herodotus, as the inheritor of an earlier tradition pioneered by the logographers, having
far greater influence than Thucydides.82
Detailed comparisons have already been made between the Cyropaedia and
Herodotus' work.83 This section will concentrate in brief on the more subtle, 'indirect'
areas ofHerodotean influence on Xenophon to demonstrate how Xenophon produces
an account ofNear Eastern history that is very different from Herodotus' account of the
same events, but which also adopts and preserves narrative themes of his predecessor's
work. It will suffice to provide two examples which clearly illustrate how Xenophon
assimilates elements ofHerodotus' narrative into the Cyropaedia: Herodotus' account
of the first great ruler of the Medes, Deioces (Hdt. 1.96 ff.) and his account of how
Cyrus persuades his Persians to rebel against the Medes (Hdt. 1.125 ff.).
Herodotus' story of the rise to power of Deioces the Mede serves as an
introduction and a comparison to his account of the life of Cyrus. He shows how a
common man based his bid for power on satisfying the Medes' expectations on how a
king should behave. He acquires a reputation for being fair and just, i6ug and 8iKaio<;,
82 See Gray 1989, 5, "Thucydides had far less influence on historians
contemporary with Xenophon than Herodotus did". Gera 1993, 3 ff. examines possible
predecessors ofXenophon in the writing ofbiographies (Xanthus of Lydia, Scylax of
Caryanda etc.), whose works no longer exist but who clearly belong to the logographic
tradition continued by fourth century historians, notably Ctesias of Cnidus. Due includes
a section on the influence ofCtesias' Persika on the Cyropaedia (Due 1989, 135 ff.;
Gera also examines Ctesias' influence on Xenophon (Gera 1993, 210 fi). The date of
the Persika is unknown; however, Xenophon was aware of the existence of Ctesias'
work, as he refers to it in theAnabasis when describing the death ofCyrus the Younger
at Cunaxa (An. 1.8.26). Unfortunately, Ctesias' text has only survived through
fragments of the universal history ofNicolaus ofDamascus and Photius' epitome, so
close comparison of the Persika and Xenophon's Cyropaedia is not possible. Xenophon
does seem to refer to the Persika in his account of Cyrus' quarrel with the Sacian
cupbearer (see Commentary on chapter 3 ofBook 1).
83 E.g. Due (see note 35) and Hirsch 1985, 77 ff.
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which persuades his fellow countrymen to install him as their monarch, whereupon, for
his own protection, he sets precedents for appropriate royal behaviour. This code of
etiquette is reliant on the isolation of the king from his subjects and the adoption of a
formal and austere lifestyle, continually dispensing justice for the people. It is Deioces'
standards of kingship which are followed by the Cyrus of the Cyropaedia. When he
installs himself as a ruler in Babylon Cyrus recognises the importance of controlling his
subjects' access to him, even his oldest friends among the Persian nobility, and takes
steps to ensure that his appearances to them should be as infrequent as possible to ensure
that he continues to command their respect and to add to the effect of'bewitching' his
subjects by appearing as a magnificent, remote leader (7.5.37 ff). Deioces takes the
principle of seclusion to extremes, communicating through messengers, refusing
admission to his presence in case potential rivals grow jealous of his position, and
governing as a disembodied voice of justice. Xenophon depicts the organisation of
Cyrus' court as following the same lines.84
A briefanalysis ofHerodotus' account ofhow Cyrus organises his army to rebel
against the Medes, also demonstrates how, in superficially a very different account,
Xenophon has expressed the essence ofHerodotus' narrative in his account ofCyrus'
reorganisation of his own army and his usurpation of Median control over the joint
forces fighting the Assyrians. Herodotus' Cyrus has two objectives: he has to prove to
the Persians that he is the man to lead them out of bondage to the Medes, and he has to
instil in them the desire to fight. In the Cyropaedia Cyrus also has these objectives in
mind when he addresses the Persian peers for the first time (1.5.7 ff), although they are
hinted at under the pretext ofhis exhorting his men for the forthcoming struggle against
the Assyrians.85 The first objective ofHerodotus' Cyrus is easily accomplished with an
act of cunning to which the Persians prove to be gullible; having summoned an assembly
ofPersians, he produces in front of them a self-penned message which he pretends has
come from Astyages, and which supposedly declares that Cyrus is to be the strategos
84 See Carlier 1978, 148 ff. for a convincing analysis of the despotic nature of
Cyrus' imperial monarchy.
85 See Synopsis and Commentary on chapter 5 ofBook 1.
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of the Persians (Hdt. 1.125). Xenophon's Cyrus is taught the need for deceit in warfare
by his father in chapter 6 of Book 1, and subsequently deceives his uncle and ally,
Cyaxares the Median king, by indirectly gaining the latter's permission to recruit the
majority of the Median army to his side after the first battle against the Assyrians (4.1.10
ff.).86
The second objective of Herodotus' Cyrus requires a more ingenious act of
persuasion. Cyrus commands the Persians to reassemble and each man to bring a sickle,
Spenocvov, with him. The sickle is both a symbol of the Persians' simple rural lifestyle
and of their subservience to the Medes. The agricultural implement could be converted
to serve as a weapon in war,87 and Cyrus seeks to make a conversion of the Persians
from farmers into soldiers. Xenophon's Cyrus in effect seeks to do the same thing for
his commoner troops in the army, who are from an agricultural background and are not
properly trained for warfare.88 He thus proposes to re-arm them for the campaign
against the Assyrians by exchanging their light arms for the heavy armour worn by their
superiors (2.1.14 ff).
In Herodotus' account Cyrus orders the Persians to clear a piece of land covered
in thorns. When they complete the task in the day allotted to them, the next day they are
invited to feast on the livestock of Cyrus' father. After the feast Cyrus takes the
opportunity to offer them the simple choice of becoming soldiers and enjoying an
abundance of the good things they have just sampled or of remaining farmers and
spending the rest of their days in the drudgery of the previous day. If they are still
undecided Cyrus adds that he believes that he has divine help, "0eit| xuxr|", in his mission
to liberate the Persians; moreover, he believes that they are in no way inferior to the
Medes in war or in anything else (Hdt. 1.126). In the Cyropaedia Xenophon's Cyrus
86 See Synopsis to chapter 4 of the Commentary for a discussion of this scene.
87 In the Cyropaedia Cyrus has scythes attached to his chariots (6.1.30), and in
the Anabasis Xenophon describes how both armies at the battle of Cunaxa used
scythe-bearing chariots, x& ap|i<rra 8pe7tavT]<j)dpa {An. 1.7.10 & 1.8.10).
88 E.g. the archetypal commoner Pheraulas, who later wins Cyrus' favour, and
describes his own poor rustic upbringing to contrast it with his current riches and high
status (8.3.37).
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also recognises the importance of motivating his men by offering them rewards. He
therefore offers the commoner troops in his army the opportunity to compete with their
officers to receive rewards and booty purely on the basis ofmerit (2.3.1 ff); such an act
is in accordance with his previously stated belief that they are not inferior to their
superiors in the army (2.1.14). Finally, the idea that Cyrus receives divine support for
his actions is central to the narrative of the Cyropaedia, and he himself gratefully
acknowledges the help of the gods throughout his career as he lies on his deathbed
(8.7.3).
E. The Date of the Work
The dating of the Cyropaedia and of Xenophon's works in general is a
controversial issue, which can never be resolved satisfactorily in view of the lack of
evidence to support the various arguments made for each possible date. Attempts to
form a definite chronological table ofXenophon's works and to trace their influence on
each other and their relevance to specific historical events rest entirely on speculation
and the scholar's personal interpretation of Xenophon's work.89 Furthermore,
Xenophon repeats many ofhis ideas and themes in different works and it is not possible
to ascertain in which of them the idea first appeared.90 This thesis has accordingly been
89 Delebecque's Essai sur la vie de Xenophon is the prime example of this
approach. Delebecque attempts to trace Xenophon's life through his works, relating
their content to specific historical events of the first halfof the fourth century B.C. and
regarding the work as being addressed to an Athenian audience. Thus the Cyropaedia,
in his opinion, was written c. 360 in view of the important military role of the Egyptians
in Book 7 of the Cyropaedia that reflects current Athenian interest in Egypt where
Agesilaus had his final campaign (Delebecque 1957, 400 ff.). Such an approach, though
ingenious in many respects, leads to conclusions which cannot be substantiated in view
of the paucity of evidence in their favour.
90 Gera 1993, 24 f. Despite the dangers involved in dating the Cyropaedia from
Xenophon's other texts, I agree with her belief that the "Cyropaedia is a kind of
summary ofXenophon's literary activity and consequently is a late work".
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written without adhering to a definite date for the composition of the work, but I have
operated on the assumption that Cyropaedia dates from a period closer to the end of
Xenophon's career than the beginning.
The only real clue to providing a date of the work is to be found in the final
chapter of the work (8.8.1 ff.),91 which deals with the disintegration ofCyrus' empire
and the moral decline of the Persians.92 In his catalogue of the vices of the Persians of
his day, Xenophon mentions the conduct ofRheomithres and Mithridates towards their
relatives, as being indicative of Persian degeneracy (8.8.4). Both these men were
involved in the Satraps' revolt against the Persian king in 362/1, which points to the
Cyropaedia being written c.361. This date is supported by the apparent prominence of
the work in 350s when it was attacked by Plato in his Laws.93
91 Gera, citing Anderson 1970, 165-191, 211 & 217 f., believes that the battle
between Croesus and Cyrus at Thymbrara (7.1.1 fF.) was written in the light of the battle
ofLeuctra between Sparta and Thebes in 371.
92 Recent scholarship on the Cyropaedia has convincingly demonstrated that the
final chapter is authentic, and that it is an integral part of the work as a whole rather than
a late addition to the text (Tatum 1989 215 fF., Due 1989, 16 fF. & Gera 1993, 299 f.).
93 See Appendix C for a discussion ofthe relationship between the Laws and the
Cyropaedia. Plato possibly alludes to the Cyropaedia in his Politicus when he says with
regard to kings that they cannot be compared to the 'king bee' in his hive, who is
obviously outstanding in body and mind from the other bees {Pit. 301D fF.). Skemp
notes that Artabazus in the Cyropaedia does compare Cyrus to a 'king bee' because the
Persian prince is so superior to everyone else (5.1.24), so Plato may be taking issue with
Xenophon here (Skemp 1961, 212 n.). Skemp elsewhere dates the Politicus to between
the years 366-361 {ibid., 17), which might suggest an earlier date than 361 for the
appearance of the Cyropaedia. However, it is just as likely that Xenophon was taking
issue with Plato's comment in the Politicus by applying the bee metaphor to Cyrus, in
the same way that it is possible that the Cyropaedia could have been intended to answer
Isocrates' slighting comparison of Cyrus with Evagoras (Ev. 37-38).
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Commentary on Rnnk t
Chapter 1
Synopsis
Xenophon introduces the central theme of his work, an examination on the
problems of leadership and transitory nature of the various systems of power devised by
mankind, and in particular by the Greek poleis - a subject which fourth century
contributors to thepoliteia debate had to address, in the midst of increasing confusion
and instability of the Greek political world in the first half of the century. The apparently
indirect and understated approach of his opening words should not disguise the
seriousness ofXenophon's intentions. He indicates at the earliest possible opportunity
that the Cyropaedia is a product of his personal meditations on government and
constitutions, and as such should be treated as his contribution to the ongoing debate in
Greek literature on the subject of the best system of government and not as a
biographical novel on Cyrus the Great. Xenophon's understanding and presentation of
politics has been regarded as lacking in profundity;1 however, this view was not shared
in antiquity. Aulus Gellius certainly places the work in the ranks of fourth century
political philosophy, claiming in the Nodes Aiticae that the Cyropaedia was written in
response to the publication of the first two books of Plato's Republic (Gell. 14.3.3).
Xenophon, according to Aulus Gellius, was signalling his differences with Plato's
thought by advocating monarchy as the best system of government. Whether true or
apocryphal, Gellius' anecdote gives an indication of how later antiquity did not treat the
Cyropaedia purely as a didactic work or a forerunner to the romances of antiquity, but
could regard it as a work which had sufficient insight on political philosophy and
leadership to rival the Republic 2 In these opening chapters Xenophon is writing as
someone who has been detached through exile from direct involvement in government,
1 See Anderson 1974, 45.
2 See Mtinscher 1920, 36 ff. & Breitenbach 1966, 1707 f.
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though he remains a committed observer of the vicissitudes in fourth century Greek
poleis (cf. his gloomy and abrupt conclusion to the Hellenica after describing the
aftermath of the battle ofMantinea, which conveys his own sense of frustration with the
political situation in Greece (HG 7.5.26-27).3
He begins the work by listing the four basic types of constitutions known to the
Greek world, democracy, monarchy, oligarchy and tyranny, and by recalling how often
these kinds of government have failed to win the support of the people, especially
tyrannies (1.1.1). He then proceeds to draw an analogy between the difficulties of
political government and the apparent problems faced by some men in the control of
slaves in a household, oikos. He extends the scope of his argument to compare the
harmonious relationship between the herdsman and his animals with the discord that
occurs between a ruler and his subjects (1.1.2). The author is left with the bleak, but
apparently inescapable, conclusion that mankind is the most difficult of all creatures to
govern (1.1.3). However, such a conclusion is rendered invalid by the example of
Cyrus, the Persian king, whose reign was remarkable for the size of his dominions and
the fact that his subjects obeyed him willingly, no matter how remote they were from
him. Cyrus' success distinguishes him from other kings, in particular kings of barbarian
peoples, who have proved to be incapable of extending their rule, whereas he was able,
from small beginnings, to subdue and to incorporate a number of previously independent
peoples into his empire (1.1.4). The spectacular growth of his power and the obedience
of these peoples is attributed to his ability to inspire and to reconcile two otherwise
conflicting emotions in his subjects: a strong fear of his authority, coupled with a
deep-seated trust in him, which leads them to surrender their autonomy and to
endeavour to please him (1.1.5). The result is an empire whose magnitude is difficult
for Greeks to comprehend. Xenophon considers that the example of Cyrus is worth
studying, in particular his genea, physis and paideia, in order to uncover the art of
governing over other men (1.1.6).
In the space of this chapter Xenophon has summarised a number of popular ideas
3 See Dillery 1995, 19-20.
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relating to the art, the episteme or techne, of ruling over other men. The same ideas are
discussed in theoretical terms in his other works, in particular the Memorabilia (e.g.
Mem. 2.1.1 fF., 3.1.1 ff & 3.9.10 ff), the Oeconomiais (e.g. Oec. 4.5 fF, 14.1 IF. & 21.2
fF.) and theHiero (e.g. 9.1 fF). Xenophon depicts Socrates making the assertion in the
Memorabilia that kings and rulers are those who simply know how to rule,
paoiXfiig 8e icai apxovxag ov xoug xa OKrjTupa e^ovrag ed>r) eivai oi)8e xobg vno
xd>v xu^ovxcov aipeGevxag oi)8e xoug lcA/ppa) Aa^ovxag oi)8e xobg Piaoocpevoug
oi)8e e^aTiarrjoavxag, aAAa xoug EKioTapevoug ap%Eiv.Mem. 3.9.10
He said that kings and rulers are not those men who hold sceptres of kingship, nor are
they those who are chosen by ordinary men, or those who obtain their position by lot, or
those who use force or who deceive; they are those who know how to rule.
Socrates is referring to people with an episteme of leadership, an inner knowledge that
transcends in importance any of the external trappings and symbols of power, or any
method ofmankind to bypass it and attain power by the various means mentioned above.
It is this knowledge of leadership which Socrates illustrates to his followers in the
Memorabilia. In Xenophon's Oeconomicus Ischomachus demonstrates his mastery of
it through the successful management of his rural oikos, and in the Hiero the poet
Simonides uses it to advise the Sicilian tyrant Hiero. Xenophon adopts a different
approach to expounding the episteme of leadership in the Cyropaedia\ an approach
which is more practical than theoretical. He provides an extended account of the career
ofCyrus, a king who possessed this knowledge of leadership and whose achievements
are magnified by their immense scale and success, and by the impressive longevity of the
institutions which he created.
When Xenophon defines the art of being a king or ruler in simple terms of
knowing how to rule, he does so in order to show how this knowledge can be applied
to all manner of situations in life where leadership of some kind is required. The basic
principles and techniques which he describes Cyrus as using in controlling his empire can
be applied on a much smaller scale to controlling a polis and to running an oikos. The
linking of such analogous situations in the opening chapter of the Cyropaedia, and the
connection Xenophon makes between the role of the herdsman and that of the ruler are
not evidence of radical new thinking, merely a restatement of previous and current ideas
on the subject. The connection between successful management of one's oikos and
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playing a successful role in the government of one's polis seems to have been popular
amongst Socrates' disciples (e.g. Mem. 3.4.12, PI. Men. 73A ff. & 91A, PI. Pit. 258E
& PI. Prt. 318E).4 The idea of kings, rulers and generals acting as 'shepherds of the
people' was a popular Greek conception;5 it appears as early as the Iliad, where
Agamemnon is given the epithet 'noi'mtv a,«uv'. The related literary motif of the
abandoned royal infant being rescued and brought up by a herdsman and eventually
claiming his birthright, appears in Herodotus' account ofCyrus' life, and also in Ctesias'
account where his mother is a goatherd. It also appears in the Near Eastern myth of the
great ruler, Sargon ofAkkad.6
The military connotations surrounding the idea of the ruler being a 'shepherd of
the people' are of particular relevance to the Cyropaedia and Book 1 in particular.7
Xenophon's main contribution to the politeia debate of the fourth century was to make
explicit the connection between civic and military leadership, in the belief that the former
could be improved by adopting the principles and skills necessary for the successful
pursuit of the latter.8 Such a belief in the civic application ofmilitary science appears to
go well beyond what was envisaged by Plato in the Republic,9 despite his evident
admiration for the military-based constitution of Sparta. Although there are military
elements in the arrangement of the constitution ofPlato's ideal state in the Republic, and
Xenophon's Persians resemble the austere inhabitants of Plato's state, Xenophon's
portrayal of the pastoral absolute ruler in the Cyropaedia appears to be categorically
rejected by Plato in the Politicus {Pit. 274D ff.).10 The analogous leadership roles of the
4 On the connection in Plato's Politicus, see Skemp 1961, 123 n.
5 Ibid., 57 ff.
6 See Drews 1974, 387-393.
7 See Skemp 1961, 58 f.
8 See Wood 1964, 33-66.
9 Ibid., 41-51.
10 See Skemp 1961, 59 ff.
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shepherd and the general and king are briefly discussed by Socrates in the Memorabilia
(Mem. 3.2.1 ff.), and by Niceratus and Antisthenes in the Symposium (Symp. 4.6), but
are only fully examined in the Cyropaedia. Xenophon clearly has this analogy in mind
in the opening lines ofchapter 1, but deliberately avoids any direct reference to warfare
or the skills ofgeneralship in his summary at this point. He prefers to delay the impact
of his own thinking on the subject until later in the narrative, when he introduces his
model ofmilitary leadership and organization which could be applied to civic society in
the discussion between Cambyses and Cyrus (1.6.2 ff.), and then proceeds to illustrate
it in the narrative ofBooks 2-8.
Cyrus is chosen by Xenophon to be the ultimate 'shepherd of the people'
(8.2.14). He is portrayed as an individual who stands out from the herd of humanity,
and who exercises despotic rule with a calculated benevolence in order to gain the love
of his subjects, who in turn regard him as a father figure (8.1.1 & 8.2.9). Xenophon's
Cyrus is also first and foremost a military leader, who is able successfully to convert his
methods ofmaintaining absolute control over his army into a system ofgovernment for
a vast empire. The example of his career is not used as an exception which proves the
rule of the difficulty of leading mankind, but as the exception whose career shows that
there are opportunities and certain methods that can be used in attaining the apparently
impossible goal of controlling other men. Cyrus thus becomes the personification of the
episteme of leadership, and the Persian state of the Cyropaedia accordingly becomes
inseparable from the figure of Cyrus the ruler, who acts as a 'seeing law', "pXenovTa
vogov", a living illustration of correct conduct for his subjects (8.1.22).11
Xenophon emphasises the exceptional nature of his rule and the importance of
Cyrus as a person by listing the various peoples that the Persian king conquered (1.1.4).
There is an implicit contrast made by the author between the Greek world which shared
a common language and culture, but was beset with problems and disunity (cf. 1.1.1),
and the immensity and stability ofCyrus' polyglot empire. Xenophon also compares the
success of Cyrus with that of other barbarian kings of the fourth century, who find it
11 SeeHoistad 1948, 80 f.
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difficult enough to rule their own people and who would never contemplate the scale of
conquest he managed. Xenophon includes the conquests of Cyrus and also his
successors, Cambyses, Darius and Xerxes in chapter 1 of the Cyropaedia. Cyrus'
empire is thus the Persian empire at its greatest extent in the fifth century, not the one
created by the historical Cyrus in the sixth century. He deliberately magnifies the nature
and extent of Cyrus' historical achievements in order to stress the greatness of his
subject, and in doing so he follows a precedent set by Herodotus and Thucydides in the
proemium of their respective works of auxesis: amplifying the theme of the work in
order to stress its importance and worthiness (cf. Hdt. 5.49 where Aristagoras
endeavours to persuade the Spartan king Cleomenes to support the Ionian revolt from
the Persians by showing him a map of Asia; Aristagoras lists all the peoples of the
empire to emphasise the vastness of the Persian king's land and to show the
attractiveness of fighting and defeating the Persians).12
The list of peoples conquered by Cyrus has some surprising inclusions and
omissions, which are indicative of its lack of verisimilitude and also of an apparent
carelessness on the part of the author. He takes his first liberty with an historical fact,
by claiming that the nations of Asia enjoyed an autonomy similar to those ofEurope
before Cyrus conquered them, even though he would have been aware that the peoples
of the Near East had been ruled for centuries by the empires of the Assyrians, Medes,
Egyptians, Babylonians and Hittites. His conception ofAsia before Cyrus comprising
autonomous nations is later contradicted when he describes the Assyrian king as being
in control ofvarious peoples ofAsia (1.5.2), and when the Armenians are described as
vassals of the Medes (2.4.12). The most glaring departure from historical fact is his
statement that Cyrus became the leader of the Medes with their consent. The idea that
Cyrus' annexation of Media was entirely peaceful is at variance with Near Eastern
sources and with Herodotus' and Ctesias' accounts of Persian history; moreover,
Xenophon himself had seen evidence of the destruction caused by the Persian revolt
from the Median overlordship (An. 3.4.7-8). In this instance Xenophon is not being
12 See Gomme 1945, 89 f. on the reasons for auxesis in Thucydides' work;
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careless, he is deliberately distorting historical fact to incorporate a central theme of the
Cyropaedia. the idea that Cyrus' conquest of the Media is carried out by guile rather
than force, and with the support of the majority of the Medes.
One of the subject peoples included in the list, the Arabians, were not conquered
by the Persians according to Herodotus. He observes that they, out of all the peoples
of Asia, were the only people not regarded as slaves of the Persian king (Hdt. 3.88).
They were treated as a friendly nation after allowing Cambyses' army safe passage into
Egypt, but did pay tribute to the king (Hdt. 3.97). Diodorus Siculus, using Ctesias as
his source, also mentions that the Arabians were unconquered by the Persians (D. S.
2.1.5). Moreover, India was conquered by Darius, not Cyrus, according to Herodotus
(Hdt. 4.44). The king of India appears in the Cyropaedia as a wealthy and powerful
ruler, who does not join the Assyrian expedition against the Medes and Persians,
preferring to send an embassy to both the opposing camps, starting with the latter (2.4.1
ff), in order to assess the merits of each side's cause. Cyrus takes the opportunity to
impress his embassy with the efficiency of himself and his remodelled army. He
anticipates the response ofthe Assyrian king to the embassy and flatters the Indian king
by appealing to the latter's wisdom and moral superiority, saying that he will accept the
Indian king as the judge ofwho is the injured party between the Assyrian and Median
alliances (2.4.8). For the prince of a people who are renowned for their assiduous
devotion to justice, to offer the Indian king a role ofjudge, dikastes, in this conflict is
an exceptional compliment. It is also a clever ploy by Cyrus to ensure that he builds his
own alliance with the Indian king, outside of any links with the Medes (3.2.25), which
gives him the financial support to enable him to cast off his dependence on his uncle
Cyaxares to feed, arm and pay his army. As an ally and financial supporter of the
Persian cause who is greatly respected by Cyrus (6.2.1-3) and not depicted elsewhere
in the Cyropaedia as submitting or acquiescing to Persian overlordship, it is strange to
find India among the list of conquered provinces by Cyrus. Xenophon's inclusion of
Cyprus and Egypt as places conquered by Cyrus is also unhistorical. Cyprus is
mentioned by Herodotus as being conquered by the Egyptian king Amasis (Hdt. 2.182),
and later as a part of one of the Persian provinces of Darius (Hdt. 3.91); he also
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describes at length in Book 3 the conquest of Egypt by Cyrus' son Cambyses.
Furthermore, he does not mention either the Chaldaeans or the Cadusians in the list -
two subject peoples who play a small but significant role in Cyrus' army.13
The fictional nature of the list ofCyrus' conquests highlights a singular aspect
of his approach to known historical events in the Cyropaedia, and his deliberate
avoidance ofunpalatable historical facts, such as the rebellion led by Cyrus against the
Medes. Xenophon neither claims that the Cyropaedia is a work of fiction, nor does he
say that it is historically accurate.14 His references to Persian sources should be regarded
as attempts to show his awareness of local accounts ofCyrus' life and to show some
ethnic detail in the narrative, rather than proof of fidelity to historical facts (see
Introduction D (i)). He is thus free to recreate Persian history as he sees fit, being well
aware that there were already two conflicting accounts ofCyrus' life, by Herodotus and
Ctesias, circulating in the Greek world, which he could draw upon to create the narrative
ofthe Cyropaedia (see Introduction D (v)). Xenophon also avoids dealing with Cyrus'
later career and conquests, which, as recounted by Herodotus, show the Persian king as
a bloodthirsty and ruthless despot (see Appendix C). By listing Cyrus' achievements
briefly at the start ofthe work, Xenophon does not have to go into detail at a later point
in the narrative as to how Cyrus actually won these various lands, he can simply refer
to a large-scale expedition which led to the creation of the huge Persian empire
(8.6.20-21).
Once he has established the worthiness and greatness of Cyrus' reputation,
Xenophon identifies three aspects of the Persian king's life which marked him out for
greatness: his noble origins, genea, which automatically confer on him hereditary
privileges and the respect of his own people; his own nature, physis, the personal
qualities which ensure that he does not compromise the elevated position he has been
born into, and serve to increase his stature, not only among his own people, but also
among other nations; and finally his paideia, which can be loosely defined as his
13 See Tuplin 1990, 17 on the inconsistencies in Xenophon's list.
14 Stadter 1991, 461.
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education , not in the modern sense of childhood learning, but rather the sum total of
his life experiences, the essence ofwhich he expresses in his deathbed speech to his sons
(see Appendix C). The emphasis on these three aspects ofCyrus' life should not be seen
as arbitrary choices by Xenophon, but rather as a conscious attempt to follow the pattern
of encomiastic literature in concentrating on certain well defined biographical areas,
including the origins, character and education of the person being praised.15 Isocrates'
Evagoras, one ofthe earliest extant examples ofencomiastic literature, begins the actual
eulogy ofEvagoras by dealing with the birth and ancestry of the Cypriot king (Ev. 12),
before moving on to describing his physical and mental attributes and his education (ibid.
22 ff). Xenophon himselfwas well acquainted with the content and format of the prose
encomium; the Agesilaus is his own contribution to this emerging genre of the fourth
century and bears a striking similarity to the Evagoras.16 Moreover, in the Anabasis
Xenophon breaks off from the narrative of the battle ofCunaxa to produce an encomium
of Cyrus the Younger, which praises his upbringing and his character and deeds (An.
1.9.1 ff.).
The wide-ranging nature and the length of the narrative of the Cyropaedia are
such that it has been regarded as a full-scale biography rather than an example of
encomiastic literature.17 However, Xenophon decides to limit his coverage of Cyrus'
career to illustrating specific areas of the Persian king's life. Instead of attempting a
comprehensive coverage of eveiy period from birth to death, he presents "four distinct
phases of temporal development".18 Xenophon thus remains true to the conventions of
selective biography employed in the encomium}9 Throughout the Cyropaedia
Xenophon is dedicated to the task ofhighlighting and praising Cyrus' genea, physis and
15 Zimmerman 1989, 103 ff.
16 Gera 1993, 6 f.; Momigliano 1971, 50 goes as far as to say that Xenophon
modelled the Agesilaus on Isocrates' work.
17 Momigliano ibid., 54 f.
18 Stadter 1991, 474.
19 Gera 1993, 7.
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paideia, precisely the elements which, in the Oeconomicus, Ischomachus identifies as
being part of the nature of a king,
ov pe'vtoi fid Aia touto ye eti iyio Xeyw iSovxa fiabeiv elvai, oi>8' anal;
aKoboavxa, aXXa Kai 7iai6eia<; Seiv (j)Ti|ii xw xauxa pdAAovxi 8i)vrjoeo0ai Kai
(jiuoeug ayaOfjc; imap^ai, Kai to fmyioxov 8f) 0eiov yeveo0ai. Oec. 21.11-12
However, by Zeus, I am still not saying that it is possible to learn this [the art of
leadership] by seeing it, or by hearing it only once; but I am saying that the person who
intends to possess these abilities needs education, and must possess the right kind of
nature, and most important of all, he must be divine.20
The impeccable nature of Cyrus' birth and upbringing in the Cyropaedia is
recognised by Croesus in a statement which neatly summarises the nature of Cyrus'
greatness,
jipwtov (lev ek 0e<bv yeyovoti, eneita 8e 8ia paoiXewv necjiuKoti, EKEixa 8' ek
TiouSoq dpEtpv doKouvtr tuv 8' Epdjv Ttpoybvuv dKoum tov npwtov
PaoiA.Ei3oavta apa paoiAda te xal EA.£u0epov y£VE'o0ai. Cyr. 7.2.24
First ofall you are descended from the gods, then by birth through kings, then from your
childhood you have practised virtue; while I understand that the first ofmy ancestors to
practise kingship became at one and the same time a king and free man.
Cyrus' fitness to rule and be a conqueror are thus emphasised in contrast to Croesus'
own comparatively lowly lineage and credentials.21 Whereas Cyrus is of divine descent
Croesus is descended from Gyges, the iyrannos who, in Herodotus' account of Lydian
history, is a bodyguard of the king Candaules (Hdt. 1.8), and in Plato's Republic is a
herdsman (R. 359C). Croesus' sincerity may be open to question,22 but his words
demonstrate the effect Cyrus' reputation has had on a former adversary who is now
humbled. The Mede Artabazus also pledges his loyalty to Cyrus because, above all,
Cyrus is a descendant of the gods (4.1.24). Cyrus commands respect due to his
upbringing and the fact that he comes from a long line of kings. Moreover, he is worthy
of regal ancestry because he actively practises virtue, in the way that the Persian paideia
demands from its pupils (e.g. 1.2.3 & 1.5.8).
20 Trans, by Pomeroy 1994, 209.
21 Gera 1993, 276.
22 SeeTatum 1989, 157.
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Cyrus noble lineage and exceptional physical beauty and mental abilities are
simply stated by Xenophon (1.2.1). The question ofwhat exactly constitutes Cyrus'
paideia cannot be answered in such a concise manner. Werner Jaeger's definition of
paideia as a process of 'enculturation', of moulding human character to make each
individual in the image of the community,23 is certainly applicable to Xenophon's
description of the Persian educational process in chapter 2 ofBook 1. The conclusion
that Cyrus' paideia refers only to his childhood education, thus rendering the accepted
title of the work, Kupou naifieia, appropriate only for Book l,24 has been convincingly
argued against by recent scholars.25 The education ofCyrus by others ends when he is
sent off to assist the Medes against the Assyrians, but his paideia includes both
childhood and adult achievements. Cyrus is characterised throughout the work by his
willingness to educate himselfby seeking out new and alien situations, which leads him
to reject the opportunity to return home from Media to continue the strictly regimented
Persian paideia (see Synopsis to chapter 3). He then applies the lessons of his early
years in Persia and Media to the various situations which affect his adult life. In the eyes
of Xenophon and his contemporary Greeks the whole of one's life was a learning
process, and in an age where a man was extremely fortunate to live long enough to be
classed as an 'elder' and possess the wisdom associated with advanced age, Cyrus
counts himselfto be fortunate to reach old age and to be able to pass on his wisdom to
his sons (8.7.6 ff. - see Appendix C).
23 Jaeger 1939,1, xxii ff.
24 E.g. Jaeger 1945, III, 162 & Breitenbach 1966, 1707.
25 Tatum 1989, 90 f. & Due 1989, 15.
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1. Evvoiri no0 r^iv eyeve-ro ... : Xenophon's opening line is a typically oblique way of
introducing his subject (cf. Lac. 1.1, his opening line, "'AAA' evvorjoa<; note ..." - see
Due 1989, 16 n.). The Cyropaedia is presented as being the result of momentary
inspiration on the part of the author, but such apparent modesty on Xenophon's part
only thinly disguises the obvious fact that the work is the fruit of a lifetime of experience
and thought on the question of leadership. Xenophon's use of the first person plural,
"ijgvv", is typical of his unobtrusive authorial presence throughout the narrative of the
Cyropaedia, and is a way of inviting his audience to participate in his assessment of the
problems of leadership and in his praise of Cyrus' achievements. Herodotus and
Thucydides introduce themselves at the beginning of their works and regularly offer
personal opinions in the first person singular, whereas Xenophon on the whole uses third
person narrative, and only occasionally ventures an opinion in the first person plural (e.g.
8.1.17 & 8.6.16-17 - see Due 1989, 31 n. for examples). He also, in at least eight
instances, uses the first person singular (3.3.59, 8.2.6, 8.2.7, 8.2.12, 8.8.2, 8.8.8, 8.8.16
& 8.8.27 - Due ibid, notes only three examples). The last four instances are particularly
significant as they occur in the final chapter of the work, when the main narrative of the
Cyropaedia has been concluded. Xenophon switches to the first person singular in order
to deliver his own personal opinions on the degeneracy of the contemporary generation
ofPersians.
SrigoKpcma: Xenophon makes his work relevant to his Greek audience as soon as
possible by moving straight into a discussion of Greek forms of government, before
introducing the figure ofCyrus. The first constitution to be mentioned is appropriately
the one Xenophon had first knowledge of; he had witnessed at first hand the
destabilising factors inherent in the democracy practised in Athens at the end of the
Peloponnesian War, which he describes in Book 1 of the Hellenica and for which he
proposes some solutions in the Poroi (Vect. 1.1 ffi).
7toAiTeveo6<n: Xenophon does not use the word in the simple sense of 'to live', as Miller
translates (Miller 1914, 2), but in the literal sense of'to take part in government' as a
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free citizen (see LSJ s.v. B I-III), which an Athenian citizen could expect to do, and
which had been denied to Xenophon as a consequence of his exile. Just like Herodotus
and Thucydides, Xenophon was prevented from returning to his native state. This
period of exile gave all three authors a detached perspective, from which they could
view the convoluted history ofthe Greek peoples with some degree of clarity, denied to
their contemporaries.
novapxiai ... ••• xupaweiv: The scope ofXenophon's argument broadens to
include three other forms of government, which had all been experienced and rejected
by Athens (Bizos 1971, I, 1 n.), though there is no reason to suppose that he is
specifically addressing the Athenians here as these types of government were also part
ofthe experience of the other poleis ofGreece. Xenophon's use ofmonarchia instead
ofbasileia is unusual (Holden 1887, 88); he uses the latter term in a parallel passage in
the Agesilaus that contrasts the stability of the Spartan government with the same four
forms of government, democracy, oligarchy, tyranny and kingship, "paoiAsia" (Ages.
1.4). In the Cyropaedia Xenophon is about to launch on a work glorifying an archetypal
basileus, Cyrus, so he may have been unwilling to use the term here in this particular
context; he also avoids using the term when Cyrus is first introduced to the work (see
1.1.3).
oi plv ... taxu ndpTtav KaxeA.ii0r|oav: Tyrannical government, which is not based on
ancestral or constitutional claims to power, is thus portrayed as the most vulnerable to
overthrow by the people. Xenophon seems to be referring here to the central theme of
his dialogue Hiero which highlights the precarious and unsatisfactory nature of
tyrannical rule (cf. also his final condemnatory words about tyranny in the Oeconomicus
(Oec. 21.12)).
0aupd£ovTcci (jq ocxjxn te kou eutuxei*; avSpsg: Xenophon continues his allusions to the
Hiero. The difference between the public perception of the tyrant, expressed by
Simonides, as a thauma an object of wonder and envy for his riches (Hier. 1.8-9),
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contrasts sharply with the tyrant's own view of his situation, burdened with absolute
power, unable to trust anyone or to enjoy his material riches (ibid. 7.10).
ev iSioig oikok;: Xenophon extends his argument on the instability of government, to
make it even more relevant to his readers by discussing the difficulties involved in a
master controlling his household, a theme which he covers in the Oeconomicus.
... Toi>s Seonoxag: Cf. 8.2.4 on how Cyrus secures the goodwill of his servants by having
their food served from his table, thus acting as a successful despotes in his household.
He is a master who is able to show kindness but is also able to exert his authority over
those under him, unlike the ineffective masters referred to here.
2. vopetg ... vopi'CoivTo: Xenophon indulges in a play on words to highlight the link
between the herdsman, nomeus, and law, nomos. The herdsman dispenses pasturage to
his herds in the same way as the ruler dispenses laws to his people. Xenophon makes
the important point that animals let their leaders enjoy, and use as they will, the profits
oftheir association, "xoig Kapnoig". The harmonious relationship between herd and the
herdsman, and the fidelity shown by the beasts to their keepers is in stark contrast to the
relationship between the ruler and his subjects (cf. Isocrates' To Nicocles, where the
same opinion is expressed (Ad. Nic. 12)). The benefits reaped by mankind from keeping
livestock are mentioned by Socrates in the Memorabilia (Mem. 4.3.10). Xenophon
draws another analogy between the human and animal worlds in the Hiero, when the
poet Simonides speaks of some human beings who are like horses, because they become
more unmanageable the more they get what they want (Hier. 10.2-3).
3. cbg avopootccp toc()ukoti ... : There follows a bald statement of fact no doubt familiar to
all those who debated methods of governing and the best kind ofpoliteia - man is
inclined by nature to disobey authority, whereas animals who are mentally inferior to
their herdsman willingly submit to his authority. Man, who perceives himself as mentally
and physically equal to his leaders, is naturally difficult to control.
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KOpog eye'vexo Ileparic: The main character of the Cyropaedia is introduced with
deliberate ambiguity (See 1.4.27 on the withholding of the name of the character
Artabazus for dramatic effect). Xenophon is being deliberately imprecise, playing on the
association between the Cyrus the king with Cyrus the Younger, the prince whose
aspirations and personal qualities, if Xenophon is to be believed in the Anabasis,
matched those of his namesake (see Pomeroy 1994, 248-250 for a discussion of the
deliberate blurring of the identity of the two Cyruses in Greek literature). The Greeks
were accustomed to referring to the Persian king simply as the king, basileus (usually
without the definite article). Xenophon does not use the term basileus here to describe
Cyrus, perhaps because the majority of the Cyropaedia covers the period when Cyrus
was still a prince ofthe Persians, and also possibly in order to differentiate him from his
successors to the Persian throne, whose achievements are conveniently ignored in order
to magnify those of Cyrus (see Synopsis).
eicxfjoaxo 7iei0opEvouq ... : At the earliest possible opportunity the author makes the
subtle but significant distinction between Cyrus and the unsuccessful rulers characterised
in his opening statement. Cyrus is described as 'reducing to obedience' his subject
peoples, not just conquering them; which makes the nature of his power closer to that
of the herdsmen and their flocks, who have been described as willingly obeying their
human overlord "e0eA.otjacc<; 7iei'0eo0ca". The theme of gaining obedience of one's
subjects, and above all willing obedience, is central to the Cyropaedia and Xenophon's
other works (see 1.6.21).
oftxe xwv a8i)vrixwv ouxe ... ; Xenophon uses two double negatives to emphasise the
reversal of his former, pessimistic conclusion, not only is it not impossible to rule men
but it is not even difficult when one considers the inspiring example set by Cyrus.
enioxapevax;: Xenophon refers to the particular skill, the epist&ne of ruling, which is the
essence of the work and which Xenophon will endeavour to reveal (see Synopsis). The




aiijia xe Kal peya veiKog Enioxapevo); xaxenauoev. Th. 86-87
And he, speaking without faltering,
Quickly and skilfully puts an end to even great strife.
4. xd>v aAAuv paoiAiwv... : Xenophon makes a clear distinction between kings who have
inherited power and those who have acquired it, between the established ruler who has
a legitimate right to rule based on ancestral claims and the newcomer who has fought
his way to the top. Cyrus is in effect a composite ruler: he both inherits the throne of
Persia from his father but also acquires an empire in his own right. The dual nature of
his kingship is reflected in his approach to gaining power; behind the figure of the
hereditary prince exercising his ancestral claims there is also a newcomer, willing to go
against convention to secure what he wants.
o Eku0t|<; ... o 9pa^ ... o 'IAAupiog: Xenophon refers to the kings of the several nations
which constituted the barbarian peoples in closest proximity to the Greek world, before
proceeding to list various distant, and to his Greek audience, exotic, peoples conquered
by Cyrus.
ev xp EupcuKT) ... auxovopa: The continued resistance of the peoples ofEurope to any
form ofoverlordship is alluded to by Xenophon. The separate natures of the continents
ofEurope and Asia, and the ancient hostility between their respective inhabitants is the
central theme of the proemium to Herodotus' work (Hdt. 1.1-5).
ext Koci vuv: This phrase recurs throughout the narrative of the Cyropaedia. It is a
prominent motif used by Xenophon to link between present and past in order to stress
the permanence and greatness of Cyrus' achievements (see Due 1989, 33 ff. for
examples and analysis).
ai)v oAi'yti ... oxpaxia: The extent of Cyrus achievements is magnified by the small army
he had at his disposal against enemies who have far greater numbers. As Xenophon
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proceeds to show in the Cyropaedia, the compact nature ofCyrus' army is its strength
in the beginning (see Synopsis to chapter 5 & 1.6.10 on the smallness ofCyrus' army).
He is better placed to reform, rearm and train his army, to compensate for its lack of
manpower, than the Assyrian king and Croesus, leaders of the unwieldy, disorganised
masses which are beaten by the Persians and their allies. Isocrates, in the Evagoras,
takes a completely different view ofCyrus, belittling the Persian's achievements when
comparing them with the deeds ofEvagoras (Ev. 37-38).
eicdvTwv pev fiyrjoaTo MrjSuv ... : Cyrus' acquisitions and conquests are listed in the
manner reminiscent ofHerodotus' list of the peoples ofDarius' empire (Hdt. 3.88 ff.)
and his catalogue of the contingents of Xerxes' expedition (Hdt. 7.61 ff), to give an
impression of the magnitude of his empire. Xenophon later lists some of these
conquered peoples as being governed by satraps (8.6.7). Historically, the Medes did not
consent to Persian rule (see Synopsis). Cyrus secures the willing obedience of his allies
by undermining the role of their king Cyaxares, whose soldiers transfer their allegiance
to Cyrus at the first available opportunity (4.2.10 ff). His annexation of Media is
officially confirmed when Cyaxares, who does not have a male heir, gives his daughter
in marriage to Cyrus and offers Media as her dowry (8.5.19).
ekovtcov 8e 'TpKavfwv: The Hyrcanians are later described as subjects of the Assyrians
(1.5.2). Xenophon refers to them as good horsemen who are entrusted with guarding
the rear of the Assyrian army (4.2.1). After the defeat and death of the Assyrian king
they choose to defect to the Persians (4.2.3 ff. & 4.2.19) and play a prominent role in
Cyrus' army.
Eupoug, ' Aooupi'ou;: The Syrians are differentiated from their eastern neighbours, the
Assyrians and are later described as subjects of the Assyrian king (1.5.2), before their
eventual subjugation by Cyrus (8.6.20). Xenophon presents them as being wealthy and
having fertile land (5.2.12 & 6.2.22). Elsewhere in the narrative Xenophon does not
distinguish between them and the Assyrians, and he consequently refers to 'Syria' when
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in fact he is referring to Assyria (e.g. 5.4.51 & 6.1.27). The lax use of ethnic names by
Xenophon, who otherwise demonstrates a good knowledge ofNear Eastern customs
and of some words and expressions (Hirsch 1985, 149 & Due 1989, 141 ff), is typical
ofthe Greek tendency not to differentiate strictly between ethnically-related peoples of
the Near East, the use of Mede for Persian being the most common example (see
below).
The Assyrians in the Cyropaedia correspond to the Babylonians in Herodotus'
work, not the historical Assyrians who dominated the Near East before their overthrow
by the Medes at the end of the seventh century. The interchangeability in the Greek use
of 'Assyrian' and 'Babylonian' for the inhabitants of Babylon is reminiscent of the
similar confusion of 'Mede' and 'Persian' in Herodotus' work, and in other Greek
literature. The Babylonians are referred to as 'Assyrians' by Herodotus when he
recounts the siege of the city by Darius' army (Hdt. 3.151 ff). The Persian Zopyrus,
who devises a bizarre and personally injurious stratagem in order to gain access to the
city, claims he is motivated by his inability to bear the thought of his king 'being mocked
by Assyrians' (Hdt. 3.155). The relatively prominent role of the Assyro-Babylonians in
the Cyropaedia as enemies of the Medes and Persians (see Synopsis to chapter 5) is not
reflected in the Anabasis. Xenophon makes no mention of the former greatness of
Babylon or of Assyrian civilization; the Assyrians only appear once, as mercenaries in
the Persian king's army (An. 7.8.15). When Xenophon himself sees the ruins of their
great cities, Calah and Nineveh, in the course of the retreat of the Ten Thousand, he
limits himself to saying that they were formerly inhabited by the Medes (An. 3.4.7 & 10).
This omission is possibly due to the context of the passage in the Anabasis', Xenophon
may have chosen, in a passage dealing with the Persian conquest of Media, to
concentrate on these two peoples to the exclusion of the Assyrians.
'
Apapioug: See Synopsis on the inclusion of the Arabians in the list. The Arabians are
former vassals of the Assyrian king (1.5.2), whose king, Araragdus, supplies men for the
Assyrian campaign against the Medes (2.1.5), and is killed in the flight from the Assyrian
camp (4.2.31). They reappear in the narrative as part ofCroesus' army (6.2.10), and,
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after the fall of Sardis, are conquered by Cyrus (7.4.16). They are later mentioned as
soldiers in Cyrus' army during the siege ofBabylon (7.5.14).
KannaSoKag, ^puyccg dp^oTe'poug: Both peoples contribute men to the armies that oppose
Cyrus (1.5.2-3 & 6.2.10), before being subdued by him (7.4.16).
Kapag, Vomicae The Carians feature not only as part of the army of the Assyrian king
(1.5.3), but also as a people who appeal to Cyrus to arbitrate in a civil war (7.4.1 ff.).
Cyrus sends an envoy, Adusius, who settles their dispute, thus ensuring their loyalty to
Persia, and later becomes their satrap (8.6.7). The Phoenicians, primarily a seafaring
nation, do not have a role in the entirely land-based warfare of the Cyropaedia, and only
appear one more time in the narrative as part of Croesus' army (6.2.10).
BaKtpi'wv Kcri ' Iv8<2)v teal KiXikuv: The Bactrians are one of the peoples mentioned as
serving in the first Assyrian army (1.5.2); Abradatas is introduced as being absent during
the first battle between the Assyrians and the Medes/Persians because he was on
embassy to Bactria (5.1.3). See Synopsis for discussion of the role of the Indian king
in the Cyropaedia. The Cilicians change allegiance to Cyrus following the defeat of
Croesus, and their subsequent zeal in the Persian cause ensures that they are never
directly governed by one of Cyrus' satraps (7.4.1-2 & 8.6.8).
Ecxkg>v kcu na^Xayovov koci MayafiiSwv: Cyrus has an early introduction to the Sacians
when he comes into conflict with a Sacian slave at Astyages' court (1.3.8-14). They are
later described as enemies of the Assyrians, having resisted attempts by the latter to
subjugate them (5.2.25), and consequently are willing participants in Cyrus' expedition
against Croesus and the Assyrians (5.3.24). The Paphlagonians, after having been part
of the initial Assyrian force (1.5.2), are later rewarded for joining the Babylonian
expedition of their own accord by not being governed by a satrap (8.6.8). The
Magadidae are an otherwise unknown people, perhaps invented by Xenophon, who goes
on to comment that Cyrus' realm was so vast that there were peoples in it who were
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beyond the knowledge of the Greeks, and were also impossible to name by the author.
EAApvtov twv ev tfj Atria: The Asiatic Greeks, including the Aeolians and Ionians, are
later mentioned as subjects ofCroesus, who serve in his army (6.2.10).
Kimpiwv Ktti Aiyimxiwv: See Synopsis on the historical inclusion ofCyprus and Egypt
in the Persian empire. In the Cyropaedia the Cyprians benefit from the same
arrangement as the Cilicians and Paphlagonians, in being allowed to govern themselves
but at the same time sending financial tribute to Cyrus (7.4.2). The Egyptians play a
more prominent role in the work as mercenaries in Croesus' army (6.2.10), who
distinguish themselves in battle through their bravery (7.1.30-40). Cyrus is moved to
spare their lives and offers the surviving soldiers the opportunity to settle in his empire
as his subjects, which they readily accept (7.1.45). Xenophon later mentions in passing
that Cyrus subjugated Egypt in one of his great expeditions (8.6.20).
5. 4)dpa): Fear is listed as the first constituent ofCyrus' power, which enables him to rule
such a large area. In theMemorabilia Socrates tells Pericles' son that the atmosphere
of fear which prevails in Athens during the Peloponnesian War, and which is in contrast
to the normal Athenian self-confidence, is more suitable for the rule of a good man, as
it renders the people more attentive, obedient and more able to be organised, "o 6e <j>dpo<;
npooEKTiKcoxepoix; re Kai eimeiGeoxe'poix; xal euxatcxoxepoix; noiei"{Mem. 3.5.5).
XapfCeoOai... KvpepvaoOai: Cyrus' rule of fear is tempered by the image of a benevolent
king that he projects, which convinces those under him that they are better off in
submitting to him. This submission in effect means a surrender of their own initiative
and desire for self-determination which become subsumed in Cyrus' scheme for
governing his dominions. He is their kybernetes, the helmsman to whom they entrust
the running of theirpoleis (see 1.6.6 for another naval analogy).
arcoxwv paoiAeiwv: Xenophon creates here the image of the royal palace, as the centre
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of an empire from which Cyrus' influence radiated in every direction to the furthest
corners and most remote peoples. Cyrus makes his home in Babylon, as his father
remains in power in Persia, and he wishes to remain free from paternal interference in
his organisation of his palace and empire. The former seat of his Assyrian rivals is
conveniently located at the geographical centre of his empire, and Xenophon states that
Cyrus spent seven months of the year there and divided the other five months between
the Median capital city Ecbatana and also Susa in order to ensure that he avoided
extremes of climate (8.6.22 - see Cook 1983, 33 for literary and historical evidence of
Cyrus' use of the palaces at Babylon and Ecbatana).
6. 0ai)pdCeo0ai: Xenophon conveys the idea ofCyrus' career as a thauma, in particular
his mastery of the art of ruling other men, a task worthy of admiration (see 1.1.1).
Thauma is the highest word ofpraise for showing the impact of someone on the outside
world, and its association with Cyrus is a sign of the divine support of his rule (cf. the
funeral oration ofPericles in Thucydides' work, in which he confidently predicts that the
Athenians would be a source ofwonder not only for the present generation but also for
future generations of mankind, "toig T8 vOv Kai toig ETteixa 0ai)^ao0r|a6|i00a" (Thuc.
2.41)). An anonymous member of Cyrus' army seeks to reassure the recently captured
Panthea that she has nothing to fear having become the property of Cyrus because if
there is any man worthy of admiration, "a^iog ecm 0ai)jiri(eo0ai", it is the Persian prince
(1.5.6).
fig 7iot' wv yeveav ... 4>uoiv: The first two distinguishing elements in Cyrus' greatness are
the most overlooked area when studying the Cyropaedia, but his noble birth plays an
important part in determining his career. His nobility preordains him for a life as a
leader, conferring upon him respect and privilege by virtue of his parentage and ancestry
(see Synopsis). Cyrus does not lapse into complacency and assume that he commands
respect simply by virtue ofhis superior birth, but works hard to ensure that he continues
to keep and increase the respect held for him by his subjects. His high birth is more than
matched by his inner qualities, his noble physis, which is not conferred on him because
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he is a prince but is his own unique character. In Xenophon's account ofProdicus' tale
ofHeracles being tested by Virtue and Vice, Virtue introduces herself to Heracles and
hopes that he will follow the path that leads to her because she is aware of his birth and
his nature during the time of his education, "eiSuia xoix; YEvvrjoavxac; oe kcci xf|v 4>uaiv xf]v
of]v ev tt) naiSeia Kccxapa0oOoa" (Mem. 2.1.27).
Tioia xivl 7xcu6ei)0ei<; naiSeia ... : The third and most important element in Cyrus'
greatness (see Synopsis for discussion of the meaning of the term).
ooa ouv Kai enuOo^eOa xal f|o0T]o0ai 8okou|xev nepl auxoti: The final sentence of the
introduction is an explanation ofXenophon's approach to creating his figure ofCyrus.
Having established Cyrus' greatness and the three particular areas of his life which are
worthy of investigation, Xenophon promises that, 'all that we have learnt about him and
all that we think that we can say about him we shall now try to present'. Such a
statement of intent is designed to show that the Cyropaedia is the product of
Xenophon's own learning and inquiries, "e7iu06|ie0a", but is also the product of his own
opinions and judgement, which he feels entitled to make, "po0rjo0oci SoKoOpev".
Xenophon uses the verb dokein to express his own judgement in the same way that
Thucydides uses the verb, "«<; 8' av eSokouv poi" to state that he uses his own judgement
for reconstructing the speeches in his work although he claims not to have done this in
the case ofthe events that he records (Thuc. 1.22). The author of the Cyropaedia thus
signals his intention to diverge from existing accounts of Cyrus' life where necessary in




Xenophon now proceeds to discuss the Persian paideia and politeia, which are
deliberately and inextricably linked to produce a stable society of obedient citizens. His
analysis of their educational system is brief, but his treatment of their constitution is even
briefer, as he himself admits (1.2.15). In such a didactic work as the Cyropaedia the
author's brevity on these subjects may seem initially surprising, and it has led to the view
that the work is disappointing as a work on education.1 Xenophon shows himself to be
more concerned with the concepts and values that lay behind the Persianpaideia and in
thepoliteia - which he will illustrate through the conduct ofCyrus and the other Persians
throughout the narrative - than in actually giving detailed account of educational
practices and constitutional framework. Moreover, he does not want to devote too
much space to detailing the structure ofPersian society, when he wants to concentrate
on one highly successful individual, Cyrus, who forges a career through circumventing
the whole Persian system and creating his own altered version of it on a much grander
scale (see below).2
Chapter 2 begins with a description of Cyrus' noble lineage and his impressive
physical and mental attributes (1.2.1). Xenophon eliminates any mention of a peasant
upbringing, a theme which figures prominently in both Herodotus' and Ctesias' accounts
of his life, in order to stress the impeccable nature of Cyrus' birth and upbringing. He
is not interested in demonstrating the moral worth of the lower orders, the 'commoners'
(demotai), with the notable exception ofPheraulas, who wins Cyrus' favour and rises
through the ranks of the Persian army.3 Although it is significant that Pheraulas is
portrayed as being intelligent and noble in spite of, rather than because of, his lowly
1 Jaeger 1945, III, 162.
2 Gera 1993, 289 f. notes that, "Cyrus' court in Babylon is not run in the same
way as the Persian court described by Xenophon at the beginning of the Cyropaedia
(1.2.2-15)".
3 See Gera 1993, 173 ff. & Due 1989, 73 ff. on the character ofPheraulas.
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origins (2.3.7).
Xenophon's version of the Persian paideia is divided up into four distinct
chronological stages: the class of boys, paides, which starts at an unspecified age and
ends at the age of sixteen or seventeen; the class of youths, epheboi, which ends at
twenty-six or twenty-seven; the class of adults, teleioi andres, who stay in this class for
twenty-five years; and the elders, presbyteroi, who become part of this class at the age
of fifty-one or fifty-two and presumably remain there until death. Education is
controlled by the Persian state and in accordance with the Persian laws, and takes place
in isolation from the day to day life of the polis (1.2.2-4). Xenophon notes that there
are officers appointed who control each age group (1.2.5). These officers are drawn
from the twelve Persian tribes, and are later referred to as tribal leaders, phylarchoi
(1.2.14); there are no paidagogoi, and the teachers, who are mentioned later in the
narrative, are presumably subordinate to the phylarchoi. The elders are seen as the best
leaders of the boys, the adult men control the youths, whilst the men and the elders
appoint leaders chosen from their own age groups. The Persians thus remain under
some form of supervision throughout their life in order to ensure that they are best
possible citizens. Xenophon's approach to describing the Persian paideia is carefully
structured in the way he introduces concepts and shows how Persian education was
moulded to promote them. The boys attend schools to learn justice through acting out
mock trials, as well as learning the core values of gratitude, mental and physical
self-control (scphrosyne and enkrateia), and the practical skills of archery and
spear-throwing (1.2.6-8) The youths develop these skills by guarding the polis at night
and during the day accompany the king on hunting expeditions in order to toughen
themselves for future military expeditions (1.2.9-11). They also practise their archery
and spear-throwing, and display these skills in public competitions, which are conducted
on a tribal basis, as well as being available for garrison duty and other tasks (1.2.12).
The men spend their twenty-five years being available for military service as infantrymen,
armed with shield and sword (1.2.13). Finally, the elders spend their time as a judicial
body who appoint the officers of state (1.2.14). They also listen to cases of complaint
brought by the phylarchoi against youths and adults and have the power to expel and
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disenfranchise offenders.
The politeia is dealt with quickly; Xenophon notes that the population of the
Persians is about 120,000 (1.2.15). He stresses that although the education is open to
all (male) Persians, only those whose parents can afford not to send their children out
to work are actually able to receive it. Moreover, each male citizen has to complete
each stage of the paideia in order to move on to the next stage in order to attain the
summit of their paideia, the honour of becoming an elder. The effects of the Persian
education can be still be observed in their strict code ofpersonal conduct and abstemious
lifestyle (1.2.16).
Xenophon's picture of Persian paideia contains the educational elements of
learning practical skills, such as shooting and throwing, and of learning justice,
self-restraint and physical endurance, which are found in other Greek accounts ofPersian
education and bear a strong resemblance to Persian and Near Eastern inscriptions
relating to the education of kings.4 In Book 1 of the Anabasis Xenophon gives another
account of Persian paideia, by describing Cyrus the Younger's education, in his
encomium of the Persian prince (An. 1.9.1 ff). Cyrus the Younger is educated alongside
the sons of the Persian nobles at the king's court, away from all that is shameful in
society; there he learns sophrosyne, how to obey and how to command, archery,
spear-throwing and hunting - all ofwhich is very similar to what occurs in chapter 2 of
the Cyropaedia. There is no mention of learning justice in the Anabasis; but Cyrus the
Younger is portrayed in the encomium and throughout the work as a paragon ofjustice.
Horse-riding plays a big part in the education of Cyrus the Younger but has not been
adopted by the Persians of chapter 2 of the Cyropaedia\ it is only when Cyrus decides
that the peers and himself should become mounted soldiers (4.3.4) that horse-riding
becomes an integral part of the Persian lifestyle. Herodotus' description of Persian
nomoi also includes a note to the effect that the Persians are educated from the ages of
five to twenty in only three things: horse-riding, archery and telling the truth (Hdt.
4 See Gera 1993, 158 n.; for Greek and non-Greek sources on Persian education
I am indebted to a paper "Xenophon's Cyropaedia" given in 1995 by Prof. C. Tuplin at
the 4th Symposium of the Nottingham Classical Literature Seminar.
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1.136). An emphasis on telling the truth in Persian education can also be found in
Nicolaus ofDamascus' version of Ctesias' Persika - Cyrus is mentioned as having been
taughtphilosophia by the Magi, as well as learning justice and truth in accordance with
the Persian laws (FrGH 90 F67).
The works of later writers on Persian education and customs confirm the
essential details of the accounts ofPersian nomoi by Herodotus and Xenophon. The
pseudo-Platonic dialogue the Alcibiades I, which was written at a later date than the
Cyropaedia, gives an account of the education of the heir to the Persian throne which
also highlights the combination ofpractical and ethical skills ofXenophon's account of
Persianpaideia, as well as mentioning a role for the Magi in the education of the prince
(Ale. 1121D ff.). Strabo, in his account of ta ethe la Persika in the Geographica (Str.
15.3.13 ff.), describes Persian education in similar terms to Herodotus, adding only
spear-throwing to the basic elements of Persian paideia (Str. 15.3.18), but also adds
details recognisable from the Cyropaedia such as the emphasis on physical fitness and
frugal diet, hunting and athletic competitions (Str. ibid.).
Xenophon's Persian paideia also contains elements which are recognisably
Greek, and which are particularly reminiscent of the education of the Spartans, the
agoge, he describes in the Lacedaemonian Politeia. He was not alone in linking Spartan
and Persian institutions; the Alcibiades I also draws comparisons between the kings of
Sparta and Persia, showing how their superiority is derived from their birth and
upbringing (Ale. I 121B). Strabo describes Persian boys called 'Cardaces', who live
and sleep outdoors and are trained to survive by stealing to supplement their diet (Str.
15.3.18); the education of the Cardaces is reminiscent of the Spartan education of the
Lacedaemonian Politeia with its emphasis on boys learning to thieve successfully (Lac.
2.6-7). Arrian also notes in his Anabasis that the Persians at the time of Cyrus were
poor people who lived in rough country and had institutions, nomima, which were
extremely close to the Spartan system of education, paideusis (Arr. An. 5.4.5). The
similarities between Persian education in the Cyropaedia and his description of
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education in the Spartan state are obvious.5 In the Lacedaemonian Politeia Xenophon
begins his explanation of the education reforms ofLycurgus that have remained in force
to the present day, by commenting that Sparta differs from the other Greek states by
making education the responsibility of the state not the parent {Lac. 2.1 ff). The
Spartans also have a four-tiered educational system of boys, youths, adults and elders,
which inculcates the same values as Xenophon's Persians, and which emphasises the
importance of learning ethical values alongside physical discipline and training. The
Spartan regime is noted for its severity and emphasis on producing boys who are
philoponoi, who can endure pain and privation, and who are also resourceful and
respectful of the others {ibid, 2.3-6). Further parallels between Sparta and Persia
emerge in chapter 6 of the Cyropaedia when Cyrus and Cambyses discuss religious and
military training, both ofwhich are not covered in chapter 2. Cambyses' discussion of
employing deceit and cunning learnt during hunting expeditions in warfare is paralleled
by the Spartan emphasis on teaching their young to steal and to be cunning in order to
be resourceful in obtaining supplies and to be better soldiers {Lac. 2.7).
The Persian education in chapter 2 ofBook 1 of the Cyropaedia is delineated as
a hybrid of the best ofPersian and Spartan education, whose principles are held to be
worthy and successful in producing good citizens (1.2.15-16; cf. Lac. 2.14). Above all,
Xenophon aims to recreate a model monarchic polis in accordance with the Socratic
principle of kingship expressed in theMemorabilia {Mem. 4.6.12).6 The influence of
Xenophon's native polis ofAthens - the centre ofpaideia for the Greek world in the
fifth and fourth centuries - on chapter 2 is not immediately apparent. Xenophon displays
an interest in Athenian education in his other works. He is critical of the educational
practices of the sophists who taught in his nativepolis (e.g. Cyn. 13.1 ff.). In the Poroi
he seems to be referring to the Athenian institution of ephebeia, when he argues that an
improvement in public finances will result in citizens being better prepared for warfare
and being more willing to carry out physical training and garrison duty {Feci. 4.51-52
5 Miller 1914,1, viii f.
6 See also Tuplin 1990, 20 on Xenophon's Socratic ideal on kingship.
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ff). The garrison duties of the Persian youths of the Cyropaedia are reminiscent of the
functions carried out by the Athenian ephebes described in the Aristotelian Athenaion
Politeia (Ath. 42.1 ff). The ephebeia was not formally instituted until the latter halfof
the fourth century;7 however, the Athenian orator Aeschines, who was born c. 390 B.C.,
refers in one of his speeches to serving in a capacity similar to that of an ephebe at the
age of eighteen, guarding the borders of Attica (Aeschin. 2.167), so some kind of
military cadetship probably existed in Athens by the time Xenophon composed by the
Cyropaedia.
Bizos rejects any association between the Persian epheboi of the Cyropaedia and
the Athenian ephebeia, primarily on the grounds that the latter only spanned two years,
between the ages of eighteen and twenty;8 and yet Xenophon, in keeping with his
immediate introduction ofthepoliteia debate in chapter 1, is constantly seeking to make
his account ofCyrus' life and his discussion ofPersian institutions relevant to his Greek
audience, ofwhich Athenians would have been a major part. Bizos does acknowledge
that Xenophon's criticism ofpoleis that allow education to be left to the individual
rather than the state (1.2.3), has particular relevance for the Athenians.9 By introducing
such criticisms Xenophon seems to be addressing directly an argument advanced in
Thucydides' account of Pericles' funeral oration. Pericles claims that Athenian
education is superior to the regimented and arduous Spartan education, because
Athenian citizens are just as brave and resourceful with their unregulated paideusis, but
do not to have suffer the self-inflicted miseries of the Spartan education system (Thuc.
2.39). The same distrust of unregulated education appears in the Lacedaemonian
Politeia, when Xenophon presents his analysis of the Spartan educational system for
boys by comparing it favourably to the inadequate systems employed by other Greek
poleis in general {Lac. 2.14).
It could be argued that the system outlined in chapter 2 as being the Persian
7 See entry for 'Epheboi' by F.A.G. Beck in the OCD 2nd ed.
8 Bizos 1971,1, 5 n.
9 Ibid., 4 n.
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system of education is presented as a hypothetical, if somewhat extreme, solution to the
problems inherent in the majority ofpoleis, including Athens. The Persian system of
paideia resembles the Greek ideal of kalokagathia which Xenophon espoused in his
works, and regarded as prerequisite of kingship (Ages. 11.6),10 and promotes values
which are conducive to the orderly running of society. Xenophon could be arguing,
taking as his model the Persian society of the Cyropaedia and also the the Spartan
society of the Lacedaemonian Politeia, for a more proactive rather than reactive way
of running Greekpoleis; where laws governing both young and old are not there purely
for punishment, but for education, and are based on a set of common principles. Such
a view is typical of one who had pursued a military career, and had served the Spartan
state in an environment where adult men were subject to strict discipline and were
encouraged to pursue common goals.
There is another side to Xenophon's depiction of the idealised Persian and
Spartan societies. Both the Cyropaedia and the Lacedaemonian Politeia contain
passages which comment on the degeneracy of the contemporary generations of both
peoples (8.8.1 ff. & Lac. 14.1 IF.). Although the educational systems ofboth systems
have been preserved, they have not been able to prevent corruption ofmen as the growth
of their supremacy over their neighbours has rendered them susceptible to the
temptations ofpower and money. In chapter 2 ofBook 1 of the Cyropaedia Xenophon
portrays a society with a rigid structure, incapable of change and designed to stifle
individuality among its citizens through the universal authority of its laws. The Persian
abhorrence of ingratitude, acharistia, controls the acquisitive impulses of the citizens
and prevents them from being distracted by wealth and luxury in what is a comparatively
poor and isolated country. The result is that Persia remains a stable but minor power,
vulnerable to attack from outside powers (e.g. 1.5.3 & 8.7.7).
There is no place in such a society for a king, such as Cyrus, who rules by virtue
ofhis episteme(see Synopsis to chapter 1), not through blind adherence to the laws, and
who has ambitions for his people beyond maintaining the status quo. Xenophon's
10 See also Jaeger 1945, III, 162.
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portrayal of the career ofCyrus is of a ruler who is able to bypass the restrictions of his
nativepaideia and politeia to suit his own needs. Moreover, the 'Education ofCyrus'
is not the education of the Persians described in Book 1 of the Cyropaedia. Cyrus'
education is unique in that he spends four years of his early teens - a crucial period in
terms ofeducation (see 1.2.9) - in Media at the court of his grandfather Astyages, king
oftheMedes (1.3.1 ff. - see Synopsis to chapter 3). In Media he learns to criticise and
re-evaluate the education he has undergone in Persia by educating himself through
observing the customs of the Median court and by seeking out a range of experiences
denied to him in Persia. The effect of his self-education on his values and his attitude
to power, which are directly opposed to traditional Persian conservatism, becomes
apparent when he reaches manhood. His speech to the peers on the eve of the
expedition against the Assyrians (1.5.7 ff - see Synopsis to chapter 5), and his
conversation with his father, who is a representative of old Persian values (1.6.2 ff. - see
Synopsis to chapter 6), highlight the contrast in Cyrus' vision ofPersian power with that
of the Persian paideia ofBook 1.
Once Cyrus is away from Persia with his own army he is able to organise it and
educate it in accordance with his own ideals ofpaideusis. The rigid divisions in Persian
society between the educated 'peers', homotimoi, and the demotai are publicly removed,
and Cyrus rewards and promotes individual soldiers on merit (2.1.11 ff.). The principles
behind Cyrus' reorganisation ofhis army are embodied in the creation of his vast empire,
based in Babylon, and the administration of this empire, described in detail in Book 8
(8.1.6 ff.), bears minimal resemblance to the Persian politeia outlined in Book 1.
However, Cyrus also continues publicly to espouse traditional Persian values in order
to maintain stability and continuity during the establishment of his court in Babylon
(7.5.72 ff.). He announces to a select audience, comprising the peers and men of
influence and worth in his army, that he expects them to spend their days in the public
buildings, just as the peers do in Persia, "wonep ev nepoaig" (7.5.85). Moreover, he also
decides that the future sons of his audience will be educated in Babylon in accordance
with Persian customs, and calls on his men to set good examples to their children {ibid.).
Despite his attempts to preserve elements of Persian life and education in the
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comparatively alien surroundings ofBabylon, Cyrus' own sons are unable to follow his
example and the unity of the Persian court is destroyed by their rivalry (8.8.1 ff). The
reasons for their failure to adhere to their father's teachings are not elucidated by
Xenophon (see Appendix C for a detailed discussion of Cyrus' didactic role in the
Cyropaedia); but the subsequent decline of all the Persians is attributed to the bad
example set by Cyrus' sons, rather than the Persian paideia maintained by Cyrus, as
Xenophon believes that the characters of subjects are determined by their rulers'
characters,
0710101 rivec y<*P &v oi TtpoaxriTai coat, toioutoi Ka\ oi im" auxoug cog etu to
tioAa) Yvyvovxai. Cyr. 8.8.5
It is Cyrus' unique episteme and awe-inspiring example which enables him to gain his
empire and secure the obedience of his subjects (1.1.5), but once he dies the empire
rapidly decays.
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1. IIepoEi5a)v ... oi 6e IIepoEi8ai and IlEpoE'cot; KA.fj£ovxai: Xenophon makes no mention of
the Achaemenidae, the Persian royal family which claimed descent from the legendary
founding father of the Persian people Achaemenes. Herodotus, however, states that the
Perseid kings are drawn from the Achaemenidae clan (Hdt. 1.125). This judgment finds
support in Near Eastern sources, namely the 'Cyrus cylinder' and Darius' inscription at
Behistun (see Cook 1983, 8-10). The links between the Persians and the Greek hero
Perseus appear in Aeschylus in the Persae (Pers. 79-80) and in Herodotus (Hdt. 6.53),
who says that the Persians maintained that Perseus was of Assyrian nationality. In
keeping with this beliefXerxes sends an ambassador to ask for Argive neutrality in the
impending Persian Wars, on the basis that the Persians were descended from Perses, son
ofPerseus and Andromeda. Xenophon, however, is more concerned with establishing
the divine origin of Cyrus' family to which the Mede Artabazus (4.1.24) and Croesus
allude later (see Synopsis to chapter 1), which gives Cyrus the importance and status
which belies the apparent insignificance of the Persians at the beginning of the
Cyropaedia. The use of the poetic word "KAfjCovxai:", which is found in encomiastic
works (e.g. Pi. O. 1.110) and is rarely found in Attic prose (Holden 1887, 99), is
appropriate for a passage in which Cyrus' birth, physical beauty and wisdom will be
praised.
4>fivca 8e o KOpot; AsyExca xai aSfixai ... vnb xd>v pappapov: Xenophon turns his attention
from Cyrus' genea to his physis. The reference to the stories and songs of the
barbarians is repeated later in the narrative (1.4.25 - see Introduction D (i) for a
discussion of the validity of this and other references to Persian sources).
ei8o<; ... xdAAioxcx;: Cyrus' physical beauty as both a child and man, and his attractiveness
to both man and woman, is attested to by the physical admiration of the Mede,
Artabazus (1.4.27 - see Appendix B), and the expectation of the Armenian prince,
Tigranes, that his wife will think that Cyrus is handsome (3.1.41). Cyrus later adopts
the Median practice ofusing cosmetics to enhance his looks and to 'cast a spell over his
subjects' (8.1.40-41); his impressive physical appearance in the victory procession at
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Babylon is cited as one of the possible reasons why the Persians prostrated themselves
before him for the first time (8.3.14).
(jnAavOpwrcdiocTOQ: Cyrus learns to achieve his ends by acting as a benefactor, first to
Median friends, then his army, then his allies and finally to the various peoples of his
army (see Due 1989, 163 ff. for a discussion of Cyrus as a philanthropic leader in the
Cyropaedia).
(JnA-opaOeoTcaoQKal 4)iAo-n,p6TaTog... eTiaivsioGai: Cyrus' desire to learn everything, from
friend or foe, and to use it to his advantage, singles him out even at an early age as a
natural leader (see Synopsis to chapter 3 for a discussion of Cyrus' philomathia and
Synopsis to chapter 4 for a discussion ofphilotimia), and he uses his ambition and love
ofpraise to inspire his peers before their expedition to Media (see 1.5.12; see also Due
1989, 181 ff. for a discussion of Cyrus' philotimia and philomathia).
2. ETCou6ei30Ti ye phv Ifepowv vopoic Cyrus is educated alongside the other Persians (cf.
Cyrus the Younger in the Anabasis - see Synopsis). He also has the benefit of his
father's advice on his religious and military duties as leader of the Persian expedition to
Media (see Synopsis to chapter 6 and Appendix C), but is expected to undergo the full
course of Persian paideia as well (1.5.1). Plutarch, in his life ofAgesilaus, notes that
heirs to the Spartan throne were exempted from undergoing the public education of
Sparta (Plu. Ages. 1.1). Agesilaus differed from other kings because he had been
brought up in the expectation of remaining a private citizen, and had undergone the
agoge. He was therefore educated to obey others and was consequently more in
harmony with his subjects than any of the other kings. The education of the heir to the
throne in Xenophon's description ofPersian nomoi bears a strong resemblance to other
Greek accounts ofPersian customs (see Synopsis). In the Oeconomicus Ischomachus
comments how he teaches his servants justice by applying maxims from the laws of
Dracon and Solon, and from the legal code, basilikoi nomoi, of the Persian king (Oec.
14.6). Praise ofPersian institutions also occurs in Aeschylus' Persae when the Persian
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chorus reflect on how under Darius' rule their customs, nomismata, were like towers of
strength (Pers. 859-860).
outoi 6e SokoCchv ... : Xenophon uses the present tense throughout the rest of the chapter
to demonstrate that the educational system he is describing still exists in Persia.
koivou ayaeoO: Xenophon refers to the ideal of the 'common good', the stabilising force
in Persian society. Both Cyrus' parents, Mandane and Cambyses, define this ideal of
king and state working in harmony for Cyrus (1.3.18 & 8.5.24-25); Cyrus, however,
redefines what his subjects understand as the common good to the extent that he as their
king becomes the sole guarantor of stability and prosperity during his reign (8.1.45).
ev Tcdq nXeioxaiq TtoXeoiv: 'In the majority of [Greek] states'. Xenophon has Athens
particularly in mind when addressing these remarks (see Synopsis).
TipooTdxxoucnv ... pi] kAe'kxeiv ... : A series of prohibitions in Persian society are listed,
which are equally relevant to Greek society. Xenophon is commenting on the absurdity
ofnot educating everyone for the common good of society. He implies that the majority
ofGreek states lack a set ofguiding principles which ensure that the young are educated
with common goals in mind.
3. ot noXixcu: Xenophon gives a deliberately Greek colour to his version of Persian
society, by deliberately using Greek terminology to make the world he is describing
appear less alien to his readership. He can speak of a Persian polls inhabited by politai,
who live and work around a special agora in their city thus making the Persians dwell
in a place whose layout is not unfamiliar to Greek city state dwellers. The Persian
concept ofcitizenship is, however, based on a different premise from that ofmost Greek
poleis, as it is not merely dependent on birth but also on undergoing the paideusis of the
state (1.2.15). He does not specify exactly when the Persians became fully-fledged
citizens; presumably the passage from the class of youths to the adult men - in the way
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that the completion of the Athenian ephebeia (see Synopsis) led to full Athenian
citizenship - would have been an appropriate point to confer some form of citizenship.
The city ofthe Persians itself is not named, and in a passage dealing with Persian
society in general he may possibly be referring to an archetypal Persian city. However,
this city houses a royal palace and places ofgovernment, "td paoiAeia k<u xaXXa apyeta".
Xenophon presumably is referring specifically to Pasargadae, the ancient capital of the
Persians, later reputed to house the tomb ofCyrus (see Cook 1983, 34-36). Susa, the
former Elamite capital, and the place where one ofCyrus' successors, Darius I, built his
palace, is the home ofPanthea and Abradatas in the Cyropaedia (e.g. 4.6.11 & 5.1.3).
When Cyrus returns as a conquering hero to meet his parents (8.5.21), he goes back "eiq
xf|v noAiv", to an unspecified city which clearly must be the same city. Cyrus later, as
emperor ofPersia, uses three different royal palaces each year, none ofwhich is in Persia
(8.6.22 - see Appendix C). He does return to the royal palace in Persia for the seventh
time in his reign as a prelude to his death (8.7.1).
The question then is why Xenophon does not name the capital city at this point,
or indeed give any indication that he knows of the existence of the place? The studious
avoidance ofmentioning Pasargadae gives the world of the Persians a curious kind of
dislocation and lack of focus, in comparison with Xenophon's later account ofCyrus'
concentration on Babylon as the centre of his new empire. The importance of the
Persian capital is thus diminished in comparison with Babylon. In similar fashion the city
ofAstyages' court in Media, Ecbatana, is only mentioned once at the end of the work
(8.6.22), and not when Cyrus stays there as a boy.
'EA.eu0epa ' Ayopa: The Persian abhorrence of the business of buying and selling is
revealed by Herodotus in one of his anecdotes about Cyrus (Hdt. 1.153 - see 1.6.32).
Cyrus is expressing a general prejudice against the Greeks for having markets for buying
and selling - a practice which the Persians avoid so studiously that they do not even have
a single market-place in their whole country (Hdt. ibid., which is corroborated in
Strabo's Geographica Str. 15.3.19), even though Herodotus informs us earlier (Hdt.
1.135) that they readily adopt foreign practices including Greek ones (Hdt. 1.135).
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Aristotle refers to the Thessalians' use of the 'free agora'' in his Politics (Pol. 1331A),
a haven of tranquillity in which all forms of commerce are banned and which he
recommends as being a suitable place for magistrates and for elders to exercise.
&7ieipoKaA,iai doiEAqXavTav ... There is certain amount of disdain in Xenophon's
description of how the market traders with their raucous vulgarities have been forced
away from the administrative centre of the city. Such a situation did not exist in the
Athens of Xenophon, where geography ensured that the political life of the city was
closely connected to its market-place, and Xenophon may be displaying his own
prejudices in echoing aristocratic dislike ofmerchants and trade, an occupation which
was felt to be beneath the noblest and highest echelons ofAthenian society. He knew,
from his own military experiences, the necessity of using market traders to supply an
armywith provisions, and Cyrus himself is shown tolerating them on his own expeditions
(4.5.42). When Herodotus tells us that the Persians regarded their third mighty emperor
Darius as being a kapelos, a huckster who is motivated by profit (Hdt. 3.88 - see
Introduction D (v)) - an impression he has already created by recounting the tale of
Darius' pillaging of the tomb of Queen Nitocris of Babylon (Hdt. 1.188) - their
denigration of his name becomes even more apparent especially when compared with
their reverence of their 'father' Cyrus.
piyvuqTca ij ... Tuppq: The noise of the 'rabble of the market square' is seen as
disordering the well regulated lives of those undergoing education. The Persian solution
to potential problems of crime among their citizens is to remove temptation for them,
right from the beginning, to the extent of excluding what are deemed the undesirable
elements in society from the royal palace and government buildings. The desire to
protect the moral purity of those undergoing the Persian paideia is thus reflected in the
architecture and organization of the city.
it) tuv TOTCaiSeupe'vwv eikoapia: Xenophon underlines the contrast between the disorder
beyond the 'free square' and the strictly regimented life which takes place within it
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(Jaeger 1945, III, 164). Such a life is the preserve of what Xenophon terms the
'educated', and the educational system he is about to describes only applies to this
privileged minority (cf. An. 1.9.3-4 where Cyrus the Younger is brought up in an
atmosphere where nothing base, aischron, can be seen or heard).
4. r\ ayopa ... terrapa pe'pry The free square of the Persians is designed in accordance
with the needs of the Persian paideia, and reflects the four divisions of male society.
Control over the boys, youths and men is maintained by their having to report daily to
their respective quarters, or, if they are old enough to be married, on a regular basis.
Cyrus proposes to have the same arrangement in his capital at Babylon (7.5.85).
5. 8w8eKa ... Ilepowv 4>uA.ai: Herodotus is less precise on the matter of Persian tribes,
saying that there are a number of them and giving the names of ten of them, ofwhich the
leading ones are the Pasargadae, Maraphii and Maspii (Hdt. 1.125 - see Frye 1976, 90
& Cook 1983, 39-40 on the Herodotean Persian tribes). The tribal divisions ofPersian
society are adhered to throughout the Persian paideia (1.2.12), but when Cyrus
reorganises this army to fight the Assyrians in Book 2, there is no mention of his
preserving traditional tribal divisions in the ranks of his army (see Synopsis to chapter
6 on Cyrus' efforts to supplant the existing tribal and ancestral ties amongst the
Persians). He does divide his army into twelve parts during the siege of Babylon
(7.5.13), but does so in order that each part would be responsible for sentry duty at the
siege-works for one month of the year.
imo trig peyioTrig apxfig: The 'highest authority'. Presumably this refers to the Council
of Elders who act in concert with the King, and the leaders of the elders referred to in
the same passage as the prostatai who hold the highest offices in the land, "xdg dpxdg
oircep tuv geyiaxcov xupioi etai" (8.5.22 - cf. 1.5.5 where the elders exercise their
authority to choose Cyrus to lead an expeditionary force to support the Medes).
PeItiotoi ... noHxai: Cf. Cambyses' remark to Cyrus that the Persian have taken care
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to ensure their educational system produces more civilised and law abiding citizens
(1.6.33).
6. pavddvoviEi; SiKaiooiivTiv ... wortep nap' r|piv ... ypappaxa pa0T]oopevoi: The learning
of reading and writing defines schooling in Greece, the Persian schools are defined solely
by the learning ofjustice, whereas the Persian schools are later referred to as "xa Koiva
tt\<; SiKcuoauvric SiSaoKcdeia" (1.2.15). Although there is no mention of the Persians
being taught grammata, a certain of level of literacy is assumed for the educated
Persians; Cyrus is later shown sending a letter to Astyages (4.5.26 fif). Xenophon
clearly demonstrates that the Persians regard the learning ofjustice as the priority for
boys, who will occupy the top positions in the armies and administration of their people.
A litigious atmosphere is encouraged in these schools to enable them to learn,
playground transgressions and arguments are settled by one of the boys presiding over
them under the watchful eye of the teacher. Xenophon provides an illustration of this
quasi-judicial process in action when Cyrus' mother tries to persuade him not to prolong
his stay in Media (1.3.16 ff.). In answer to Mandane's question as to how he will learn
justice at his grandfather's court, he tells his mother that he is already knowledgeable of
justice and speaks ofthe occasion he gave the wrong judgement in a particular case and
was punished for his error by his teacher. Xenophon's interest in the existence of
judicial processes in domestic situations is displayed in the Oeconomicus, when he
depicts Ischomachus cross-examining the conduct of his slaves, and endowing his wife
with judicial powers within the confines of the oikos, having taught her to reason,
SiaAeyeoeai, with him (Oec. 11.23-25 - see Pomeroy 1994, 313).
TvpwpoCvxai: The punishments handed in the Persian paideia are invariably severe.
Cyrus reveals later that he was flogged for deciding incorrectly in a case (1.3.16), and
whenever he displayed any intentions to deceive someone (1.6.29); his mother gives him
a hyperbolic warning that if he returns home from Media with notions of supporting
tyranny he runs the risk of being whipped to death (1.3.18). Severe punishments are
particularly associated with Spartan education {Lac. 2.2).
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7. axapioxiaq: The idea of common bonding amongst the pupils is pursued at all costs,
so the idea of anyone taking more than their own share or taking advantage of another
is particularly frowned upon. Xenophon's depiction of ingratitude as the root of crime
and moral degeneracy, anaischuntia, is reminiscent of Isocrates' and Plato's belief in
honourable shame, aidos, acting as positive force in education and the control of Greek
society (Jaeger 1945, HI, 164). In the Agesilaus Xenophon depicts the Spartan king as
being renowned for his gratitude and his willingness to repay a debt (Ages. 4.1 ff); the
same quality is also attributed to Cyrus the Younger (An. 1.9.11-12).
Tiepi 0eoi)g ... yove'a c, Kal TiaxpiSa Kal <j>i'A.oug: The four main areas of duty for the Persian
citizens are listed in descending order of importance. There is significantly no mention
ofduty to the Persian king. The Persianpoliteia treats him as inseparable from the polls
itself. When Cyrus establishes his empire and is regarded by all his subjects as a father
figure, whose affections they compete for (8.1.44 & 8.2.28), the notions of duty towards
one's parents, fatherland and friends are consequently modified to incorporate love for
him as ruler of their empire.
8. ocj(t)poaijvriv: On the range of meanings conveyed by the term and its use by
Xenophon in the Cyropaedia see North 1966, 123 ff. Sqphrosyne in the Cyropaedia
"has a wider scope than enkrateia, which is usually restricted to the control of appetites
and passions" (North ibid., 130), and refers to mental as well as physical self-control.
Due notes that this term is is not particularly characteristic of fourth century literature
(Due 1989, 170). In the Cyropaedia Cyrus lays great stress on the importance of
sqphrosyne (e.g. 6.1.47 & 8.1.30). The importance and meaning of this moral value is
later discussed in Cyrus' debate with the Armenian prince, Tigranes (3.1.16 ff. - see
Gera 1993, 95-96). In the Anabasis Cyrus the Younger is depicted as learning this
quality in his education (An. 1.9.3 - see Synopsis). Scphrosyne also appears in a Persian
context in Aeschylus' Persae when the ghost ofDarius observes that Xerxes has learnt
this quality through being punished by the gods for his hybris in attacking Greece (Pers.
829-831 - see North 1966, 34-35).
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7iEv0eo0ai Toig apxouoi: The importance of learning obedience before one can learn to
command is mentioned by Cyrus as being part ofhis education. He regards the majority
of the Persian nomoi as tending towards teaching how to govern and be governed,
"ap%eiv TEKai apxeo0ai" (see 1.6.20). The same point is made about Persian education
in the Anabasis (An. 1.9.4).
EyKpaxeig stvai yaotpcx; kcci tiotou: On the importance of enkrateia, physical self-control,
which is closely linked to sophrosyne (see above). Due lists the several occurrences of
enkrateia in the narrative and demonstrates that it is one of the ways a man can achieve
arete (Due 1989, 170-181).
oi> napa prixpi cutoOvtcu: Xenophon's depiction of Persian boys eating with their
teachers, and not with their mothers, has parallels in his account of public dining in
Sparta (Lac. 5.2 fif). Lycurgus recognises that eating with elders can have an
educational effect on the young and deliberately encouraged a wide range of ages to dine
with each other (Lac. 5.5). In the Cyropaedia Cyrus encourages communal eating and
makes officers to eat with the men of their company (2.1.28), in order to strengthen the
comradeship within the army. The role of the family in the Persian paideia is further
limited by the decree that boys can only stay the night with their families until the age
ofsixteen or seventeen, when, as epheboi, they spend the night guarding the government
buildings. There is no mention here of the role ofwomen in the upbringing of children.
Xenophon assumes that women have very little influence in the Persian paideia. The
lack ofcloseness to the family is reflected in Cyrus' own behaviour towards his parents.
He is perfectly happy to stay in Media for as long as possible, and talks his mother into
leaving him at his grandfather's court by telling her an anecdote of his education of
which she seemingly has no knowledge (1.3.17). Cyrus' conversation with Cambyses
in chapter 6 ofBook 1 is also notable for its lack of intimacy between father and son (see
Synopsis to chapter 6 and Appendix C).
Kap8a|iov: Xenophon is referring here to some kind of cress, either water cress or more
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probably common garden cress, Lepidium sativum, (LSJ s.v.), which is native to the
Near East. The leafor seed of this cress, which has a bitter taste, was bruised and eaten
as relish by the Persians (see 1.2.11 & Str. 15.3.18). Cicero equates the plant
Xenophon mentions here in the Cyropaedia with a plant he refers to as the 'nasturtium'
(Cic. De Fin. 2.92).
9. 5okei yap cd>Tri q qA,ixia paA-iora eKijieAeiag Seio0ai: The care with which
impressionable youths must be educated is also dealt with in the Lacedaemonian
Politeia {Lac. 3.2). The Spartan paideia recognises this period of life as being one
where the youth is liable to act according to his own will, display hybris, and seek
pleasure, and therefore devises a constant round of duties for youths to keep them
occupied at all times. The same idea is also expressed at this point in the Cyropaedia-,
the Persian youths are kept busy hunting and on guard duty. Cambyses later reveals that
it is not until Persian youths reach manhood that they are deemed to be ready to be
taught the arts of deception in warfare (1.6.33-34).
£7u 0rjpav: The educational qualities of hunting are described by Xenophon in the
Cynegeticus (e.g. Cyn. 1.18 & 12.1 ff), and his praise of the sport as an excellent
preparation for warfare and life in general is also reflected in his attitude toward its
beneficial effects on the Persian youth in the Cyropaedia. Cambyses and Cyrus discuss
the benefits ofhunting as a preparation for using stratagems in warfare in chapter 6 of
Book 1 (1.6.28 ff.). Cyrus' stratagem to subdue the Armenian king is accordingly
likened to hunting a hare (2.4.19 & 2.4.25 ff.). His love of hunting is developed during
his stay in Media (1.4.5 ff.) and remains with him even in his later years when he takes
every available opportunity to hunt with his friends in the paradeisoi in Babylon
(8.1.38). Cyrus does his hunting in Media on horseback, just as Cyrus the Younger who
is described as a lover of hunting, "^iXoOripdiaTog", revels in the opportunity to use his
skills as a horseman in the chase {An. 1.9.6). In Xenophon's description of the Persian
education system in the Cyropaedia there is no mention of hunting serving as training
in riding horses. Horsemanship, and its attendant application in cavalry warfare, is the
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one military skill lacking in Xenophon's Persians. The mountainous nature of the
Persian terrain is unsuitable for horse-breeding and by implication for hunting on
horseback. When Cambyses discusses with his son the hunting the latter has done as
part of his paideia (1.6.28), he makes no mention of horses and speaks ofCyrus using
methods associated with hunting on foot, namely using nets, snares and hidden pits, all
of which are described in Xenophon's treatise on Greek hunting the Cynegeticus.
Similarly, when Cyrus unveils his stratagem to hunt down the rebel Armenian king
(2.4.22 ff), he envisages flushing out the king from the cover of the mountains on foot,
and his operations against the warlike Chaldaeans (3.2.1 ff.) are all conducted on foot.
xo^a ... kotuScc fj oayapiv: The youths not yet entrusted with heavy weapons which the
adult men bear - the sword and shield - as they are not regarded as being ready for
training in close quarter warfare, which the adult men will learn. They are provided
instead with a bow and arrows, lightweight spears and a Korug and a occyapii; for hunting.
The kotu'c is a term used for a variety of cutting instruments, from a knife (Eur. El. 837)
to a billhook, the instrument which Herodotus' Cyrus asks the Persians to appear with
as a prelude to his revolt from Median rule (Hdt. 1.125 - see Introduction D (v)).
Xenophon displays a characteristic desire for precision and his own knowledge of
military matters by also giving another term for the weapon with the curved blade used
by Near Eastern cavalry, the oayapu; being associated with the Scythians (Hdt. 1.215 &
7.64) and the Amazons and Mossynoecians by Xenophon (An. 4.4.16 & 5.4.13).
10. paoiXeuq ... ev noXepw liyEpoSv ... : As in Sparta, the king is the leader in war (Lac.
13.1 ff.). This role also involves him taking part in religious rituals and sacrifice, which
are discussed by Cambyses and Cyrus in chapter 6 (1.6.2 ff.). The importance ofhunting
is such that it is provided for out of public funds. Xenophon shows his knowledge of
the Near East in stressing the central role of hunting in Persian society, where the king
organises and takes part in the hunt.
tuv aAiapwv 0r|piwv ... : Xenophon foreshadows here the young Cyrus' brush with
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danger in hunting wild boar in Media (see 1.4.8).
11. apioxov: 'The midday meal'. The frugal nature of the youths' rations is part of the
educational process (cf. Lac. 2.5-6). Eating is regarded as secondary to pursuit in the
hunt, as the peer Hystaspas later remarks when the Persians prepare to pursue the routed
Assyrian army (4.2.46). Persian youths are expected to undergo privations as a
toughening process for war, and any beasts killed are extra food to be enjoyed. There
is no mention of any concern about the nutrition of the young men. Xenophon seems
to assume that they are adequately fed and that there is sufficient opportunity in their
regular hunting trips for the young men to improve their diet. When Cyrus takes his
own army into Media his father lectures him on obtaining good provisions for his troops;
moreover, they must have them regularly and in sufficient quantities (1.6.9 ff.).
ei 5e xig auxoug oiexai r] eo0i'eiv ar|8a>g: 'If anyone thinks that they eat without pleasure
... '. The Assyrian Gobryas initially believes that the Persians are less generous than his
own people on observing the simplicity of their diet (5.2.16); however, he soon realises
that a frugal diet is one of the cornerstones of the Persians' virtuous and abstemious
lifestyle. Throughout the Cyropaedia Cyrus is portrayed as espousing the benefits of
simple eating (e.g. 1.3.4 & 4.2.38 ff.), and one of the outward signs of the later Persians'
degeneracy is their love of exotic foods which have they have learnt from the Medes
(8.8.15-16). In the same vein the character ofAgesilaus is contrasted favourably with
the Persian king for his ability to eat whatever food was available whereas the Persian
king employed hundreds of cooks to satisfy his demand for new dishes (Ages. 9.3-4).
12. 8t)|xooioi ... aywveg xal a0Aa: The institution of athletic contests among the youths
to which Xenophon refers is a fundamental part of Spartan education, and regarded as
a means of teaching manly virtues, andragathia (Lac. 4.1-2). Their importance in Greek
literature dates back to the Homeric epics (II. 23.257 ff., Od. 8.100 ff) and Xenophon
includes them in the Cyropaedia (see Introduction D (ii)). The educational effects of a
spirit of healthy rivalry engendered by such contests and the offering of prizes as
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rewards, are so great that they are employed by Cyrus in his training of hi s army (1.6.18
& 2.1.22 ff). During the organisation of his empire after the conquest in Babylon, he
institutes public contests; he uses them not only to encourage his followers to strive after
arete but also in order to create a spirit of rivalry amongst his own nobles to keep his
own position secure (8.2.26 - see Gera 1993, 294).
13. boa 4>povoi3vTcov ... epya ... koci exv 8uvapevoov: The initial results of the Persian
paideia become apparent once the youths enter the class of adult men. As adults they
are now supposed to be qualified to carry out tasks which require phronesis, good sense
and practical wisdom, and dynamis, physical strength and endurance.
to 6' ayxEpaxcc oriXa KaXotipeva: Xenophon's description of the Persian men abandoning
their bows and arrows and spears for weapons of'close contact', shows that they are
trained to make the transition from martial training through hunting to being prepared
for warfare. They therefore no longer need the weapons suitable for the chase (1.2.9),
but require more efficient weapons for close quarter fighting. It is important to
remember that these weapons are the preserve of the educated elite who control the
army. The uneducated poorer Persians make up the rest of the army as lightly armed
troops serving as archers and spearmen. Cyrus determines to rectify this imbalance in
weaponry, between the educated peers and the common soldiery, when he plans his
campaign against the Assyrians (2.1.10-11 - see Synopsis to chapter 5). His concern is
that the majority of his troops will be overwhelmed by the superior numbers of the
enemy unless they are given the opportunity to engage in close quarter fighting with the
same weaponry as the peers.
oIov7iep ypa<j)ovTcu ot Itepoai: Xenophon makes use ofvisual evidence to authenticate his
description of the Persians, in an isolated reference to depictions of Persians in Greek
art. Whereas his readership would not have been so able to corroborate his references
to tales and songs of the Persians, they would have had the chance to see representations
of Persians in sculpture. Bizos notes that Xenophon could have been inspired by the
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depiction ofPersians from the battle ofMarathon on the Stoa Poikile in Athens (the
paintings are mentioned by Pausanias in his description of Attica (Paus. 1.15)) and by
their depiction in art, where Persian and Median soldiers are given the small round shield
and sabre described in this section by Xenophon (Bizos 1971,1, 96).
14. Ot 8' ... yepaiTEpoi: Finally, Xenophon deals with the elders. He implies that they
are still available for military service but not outside their own country. The elders
occupy a role in Persian society akin to the role of the Spartan Gerousia as the supreme
judicial authority, who judge trials involving capital offences (cf. Lac. 10.1 flf). The
elders also act as a kind of check on the activities of the younger men in that they have
the power to expel them from the privileged ranks of the educated for life, where they
remain atimoi, permanently without honour in society.
oi <f>uA.ap%oi: This is a reference to the twelve tribal leaders of each division who are
mentioned earlier (see 1.2.5).
15. occ<J)Eox£pov 5r)A,w0fj: Xenophon's emphasis is always on clarity of narrative, and in
sections such as these, which are devoted wholly to expounding a succession of details,
his prose style is deliberately concise.
AsyovTai ... IKpoai ... ap(jn xaq ScoSekcc pupiaSag Eivai: Bizos notes that this figure should
not be taken seriously, believing that the figure of 120,000 for the Persian population is
far inferior to what it would have been in historical reality (Bizos 1971, I, 96). The
question to be posed is whether Xenophon is referring here to the whole of the Persian
society, or only to part of it? In view of the absence of any comments on the role of
women in thepoliteia it can be assumed that his figure refers only to male Persians. In
the immediate context of this passage, where he says that the schools ofjustice were
open to all boys, it could be argued that the figure applies to all adult Persian males (see
1.2.3 on a suggestion ofwhen Persian citizenship was conferred). However, Xenophon
goes on to reveal that the paideia that he has just described is limited only to the elite
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who successfully complete the prescribed stages of their education (see below). The
army that Cyrus raises, which is regarded as being small (1.1.4), consists of 30,000
demoted and 1,000 men selected from the ranks of the peers (1.5.5). If the total number
ofthe Persian male population was 120,000 Cyrus would have been taking a quarter of
it away with him to fight the Assyrians, which would have been extremely unlikely.
Hence the figure must apply to only those Persians who have completed all or certain
stages of their paideia, hence the comparatively small number cited (see Tuplin 1990,
18 ff. for a useful discussion of this population figure and its fictional nature, noting that
the number 120,000 may simply represent the twelve tribes he has mentioned earlier).
t& koivcc tfjg 6iKaioouvr|g 6i.6aoKaA.eia: The implication here is that the numbers of boys
entering the state schools of justice is high, but the numbers fall as the costs of
supporting the boys through the lengthy educational process are realised. Xenophon
goes on to indicate that even partial attendance at the Persian paideia is not sufficient
to become a citizen - completion ofall the classes is the only way to ensure membership
ofthe elders and the rights and privileges enjoyed by this class. The Persian educational
system is thus largely based on the financial means of the pupils' families rather than the
individual merits of the pupils, which has led to the creation of an educated,
self-perpetuating aristocracy. The demotai are accordingly unable to be properly
educated owing to their poverty. The case ofPheraulas the commoner who wins Cyrus'
favour and is accordingly rewarded is no doubt meant to be typical. Pheraulas tells his
friend the Sacian that his father had been able to send him to state school ofjustice and
enable him to have the education of the boys; unfortunately his father was not rich
enough to support him beyond this stage and Pheraulas had to return to work on the
farm (8.3.37). Thus men oftalent and courage such as Pheraulas are left by the wayside
due to lack of financial resources rather than their ability.
16. to0 EK7toveio0ai xqv 6iaixav ... to anontoeiv ... : Xenophon produces proof of the
Persians' dedication to abstemious living by citing their dedication to working off by
exercise what they eat, their avoidance of openly performing bodily functions, their
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preference for sweating the moisture out of their bodies (cf. Herodotus' remark that the
Persian customs do not allow them to vomit or to urinate in another's presence (Hdt.
1.133)). Cyrus later tells his father that he never overeats and that he exercises after
eating (1.6.17). He later ensures that the soldiers in his army are never allowed to sit
down to a meal without having broken sweat through exercise (2.1.29). In the final
chapter of the Cyropaedia Xenophon comments that the Persians of his day still observe
the custom of refraining from spitting or blowing their noses, but their laziness is such
that they no longer try to work offmoisture through exercise (8.8.8).
xa<; Kupou npc^eu;: Xenophon announces that he has arrived at the real subject of the
Cyropaedia. The discussion of the Persian paideia has been a digression, designed to




Xenophon now deals in great detail with Cyrus' stay in Media; an episode which
proves to be crucial in the development of Cyrus as a future leader, and which is
deliberately juxtaposed with the cursory account of the Persian way of life. For
approximately four years Cyrus is free from the rigours of the Persian paideia and from
the only two figures of authority who are depicted as exerting their control over him in
the Cyropaedia, the anonymous Persian teacher (1.3.16-17) and his father, Cambyses.
During his adolescence in Media, which is the most important age in education (1.2.9),
when the mind is at its most impressionable, he is left unchecked and free to educate
himself. The influence ofMedia is therefore particularly important on the development
of Cyrus throughout the work and on the style of leadership he eventually adopts in
Babylon.1 In depicting Cyrus' lengthy stay in Media and his affinity with life in his
grandfather's court, Xenophon alludes to the close historical links between the Medes
and Persians. Strabo in his Geographica regards the Medes as having provided the
Persians with many oftheir institutions (Str. 11.13.9).2 There is also a Median element
in Cyrus' education in Herodotus' and Ctesias' accounts ofCyrus' life, whereby Cyrus
gains experience of the Median court but in entirely different circumstances. Herodotus
depicts Cyrus being summoned to the Median court as a ten-year-old boy with his
foster-parent, the cowherd Mitradates, in order to be punished by Astyages for whipping
the son of a Persian noble (Hdt. 1.115 fF.). In Ctesias' account which is preserved by
Nicolaus ofDamascus, he is a servant ofAstyages who works his way up to the position
of cupbearer (FGrH 90 F 66).3 Xenophon, however, shows Cyrus' arriving at the
Median court in far more auspicious circumstances as the Persian prince who is invited
by his grandfather to Media on account of his already burgeoning reputation.
1 See Gera 1993, 290 ff.
2 See also Cook 1983, 41 & Frye 1976, 102.
3 See Due 1989, 137 f.
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Chapter 3 marks the beginning of the main narrative of the Cyropaedia, where
Xenophon introduces the characters of Cyrus, Astyages and Mandane in a lively
dramatic fashion, using dialogue to develop and highlight the attitudes of the
protagonists. Xenophon shows a keen appreciation of the feelings and behaviour of a
boy suddenly placed in alien surroundings, yet who refuses to be disconcerted by their
strangeness. His portrayal of the young Cyrus is a remarkable and vivid portrait of
childhood. In its depth of characterisation it has few parallels in either previous or later
Greek literature (See Introduction D (ii)). Xenophon's Persian prince is by turns,
impetuous, jealous, cunning and affectionate, gregarious and bashful as he adapts to life
in Media (cf. the youthful authority and self-possession ofCyrus in Herodotus' account
ofhis life (Hdt. 1.114-115).4 Another Herodotean example of the self-confidence of a
young Persian prince, which astonishes those around him, appears in Book 3 of his
work. Cyrus' son Cambyses, at the tender age of ten, vows to avenge the dishonour his
mother felt in being supplanted in her husband's affections by an Egyptian princess, by
claiming that when he is a man he will 'turn all Egypt upside down' (Hdt. 3.3).
After the worthy but rather prosaic content of the previous two chapters, the
more dramatic tone and content of the work is a sudden and welcome change;
Xenophon gives his Greek audience an impression ofan archetypal barbarian royal court
in his description of the customs ofAstyages' court. He depicts a world which is very
far removed from the Persianpoliteia he has just outlined in chapter two, and whose
salient characteristics of luxury and hedonism would have appealed to the traditional
Greek tendency to moralise about the excesses of oriental despots and kings (see
Introduction C). Cyrus is introduced to this world after being educated in Persia until
the age oftwelve; he and his mother, Mandane, are sent for by Astyages, who is curious
to see the young kalos kagathos ofwhom he has so heard so much (1.3.1). On arrival
at the Median court Cyrus immediately strives to make a good impression in Media with
a display of affection towards his grandfather. His attention is immediately drawn to the
cosmetics Astyages wears, a visible sign of the ostentation and grandeur of the Median
4 See Gera 1993, 155.
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court (1.3.2). When his mother Mandane teases him by asking him to decide who is the
more handsome, his father or grandfather, Cyrus neatly sidesteps the question by
replying that both men are the most handsome in their respective kingdoms. Astyages
rewards him with gifts ofclothes and makes the boy his constant companion; above all,
he gives Cyrus the opportunity to learn horsemanship (1.3.3).
Cyrus is also allowed to dine with his grandfather, although Astyages' attempts
to please him with dainty Median dishes are met initially with a lecture on the virtues of
Persian frugality by Cyrus (1.3.4). Even Astyages' table manners do not escape critical
scrutiny from the Persian prince (1.3.5). Astyages chooses not to persist with this line
of conversation even though he could have explained the purpose behind using a napkin
when dealing with food eaten with sauces; he bows instead to Cyrus' argument and
gives the boy the simple bread and meat he desires, thus setting the precedent for giving
in to his grandson's wishes (1.3.6). When he receives a very large portion of meat,
which he perceives to be a sign ofMedian extravagance, Cyrus sees an opportunity to
ingratiate himself in the Median court. He distributes portions of the meat to all of
Astyages' servants in turn as a reward for good service and good behaviour (1.3.7).
However, one member of Astyages' retinue, who happens to be his favourite - the
Sacian cupbearer - is excluded from this mock display of patronage. The Median king
wonders why the Sacian has not been rewarded for performing his duties when he does
them in such an elegant manner (1.3.8). Cyrus' response is to mimic the cupbearer's
duties in pouring a goblet ofwine, much to the amusement of everyone, although he
does not taste the wine before offering it to his grandfather (1.3.9). Astyages then asks
why he has omitted the last, and most important duty of the cupbearer, namely sampling
the wine to test for poison (1.3.10). Once again Cyrus lectures him, this time on the
impropriety ofhis drunken behaviour and that of his companions at a celebration of his
birthday, who in their intoxication did not treat or speak to Astyages as they should do
to a king. Astyages ignores the issue of his companions' behaviour to ask whether
Cambyses ever gets drunk (1.3.11), thus displaying a complete lack of knowledge and
comprehension about Persia and Persian customs (see Introduction C). Mandane fears
that Astyages' teasing may lead Cyrus into eventually saying something rash, and that
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Astyages may become irritated by being continually compared unfavourably with the
Persian king, so she intervenes to ensure the conversation remains on the subject of the
hapless Sacian cupbearer. Cyrus has no hesitation in robustly defending his own father's
sensible attitude towards wine and requests permission to rule over the Sacian cupbearer
for three days.
Although he is outspoken in his criticism ofMedian hedonism, Cyrus endears
himselfto his grandfather and uncle by attending to their every need, and when Mandane
prepares to return to Persia, Astyages asks her to let Cyrus stay with him (1.3.12-13).
Mandane leaves the decision to Cyrus, and Astyages seeks to win him over with a
number of lavish promises of the future benefits he will receive by staying in Media
(1.3.14). Cyrus immediately agrees to stay, to the consternation of his mother, who
wants to know his reasons for not accompanying her (1.3.15). He replies that he wishes
to acquire horse-riding skills in addition to the practical skills he has learnt in Persia.
When Mandane reminds him that he will miss out on his schooling in justice, Cyrus
reassures her that he already knows enough about the subject, citing one particular trial
in his education in which he truly learnt about the nature ofdikaiosyne (1.3.16-17). The
case used by Cyrus to show the workings ofPersian justice is, as one would expect of
a childhood squabble, simple. He tells his mother how once a big boy with small tunic
decided to take a big tunic off a little boy. Cyrus was called on to arbitrate on the
ensuing dispute and decided that whatever the wrongs of the forcible exchange, the end
justified the means as both boys now had tunics which fitted them. His teacher took the
opposite view and punished him accordingly. In the teacher's opinion Cyrus was wrong
not to consider the act ofappropriating the tunic in his final decision and was condoning
the unjust behaviour of the big boy. Mandane makes one final attempt to dissuade
Cyrus from staying in Media, but it too meets with a confident rebuff (1.3.18). She
comments unfavourably on the despotic system ofmonarchy ofMedia which stands in
contrast to the open accountable monarchy ofPersia, the latter being based on the law
rather than the whim of an individual. She warns Cyrus that if he returns home with
new, Median, notions ofpower and justice he risks severe punishment. Cyrus, however,
neatly avoids this issue, realising that he cannot argue against the central point of
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Mandane's case, which is that he will be exposing himself to an environment where the
principles ofhis education will be sorely tested. He argues that, just as in Persia, he will
not receive any preferential treatment in his upbringing. Astyages will treat him more
like a subject than a grandson, and will not groom him to expect the same privileges that
the Median king receives; instead he will, like Astyages' subjects, be trained to expect
to receive less rather than more.
In the course of the narrative outlined above, three main interrelated themes of
the Cyropaedia are introduced: the physical and moral superiority of the Persians over
the Medes,5 which justifies Cyrus' usurpation of the Median king's role and eventual
annexation ofMedia into the Persian empire; the efforts of Cyrus to educate himselfby
learning from his experiences at his grandfather's court, hisphilomathia\ and the concept
ofpleonexia, the idea of taking advantage of one's superiority over others to advance
one's own cause. Xenophon portrays Cyrus as the embodiment ofPersian superiority,
who seizes the opportunity to educate himself in Media, and who is motivated by his
own conception ofpleonexia to subjugate the other peoples of the Near East, including
the Medes.
Xenophon's depiction of the Medes ofBook 1 of the Cyropaedia is reminiscent
ofhis vivid portrayal of the failings ofthe Persians in the final chapter of the work (8.8.1
ff). It is implied in his account of the extravagance, love of luxury and drunkenness in
the Median court that their civilization was once powerful, but is now declining in the
same way that the Persians of the fourth century have failed to follow the standards set
by Cyrus, through their adoption ofMedian clothes, luxury and their favouring of the
effeminacy of the Medes over the traditional Persian discipline (8.8.15). Astyages is
shown to be a firm despotic leader ofMedia (1.3.18), but he is ageing and prone to
sickness (1.4.2). His heir, Cyaxares, symbolises all the weaknesses and vices of the
Median lifestyle (e.g. 4.5.7-8). He lacks any aptitude for kingship, and, according to the
implication ofCyrus' speech to his father, does not deserve to rule (see 1.6.8). When
Astyages dies the Medes are vulnerable to attack from the Assyrians (1.5.2), and their
5 See Gera 1993, 155 f. on Xenophon's regular comparisons between Medes
and Persians.
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vassals the Armenians refuse to pay allegiance to Cyaxares (2.4.12). The Median king
is forced to enlist Persian aid to save his power in much the same way that fourth
century Persians have become dependent on Greek mercenaries to fight their wars for
them (8.8.26).
Xenophon's treatment of the decline ofthe Medes, of the inferiority ofCyaxares
as an heir, and of their vulnerability to conquest, is paralleled in the Cyropaedia by the
fate of the Assyrians. At the beginning of the work they are the mightiest power in the
Near East and threaten the autonomy ofMedia and Persia, but their defeat at the hands
ofCyrus' army and the death of their king, who is described by Gobryas as a good man,
"avf)p ayaSog" (4.6.2), hastens their decline. The successor to the throne is a model of
depravity (e.g. 5.2.27 ff), and it is appropriate that when their city ofBabylon falls they
are engaged in feasting and are unprepared for battle, many being drunk and asleep
(7.5.21).
The downfall of the Assyrians and to some extent the eclipse of the Medes are
ideal illustrations of the maxims expressed by Cambyses to Cyrus on the ruin ofpoleis
who have lost everything through their aggression against otherpoleis and their love of
wealth (see 1.6.45). The theme of the decline and fall of a ruler and his people through
luxuriousness, tryphe., figures prominently in Herodotus' work - notably in his account
ofthe destruction of the power ofCroesus and Astyages by Cyrus, and his reference to
the fall of the polis of Sybaris (Hdt. 5.44) which was renowned for its luxury (Hdt.
6.127) - but may possibly be traceable as far back as Homer's treatment of the collapse
ofthe civilization of the Phaeacians in the Odyssey.6 In chapters 3 and 4 ofBook 1 of
the Cyropaedia the downfall of the Medes is cleverly foreshadowed by the relationship
ofAstyages and Cyrus, in a manner reminiscent ofHerodotus' account of how Astyages
refrains from punishing the boy he later discovers to be Cyrus, when he is astonished by
the kingly nature of the boy in front of him and begins to suspect the boy's true origins
(Hdt. 1.116).
In the Cyropaedia Astyages' eagerness to keep his precocious grandson by his
6 Howie 1989, 26; see also see De Romilly 1977, 1 ff. for a discussion of the
general theme of the downfall ofpoleis in Greek literature.
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side is crucial in ensuring that Cyrus does stay (1.3.14). When the latter is forced to
leave, Astyages bows to the inevitable will of Cambyses with reluctance, as if he would
have happily kept Cyrus in Media until he reached manhood (1.4.26). Xenophon implies
that the Median king's desire for Cyrus to stay stems, not just from admiration of the
boy's talents, but also from recognition of Cyrus' manifest superiority to his own son
Cyaxares, which becomes apparent in the military engagement with the Assyrian hunting
party (1.4.19 ff). Xenophon does not give any clear indications ofAstyages' intentions
regarding his succession, but the Median king, wittingly or unwittingly, grooms his
grandson for taking over his kingdom through his encouragement ofCyrus' attachment
to Media and the Median way of life. When Cyrus does leave Media Astyages can
confidently look forward to the day his grandson will return and aid his friends and harm
his enemies (1.4.26 ff.) By indulging Cyrus at every possible opportunity (1.4.2) and by
giving him the opportunity to extend his stay in Media, Astyages helps to mould the
career of the man who will not only deprive the Medes of their independence, but will
also become the mightiest ruler ever seen in the Near East.
Cyrus proves to be a willing recipient ofAstyages' largesse. From the moment
of their first affectionate encounter (1.3.2), he ingratiates himselfwith his grandfather.7
His appreciative reaction to Astyages' cosmetics and wig and his delight in wearing
robes and riding a horse with a gold-studded bridle shows that he is prepared to
assimilate Median customs, particularly those that relate to the external trappings of
power. He is later depicted as spurning his uncle Cyaxares' offer of a Median robe to
meet an embassy from the Indian king, preferring to 'adorn himselfwith sweat and signs
ofhaste' (2.4.5). However, the rejection ofMedian finery on that occasion stems, not
from Cyrus' own desire to stick to plainer Persian dress, but from his refusal to submit
to Cyaxares' will on such a matter and from his concern not to alienate his own soldiers
by appearing in foreign dress when he has yet to fully secure his own position by success
on the battlefield. Once Cyrus has achieved that success he has no qualms in showing
7 Tatum 1989, 99 f.
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his admiration ofMedian nomoi,8 making the Persian peers abandon Persian dress in
favour of the more elaborate Median version for the victory procession in Babylon (8.3.1
ff.). Xenophon explains earlier that Cyrus believed that a ruler's superiority to his
subjects should extend to physical appearance, even if that involves enhancing one's
appearance by artificial means. Cyrus believed that a ruler should bewitch his subjects
by his appearance, "aAAa xai katayoriteiteiv (Sexo xprjvai ocutouq" (8.1.40), believing that
the Median dress concealed defects in the wearer. Moreover, he is also served rich and
elaborate meals worthy of a Median banquet table (8.2.4 ff.),9 and adopts the practice
of giving expensive gifts to his subjects (8.2.7) which recalls Astyages' generosity
towards him. Cyrus is thus prepared to borrow certain Median customs not only to suit
his own purposes but also to enrich the culture of the Persian nobility. As a product of
the marriage between a Persian king and a Median princess, who has deep knowledge
of the customs of both peoples, he is ideally placed to take over control ofMedia and
achieve a synthesis of Median notions of absolute kingship with Persian values of
self-control and justice in his empire.
The Persian prince's love ofMedian finery underlines the austere nature of his
own upbringing, but does not extend to what he perceives as a lack ofsophrosyne and
enkrateia amongst theMedes. Despite his youth, Cyrus establishes himself as an arbiter
ofMedianpaideia and politeia and signals his disapproval of the lack ofmoral qualities
in Astyages' court by openly criticising the behaviour of those around him. The
reference to the huge portions of the Median banquets and the drunken celebrations are
far removed from Xenophon's description of the stern sobriety of the Persian 'free
square', where Cyrus has spent most of his life under the watchful eye of his elders.
Cyrus finds the drunken behaviour at Astyages' birthday celebrations both distasteful
and subversive, and in the case ofhis grandfather, unfitting for a king (1.3.10). He treats
the drunken outspoken antics of Astyages' friends with sarcasm, saying that his
grandfather must have given him his first experience of the political concept of free
8 Ibid., 197.
9 See Gera 1993, 292 f.
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speech, isegoria. Cyrus saves the worst aspect of the drunken revelry until the end of
his criticisms. The 'poison' freely imbibed by Astyages and his companions has resulted
in Astyages being lowered to their status and forsaking his kingly role,10 thus removing
the appropriate distance and respect which should exist between a ruler and his subjects.
Cyrus sees that Astyages' carousing with his subjects could undermine his
position as their leader. He, in contrast to Astyages' cavalier attitude to maintaining
regal dignity, is devoted to educating himself for the role of kingship and developing his
episteme of leadership. He has already mastered the essence of the Persianpaideia for
the class ofboys, and is superior to all his contemporaries in all aspects of it (1.3.15-17);
in order to satisfy his philomathia he wishes to stay in Media and to benefit from the
personal freedom promised by his grandfather's willing indulgence of all his whims. He
therefore has to play a double game of publicly criticising Median customs to show his
mother that he remains true to the principles ofhis Persian paideia, and at the same time
entertaining and impressing his grandfather in order to ensure that he will be invited to
prolong his stay in Media.11 He carefully avoids mentioning the real benefits of staying
in Media, citing only his desire for horsemanship as a reason. When Astyages, with
typical generosity, offers Cyrus a number of inducements to stay (1.3.14), Cyrus regards
them as confirmation that his outspoken behaviour at the dining table has not only been
entertaining for Astyages but has also ensured that the opinions and wishes he expressed
then have been heeded. Astyages thinks that he has made Cyrus an offer that he cannot
refuse, but Cyrus has already dictated the terms which would ensure his acceptance of
the offer.
The educational effects of his time in Media can be detected in his approach to
creating his empire, not only in his personal appearance (see above) but also in the
organisation of his court.12 In chapter 3 Cyrus has identified the Sacian as a possible
10 Tatum 1989, 103 f.; cf. Cyrus' comments about the self-indulgence of
Cyaxares and the Medes in his conversation with his father (1.6.8).
11 Ibid., 105 f.
12 Ibid., 190.
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impediment to his plans ofmanipulating his grandfather into gratifying all his wishes, so
he is deliberately cruel to the servant as a way of asserting his authority over him.13 He
also recognises the importance of the cupbearer's role in controlling access to the king
(1.3.11), and adopts the same principle - of limiting subjects' access to their king - as
means of establishing his own kingship and of heightening the impact of his public
appearances (7.5.37 ff.).14 Moreover, his time spent at his grandfather's banqueting
table also serves a didactic purpose.15 His decision to distribute his portion ofmeat
amongst the servants at Astyages' table as he sees fit (1.3.6), can be regarded as an
enactment of his knowledge of the idea of retributive justice, which he has gained
through a combination ofPersian education and observing the customs observed at his
grandfather's table.16 Cyrus' stay in Media gives him two further opportunities to
practise justice through remuneration; when he distributes the spoils from his hunting
expedition amongst his friends, and when he does likewise with Astyages' presents for
him on his departure from Media, both occasions are important as expressions of the
stature and authority of a boy who is preparing for adulthood and kingship (1.4.7-11 &
1.4.25-27).17
Cyrus' Median education not only gives him greater and more practical
opportunities to administer kingly justice and gifts than he would have received in Persia,
it also gives him a chance to learn about the nature ofpleonexia. the art ofhaving more
than one's due, to pleon echein, and of taking advantage of others. The conversation
between Cyrus and his mother in Mandane serves to highlight the differences between
the constitutions ofMedia and Persia, and illustrates his eagerness to learn the Median
13 Ibid., 104.
14 Ibid., 197 ff. & Gera 1993, 286 ff.
15 See 1.2.8 on the educational effects of communal eating in Sparta.




The theme ofpleonexia is discussed by Xenophon elsewhere in Book 1 of the
Cyropaedia. In chapter 6 Cambyses and Cyrus consider its applications in warfare and
the dangers of teaching it to impressionable youths; Cambyses also highlights the
dangers of the desire for self-aggrandisement which has caused the downfall of states
(see 1.6.26 If., 1.6.46 & Synopsis to chapter 6). The concept ofpleonexia is also
implicit in Cyrus' speech to the peers in chapter 5 (1.5.7. ff), when Cyrus uses the moral
justification of defending the Medes and Persians against Assyrian aggression as a
pretext for the expansion ofPersian power in the Near East (1.5.13 - see Synopsis to
chapter 5). In both these passages the concept appears in a purely military context,
where the potentially subversive effects of taking advantage over others and claiming
more than one's due are mitigated by the notion that helping one's friends and harming
one's enemies is essentially just.19
The context of chapter 3 is different; Astyages is described by his daughter as
being a despotes whose rule is tyrannikos, and tyrants are characterised by their adoption
ofpleonexia to the injury of their own subjects (cf. Lac. 15.8).20 They are able to
behave in such a fashion, because, unlike kings, they are not subject to the laws of the
polis (cf Mem. 4.6.12). Plato, too, associates pleonexia with despotic rule; he takes a
very negative view of this human trait, regarding it as an evil that caused political
decadence and the breakdown of all forms of human life (e.g. R. 359C).21 This attitude
is exemplified in the Critias when he describes how 'unjust pleonexia' caused the
18 See Gera 1993, 73 ff. for a thorough and wide-ranging analysis of this scene;
see also Tatum 1989, 105 f.
19 Wood 1964, 47; cf. Socrates' discussion with Euthydemus on the nature of
justice in the Memorabilia (Mem. 4.2.15-16); similar sentiments are expressed in
Isocrates' Panegyricus (see Rapp 1988, 43).
20 Gera 1993, 77 n. notes that the same idea is expressed in Aristotle's Politics
(Arist.Po/. 1279A& 1313A).
21 See Bury 1951, 88.
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downfall of the princes ofAtlantis at the hands of the Athenians (Criti. 121B).22
Mandane points out to her son that Median-style pleonexia has no place in
Persia. The organisation of the Persian state of the Cyropaedia ensures that equality
before the law prevails and that the kings are accountable to thepolis (1.3.18).23 Cyrus,
however, is curious to learn how the Medes are ruled and how Astyages applies his
power over his subjects. His determination to stay causes him to be deliberately
disingenuous when replying to his mother. He dismisses his mother's argument by
stating that Astyages is expert at teaching others to have less, "peiov ij nXziov eyeiv" - the
opposite ofpleonexia - so she need not fear that he will learn this dangerous concept.
Cyrus' argument rests entirely on the premise that by remaining in Media he will be
treated and will behave exactly like the other subjects ofAstyages. Such an outcome,
in view of the king's indulgent treatment of him and his promise of future benefits for
Cyrus, is extremely unlikely. Indeed, Astyages' behaviour suggests that completely the
opposite will happen to Cyrus; he will learn and become accustomed to having more
than the Medes. Astyages will not actually teach Cyrus anything, but Cyrus will learn
from him. The Median king acts as an example, paradeigma, for Cyrus to follow when
the latter eventually creates his own empire. As a ruler of a mighty empire Cyrus bows
to the reality ofcontrolling and administering a huge number of peoples by realising that
it would not be feasible to adopt the Persian politeia in Babylon. He therefore puts into
practice some of the principles of kingship he had observed during his childhood in
Media. Xenophon's transformation ofCyrus into a despotic ruler after the conquest of
Babylon, and his apparent abandonment of the ideals he has formerly pursued is thus not
so sudden or as disconcerting as it has been portrayed;24 it is signposted in the narrative
of the Cyropaedia as early as chapter 3 ofBook 1.
Xenophon's own attitude to the concept ofpleonexia in the Cyropaedia appears
22 Bury in the introduction to Loeb translation of the Critias, draws a parallel
between thepleonexia ofAtlantis with that of fifth century Persia, regarding the princes
ofAtlantis as prototypes of the Persian king (Bury 1961, 256 f.).
23 SeeRapp 1988, 38 ff.
24 Gera 1993, 286 ff.
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to be that it is perfectly acceptable for a general to employ it in warfare; but, in the rule
ofapolis it should be left only to those exceptional individuals with a kingly as opposed
to despotic nature - men such as Cyrus, who rule with episteme, scphrosyne and
dikaiosyne and who are distinguished through their genea, physis, and paideia. In
Plato's Critias the princes ofAtlantis are undone by their gradual dilution of their divine
natures, physeis theias, over the generations (Criti. 121A-B). The divine physis of
Xenophon's Cyrus (see Synopsis to chapter 1) does not become degraded in the midst
of success, but his successors are lacking in this quality and the Persians decline
immediately after his death.
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1. SwSeica 8twv rj oXiyw nXe'ovwv: At the age of twelve Cyais is only halfway through the
education for the class ofboys. Xenophon then states that Cyrus is already far superior
to his contemporaries in these activities; and Cyrus himself tells his mother that his
teacher has already given him the role of judging his fellow pupils because he
understands Persian justice so well, "on ... (ie cbgfjSp ccKpipoOvia ttjv Sikouoouvti" (1.3.16).
'
AonxxYTig: Astyages has been introduced earlier as king of the Medes (1.2.1). In the
Anabasis Xenophon mentions that Astyages' wife, Medea, took refuge in the city of
Mespila (Nineveh) when the Persians revolted from the Medes (An. 3.4.12-13); in the
Cyropaedia there is no mention ofAstyages having a wife alive. Such a character may
have been deemed to be superfluous to the narrative by the author. If she was a figure
associated in the minds of Xenophon's Greek audience with historical accounts of
Cyrus' armed insurrection against the Medes, he may have deliberately avoided referring
to her. Xenophon does, however, allude to Astyages possessing concubines in the
Median court (see 1.3.11).
iSeiv ... eneOupei: Astyages' desire to see his grandson is highlighted by the use of
87ti0upeiv, which not only conveys his eagerness to see Cyrus but also hints at his
satisfying his own personal vanity in wishing to see his illustrious descendant.
kccXov kcd ayctQov: Xenophon transposes the Greek term kalos kagathos to an exotic
oriental setting to describe Cyrus on several occasions, not so much to portray him as
a hellenised barbarian but as a character who displays values of modesty and
self-restraint, engendered by his Persian upbringing, which are worthy of an Athenian
'gentleman', and who, on this occasion, stands out in contrast to his more self-indulgent
Median counterparts (see Donlan 1973, 365-374, for a discussion of the origin and
precise meaning of the term).
2. naig cj)iJoei (jnXoaTopyoc Another side to Cyrus' nature, he is naturally affectionate and
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therefore able to inspire affection for him in others.
wonep ... TtriXcu ouvxeBpappevoc: Xenophon in describing the warmth and naturalness of
Cyrus' embrace implies that there is an immediate affinity between grandfather and
grandson.
6<|)0aA,|id>v unoypa^Ti... Kopaiq npooOe'Toig ... : Cyrus, having come from the austerity of
life in Persia, is quick to notice the make-up on Astyages' face and his wig, designed to
mask his age. Far from thinking Astyages to be ridiculous Cyrus is sufficiently
impressed to later adopt Median dress and to wear cosmetics after he captures Babylon
(see Synopsis). In order to emphasise the non-Greek nature of the Median court,
Xenophon chooses one of the most striking points of contrast between the Greek and
barbarian world - the wearing of cosmetics by men - as the first indication ofMedian
luxury and effeminacy. The wearing of cosmetics also features in the Oeconomicus
when Xenophon describes Ischomachus discovering his wife wearing them in order to
impress him (Oec. 10.2 ff. - see Pomeroy 1994, 304 ff. for a discussion of this passage).
Xenophon's censorious opinions on cosmetics (and perfume) may have been derived
from his experience in Sparta (Pomeroy ibid.), but they were far from unique. The
attitude ofGreek and Roman authors to the wearing of cosmetics was almost invariably
unfavourable (Pomeroy ibid; see also Holden 1887, 116 f. for examples of passages on
cosmetics by Greek authors). Such attitudes presumably related to the wearing of
cosmetics by women, and the notion ofmen daubing their faces or wearing wigs in order
to enhance their appearance would have been unthinkable for a fourth century Greek
kalos kagathos. In the luxurious barbarian world of Xenophon's Medes this kind of
thinking would not apply.
TCop4>upoi xixwvec; ... : Cyrus distributes the Median robe, tas Medikas stolas, to his
Persian office holders (8.3.1) before his victory parade in Babylon. The brightly
coloured purple robes are given to the highest office holders, but Cyrus also provides
otherMedian robes, which are not purple and therefore do not confer such high status
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on the wearer, for their friends (8.3.3). In the Agesilaus Xenophon describes how
Agesilaus makes his soldiers wear purple cloaks at the battle of Coronea, in order to
impress the enemy and to disguise the inferior numbers ofhis army (Ages. 2.7-8).
ev ItepoaiQ ... eo0rjTE<; (JjauAoxepai kcci Siaiiai euteAe'otepcu: The frugal and austere nature
ofPersian life is neatly summed up by Herodotus in his account of the advice given to
Croesus by one ofhis subjects, Sandanis (Hdt. 1.71). Cyrus is chided by Cyaxares for
the plainness of his robe, "rfj ... 4>ai)AdTr|Ti xftc oxoArji;" when appearing in front of
ambassadors of the Indian king (2.4.5). Simplicity of Persian dress is another point of
comparison between the Persians and the portrayal of Spartans in Greek literature.
Thucydides observes that the Spartans were the first to adopt plain clothing which they
still wear to this day (Thuc. 1.6); he also comments that the wealthy Spartans adopted
a frugal lifestyle which resembled that of the majority of the citizens which is echoed in
the description of the Persian politeia in chapter 2 and in Mandane's assertion of the
Persian politeia promoting equality of right for its citizens (see 1.3.18).
prfrEp KaAAioToq o epoq rcaTfjp ... : Tatum believes that Cyrus' first words, which are
his excited reaction to meeting Astyages, are his last spontaneous utterances in the
Cyropaedia (Tatum 1989, 99). Tatum argues that from this point onwards everything
else Cyrus says in the work as a whole is calculated to the needs of the situation;
however, Cyrus' conduct in the heat of the first battle with the Assyrians, when he runs
towards the enemy shouting exhortations instead of proceeding at walking pace as he
had planned (3.3.62), demonstrates that Xenophon did not intend Cyrus' self-possession
to be so perfect as Tatum suggests.
3. Ttaig £>v ... (fnAdKaAcx; xai (t>iAdTipo<;: Cyrus' ambition has already been mentioned by
Xenophon (see 1.2.1 - see Synopsis to chapter 4 for a discussion ofphilotimia in the
Cyropaedia). His love of to kalon is expressed in his admiration and later adoption of
Median finery (see Synopsis). The love of fine things is evidently regarded by Xenophon
as distinct from the base craving for money which afflicts all men (8.2.20). The virtues
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of the Athenians being philokaloi are expounded in Thucydides' account of Pericles'
Funeral oration, "4>iaokaa.ou|i£v nev yap pet' euteAt'ck; [ktX.]", 'We are lovers of beauty
without extravagance [etc.]' (Thuc. 2.40).
ev nepocaq ... to xaXenov eivai xat tpecjjeiv iroxooi;: The mountainous nature of Persia
makes it unsuitable for horse-breeding (Herodotus uses the epithet xpr\x^Q, 'hilly', to
refer to the land of the Persians (1.71) - see above; see also Frye 1976, 7 ff. on the
physical geography of Iran). Media, in contrast, is ideally suited for this purpose.
Median cavalry, according to Cambyses (1.6.10) are the best in the Near East. The
force that Cyrus brings to Media is all infantry (1.5.5) and is unable to pursue the
Assyrian army after routing them in the first battle. Cyrus therefore proposes that the
Persians train to become cavalrymen (4.3.4 ff.) which the Persians readily accept, to such
effect that Xenophon asserts that no self-respecting Persian gentleman would in his day
be seen travelling on foot, "oi)5eic av tmv kccAmv KayaOuv ekwv o<{>0£u| nepawv oiiSapfj he^oc,
ioov" (4.3.23). By the time ofXerxes' expedition to Greece in 479 B.C., the Persians
were already renowned for their skill as cavalrymen (Cook 1983, 103).
4. r\ oboe, ... £7ii to ep7iar)o0fivai: The first analogy in the Cyropaedia is, as one might
expect from the age ofthe speaker, simple and direct. Cyrus could almost be reiterating
one of the lessons drummed into him by a didaskalos in the Persian school ofjustice for
the benefit ofAstyages. The path to satiety is a simple one for the Persians as Xenophon
has already described (1.2.8) and Cyrus cannot understand why the Medes waste time
on winding passages, eligmoi, (see Tatum 1989, 103 & 106).
5. yvwori otl ijSe'a eotiv: The response by Astyages is equally typical, he tries to humour
the boy by introducing him to the idea ofhedone, pleasure. Cyrus counters by pointing
out that the Medes' table manners betray their disgust ofwhat they are eating.
6. Iva veaviag cukccSe aTiEAOpq: Astyages' wish that Cyrus should help himself to the meat
placed before him and go home a healthy young man (neanias being used in the double
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sense ofyoung man and being vigorous), is not, as Bizos argues, an indicator of the lack
ofnutrition in the Persian diet (Bizos 1971,1, 96), but simply an expression ofAstyages'
concern in his welfare during his stay.
7. 8ia5i66vai xoig ... OepaTteuxaig: Even at an early age Cyrus shows a keen appreciation
ofwhat is needed to foster loyalty amongst servants, rewarding Astyages' servants with
meat for their respective merits and services to him and his mother and grandfather (see
Synopsis). The whole incident can be seen as a precursor ofCyrus' later practices on
organising his army where worthy individuals are to be singled out for praise and
rewards (2.3.2-4) to encourage the existence of a 'meritocracy' in the ranks. When
Cyrus returns to Persia after his stay in Media, one of the means by which he regains the
admiration and respect ofhis contemporaries is to give away part of his own portion of
food at banquets (1.5.1). Xenophon comments later on in the CyropaecLia about Cyrus'
generosity with food (8.2.3-4), which is confirmed by his behaviour after his victory
banquet in Babylon (8.4.6-7). The practice of rewarding someone with food also
appears in the Lacedaemonian Politeia when Xenophon observes that Lycurgus gave
the Spartan kings the right to receive certain parts of animals that had been sacrificed,
{Lac. 15.2-5 - see Grottanelli 1989, 208 f.), and the honour of receiving double portions
so that they could honour anyone whom they chose. Herodotus also mentions the
Spartan kings' entitlement to double portions (Hdt. 6.57) and in the Odyssey the
Phaeacian bard Demodocus is rewarded for his singing by Odysseus with a large portion
ofmeat (Od. 8.474 ff.).
The incident also serves as a useful illustration ofXenophon's own theories of
managing a household, in answer to the problems of controlling servants raised in the
opening lines of the Cyropaedia (see 1.1.1), and is also consistent with the idea of
rewards for servants' loyalty which is discussed in the Oeconomicus (Oec. 12.6-8).
vuv yap tout' zxw. 'For this is all that I have [to offer] now'. Cyrus charms his adult
audience with a show ofmodesty, apologising for the nature of the gifts; however, even
at this early stage of his life he shows an awareness that one day he will have much
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greater gifts to bestow on loyal retainers.
8. o ... SdKa<;: Cyrus, when sharing out his food, deliberately ignores the Sacian
cupbearer, oivo^oog, the servant who controls access to Astyages and therefore
represents a potential threat to Cyrus' attempts to impress and petition his grandfather
for whatever he wants (on the role of the Sacians in the Cyropaedia see (1.1.4)).
Although he is a slave he holds an office of considerable importance and influence, and
Astyages says that he honours him most of all of his servants, "ov ey" naAiota Tigd)".
The cupbearer has a dual role. His main function is to pour and serve the king's wine
in the ritual described by Xenophon, whilst also checking for poison (1.3.9). He also
acts as a kind of secretary to Astyages, introducing people to the king's presence and
refusing admittance if he deems the time to be inappropriate for Astyages to receive
them (cf. Homer's use of Hephaestus as a cupbearer in the Iliad for comic effect (II.
1.584 ff.) - see Gera 1993, 159 f. for a discussion of Sacas' role in the Cyropaedia).
The use of the character of the cupbearer may refer to Ctesias' account of Cyrus' rise
to power found in Nicolaus of Damascus, whereby Cyrus distinguishes himself as a
cupbearer in Astyages' court (see Gera 1993, 156 f. for a discussion of the link between
the two authors).
9. TipoooTiov oTtoudauix; Kai euoxrmdvax; ... : Cyrus displays a comic touch to endear
himself to his audience, adopting a suitably grave face to exaggerate the importance of
the cupbearer's duty. He re-enacts the cupbearer's ritual, expertly mimicking Sacas'
actions, much to the amusement ofMandane and Astyages. His threat to remove Sacas
from his post is part of the joke he has played, but behind this apparently off-the-cuff
remark there is a serious intent. His boyish antics win from Astyages the promise that
he will not be denied access to his grandfather (1.3.14). Thus the young boy's clowning
masks his strong determination to be Astyages' favourite. In doing so he further
demonstrates his willingness to take on adult roles, on this occasion for entertainment
but also to demonstrate his own prowess and self-confidence.
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ei (jxxp^aica 8K%eoiev : Xenophon breaks off from the narrative to provide a practical
explanation for the existence of cupbearers, namely to taste the king's wine for poison,
a threat for later Persian kings as Xenophon explains in his epilogue (8.8.12).
10. ev xoiq yeveeAioic Astyages' birthday celebrations with their heavy drinking recall
Herodotus' description ofPersian nomoi (Gera 1993, 159). Herodotus notes that the
Persians celebrate birthdays most of all (Hdt. 1.132-3), are extremely fond ofwine, and
often discuss important matters in an inebriated state. He also describes how
drunkenness causes the downfall ofPersian ambassadors to the Macedonian court, when
another boy - the Macedonian prince, Alexander, who is described as being 'young and
lacking in experience of evil deeds' - expresses his anger at the drunken antics of the
Persians and takes advantage of their inebriated state to mastermind their assassination
(Hdt. 5.18 ft-.).
xouq Yvwpau; xal xotg ooogaoi a(j)ocA.A.opevoi)<;: Xenophon uses the same phrase elsewhere
to comment on the pernicious effects of excessive drinking (e.g. 8.8.10, Lac. 5.4 and
Symp. 2.26 - see Gera 1993, 158).
a oi)K eaxe ijpa<; xouq naidaq Ttoieiv ... : Cyrus, with his mind schooled in Persian justice,
immediately hints at the injustice of having one code of behaviour for boys and a
different and more lax code for adult men. The boys are presumably expected to be
'seen and not heard' in the Median court, whereas the men, under the influence of their
'poison', are boisterous and act stupidly. The Persian paideia does not permit such
double standards; all the age groups are bound by a uniform set of moral values from
which they cannot deviate. The adults must constantly act as role models for the
younger generations so that they would never indulge in the kind of behaviour which
Astyages and the Medes enjoy.
erceA.eA.r|a0£ ... oxi cm ap^wv: Cyrus' criticism is not so much directed at Astyages
becoming drunk as his apparent willingness to behave to allow others to forget his regal
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status (see Synopsis). The scene has further importance as it foreshadows the night of
revehy that Astyages' son Cyaxares indulges in, while the majority of the Medes desert
to Cyrus army (4.2.11 - see Introduction D (iii)). At a later point in the narrative,
Xenophon reveals how wine was the staple drink of Cyrus' army (6.2.26-29). When
Cyrus proposes an advance against Sardis, he tells his army and the allies that they will
be unable to replenish their stores ofwine, so the men should gradually drink less and
less of it until they are accustomed to drinking nothing but water. In this way they can
avoid sickness caused by a sudden change in diet.
ij ioriyopia: 'Equal right of speech'. A quintessentially Greek concept is introduced into
an oriental setting. Xenophon's use of the word here may seem incongruous, but
Herodotus uses the term, which later came to be regarded as one of elements of
Athenian democracy, SrmoKpa-ua (Hdt. 5.78), in connection with the Persians during the
narrative dealing with the Persian debate on constitutions when Otanes advocates the
rule ofthe people (Hdt. 3.80 ff.). Xenophon depicts Cyrus allowing free speech in the
later symposia scenes involving his friends and officers in the Persian army, although at
this stage in his career he has not developed any notions of isolating himself from public
contact as he does in Babylon (see Bizos 1971,1, 15). Even in the relaxed atmosphere
ofthe symposia Cyrus is shown to be in complete control of the conversation (2.2.1- see
Gera 1993, 132 ff. on the symposia of the Cyropaedia), and he brushes aside any
searching comments or potentially awkward questions with a witticism. He is also able
to steer the subject of conversation onto matters he wishes to discuss. On the one
occasion that Cyrus appears to invite isegoria in a public debate within all the ranks of
his army (2.3.4 ffi), two ofhis most ardent supporters immediately step in to back up his
opening speech and stifle any attempt at proper debate amongst his soldiers.
11. o niapQTaTo? &7ioK«Auei: Even at an early age Cyrus displays the ability to put on a
calculated display of his displeasure in order to achieve his own ends (cf. his initial
coldness to his former childhood companion, Tigranes, the Armenian prince (3.1.8)).
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Stag av worcep ouxog : Cyrus mimics Sacas again for the amusement ofMandane and
Astyages. By parodying the excuses the cupbearer has used to deny him access to the
Median king, he would pretend to refuse Sacas the right to eat and even when he was
desperate Cyrus would use the most effective excuse that the food was occupied with
'the ladies' - presumably Astyages' harem.
12. tov rrig (iritpog oc5eX<j)dv: The first mention of the Median prince and heir, Cyaxares,
who appears almost incidentally at this point in the narrative but is not named (for
further discussion on Cyaxares see Appendix A).
imepexcupev autoig xapiCopevog: Cyrus demonstrates to the Medes his philanthrdpia
which is a fundamental part of his character (see 1.2.1; see also Rapp 1988, 41 on
Cyrus' role as a benefactor in the Cyropaedia to the soldiers in his army). Cyrus is also
acclaimed as a benefactor, euepye'Trig, by the people of Armenia (3.3.4).
13. Mandane prepares to depart whereupon Astyages asks her to leave Cyrus with him.
Mandane's reply is that it would be difficult for him to stay against his will, although her
son has given no indication that he wants to return home. There is no mention of
whether Cambyses' opinion should be sought on the matter; Mandane's primary
consideration is, she says, to honour her father's wishes.
14. ooi eioopca ... : Xenophon emphasises the role that obligation plays in
determining the relationship between Astyages and Cyrus, and in a wider context the
role it has between the ruler and his subject. It is a role that Cyrus fully understands and
exploits to confirm to everyone hisphilanthrqpia (see Synopsis to chapter 4).
braoig Totg epcng xpn°Tl ••• : Xenophon has already described Cyrus' joy at learning how
to ride (see 1.3.3). Horsemanship is not part of the Persian paideia, for the obvious
reason that horses are difficult to breed because of the mountainous terrain, a situation
analogous with Greece. Cyrus' cavalry skills and bravery are later illustrated in his first
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taste ofbattle on the Median frontier (1.4.18-24).
oTtoiav ... 6S6v ... : Astyages pokes fun at his grandson's self-professed austerity,
employing the same metaphor as Cyrus used to justify his outspoken behaviour at the
Median dinner table (1.3.4).
ev tw TtapaSeioo): Xenophon uses Middle-Eastern terminology to describe the royal park
(see Tuplin 1990, 22 f. on Xenophon's use of the term paradeisos in his works, and on
his concentration on its function as a game park in the Cyropaedia), being the first
Greek author to refer to paradeisoi (see Hirsch 1985, 149 n.3)).
15. At this point in the narrative Astyages is presumably absent, leaving mother and son
alone to discuss Cyrus' future frankly and in confidence. Cyrus has no hesitation in
telling Mandane that he wants to stay. In the eyes of Mandane, a former Median
princess who now represents Persian conservatism, Astyages and the Median court is
already exerting a powerful and insidious influence on Cyrus. This Median influence
affects the young boy's responses to his mother's argument and gives the whole scene
extra tension. Xenophon suggests that mother and grandfather are in effect competing
for the soul ofCyrus.
oikoi ... eipi kat 8ok<2> kpcmotoi;... : Cyrus is unafraid to proclaim his own virtues: it was
the news of his superiority over the other Persian boys that led Astyages to invite him
to Media.
otccv 8' eig Mrj8oix; i\Qw: Xenophon once again foreshadows the narrative by having
Cyrus suggest that he will return to Media as an adult and as a military ally.
16. A critical exchange follows between mother and son, Cyrus is not afraid to stand
up to his mother and argue his case. Mandane realises that she cannot dispute her son's
desire to learn horsemanship, so she turns to the central tenet of Persian education,
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justice, dikaiosyne, which Cyrus cannot learn in Media (see Tatum 1989, 105 f.). Cyrus
is not thrown off balance by the validity of Mandane's words, and replies with a
self-confidence bordering on arrogance that not only is he far ahead of his Persian
contemporaries in physical skills but has also grasped the concept ofjustice. At such an
early age he is basically dismissing the Persianpaideia as a system which can no longer
teach him anything or offer any new challenges to his burning ambition.
7tA,r]Y&g eXapov: See 1.2.6 on the severity ofPersian discipline.
17. ij 8ikt| xoiautti: Cyrus chooses to illustrate his knowledge of justice with an example,
not of his making a correct decision but an incorrect one and being punished
accordingly. He is presenting the case for his remaining in Media by recounting a
judicial case from his own education. The example is chosen by Cyrus to show him
learning, albeit painfully, from experience, but also to display Persian education in the
best light - his teacher enforces strict discipline which has the desired effect on the star
pupil. The tale also conforms to the image ofCyrus dispensing summary justice at an
early age to his contemporaries, which is depicted in Herodotus' account of his life (Hdt.
1.114). Cyrus is punished for not applying himself to the principles ofjustice, which is
the purpose of his education, and for presuming that a utilitarian, rather than a
technically correct solution, was best. He was warned that even when he had reached
manhood and had such power over other people, he should remain conscious of the
inviolability of the rights ofpossession, KTrjoig, and the injustice of force, pfa, on such
occasions.
to |t8v vofiijiov Si'kouov eivoci, to 8e ctvojxov picuov: The teacher ends his lecture with a
simple antithesis: what is lawful is just, what is unlawful is unjust; the judge must always
cast his vote on the side of the law. The same idea is expressed in Xenophon's
Memorabilia (Mem. 4.3.13-16).
18. ovxoc, ... ev MrjSou; ... Seotcottiv kekoit|kev ... : The contrast between Median and
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Persian government is made explicit (see Synopsis). Astyages on the one hand is master
of all he sees and answerable to no one. Cambyses is the opposite, he is aprimus inter
pares. Astyages is thus the typical oriental ruler, whose vices are exemplified by the
figure ofCyrus' son Cambyses, the despotic king of the Persians in Herodotus, the ruler
who was regarded by the Persians as a despotes (Hdt. 3.89).
ev riepoaic; Se to ioov exeiv Sucaiov vopi£exou: Xenophon's Cambyses, the father ofCyrus,
on the other hand, represents an apparently totally different system ofgovernment based
on justice and equality (cf. the notion ofgovernment by equality as espoused by Euphron
of Sicyon in the Hellenica, but his support for democracy is merely a pretext for him
becoming a tyrant (HG 7.1.45 ff.))
o aoi; Ttocxrip: Mandane deliberately mentions Cambyses in the conversation in order to
emphasise her arguments, and to remind Cyrus of his responsibilities back home. Cyrus
in turn will mention her father to remind her of her filial responsibilities and her own
Median background.
x&TETaYpeva ... xrj noAei: The actual relationship between Persian king and the state in
the Cyropaedia is only mentioned by Cambyses in his welcoming speech to Cyrus on the
latter's triumphant return to his homeland. The Persian king makes his son agree to a
number ofconditions regarding his future relationship with the Persian polis (8.5.22 ff.
- see also 1.5.4 on the Persian koinori).
lisxpov 8e aiixw ouk ij qruxfj aXX' o vopog eoxiv: Mandane encapsulates the Persian ideal of
the society, described by Xenophon in the previous chapters, whereby the laws control
the individual, no matter how exalted his position.
pa0d>v ... avTx xou paoiAxicoC xo xupavviKov: Mandane finishes her argument with a basic
warning, of severe physical punishment for Cyrus if he returns with inflated ideas. She
rightly fears that Cyrus is preparing to embrace the despotic ideals ofMedian kingship.
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In chapter 4 Xenophon expands on the three themes introduced in the previous
chapter: Cyrus' superiority to the Medes, his desire to educate himselfby seeking new,
character-developing experiences, and to enhance his understanding of the nature of
pleonexia. He also highlights two important attributes of Cyrus' character, his
philotimia and philanthrqpia, which shape his subsequent career as general and ruler.
Xenophon's account ofCyrus' conduct in this chapter shows that, even at a remarkably
early age, the Persian prince is capable of displaying the forethought, pronoia, which is
the hallmark of great leaders and which will distinguish him from the other rulers
portrayed in the Cyropaedia (see Appendix C on the importance ofpronoia in kings).
During the four years he spends in Media, Cyrus is able to ingratiate himself quickly and
assuredly not just with his grandfather, but also with his grandfather's subjects, building
friendships which will prove to be invaluable when he reaches manhood and has to count
on Median support for the furthering of his ambitions. The Persianpaideia described
in chapter 2, with its emphasis on strict discipline, equality of treatment and blind
obedience, offers little scope for a talented individual such as Cyrus to express himself
through his courage and audacity, or to form such lasting friendships by virtue of his
generosity.
Chapter 4 is accordingly devoted to the development of Cyrus as an individual,
as he passes from childhood to adolescence. Due notes correctly that in describing this
development ofCyrus, "Xenophon gives a description of a change of behaviour, not of
fundamental qualities".1 Xenophon skilfully illustrates this maturing ofCyrus by opting
not to give a simple chronological summary of his time in Media, but to depict instead
a series ofbiographical vignettes relating to two areas ofCyrus' life which were dear to
him, and in which he was to become extremely proficient: hunting and warfare. Cyrus
is portrayed as possessing a curious mixture of childish exuberance and manly courage,
1 Due 1989, 155 f.
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and of adolescent introspection but complete self-confidence in his own abilities. The
effectiveness of this depiction of Cyrus' adolescence is exemplified in the final scene of
the chapter, the 'paidikos logos' (see Appendix B). Cyrus, as the handsome and
impressive youth on the point of departure for Persia, is confronted by an older Median
admirer, Artabazus. He treats the Mede with courtesy and shows himself to be a model
of sophrosyne.; but he also carefully avoids discouraging Artabazus' ardour for him,
because he recognises that such devotion can be put to good use at a later date as the
narrative will show.
Cyrus seeks to inspire devotion to himself among the Medes as soon as his
mother has left for Persia, winning the hearts of the his contemporaries and also their
fathers by acting as an intermediary for them with Astyages (1.4.1). He secures his hold
on his grandfather's affections by attending to the Median king's every need (1.4.2). As
he becomes older his former garrulous and affectionate manner changes to one of
modesty and self-consciousness (1.4.3-4), and he accordingly becomes more attractive
company for his elders. He also distinguishes himself amongst his Median
contemporaries by mastering the skills of their paideia, which revolve around
horsemanship and hunting (1.4.5). When he tires of killing the animals in Astyages'
paradeisos he seeks permission to hunt in the wild, which Astyages eventually grants
(1.4.6-7). Cyrus is allowed to go out on an expedition with his uncle, Cyaxares, and
some retainers, who warn him of the dangers of hunting (1.4.8). Cyrus pays little heed
to these warnings when he brings down a deer and a boar at close quarters; he is
oblivious to the danger or the subsequent reprimands for his foolishness by the servants
and Cyaxares, asking only for an opportunity to display his prey to Astyages (1.4.9).
The bemused Median king does not chastise him, indeed he allows his grandson to
distribute the game among his friends (1.4.10). Cyrus does so, boasting about his
hunting experiences and encouraging his friends to ask their fathers for permission to
accompany him next time (1.4.11). When they reply that such a decision rests with the
king and ask him to intercede with Astyages, Cyrus is reluctant to help them,
remembering the problems he had in gaining permission for himself (1.4.12). However,
when he is faced with losing his status amongst his contemporaries as a benefactor, he
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seeks to persuade Astyages to allow them all to go hunting, first by means of a
hypothetical argument, then by sulking (1.4.13-14). Once again Astyages eventually
gives in to his grandson's will, organising a great hunt involving the all the males of the
court, both young and old (1.4.15).
After three or four years at the Median court, Cyrus is suddenly presented with
a new opportunity to distinguish himself, when the prince of Assyria hunts near the
Median border and decides to make an incursion into Median territory, backed by a large
force of cavalry and infantry (1.4.16-17). Astyages' response is to confront the Assyrian
raiding party, leading a small force to the border, which includes his son, in order to
repel the enemies (1.4.18). In the midst of the contusion in the Median court, Cyrus
accompanies the force unobserved by his grandfather but is not reprimanded or sent
away. When the two forces are facing each other, Cyrus proposes a bold plan of action
to attack the Assyrian hunting party which is separate from the main body of troops; his
plan is accepted by Astyages (1.4.20). Cyaxares leads the charge of part of the Median
contingent, but is completely upstaged in the skirmish by the unsolicited appearance of
Cyrus, who inspires those around him to put the Assyrians to flight (1.4.21-22). In his
eagerness Cyrus comes dangerously close to engaging the main body of the enemy army,
and Astyages is forced to intervene with the rest of the Median cavalry to protect both
his son and grandson (1.4.23). The whole Assyrian force is subsequently routed and
Cyrus exults in his success by lingering on the corpse-strewn battlefield, to his
grandfather's amazement and displeasure (1.4.24). The news ofCyrus' manly exploits
reaches Persia, and, as a consequence, Cyrus is summoned home by his anxious father
in order to complete his Persian paideia (1.4.25). Cyrus departs with great sorrow and
with a number ofgifts from his grandfather, which he distributes amongst his Median
friends (1.4.26). When he is on the point of leaving a Median nobleman, Artabazus,
declares his love for Cyrus (1.4.27). He uses as a pretext the Persian custom of kinsmen
greeting and parting with each other with a kiss to claim two kisses from Cyrus, who is
moved by Artabazus' devotion to him and promises to return soon to Media (1.4.28).
Cyrus' stay in Media thus ends as it began, with a display of affection and loyalty
involving Cyrus which highlights his ability to charm and inspire others. On the first
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occasion he had been a young boy eager to impress his grandfather (1.3.2-3), on the
second he is a youth of sixteen who is admired not just for his physical beauty, but also
for his philotimia and philanthropici2
Cyrus' philotimia is listed as one of his defining characteristics in chapter 2 (see
1.2.1). The concept appears several times in Xenophon's works in a number of different
contexts, which renders it difficult to translate with precision: 'ambition', 'zeal',
'eagerness', 'love of praise (or honour)' and 'pride' are the most obvious translations
of the term. On the whole it is treated by Xenophon as a positive moral quality, one
which distinguishes mankind from other animals (Hier. 7.3 - see 1.6.25). He is aware
that in some individuals philotimia is a dangerous quality when it has an excessive grip
on their characters.3 In the Memorabilia he notes that Alcibiades and Critias - two
controversial figures of recent Athenian history - were unique in that they were the 'most
ambitious of all Athenians', who wished to control everything and outdo everyone
(Mem. 1.2.14). They therefore could never have adhered to the sober, disciplined
lifestyle oftheir former mentor Socrates. In the same work the Athenians in general are
characterised by their love of honour (Mem. 3.1.13). In the Hellenica Epaminondas is
swayed by his philotimia into risking a second battle at Mantinea, rather than return to
Thebes with his reputation tarnished by his lack of success in the Peloponnese during
that campaigning season (HG 7.5.18-19). The result is a battle which costs him his life
and leaves the whole ofGreece in greater confusion than ever.
Xenophon, however, did know of one historical leader who had exemplified
philotimia in the best possible sense of the word; in the Agesilaus, the Spartan king is
praised as being philotimotatos and by virtue of his most eager love of honour he had
2 See Farber 1979, 505 ff. for a discussion on how these two qualities were part
of the defining characteristics ofHellenistic kingship.
3 Cf Thucydides' account ofthe causes ofstasis in Corcyra, which he attributes
to philotimia being combined with pleonexia in some individuals, "tkxvtcov 6' au-rcbv
amov apxf) tj Sia nXeove^iav kcu <}>iA,(mpiav" (Thuc. 3.82).
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never known defeat (Ages. 10.4).4 Agesilaus' fictional counterpart in this respect is
Cyrus of the Cyropaedia, whose words and deeds embody the positive effects of love
ofhonour (1.2.1, 1.3.3 & 1.4.1). In the work as a whole there are no portrayals of the
negative effects ofphilotimia-, although on one occasion Xenophon attributes Cyrus'
concern that his army should engage the enemy as soon as possible to the 'zeal' of his
soldiers in the training contests he had devised for them (3.3.10). The keenness of
competition had led to jealousy between some of them which would be best resolved
through the common dangers of actual warfare. Elsewhere in the work Cyrus' army are
imbued with positive ambition in battle (e.g. the first battle against the Assyrians, where
philotimia is listed as one of ideal qualities of an army (3.3.59)). Such a quality is
essential because it inspires in men willingness to carry out hard physical work,5 and
bravery.6 Cyrus, as a general and future king, plays an appropriate role in imbuing his
soldiers with this spirit as he is fully aware of its importance in their training and actual
warfare (2.1.22).7 Furthermore, one of the reasons that Cyrus chooses eunuchs for his
bodyguard is that their physical deformity does not mean they are lessphilotimoi than
ordinary men (7.5.63).
In chapter 4 it is this love of honour which motivates Cyrus to challenge his
Median contemporaries to contests in pursuits he has not yet mastered (1.4.5-6). He is
unafraid to lose to others knowing that he will eventually surpass them in everything.
4 Cartledge 1987, 142 f. notes that philotimia alongside philonikia,
competitiveness, were dominant characteristics of Spartan society and were prized as
virtuous qualities. The competition between members of the elite of the professedly
egalitarian Spartan society was extended to day-to-day workings of politics, "this
intestine struggle was sometimes dignified under the title philotimia" (ibid.), and had
damaging repercussions when Sparta had hegemony in mainland Greece.
5 Cf. Symp. 8.37 where Autolycus is motivated by philotimia in his training to
be a victor in the pankration.
6 Cf. Mem. 3.1.10 where Socrates notes that the first line of troops going into
battle should be the most ambitious, philotimotatoi, and Dionysodorus agrees, saying
that such men will face danger for the sake of praise.
7 Cf. Eq. Mag. 1.25, 2.2 & 7.3 where philotimia is regarded as an essential
quality for the cavalry commander's troops.
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The same motivation can be found in his insistence before Astyages' great hunting
expedition that he should not receive preferential treatment and be allowed to hunt first
before the other boys (1.4.15). Cyrus' competitive instincts are such that he wants
everyone to compete on equal terms with him in order that his superiority to them
should become even more apparent. There is also a less positive side to Xenophon's
portrayal ofCyrus' philotimia in chapter 4, which manifests itself in his reckless bravery,
0paoutr|g, in two moments of acute danger to his life - whilst hunting in the wild for the
first time (1.4.8) and during his cavalry charge against the Assyrians (1.4.21). However,
such rashness is attributable to his youthful exuberance, and when he reaches adulthood
he has matured into a model of caution and prudence. His philotimia is then directed
towards the enhancement ofhis army and the new state he is forging, both ofwhich can
be seen as extensions of his own efficient and hard-working personality. The love of
time drives him on to endure hardships and danger as this leads to eukleia, a good
reputation, and the desire for fame, as he tells his former adversary Croesus, makes all
things bearable (8.2.22).
Cyrus' philotimia is also inextricably linked with his philanthropy, philanthrcpia.
This link is neatly summed up in Book 8 of the Cyropaedia (8.1.39), when Cyrus is
described as using his philanthropy to encourage others to be philotimoi in their efforts
to impress him. Philanthrdpia, unlike philotimia, is always regarded as a positive
quality in Xenophon's works.8 In the Oeconomicus Xenophon praises agriculture,
yewpyia, as a philanthropic activity (Oec. 15.14 & 19.17). Both Cyrus the Younger and
Socrates are commended by Xenophon for their generosity and love ofmankind (An.
1.9.22 ff. & Mem. 1.2.60). In the Cyropaedia Gobryas praises Cyrus for being even
better at philanthropy than generalship, and Cyrus replies that philanthropy gives him
more pleasure than generalship (8.4.7-8).9 On his deathbed he commends himself for
burial, noting that as he has always been philanthrdpos he is glad to be united with the
8 See Due 1989, 163 ff. for a discussion ofphilanthrdpia in the Cyropaedia.
9 See Hoistad 1948, 23 ff. on the importance ofphilanthrdpia as a defining
characteristic of the Cynic conception of the ideal hero, in particular in the myths
surrounding Heracles.
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earth which confers such benefits on mankind (8.7.25 - cf. the link between yewpyla. and
philanthropy expressed in the Oeconomicus (see above)).
Xenophon also provides a telling illustration of the philanthropy of kings in the
Agesilaus, when he describes the Spartan king's treatment of native peoples during his
campaigns in Asia Minor (Ages. 1.20 ff). Agesilaus seeks to win over the local peoples
through kindness, and treats prisoners ofwar with clemency. He was thus able to gain
control of poleis which had impregnable walls, not by force, but by virtue of his
philanthrdpia (Ages. 1.22). Thus Xenophon demonstrates how the philanthropy of a
ruler is motivated as much by self-interest as by genuine love of mankind. The king
gains the support and friendships that are essential to the maintenance of his power,
through the willing obedience of his subjects. Cyrus is shown to be the counterpart of
Agesilaus in his adoption ofphilanthrdpia for utilitarian purposes. In Book 8 of the
Cyropaedia his philanthropy is described as the best method of combating threats to his
personal security (8.1.48). He recognises that the greatest danger to his life comes from
some of the nobles at his court who command large numbers of troops. They think
themselves competent rulers and have access both to his bodyguards and to himself
(8.1.46). Cyrus therefore has to win the love of his subjects by a number of means,
including sharing in their toil and sympathising with them, as he did in the early stages
ofhis career when he had little money (8.2.1). When he does acquire money and power
Cyrus regards the giving of food and drink from his table to be a very effective form of
kindness (8.2.2 ff. - see 1.3.7 and Synopsis to chapter 2 on the boy Cyrus' distribution
of meat). He also institutes the practice of the Persian king giving many gifts,
"TioA.i)S«pia", a practice that continues down to Xenophon's day (8.2.7), and in Cyrus'
case made him more popular with his subjects than members of their immediate families
(8.2.9). Thucydides also confirms the Persian kings' practice of giving rather than
receiving presents in Book 2 of his work, when he mentions that the Thracian kings do
exactly the opposite ofwhat the Persians do, and will not do anything for their subjects
unless they have received gifts (Thuc. 2.97).
Xenophon's picture ofCyrus' benevolent despotism as a ruler of an empire has
its roots in his childhood experiences at the Median court. In chapters 3 and 4 ofBook
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1 Cyrus is himself the recipient of Astyages' generosity and he learns to emulate his
grandfather in his dealings with the Medes. His acts of generosity are far more
calculated than his grandfather's and show that even at an early age Cyrus is imbued
with foresight, pronoia. Astyages' philanthrdpia is shown to be directed primarily at
Cyrus, and its main purpose is to ensure that his grandson is happy in Media. Cyrus, in
contrast, actively seeks out people to whom he can give gifts and favours and thus win
their lasting friendship. In chapter 4 he demonstrates hisphilanthrcpia initially by taking
advantage of his privileged position in the Median court to act as an intermediary with
Astyages for his Median friends' fathers (1.4.1). He thus effectively usurps the role of
the cupbearer Sacas in acting as a conduit between Astyages and his subjects, passing
on requests to the king that they might not have dared to make themselves, placing them
under an obligation to him, and in the process gaining valuable insight into the workings
of the Median court. Xenophon describes further displays of philanthropy by Cyrus
when he recounts his desire to distribute the spoils of his first hunting expedition
amongst his friends (1.4.10-11) and to secure for them the chance to enjoy the same
experiences of hunting in the wild (1.4.13-14). His insistence after leaving Media that
his friends receive the gifts given to him by Astyages, despite the Median king's attempts
to make him keep them (1.4.26), and his allowing Artabazus to kiss him (1.4.27-28) are
further signs that he has mastered the art ofgiving to secure friendships.
This policy ofgenerosity towards the Medes is eventually rewarded when Cyrus
seeks to undermine the role of his uncle, Cyaxares, in their campaign against the
Assyrians. When the opportunity arises to turn their initial defeat of the enemy into a
rout, Cyrus realises that he will need Median horsemen to help in the pursuit (4.1.11).
Cyaxares is reluctant to give chase, preferring to savour the spoils of the first victory
(4.1.13 ff. - see Introduction D (iii) for an analysis of his speech), but he allows Cyrus
to recruit those of the Medes who are willing to accompany him. At this point Cyrus
turns to Artabazus, the former recipient of kisses from him, and asks him to help recruit
the Medes to his cause (4.1.22). Artabazus has not forgotten Cyrus' former act of
philanthrqpia towards him and solemnly swears his allegiance to Cyrus. The success
ofArtabazus' recruitment and the effect ofCyrus' childhood philanthropy in Media is
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highlighted by almost all the Median nobles joining his pursuit and leaving their own king
to his drunken revelry (4.2.10-11).
Xenophon describes the Medes as deserting their king for a number of reasons
which had their origins in his childhood stay in Media. They remember Cyrus as a child
and cherish their former friendship with him. They also have fond memories of his
conduct during their hunting expeditions with him (4.2.10). Some look on him as a
saviour from the Assyrians, others, in a phrase which recalls Astyages' hopes for the
young Cyrus (1.4.25),
kcci iXnidaq, exovteq 5ia to avSpa (j)ai'veo0ai ayaQov Kai eutuyf], Kai peyav en
iaxupax; eoeoOcu cdrrov. Cyr. 4.2.10
They had hopes, seeing that the man was noble and fortunate, that he would one day be
even more great and powerful.
What is more, they have received favours from him or from his grandfather, which have
all been due to his philanthropic!. The author does, however, show that not everyone
is motivated by Cyrus' generosity. He adds a touch of realism to balance his impressive
picture of the Medes being in awe and indebted to Cyrus, by stating that many others
were lured from their camp by reports of the rich plunder to be taken from the fleeing
Assyrians.
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1. toAJUx eAdXev 6Ktipog: 'Cyrus talked a great deal in such a manner [on this occasion]'.
Xenophon's use of laMv, a verb which often conveys the sense of chattering, prattling
or talking inarticulately (e.g. PI. Euthd. 287D, which is apparently the first prose
attestation of the word (Hawtrey 1981, 115)), could be interpreted as an attempt to
trivialise Cyrus' contribution to the previous argument between Mandane and himself
(1.3.15-18; Holden translates the word as 'chattered' (Holden 1887, 136)). Cyrus
himself later admits that when he was younger he has was renowned for his
talkativeness, "AccAeiv eSokouv eivai" (1.4.12). The verb was also simply used as an
alternative to Ae'yeiv (LSJ s.v. 1.3), and in view ofXenophon's portrayal of the boy Cyrus
as being clever and cunning, this sense of the word is far more appropriate here (Gera
1993, 77 n.). Xenophon appears here to be simply hinting at Cyrus' youth and
excitability, which make him on occasion too talkative, "tioAuAoyuxepoi;" (1.4.3), without
belittling Cyrus' arguments.
xoi<; pAuawxaig: Xenophon refers here to the sons of Median nobles, who are
presumably required to be in constant attendance at the Median court. When Cyrus
begins to organise his court in Babylon, Chrysantas proposes that the Persian nobles
should always be in attendance at Cyrus' court in order to perform whatever task he
might require them to do (8.1.5). Chrysantas' proposal is accepted and Xenophon notes
that this practice is still adopted by the Persian king's subjects in Asia (8.1.6).
4)iAav0poo7uav xai (fuAoxipiav: See Synopsis for a discussion of these two qualities in
Cyrus.
2. Cyrus consolidates his relationship with Astyages, acting as servant, nurse and
confidant in a display of devotion to the ailing king, which is intended to impress not
only Astyages but also those around him, as they witness Cyrus' open displays of
concern and griefover the king's illness. Astyages' son Cyaxares is conspicuous by his
absence in these descriptions of his father's infirmity. Xenophon depicts Cyrus as
staking his claim not only to the Median king's affections, but also to a future role in the
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Median court. Astyages' illnesses are a cause for genuine concern for Cyrus as he is
completely dependent on his grandfather's favour during his time in Media. There
would be no guarantee of his being allowed to stay if Astyages died, and Cyaxares
became king. Cyrus would therefore be unable to consolidate his influence in the
Median court or advance so far in his independent development as he desired.
mote TuxvxaTtccoiv aveKirjoaxo xov ' AoTuayriv: Cyrus' first conquest in the Cyropaedia is
his grandfather's heart. He has completely won over Astyages, just as he said he would
when imitating the Sacian cupbearer (1.3.9). He realises that people, not material
possessions, are the most important things for an ambitious young prince to acquire.
3. Kaifiv nev lowg ... KoXuXoyooTepog: Xenophon ventures what could be construed as a
derogatory opinion ofCyrus. This judgement is quickly qualified and ascribed to Cyrus'
education, and is also shown to be the result of his personal qualities, his philomathia
and quickness of mind, so that what starts out as a criticism ends in unabashed praise.
Cyrus does not complacently accept the benefits and luxuries of life in Media, but is
depicted as questioning everything and everyone around him. It is this inquisitiveness
that leads Cyrus to question the values of not only Median society, but also of his own
Persian society (see 1.5.10 ff.).
8ia tt)v 7Tou5eiav ... : Further insight is given into Xenophon's view ofPersian education
and the judicial processes which require its pupils to be able to account for all their
actions, and to be able to judge the accounts of others. Fluency in speech is therefore
necessary and Cyrus as the star pupil is especially fluent. Xenophon shows how, even
at an early age, the habits encouraged by the Persian education are ingrained in Cyrus.
His initial adherence to the habits ofhis former Persian lifestyle, such as being outspoken
(e.g. his behaviour at Astyages' banquet (1.3.4 ff.)), distinguish him from the other
inhabitants of the Median court.
to ct)iA.opa0rjg: See Synopsis to chapter 3 for a discussion ofCyrus' philomathia.
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QOTiep yapev ocojiaoiv ... opcoq epcjmiveTca to veapov ... : Xenophon goes to great lengths
to defend Cyrus' talkative nature. He likens Cyrus to a pubescent youth who has
developed physically at an early age but whose behaviour and speech shows a youthful
spirit, to vsctpov, which reveals his lack of years, oXiyoeTia.
oi> 0paoo<;... aXX' auA,6TT|qkccI tJuAooTopYia: Xenophon suggests that Cyrus' talkativeness
is not regarded by the Medes as a sign of 'impudence', rather of 'frankness and
affection'. In the Hellenica, the adjective anAdxric is used to describe the honesty of the
Spartan polis (HG 6.1.18). Polydamas ofPharsalus commends the Spartans for their
straightforward admission that they were unable to defend his city against Jason of
Pherae. Cyrus has already been described as being naturally affectionate, "jiaIq 4>uaei
(jnAdaTopyog" (1.3.2).
4. The maturing of Cyrus results in the disappearance of his anX6xr\c, and cjuAoaxopYia,
which had so charmed Astyages when he first arrived in Media. The advent ofpuberty
is described by Xenophon as a time when Cyrus removes any rough edges to his
character, which have stemmed from his austere Persian lifestyle, and thus can be
charming, "e7u%api<;", in the company of others. He develops a reserve and
inscrutability, which in his adult years acts as a screen for his ambitions and intentions
and which he does not allow to slip. Xenophon also stresses the competitive side to
Cyrus' character. His burning desire to outdo others in every activity marks him out as
a potentially great leader, a man who earns respect through his continual demonstration
ofhis superior abilities, which in itself is a prerequisite ofgood generalship, as his father
Cambyses later tells him (1.6.22-23). Xenophon also gives his audience an insight into
the Median paideia for boys. The concentration on archery and spear-throwing is
similar to that of the Persians (1.2.8), but in Media these pursuits take place on
horseback. It is significant that the ethical element ofPersian education, learning justice,
is not mentioned by Xenophon as being part of the Median paideia. Cyrus throws
himselfwholeheartedly into developing his skills as a horseman in preparation for the day
when he requires this skill in warfare.
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to okuAockuSeq: 'His puppy-like manner' (Miller 1914,1, 47). Xenophon uses the device
of likening the young Cyrus' behaviour to that of a hunting dog on two further occasions
in chapter 4. Cyrus' exuberance during the large-scale hunt of the Median court is
described as similar to that of a well-bred hound, okuA(x£ yewaiog, in the chase (1.4.15).
His reckless cavalry charge against the Assyrian hunting party is likened to that of a
well-bred but inexperienced hound, "kumv vevvatog aKeipog", charging against a boar
(1.4.21).
5. Cyrus' refusal to be discouraged by initial shortcomings in the art ofhorsemanship,
his willingness to accept defeat as a stage of the learning process he has decided to
undergo, enables him to master the skills and surpass his contemporaries. Indeed, his
love of the chase as practice for the art ofwar leads him to ask for new challenges, as
he has exhausted the supply ofwild beasts in Astyages' paradise. Cyrus is sufficiently
emboldened to ask his grandfather for permission to go out hunting in the wild with his
uncle present in order to watch over him, even though he is still in his early teens, and
at an age when his contemporaries in Persia are still learning justice and the rudiments
ofwarfare. Astyages, in turn, is placed in a difficult position by such a request. Having
enticed Cyrus into staying with the promise of an upbringing free from the restrictions
ofthe Persianpaideia he is unwilling to curb Cyrus' enthusiasm for hunting. He is also
reluctant to expose his grandson and heir to the Persian throne to the perils of hunting
in the wilds at such a young age (another aspect of the dangers ofhunting is illustrated
in the tale Gobryas tells of the murder of his son by the Assyrian prince on a hunting
expedition (4.6.3 flf.) - see 1.4.15; cf. also Hdt. 1.34 fif. on the unfortunate fate of the
Lydian prince, Atys, during a hunting expedition with Adrastus). What is more, he is
not obliged to honour Cyrus' request, having only promised to furnish Cyrus with wild
beasts within the confines of his paradise (1.3.14). In the following account ofCyrus'
first 'proper' hunt Xenophon draws on his own wide experience of horse-riding and
hunting to convey the excitement and rapidity of action involved in the chase, where the
hunter is completely intent on his prey to the exclusion of all else and where the margin
oferror, between killing and being killed, is slim (Xenophon also describes the thrill of
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horseback hunting of wild beasts in Mesopotamia during the march of Cyrus the
Younger's army (An. 1.5.1)).
iocxi> gev ... taxi) 5e ... : Cyrus' progress from being inferior to the Medes in
horsemanship, to becoming their equal, then surpassing them to the point when he has
run out of beasts to kill in the royal park, is presented as happening in a series of rapid
stages with an inevitable conclusion.
to epav too epyou: Cyrus' love ofhunting - the subject which dominates the narrative for
the rest ofCyrus' stay in Media - stems from the opportunities it offers for training in
warfare. Cyrus is well aware that the techniques and qualities required for hunting -
courage, endurance, stealth, horsemanship, skill with the bow and the spear - will stand
him in good stead in warfare (see 1.2.9). He therefore pursues them with a zeal which
astonishes his Median friends and relations. His first two military encounters - the
border skirmish with the Assyrian hunting party (1.4.19 ff.) and his capture of the rebel
Armenian king (2.4.16 ff.) - are described by Xenophon as extensions of his previous
hunting experiences, using hunting terms and imagery to describe them.
ev to) napafieiow: See 1.3.14 on Xenophon's use of Near Eastern terms. See also
Anderson 1985, 57 ff. on Xenophon's descriptions ofhunting in the Near East.
6. aXX' okvt)poTEpov rcpoofjei: Cyrus' childlike appeal is unlikely to impress Astyages and
the youth now resorts to an entirely opposite approach to win him over. He abandons
his former openness and familiarity with his grandfather and deliberately withdraws from
any close contact with the Median king, allowing the Sacian cupbearer to treat him like
any other subject in the Median court and to dictate when he can and cannot visit
Astyages. In doing this he is able to win over the grateful Sacian who had previously
been abused by Cyrus for simply doing his job efficiently (1.3.8 ff.).
7. o 'AoTuriyrig ... EKKEpnei aiiTov ouv tw 0ei«: Cyaxares is given his first contribution to
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the narrative of the Cyropaedia (see Appendix A on the character of Cyaxares).
oi ovoi oi aypioi: Wild asses are described in more detail in the Anabasis (An. 1.5.1).
Their speed renders them difficult prey for horsemen to catch, but Xenophon's
favourable comparison of their flesh with venison, shows that the effort involved in
hunting them was justified.
8. Cyrus' first hunting adventure is described as happening in a condensed blur of
action, during which he encounters two wild beasts, in two separate incidents which
immediately follow each other.
oi)8ev aXXo opwv fj otcti ecjjeuye: Cyrus immediately forgets one of the lessons he has just
learned, namely to be on his guard about the terrain he is traversing, and sets off in blind
pursuit of the deer he has just seen.
piKpou KaKcivov e^eTpaxtjXioEv: 'Almost threw him [Cyrus] over his head'. The verb
eKxpa%riXiCeiv is used in its proper technical sense (LSJ s.v. 1.1). Xenophon thus depicts
Cyrus as coming very close to a premature death. The next occasion on which he
endangers his life whilst on horseback occurs during the battle for Sardis. Cyrus' horse
is wounded by an enemy soldier in the belly and in its agony throws him off"nA.t]Yeig
a<J>cc8a(«v aTrooeiexai tov KOpov" (7.1.37). The danger is averted when he is rescued by
his soldiers and is able to mount another horse to re-enter the fray (see Howie 1996, 209
f. for a discussion ofHomeric background of this scene). Xenophon makes it clear that
this time he is more in danger of death from landing prone in front of the enemy than
from the actual fall from his horse. Cyrus proves to be luckier than Abradatas whose
fate in the same battle has previously been described, when he and his men are thrown
off their horses due to the crush ofmen and arms on the battlefield and are easy prey for
the enemy soldiers (7.1.32).
oi) |if|v &XX' eirepeivev 6 KCpoq poAiq ruoq: 'However, Cyrus clung on, but not without
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some difficulty'. It should be remembered that both Greek and barbarian horsemen did
not have the benefit of stirrups, or the modern saddle or curb to assist them in such
situations. Cyrus' feat in hanging on to his horse, described by a man who clearly had
a thorough knowledge of horses and how to control them, is a combination of
tremendous skill, courage and horsemanship for one so young. His audacity is fittingly
rewarded with the kill of an exceptionally large and impressive deer, "xaXov ti xprjpa kai
peya".
xal aKoixov Taxka T}viaTo: Cyrus' overwhelming joy in bringing down the deer is soured
by the reprimand he receives from the anxious guards, who arrive on the scene of his
triumph and warn him that they will report his reckless behaviour to his grandfather.
Cyrus' angry reaction to their words is typical of the impetuous, self-confident youth
Xenophon has described in the preceding chapters. Just as he was angered by the Sacian
cupbearer preventing him access to Astyages, so Cyrus is angered by the admonitions
of the understandably worried guards.
Kpauync' Xenophon is referring to the hunting practice of shouting to warn other
huntsmen of the sighting of prey (cf. Xenophon's description of hunting hares in the
Cynegeticus where the huntsman is advised to shout loudly to incite and spur on his
hounds and netkeeper (Cyn. 6.17 ff.)).
ei<; to petomov: Cyrus displays no fear of the boar in riding to meet it as it rushes from
cover and his aim at the boar has to be good otherwise he risks death, and fortunately
for him he hits the boar in exactly the right spot, between the eyes, to ensure that it is
killed outright rather than wounded (Xenophon gives a detailed account of the methods
of capturing and killing a wild boar, as well as stressing the considerable dangers
involved for the huntsmen, in the Cynegeticus {Cyn. 10.9 fif). Throwing a javelin whilst
mounted was an important, and very difficult, part of Greek cavalry tactics against
infantry marching in line, which Xenophon identifies in the Hipparchicus as a cavalry
commander's second task in training recruits, after teaching them to mount properly
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(Eq. Mag. 1.6). In his treatise on horsemanship, Peri Hippikes, Xenophon recommends
that in battle a horseman should use as an offensive weapon two Persian javelins of
cornel wood, "xa Kpavetva 8uo 7iaAxa", rather than the long spear, normally favoured by
the Greeks, which is weak and awkward to handle (Eq. 12.12). Cyrus appears to be
using this kind of javelin in the hunting trip described at this point in the Cyropaedia.
The smaller, more manageable, wooden javelins would have been ideal weapons for the
youth, who did not have adult strength to wield a large spear. Moreover, if he was
carrying two javelins, he would have been able to remount quickly on hearing the halloo,
without retrieving the one which he had used to kill the deer - which is just how
Xenophon describes the scene. Xenophon also recommends that horsemen should
throw their first javelin at the longest range possible in order to gain maximum time to
turn their horses and to prepare to throw the second javelin (Eq. 12.13). Cyrus does not
have the luxury of time when faced with the onrushing boar and consequently his
achievement in killing the beast seems even more formidable (Cyrus the Younger is also
credited with a formidable hunting exploit in the Anabasis, when he is dragged from his
horse by a charging bear but manages to grapple with it and kill it (An. 1.9.6)).
9. IIoi'ei otcgx; pouAev ou yap vuv ye ijpuv eoucae paaiAetx; eivai: 'Do what you want; for
you seem to be the king over us now'. Cyaxares gives in to Cyrus' request to be
allowed to show his two kills to his grandfather with a sarcastic comment. The
prophetic nature of his words will become all too apparent to him later on in the work
when he finds himself removed from control of the Median and Persian army by Cyrus
and effectively no longer the king ofhis own people (cf. his own tearful account of how
Cyrus' has humiliated him by causing the majority of the Medes to leave his camp in
favour of serving Cyrus (5.5.8 ff.)). Xenophon implies that Cyaxares is jealous of his
nephew's courage and skill, and, above all, of the way Cyrus has a strong hold on his
father's affections (see 1.4.15 on jealousy as one of the dominant qualities of oriental
despots). He rightly suspects that Cyrus' reputation will be increased, not diminished,
when Astyages sees the magnificent beasts that the youth has killed single-handed.
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10. Xenophon depicts a vivid scene of Cyrus displaying his hunting triumphs in front
of Astyages. Cyrus makes the most of his hunting success, bringing in the animals to
him and carefully displaying the blood-stained hunting spears in a prominent position,
as further proofofhis exploits (cf. Pindar's depiction of the prodigious hunting exploits
ofAchilles from the age of six onwards in his third Nemean ode (N. 3.43 ff.). Achilles
would slay wild boars and carry their still-panting bodies to the centaur Cheiron,
"ocopaxa 6e napa Kpovi'Sav | Kevxaupov aoOpaCvovxa KopiCev").
Astyages does not rebuke Cyrus, he is bemused rather than angry. He finds it
difficult to comprehend that Cyrus, as one so young and of such important status, is
willing to risk his life in killing wild beasts to set before him. Such behaviour, exposing
oneself to such danger for the sake of a couple ofwild beasts, is not expected of a royal
prince inMedia. When he politely tells his grandson that he has little need of the beasts,
Cyrus already has a response in mind, asking Astyages if he can divide up the beasts and
distribute the game amongst his friends. Cyrus does not only want to impress his
grandfather; he also wants to show off his prowess to his Median contemporaries and
to make a public display ofhisphilanthrcpia. Above all he wants to win their trust and
friendship by sharing the spoils of his victory with them, a policy he will adopt as an
adult after his victories over the Assyrians (e.g. 8.3.1; cf. Ages. 1.17-19 where Agesilaus
ensures that his friends receive large quantities of booty which can be resold at great
profit).
11. Cyrus extols in front of his friends the virtues of hunting in the wild, as opposed to
hunting in the manufactured environment of the paradise. He contrasts the fine
specimens he has brought in to show them, with the emaciated and crippled beasts which
he and his friends had killed in Astyages' park, in order to fire his friends with the same
zeal for hunting as he possesses. Cyrus not only wants to dictate the activities of his
ownpaideia whilst in Media; he also wants to influence the upbringing of his friends, by
bringing them along with him to hunt. His speech is another example of the accurate and
vivid piece of characterisation ofa self-confident and impetuous youth, who wants praise
for his achievements. Xenophon depicts Cyrus as exaggerating the attributes of the
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beasts in the wild with poetical language, and emphasising the faults of the unfortunate
beasts in the paradise. The boy also conveniently ignores the danger he has just faced
and plays down the skill and strength needed to hunt beasts in the wild - the kind of
beasts which he describes as being 'impossible to miss' because of their size.
His friends subsequently point to him as the obvious choice to act as an
intermediary between them and the king, as it is Astyages, not their fathers, who must
give them permission to hunt in the wild. They do not realise that Cyrus no longer feels
that he can be as open and affectionate with his grandfather as he once was, nor employ
the same methods of persuasion on him (1.4.6). At this point Cyrus has conflicting
loyalties: to his friends whom he is trying to cultivate as future companions and helpers,
and to his grandfather to whom he owes his position at the Median court (Tatum 1989,
107). The result is that Cyrus finds himself temporarily unsure of the position he
occupies in the court hierarchy, "eyo pev oinc 018' ocmg avOpwnog YeYevr)^ca"- He is
unsure of the course of action he should take, whether he should appease his
contemporaries, or keep a respectful distance from Astyages. His friends leave him with
the threat that someone else will have to be found to take his place. What may seem to
be a childish squabble has greater significance as one of the few times in the work where
Cyrus finds himself embarrassed as a result of his not having thought through the
consequences of his actions or his words. However, his sense of aporia is typically
short-lived and he resolves to confront the problem immediately.
«g pev KaXri, cbg 8e peya/ta, cog 5e Aircapa e^aiveto: 'How beautiful, how big, and how sleek
they looked'. Cyrus cannot contain his wonder at seeing beasts of prey in their natural
habitat, and emphasises their superiority to the mangy beasts of the paradise.
ai... eA,a<|)oi coorcep 7m|vai rjAAovTo rtpog tov oupavov: 'The deer leaped up to the sky like
winged creatures' (cf. Sophocles' Philoctetes where the archer hero laments that he will
never again encounter 'winged game', "ntaval Orjpca" in the mountains (Ph. 1146)). The
equation of deer with birds in flight is paralleled by the analogy of horse-riding being
similar to flying. When Cyrus proposes that the Persians should create a cavalry force
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he is eagerly supported by Chrysantas, who is keen to learn horsemanship and so
become like 'a man on wings', "avOpomog rcxrivog" (4.3.15). The same idea is also
expressed in the Hipparchicus when Xenophon asserts that practising horsemanship is
infinitely more pleasurable than the toil ofgymnastic exercises, for if a man desires to fly,
no action ofmankind is more similar to flying than being on horseback (Eq. Mag. 8.6).
oi 8e Kcoipoi woTiep xoug av8pag (|)aai xoug avSpeioug opooe e<j)epovxo: 'The boars charge at
close quarters just like they say brave men do [in battle]'. The link between warfare and
hunting is made explicit. Cyrus is already thinking of his triumph over the boar in terms
ofbringing down a brave opponent in battle. Xenophon's inclusion of "<(>a<n" to qualify
Cyrus' comparison of boars with brave men in battle, shows that even in the midst of
eulogising hunting in the wild Cyrus is still careful enough not to lay himself open to
accusations that he is talking of something - namely brave men's conduct in battle - of
which he has no experience.
12. rcaiSapiov 8' £>v Seivoxaxog AaXeiv e8okouv eivai: 'When I was little boy I was
regarded as being very clever with words'. Cyrus, with some regret, contrasts his
current subdued behaviour with his former outspokenness, when he could talk freely
without feeling self-conscious (see 1.4.1).
13. This argument between grandfather and grandson is analysed in depth by both
Tatum and Gera (Tatum 1989, 108-10 & Gera 1993, 28-30). Tatum argues that the
conversation is "an ingenious trap" in which Cyrus has anticipated Astyages' reaction
(Tatum ibid, 109). Cyrus raises the issue of receiving punishment from his grandfather,
confident in the knowledge that Astyages would shy away from prescribing the kind of
physical punishment for his grandson which he describes as being fitting for a runaway
slave. Cyrus demonstrates that he is mature enough to realise why Astyages metes out
stern punishment to slaves who desert their posts, but he does wish to complain about
the restrictions which apply to him and his friends by drawing a specious analogy
between the hypothetical slave's situation and his own. Gera underlines the Socratic
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nature of the conversation between Cyrus and Astyages, showing, with reference to
passages in the Oeconomicus andMemorabilia (Oec. 10.3-7 &Mem. 2.1.1-17 - see
Gera ibid, 29 n. for further examples in theMemorabilia), how Cyrus uses the Socratic
method of inviting an interlocutor to judge a hypothetical case then apply that judgement
to himself, with Cyrus in this instance being cast in the role of Socrates. Cyrus'
technique is sound, but he fails to win over Astyages because the latter's immediate
concerns for Cyrus' safety outweigh the merits of the youth's argument.
Tatum is right in supposing that Xenophon does not portray Cyrus as wanting
to win immediately the argument with Astyages. To do so would run the risk of testing
the latter's patience. He seeks only to fulfil his two aims when he planned to confront
Astyages, stating directly what he and his friends want and at the same time doing it in
such a way as not to irritate his grandfather. He does not even attempt to ask for
permission to go hunting but states his intention to do it, "(bg poiAeuopca ... oe arcoSpw".
Astyages welcomes his frankness and promptly quashes the idea, but not before Cyrus
has implanted feelings of doubt and guilt in the Median king's mind over his blunt
refusal. These feelings will sway the old king when Cyrus reverts to sulky behaviour to
achieve his ultimate goal.
rjv tig <x7io5pctor) oe xwv okerav ... : Cyrus uses the same analogy in his exhortation to his
troops as they prepare to pursue the Assyrian army after the first battle (4.2.21). He
stresses the need for them to display courage in front of the enemy, promising them that
if they do so, they will see the enemy behave like a bunch of runaway slaves, "wonep
8ouA,uv anoSiSpaoKovTwv", begging on their knees for mercy or trying to run away or not
knowing what to do.
The analogy of the miscreant slave also appears in the Cyropaedia in the 'trial'
of the Armenian king (3.1.9 ff. - see Tatum 1989, 134-43 and Gera 1993, 78-98 for
analyses of the scene). The trial gives him another opportunity to use the Socratic
technique of inviting his interlocutor to judge a hypothetical situation, then successfully
using the judgement against the interlocutor. On that occasion the adult Cyrus, sitting
in judgement of a bewildered captive, is naturally in a far stronger position than the child
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who is eager to go out hunting, but who is wary of his grandfather. In the role ofjudge,
instead of petitioner, Cyrus can therefore pursue his questioning to whatever end he
wishes, without fear of being overruled. His opponent, like Astyages, is not able to
match Cyrus' cunning or argumentation (Cyrus' domination of his Armenian opponent
had already been confirmed when he had previously reduced the king to a state ofaporia
by surrounding the Armenian forces (3.1.6)). The king is forced to condemn his own
conduct through his responses, and is again reduced to a state ofaporia when asked for
his judgement on what kind ofjustice should be dispensed to him (3.1.13).
ei evekcc KpeaSiwv tj) Ouyatpi tov kai8a a7toPoi)KoA.rjoaipi: Astyages states his
determination not to let Cyrus stray from the palace and lose his daughter's son for the
sake of a few pieces of meat, just as a careless herdsman might lose a stray animal.
Astyages' determination to protect his grandson is reminiscent ofHerodotus' account
of how Croesus endeavours to protect his son Atys and to prevent from him going
hunting (Hdt. 1.36 ff). Astyages, like Croesus, is ultimately unsuccessful in his efforts
to stop Cyrus hunting but does not pay the heavy price that Croesus does for allowing
his son to hunt. Xenophon's use of anopouKoleiv adds another Herodotean influence to
the dialogue (Gera 1993, 29 f. notes the combination ofPersian and Socratic influences
on this scene). In Herodotus' life ofCyrus Astyages plays exactly the opposite role to
his counterpart in the Cyropaedia - he entrusts the infant Cyrus to a cowherd,
PooicoAog, in order that the child may be lost and suffer the fate of any stray sheep
discovered by wild beasts. Xenophon has to portray Astyages in the Cyropaedia in "an
altogether more positive light" (ibid., 30). He is cast in the 'herdsman role' (cf. 1.1.2
on the analogy between ruler and herdsman), as the guardian and protector ofCyrus; but
there is also a clever irony in having Astyages - the king made notorious to the Greeks
through Herodotus for ordering the exposure of his grandson, and then for having the
son of his loyal retainer Harpagus butchered and served up to the unwitting father -
express his concern to protect Cyrus from wild beasts. The reference to the bits ofmeat
recalls Harpagus' gruesome feast and serves to increase the irony of his remarks. In
Herodotus' work Astyages deliberately fails to protect his grandson and suffers the
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consequences - it is left to an actual herdsman to save and protect the future ruler of
Media and Persia and fulfil the symbolic role expected of the king.
14. pouAonevcx; x«pioao0ai: Astyages eventually capitulates to Cyrus' sulking. The
relationship between grandfather and grandson is characterised by both parties
recognising their obligations to each other. Cyrus at this point deliberately places
himself in a position where Astyages has nothing to gain from being firm with his
grandson, but can be seen to be philanthrdpos if he gives in and grants another favour
to Cyrus.
ouveA.doag eig to iitTtaai^a %upia xa 6r|pi'a: Xenophon gives the reader a brief insight into
the procedures and preparation which characterise a royal hunting trip in the Near East,
the size and scale ofwhich stands in stark contrast with the rustic simplicity ofGreek
methods for hunting hares, described in the Cynegeticus (see Anderson 1985, 63 ff. for
a discussion of visual and written sources on Near Eastern hunting). Part of the
preparations for the hunt involves driving prey from their cover to flat open country
suitable for horses (cf. 1.4.17 where the Assyrian prince sends out members of his
hunting party to scour the land for wild beasts).
paaiAucax; Sf) ixapxbv auroi; anriyopeue pr)5Eva priAAeiv, rcplv KCpot; ... : Xenophon refers to
a feature of court etiquette in Persia, which he transposes to Astyages' court, prohibiting
anyone from casting a spear or shooting an arrow during a hunt before the king or
member of the royal family (Holden 1887, 148). In Photius' summary of Ctesias'
Persika, Megabyzus, the brother-in-law ofArtaxerxes I, is punished for not obeying this
rule (FrGH 688 F14). In the course of a royal hunt, Artaxerxes is attacked by a lion and
Megabyzus sensing the danger kills it with a spear cast. The king is enraged that
Megabyzus cast his spear first and immediately orders that Megabyzus be executed, but
is subsequently persuaded to send him into exile.
15. uoTiep oKuXaKi yevvaia): See 1.4.4 and Introduction D (ii).
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oi)6' otiwotioOv (j)0ovep«<;: Cyrus' lack ofjealousy in praising his friends' success in the
hunt is a sign ofphilotimia and philanthrqpia. This scene has a number of points of
comparison with another passage in the Cyropaedia on hunting (4.6.3-4), which is used
by Xenophon to show Cyrus in a favourable light compared to his future foe the
Assyrian prince. Gobryas tells Cyrus how he lost his only son, who was murdered
during a hunting trip in the company ofthe then Assyrian prince. The prince had invited
Gobryas' son to compete with him in the chase, just as Cyrus secures for his friends the
opportunity to hunt with him in the wild. Both the Assyrian prince and Cyrus are
confident in their superior ability as horsemen, although in the Assyrian prince this
confidence is based on arrogance, not actual ability. Cyrus is secure in his knowledge
ofhis own superiority over his friends, and is willing to accept others earning praise in
the hunt, whereas the latter is enraged when he is seen to be worsted by his hunting
companion. Although the Assyrian prince is able to control his anger the first time his
hunting companion beats him to the kill of the beast, on the second occasion he is unable
to restrain his jealousy and kills Gobryas' son (cf. Herodotus' reference to the jealousy,
phthonos, of despotic monarchs in the Persian 'constitution debate', where Otanes
argues that despotic monarchs not only incur jealousy among their subjects but, contrary
to logical behaviour, are also jealous of everyone around them (Hdt. 3.80).
... naoiv ijSovrjg pev kal ayocQoO xivot; ouvcaxiog uv, kockoO 5e oi>8evi: '[Cyrus thus spent
most ofhis time] being a source of pleasure and some good to everyone, but of evil to
no one.' Xenophon neatly sums up the overall effect of Cyrus' philanthrqpia on the
Medes during his stay at the court (cf. his similar description of Socrates in the
Memorabilia, "Sikccicx; 8e, wore pAanxeiv pev ppfie pucpov prjfieva, <b<f)eA.eiv §e xa peyioxa
xou? ypoopevoug aiixw" {Mem. 4.8.11)). The only exceptions to Cyrus' general
philanthropic behaviour is his initial treatment of the cupbearer Sacas (1.3.11) and his
sulking in front of Astyages (1.4.14).
16. 'Apc(>! 6e xa rcevxe fj CKKaiSeKa exr| yevopevou auxou: Xenophon throughout the
Cyropaedia follows a vaguely defined chronological pattern. In his chronicling of
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Cyrus' early years he is less concerned with providing exact ages or exact time periods,
but, using instead the first three stages of the Persian paideia as a guideline, is more
interested in showing how Cyrus was given the opportunity to prove how much more
advanced he was than his contemporaries in both Media and Persia. At the age of fifteen
or sixteen Persians are still in the class ofpaides and have another year to go before
joining the class ofepheboi (1.2.8), where they begin hunting. They then have to wait
another ten years before being classed as men, at which point they are regarded as
eligible for warfare (1.2.13). Cyrus having already been hunting in his early teens, now
finds himself two steps ahead of the Persian system by being involved in actual combat.
o md<; xoti 'Aooupiuv paoiXecoq ya^eiv lie'AAwv ... : Cyrus' greatest enemy is introduced
with characteristic anonymity by Xenophon. There is no attempt made to name him or
develop his character; as later events unfold the Assyrian prince, who succeeds his father
after the latter's death in the first pitched battle between Cyrus and the Assyrians, is
treated as little more than a cipher, a despotic figure whose behaviour and career neatly
opposes that ofCyrus in his apparent arrogance and cruelty and his eventual defeat (see
1.1.4 on the historical identity of Xenophon's Assyrians). The closest historical
equivalent to the Assyrian prince of the Cyropaedia has been thought to be Belshazzar
the son ofNabonidus (this view is suggested by Hirsch 1985, 77 - see Roux, G. 1992,
386 f on the history and fate ofBelshazzar king ofBabylon). Gera proposes Nabonidus
as the more likely candidate for Xenophon's Assyrian prince, citing Near Eastern
sources which portray the Babylon king in a bad light (Gera 1993, 262 fft. - see Cook
1983, 27 ff. & Lehmann-Haupt 1932, 152 ff. on accounts of the downfall ofNabonidus
in Greek and Near Eastern sources). However, she rightly concludes that "there is no
simple way to identify the two Assyrian rulers of the Cyropaedia with any pair of
historical Babylonian kings" (Gera 1993, 264). The age of the Assyrian prince is not
given by Xenophon, but from the way Xenophon seeks to compare him with Cyrus he
is to be regarded as a contemporary ofCyrus. Xenophon refers to him in a conversation
between Cyrus and Gobryas as a 'young man', veavioKo?, who has recently come to the
throne (5.2.27). Xenophon's reference to the Assyrian prince's desire to hunt and to
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bring back the spoils for his wedding is clearly influenced by Herodotus' account of the
speech ofAtys to his father Croesus (Hdt. 1.37), begging the Lydian king to allow him
to hunt the Mysian boar (Holden 1887, 149 - see 1.4.13 on the influence ofHerodotus'
account of the death ofAtys on this part of the Cyropaedia). Atys reminds his father
that warfare and hunting were once held to be the finest and most noble pursuits for men
like himself to win good renown. He feels frustrated and humiliated because he has now
been prevented from following these pursuits and gaining the honour due to a prince
(unlike the young Cyrus in the Cyropaedia). By denying him the opportunity to hunt,
Croesus is diminishing his status, not only in the eyes of the people, but above all in the
eyes of his wife, whom he has recently married at his father's behest.
5ia tov tcoAejiov: Xenophon suddenly mentions without prior explanation the war
between the Medes and Assyrians, although nothing in the preceding events has given
any indication of the Medes being at war. Moreover, it is not until a later point in the
narrative that the Assyrian king musters an alliance with the intention of attacking the
Medes and Persians (1.5.3-4). The Assyrian prince is clearly wary of the Medes and
their famed cavalry, and the bravado with which he embarks on his hunting expedition
conceals the care he takes not to endanger himself, "otcojc ouv aacJxxAwc; 0r)pwr)".
17. ePouXeuoaxo ouv KfxmaTov elvai A£r|AaTfjaai ek tfig MriSiKfic ... : With the arrival of his
relief guard at the frontier, the Assyrian prince uses the opportunity of having extra
military strength to extend his hunting expedition into a general foray over the Median
border. Not only does he wish to obtain extra game for his wedding feast from the rich
Median hunting grounds, he also wants to assert Assyrian power by a conspicuous
display of strength in enemy territory. In depicting the Assyrian prince going beyond the
limits ofhis territory, Xenophon sets up a crucial early encounter between Cyrus and the
Assyrians, which will foreshadow the former's later victories over the latter.
18.7tpd)Tov tote 6tcA.cc EvSug, oCtcote oiojiEvoc;: 'Then for the first time he put on his armour,
never thinking [that he would be so fortunate].' The depiction of the ritual arming of
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the warrior before battle dates back to the formulaic portrayal of the aristeia of the
Homeric hero, and elements of the aristeia appear in subsequent Greek literature (see
Howie 1996, 197-217 on the aristeia in post-Homeric literature and the Cyropaedia,
when Xenophon depicts events leading up to and including Cyrus' victory over Croesus
(6.4.1-7.1.49); Howie also identifies elements of the aristeia in a fragment of Alcaeus'
poetry (fr. 357 L-P), and possibly in the myth of Heracles' conflict with the
Hippocoontidae as preserved in Pausanias (Paus. 3.15), another possible source, in
historical writing, is Thucydides' account ofBrasidas' outstanding personal role in the
defeat of the Athenians at Amphipolis (Thuc. 5.8 ff.)). Cyrus' armour has been given
to him by his grandfather as one of the many gifts he receives whilst in Media, and his
first symbolic arming is portrayed by Xenophon as an instinctive reaction to an
opportunity that not even he could have hoped to foresee (cf. another example of an
instinctive reaction to an impending battle occurs in the Anabasis, when Cyrus the
Younger responds to the confusion in his army caused by reports that the Persian king's
forces were approaching, ready for battle, by leaping from his chariot and arming himself
and ordering everyone to follow his example (An. 1.8.3)). Cyrus' joy and
single-mindedness in putting on the armour removes any prudential considerations about
his own safety, and acts as a reminder that his first experience of battle comes at a very
early age. The whole idea of his participating in a battle would have been an anathema
not only to his family but also to his Persian teachers.
19. On their arrival at the Median border Astyages explains to Cyrus the dispositions
of the large enemy force which confronts them. The inexperienced Cyrus asks Astyages
to identify the two groups ofhorsemen who constitute the enemy. It is hard to imagine
Cyrus being in any doubt as to who the enemy was. The dispositions of the two sides
would have made clear who was Mede and who was Assyrian, but a scene involving
identification ofone's enemy was an important and dramatic prelude to the actual battle,
used by Homer in the teichoscopia scene of the Iliad, where Helen identifies the leaders
of the Greek forces for the benefit of Priam (II. 3.121 ff.). In Herodotus' work
Demaratus performs a similar task for Xerxes before the battle of Thermopylae, telling
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the king which of the Greeks opposing him are Spartans (Hdt. 7.209).
Txovripojv innapiGJv: 'Poor little ponies'. Cyrus, having spent the last few years in a land
famed for its horsemanship, is unimpressed by his first sight of the Assyrians, and above
all, of their horses.
ooov to oti<()og twv iTine'wv eoir|K8 oovTETaypevov: Astyages' caution is a result of his
focusing on the large body of troops drawn up in close order in front of him. It would
run contrary to normal tactics to charge such an apparently formidable force; moreover,
the Medes are not yet at frill strength and Astyages assumes that his men are vulnerable
to counter-attack. Cyrus, in contrast, has no patience with ways of thinking that are
blinkered by the conventions ofwarfare, and argues for the division of the Median forces
in order to concentrate an attack at the enemy's weakest point (Xenophon advocates the
same strategy of using only a select part of one's forces when attacking an enemy
superior in numbers, in the Hipparchicus (Eq. Mag. 8.12).
20. Cyrus joins the cavalry charge led by his uncle, even though his grandfather had
earlier told him to stay by his side (1.4.18). He does not wait to receive permission from
his grandfather, recognising that Astyages would certainly not allow him to participate
in the skirmish. The Median king is left to watch, almost as a helpless bystander, as his
grandson endangers life and limb in leading the charge against the Assyrians.
kou a\ia 0<xupaCa>v koci ec{>p6vei kai eypriyopei ... : 'And whilst marvelling at how he
[Cyrus] showed such understanding and alertness ...'. Astyages for the second occasion
during the expedition is astonished by Cyrus' precocity and also his maturity for his age
in assessing the situation so coolly and cleverly. Although only fifteen or sixteen Cyrus
is already playing the role ofking just as Cyaxares had sarcastically suggested during his
first hunting trip (1.4.9). When Cyaxares leads the Median advance Cyrus quickly
assumes a position at the head of the attacking force and the ensuing action is described
wholly from Cyrus' viewpoint, as if he, not Cyaxares, were the leader of the Median
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cavalry.
21. The Median charge succeeds in dispersing the foraging Assyrians, but Cyrus is not
satisfied with this achievement. He goes beyond what Astyages had ordered, by
continuing the pursuit in order to harass the enemy, killing and capturing them, which
stirs the main body of the Assyrians into action.
oi 5' ag4>i tov KCpov ... npwtog 5e o KOpoq: Xenophon makes it clear that the Medes are
following Cyrus, not Cyaxares, as he tries to prevent the Assyrians from retreating.
Cyrus, as he will later do as an adult in battle (e.g. 3.3.62), leads from the front, not
sparing himselfor showing any fear of the enemy. The men around him respond to his
vigour and act in the same manner.
"QonepSe kuwv yzwaioc,aueipo^ ... : See 1.4.4 on Cyrus being likened to a dog; see also
Introduction D (ii) on Xenophon's use of similes.
22. Cyrus continues his frenzied pursuit of the foragers, forcing the rest of the Medes,
including Cyaxares, to follow him. Astyages watches with alarm as Cyrus leads the
charge towards the advancing main body ofAssyrians, and is forced, against his better
instincts, to launch a full assault on the enemy to rescue Cyrus.
imo thq xapgovfii; avaicaA.d)v tov 0eiov: Cyrus, in his love of battle, is described in terms
reminiscent of a Homeric hero (see Introduction D (ii)). Xenophon shows that the
overwhelming emotion for Cyrus during his first experience of combat is pure joy. His
eagerness and excitement combine to raise him to a state offrenzy, which blots out other
feelings such as caution or fear and makes him treat this experience in the same manner
as one ofhis hunting trips. The Cyrus who called out to his uncle to continue the pursuit
ofthe enemy is adopting the same approach to events as the boy who calls out to friends
to spur them on in the hunt (1.4.15), but he has been transposed to an adult situation.
Cyrus is thus shown to be in some ways still a boy, but in others a man.
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io^updv xf|v <{)i)yf)v toiq uoAejuok;: The retreat of the enemy (the foragers, not the main
body, oxicjjog, ofAssyrians) becomes a rout because ofCyrus' persistence.
0 Kua^ctpr|q pe'vxoi £<j>£i7tExo, iogn; Kai aiaxuvogEvoq xov Tiaxe'pa: 'Cyaxares, however,
followed, perhaps feeling ashamed in front of his father'. Cyrus has become totally
absorbed in the pursuit of the enemy, whereas Cyaxares has been left to reflect that
events are taking place under the gaze of his father and that he, whilst not doing
anything wrong, has done nothing to distinguish himself. His young nephew has
completely usurped his role as leader of the Median cavalry charge, leaving him in the
role of a mere participant. He is reduced to responding to the promptings of a fifteen
or sixteen year old boy. Xenophon implies that the whole encounter with the Assyrians
becomes a humiliating experience for the Median prince, and is made doubly so by his
father witnessing his subservience to Cyrus.
01 aXXoi 8s eitcovto, 7ipo0updT£poi ovtec; ... : Xenophon shows the inspirational effect of
Cyrus' bravery and eagerness on the other men, who follow Cyrus willingly and not
through compulsion. The whole scene serves to confirm, not only for Cyrus himself, but
also for everyone around him and to Xenophon's audience, his aptitude for commanding
and inspiring other men.
aTxpovofjTGx;: Xenophon deliberately repeats the adverb used in the wild boar simile
(1.4.21), stressing that in the heat of battle the men involved in the charge have
temporarily taken on a collective will and personality inspired by Cyrus' reckless
bravery. Astyages, from his position, is able to observe what his son and grandson,
caught up in the battle, cannot see. He watches with growing apprehension for the
safety ofCyaxares and Cyrus as theMedian cavalry approach in a disorganised manner,
"axdKTox;", the main body ofAssyrians, who outnumber them and are advancing in battle
order (see 1.6.14 on military tactics in the Cyropaedia).
23. The Assyrians are preparing for a conventional Near Eastern cavalry skirmish and
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do not expect to become involved in close quarter fighting with the enemy. They halt
their own advance and assume positions to let fly their spears and arrows in the
expectation that the Medes will do the same. Thus the sudden and unbroken advance
ofCyrus and the Medes, driving the remnants oftheir foraging party before them, comes
as a great surprise. At close range their arrows and spears are no longer effective, and
they do not have time to wonder at the Medes' audacity in charging them, as the
appearance of Astyages and the main body of the Median forces as support to Cyrus
causes panic in the ranks and they flee back to the frontier.
The simple but effective description of the culmination ofCyrus' first military
experience is drawn from Xenophon's own experiences as a cavalry commander.
Xenophon writes as someone not only intimately acquainted with cavalry tactics but also
with the behaviour ofmen in battle, both leaders and rank and file. He also had seen
warfare in the Near East through his experiences in the army ofCyrus the Younger and
in the service ofAgesilaus. There is implicit criticism in Xenophon's description of the
Assyrians' tactics of the Near Eastern style of fighting, both past and present, which is
portrayed as being ponderous - he informs us here that cavalry skirmishes can often last
all day, "pe'xpi eo7tepa<;", and are often inconclusive. From the Persian Wars onwards
Greek commanders had successfully exposed the weaknesses of Persian and Near
Eastern armies, countering their reliance on cavalry skirmishing and their lack of heavy
armour, by use of well-drilled heavily armed hoplites fighting in close formation (cf.
Xenophon's account of the success ofGreek hoplites at the battle ofCunaxa (An. 1.8.17
flf), and ofAgesilaus' defeat ofTissaphernes at the river Pactolus (Ages. 1.31-2 & HG
3.4.23-4); see also Anderson 1970, 41, and Sekunda 1989, 89 flf. on Persian tactics at
the battle ofPlataea). When Cyrus returns as an adult to Media in order to prepare to
fight the Assyrians, his first step is to secure heavy arms for all his men to use in fighting
at close quarters (2.1.9 flf.).
The overall success of his cavalry charge demonstrates to Cyrus how the
Assyrians (and the other peoples of the region) are vulnerable to any quick, well-directed
frontal attack from a small, but well-motivated force. He employs the same tactic to
defeat the Chaldaeans (3.2.1-10), when the Armenians in his army act as a decoy by
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retreating from the enemy and luring them into facing the charge of the Persians. The
victory over the Assyrians also shows Cyrus the value of not following the conventions
and rules ofwarfare and leadership, in order to disorientate and to panic the enemy.
Toix; (iev alioKogevoix; enoaov Kal utrtoix; Kal av8pa<;, toui; §e junxovxaq ekocivov : The ferocity
ofthe combined Median pursuit matches that of Cyrus' charge; the Medes spare neither
horses nor men (cf. the aristeia ofAjax in Book 11 of the Iliad, where he kills both men
and horses in his fury (II. 11.497)).
xoig 7tECoi<; twv ' Aooupi'wv: Xenophon refers to the infantry stationed at the frontier by
the Assyrian prince (1.4.17). Although it is not stated in the narrative, Xenophon
implies that Astyages is now back in full control of the Median operation. The Median
king's caution leads him to decide not to risk an engagement against the infantry and to
stop the pursuit. He has no information ofwhat forces the Assyrians have behind their
own frontier and his priorities are to avoid any loss ofmen on his side by taking on the
infantry or to be drawn into an ambush by entering Assyrian territory. The reader is left
to wonder what the impetuous boy Cyrus would have done in such a situation, if he had
been in command.
24. oi)K ejcmv o xi xpf| A.e'yeiv: Astyages' attitude throughout the whole cavalry skirmish
has been one of incomprehension and disbelief of the actions of his grandson.
pouvopEvov ... xfj xoAgn: See Introduction D (ii) for a full discussion of this scene and its
antecedents in Greek literature.
25. 8ia oxopaxoi; ...Kal ev A.dyw Kal ev wSaig: See Introduction D (i) on Xenophon's
apparent use ofPersian sources, and literary antecedents for this phrase.
6te 'AaxDayrig ... i)nEp£^E7tETtA.r|KToetc' adxu ... KapPdar^ ... rj§£xo: Cambyses reappears
in the narrative and his comparatively mild reaction to Cyrus' fame in Media is deftly
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contrasted with the hyperbolic, "imepcl;e7ie7tA,T|KTo" used to express Astyages' joy and
amazement at his grandson's prowess. Implicit in this part of the narrative is the clash
of cultures and attitudes between Media and Persia. Astyages takes great pride in his
grandson's achievements, whereas Cambyses is worried by the reports of his son's
precocity.
epya avSpogrjSri dianpaxxopEvov: Cyrus is accomplishing what are classed as man's deeds
by Cambyses and the Persian state, at the tender age of sixteen, eleven years before he
would have been expected to join the teleioi andres in Persia (1.2.12). Hence his
father's desire to get his son back to adhere to the rigid educational system.
xa ... enixcopia: 'The customs of his own country'. In this instance it refers not just to
the necessity ofCyrus rejoining the Persianpaideia, but of also regaining familiarity with
all the nomoi of his native land, before his time in Media can render him a complete
stranger to the Persian way of life.
pf|... ij noAig pe'p<f>oiTo: 'lest the state blamed [him]'. The accountability of the Persian
royal family to the state has already been spelled out to Cyrus by his mother Mandane
(1.3.18), and several years later Cambyses will remind him of the dangers of him ruling
his native land without the approval of the Persian elders and leaders (8.5.24 - cf.
Xenophon's description ofthe accountability of the Spartan kings to the Ephors and the
state in the Lacedaemonian Politeia (Lac. 15.7 ff). Xenophon notes that the honours,
timai, bestowed on a Spartan king are not much greater than those of ordinary, ididtikoi,
citizens).
iknibac, e/uv peyaAaq ... Astyages' 'great hopes' are justly founded on Cyrus'
pre-eminence over his Persian and Median contemporaries and his displays of a natural
aptitude for leadership and warfare. The various obligations involved in family ties and
loyalty to friends would have been familiar to Xenophon's readership as a standard part
ofGreek morality (e.g. Hes. Op. 327 ff. & 709 ff.).
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cJuAouq d>(J)eXeiv kou ex0poi)c aviav: In chapters 3 and 4 of the Cyropaedia the relationship
between Astyages and Cyrus has been based on mutual obligations. Astyages has now
fulfilled his obligations in giving Cyrus the time and facilities to learn from and
experience the freedom ofthe Median court. He clearly expects further conflict with the
Assyrians and realises that an adult Cyrus would be an invaluable ally at such times and
that Cyrus would feel obliged to respond to any summons that came from Media (see
Rapp 1988, 42 ff. and Synopsis to chapter 5 for a discussion of the theme of helping
friends and enemies; see also Gera 1993, 122 n. for examples of this theme in
Xenophon's other works). Xenophon lists, as one of the many qualities of Cyrus the
Younger, his devotion to helping friends and harming enemies (An. 1.9.11 ff.).
26. Cyrus' redistribution of presents given to him by Astyages goes against the
traditions ofMedian hospitality and has repercussions at the Median court. It surprises
his Median friends, who return the presents to Astyages, presumably in fear of the
reaction oftheir king on seeing them with items which were intended for Cyrus, and thus
brings him indirectly into conflict with his grandfather. Cyrus has the final word in this
episode, just as he has done in previous misunderstandings between grandfather and
grandson (e.g. in the banquet scene in the previous chapter). Astyages sends the gifts
to Persia but Cyrus has the nerve to return them once more with the message that his
friends should be allowed to keep the gifts, otherwise he would be too ashamed to ever
return to Media. In the earlier verbal exchanges between the child and the old man
(1.3.4 ff., 1.4.10 ff.), Xenophon draws attention to what is implicit in Cyrus' words - the
politeness and eagerness to please mask a determination and confidence in the justness
of his own cause. Cyrus, the young boy, is the focus and driving force of the
conversations and Astyages, the powerful king, is portrayed in contrast as merely the
artless respondent. The Persian prince's response on this occasion is consistent with the
depiction of the previous exchanges. Behind the succinct and courteous message of
Cyrus on this occasion lies the threat that he will not return to Media and fulfil his
grandfather's high expectations of him. Cyrus appeals to Astyages' sense of shame,
successfully arguing that the slight Astyages feels in having his expensive gifts treated
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in an apparently cavalier way, would be nothing compared with the shame Cyrus would
feel in not being able to ensure that his friends kept the gifts. The same combination of
politeness and menace is later used to telling effect in the letter he sends in answer to the
angry threats ofhis humiliated ally Cyaxares following the defection of the Medes to his
camp (4.5.27 ff).
7ioXXa 8e 8a>pa SiaSoCvai (fxxoiv auxov roig t|A.ikigStcci<;: Cyrus chooses his departure from
Media to make one last gesture ofphilanthrdpia (see Synopsis).
otoA.tiv xf|v Mr|8i.kf)v 6k8uvtoc SoCvai tivi ... ov gdliota f|OKdCeTo: Cyrus' removal of his
Median robe is a symbolic demonstration of his return to his native land and to the
austerity of the Persian paideia. The robe represents the opulence ofMedian life and
Cyrus decides to shed it like a skin to prepare for the return to his old way of life and to
avoid criticism from the Persians for wearing what are regarded as effeminate and
over-elaborate clothes (a similar motive prompts his refusal of the gorgeous robe sent
to him by Cyaxares for the purpose ofmeeting an embassy from the Median king (2.4.1
ff.); Cyrus does not wish to offend the Persian army or to give Cyaxares the satisfaction
of seeing him conform to the Mede's idea ofcorrect protocol). The recipient of this gift
is the Mede, Araspas, who later reappears and is then introduced into the narrative as
a boyhood friend who had been given Cyrus' robe (5.1.2). Araspas goes on to play an
important part in the Cyropaedia, first as the guardian ofPanthea (5.1.3), then as a spy
sent to the enemy camp (6.1.31 ff. - see Tatum 1989, 165 ff. for an analysis of Araspas'
role in the work). Neither Araspas or Cyrus' Median admirer, Artabazus, is named at
this point in the narrative. Tatum correctly points out that both men are only named at
the point at which they begin to play their respective roles in the story ofPanthea, which
can be assumed to be their proper role in the narrative (Tatum 1989, 175 ff.). Thus
Xenophon's decision to name or not to name a character is a means of conferring
narrative importance or pure functionality upon a character depending on the context of
that particular passage. The same method can be detected in his decision not to name
Cyaxares on the first three occasions that he is mentioned in the narrative (1.3.12, 1.4.5
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& 1.4.6), and similarly with his introduction of the character ofPanthea (4.6.11 & 5.1.2
ff.).





Cyrus' return from Persia results in his being put back into the class ofpaides
for one more year (1.5.1), which, in terms of his own personal advancement, is a
retrograde step. His manly deeds in Media, in hunting ferocious beasts and in fighting
against the Assyrians, are of no account in determining his status in the Persian
educational system; indeed, he has to convince his contemporaries that he has not
succumbed to the luxurious Median customs. Cyrus successfully removes any
suspicions about having become an effeminate Mede by openly embracing his former
lifestyle with enthusiasm. Xenophon does not comment here on the genuineness of
Cyrus' renewed zeal for the Persian paideia. The true extent of Astyages' and the
Medes' influence over him is only revealed when he is safely in power in Babylon and
he adopts the outward appearance and the despotic style ofMedian kingship (8.1.40 ff.
& 8.3.1 ff.).1 At this early point in his career he has to hide his satisfaction with his
former existence at the Median court in order to win over his Persian contemporaries
and elders, whose joking about him learning to live a life of ease amongst the Medes
contains more than a grain of truth.
The rest ofCyrus' Persian education, as he proceeds into the class of youths, is
summarised by Xenophon. He devotes his energies to the prescribed activities of his
education with the same competitive spirit and single-mindedness that enabled him to
master the equestrian skills of Median warfare and now enables him to regain his
pre-eminence among the Persians of his generation. Xenophon then takes the narrative
forward another eleven years to provide the background to the beginning ofCyrus' adult
paideia, where he will put the lessons he learnt in childhood to good use whilst
continuing to absorb new ideas and knowledge as part of the educative process of life.
Meanwhile Astyages has died and Cyaxares has succeeded to the Median throne only
to find his authority threatened by the Assyrian king, who is forming a coalition of
ruler.
1 See Gera 1993, 285 ff. on Cyrus' apparent transformation into a Median style
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subject peoples and powerful allies in order to invade and subjugate Media (1.5.2-3).
Cyaxares petitions the Persians for help in the hope that Cyrus will be sent with an army
to bolster his own forces (1.5.4). His nephew is duly appointed as a commander by the
Persian elders and raises an army to go on the expedition (1.5.5). Cyrus then consults
the gods and, having obtained favourable omens, addresses the men who have been
selected for the expedition from the class of'peers', homotimoi, (1.5.6).
His first formal speech in the Cyropaedia is an exhortation to the peers to outdo
the deeds of their ancestors and also a justification of their role defending the Persians
and Medes against the aggression of the Assyrians (1.5.7-14). In the course of the
speech he praises the loyalty of the peers to the Persian polis (1.5.8), but then proceeds
to demonstrate, by drawing various analogies taken from everyday life, how the
ancestors of the Persians did not take full advantage of their rigorous and virtuous
lifestyle and acquire the material benefits they deserved for themselves and subsequent
generations (1.5.8-10). Cyrus is determined that his generation of Persians will not
suffer the same fate but will take full advantage of their overwhelming moral and
physical superiority over the enemy to defeat them (1.5.11-12). He points out that the
Assyrians are acting as the aggressors and therefore they are justified in taking up arms
to defend themselves and their friends, the Medes (1.5.13). Cyrus concludes his speech
by reassuring the peers that he has observed all the religious formalities and announcing
that he will go on ahead of them to Media in order to make preparations for their arrival
(1.5.14).
Chapter 5 ofBook 1 is notable for its introduction to the narrative of the peers,
the homotimoi, the class ofmen who have undergone the paideia described in chapter
2 ofBook 1 up to the stage of being classed as teleioi andres, and who are chosen to
be the 'officer class' of Cyrus' army. Cyrus has an inner clique of two hundred
personally selected peers, who in turn select another four peers each - presumably drawn
from all the twelve Persian tribes and geographical areas ofPersia, but Xenophon does
not choose to elaborate on this matter. The corps of a 1,000 peers in turn select thirty
men from the uneducated commoners, demotai, from three classes of light infantry.
Thus the composition of the Persian army, which is later discussed by Cyaxares and
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Cyrus in Book 2 (2.1.1-10), highlights the hierarchical and apparently bipartite structure
ofXenophon's depiction ofPersian society, with a small educated elite controlling the
majority of the uneducated and poor people.2
There are various historical counterparts from the Greek and Near Eastern
worlds, that could have provided the inspiration for Xenophon's Persian 'peers'. In the
minds of his Greek audience the most obvious model for them would have been the
Spartan 'equals', homoioi, the select band of Spartan citizens who formed the core of
a famed Spartan infantry. The equality of the homoioi in terms of their birth, upbringing
and status was reflected in the military sphere by uniformity of equipment, training and
roles they played in warfare.3 By the time of the composition of the Cyropaedia,
another potential source of inspiration for Xenophon existed in the Greek world. The
Spartan army had been eclipsed by the Theban forces under the inspired generalship of
Epaminondas, who provided the new models for military excellence, with the 'Sacred
Band' ofwarriors and the phalanx system of infantry warfare. The fourth century saw
the widespread emergence of dedicated training for armies of the Greekpoleis in order
to create elite corps of infantrymen,4 so the subsequent narrative of the Cyropaedia
which deals with the re-organisation and training ofCyrus' infantry-based army would
have been very topical.
Greek history had shown how the development ofhoplite warfare gave men the
potential to overthrow aristocratic control of society, in other words how changes in the
military status of the population could result in political and social change.5 In the
Cyropaedia Cyrus knows that if his ambitions are to be fulfilled and he is to gain a
power-base independently of his father, he must have the initial support of the peers,
who can be used to help him win over the commoners. The eventual expansion of the
2 See Tuplin 1990, 18 f. on the numbers and composition of the homotimoi.
3 As stated by Lazenby 1985, 74.
4 Hornblower 1983, 164 f.; see 1.6.43 for references to the phalanx in the
Cyropaedia.
5 See Salmon 1977, 84-101 on the political implications of hoplite warfare.
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elite force of Persian infantry is depicted as being part of the process of irrevocable
change in the status and power of the Persian people and their ruler. He offers the
commoners the same arms and by implication the same rights as the peers, thus
providing a counter-force to any future opposition to his rule from the peers.6
It would be wrong, however, to consider the 'peers' purely in terms of Greek
military models. In Greek eyes the most obvious Near Eastern model for the peers was
the 10,000 Immortals described by Herodotus as accompanying Xerxes on his
expedition to Greece (Hdt. 7.83), who took part in the increasingly desperate assault on
Leonidas and his forces at Thermopylae (Hdt. 7.211). The Immortals were all Persian
and infantrymen and were renowned for the opulence of their dress;7 within this 10,000
there existed a select 1,000 who guarded the king and were distinguished by their golden
apples for spear butts.8 Frye suggests that the 10,000 were originally followers of
Darius.9 Xenophon possibly has the Immortals in mind when he describes how Cyrus,
having installed himself in Babylon, sets up a personal bodyguard of eunuchs
(7.5.58-65), but considers this insufficient to guard against all his potential enemies; he
accordingly selects 10,000 spearmen, from the ranks of the Persians, the people whom
he considers would most welcome living under him in the opulence of his Babylonian
palace, whilst proving to be most the loyal and incorruptible because of their shared
nationality (7.5.68). The spearmen guard his palace night and day when he is living
there, and, when he travels anywhere they accompany him, drawn up in rank beside him.
There are other clues to Xenophon's description ofCyrus' army to be found in
6 On the "egalitarian effect of uniform equipment" see Cartledge 1977, 27,
"Indeed, ifwe can give a concrete sense to the self-styled Spartan 'homoioi' (peers), it
is to the uniformity of their hoplite equipment and training, not to the equality of their
property nor even their shared way of life as a whole, that we should primarily look."
In a footnote to this sentence Cartledge cites the Cyropaedia (2.1.14-17) in support of
his argument.
7 Cf. Curtius Rufus' account of the Persian forces ofDarius III and of the gold
and jewels which adorned the Immortals (Curt. 3.3.13).
8 According to Cook 1983, 101.
9 Frye 1976, 116.
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evidence from the Near East, namely the military terms used in Persian inscriptions at
Persepolis. These inscriptions date from the reign ofDarius, founder of the Achaemenid
dynasty.10 They refer to two classes of men within the kara, the ranks of Persians
capable of bearing arms in war; the marJka, the body of the young warriors who
provided the backbone of the Persian army, and the anusiya, who acted as inner circle
around the ruler. The marjka had an important role to play in Persian warfare, but it is
not clear whether they had any other functions in Persian society. The anusiya were
probably drawn from the nobility and acted as "chief men around the 'chief",11
presumably both in wartime and in peace. It is possible that Xenophon, with his own
specialised knowledge of the Persians, knew ofthe existence of these two special classes
ofPersians, whose origins stretched far back in Iranian history, and adapted them to his
needs in the Cyropaedia. The class of 'youths', who divide their time between honing
their military skills, hunting and garrison duty and are at the disposal of the state for
warfare or any other duties are comparable with the historical marJka. Similarly, the
inner clique of200 personally selected adult peers in Cyrus' army resemble the anusiya.
Thus Xenophon's depiction of the class of peers, who provide the inspiration for the
remodelled Persian infantiy, is, like his paideia of chapter 2, a hybrid of the finest Greek
and Persian influences, in this instance military classes known to his readers: the hoplites
of the Spartan homoioi and Theban Sacred Band, and the Persian Immortals, but is also
possibly traceable to his knowledge of the earliest, most basic, military divisions of the
Persians.
Tuplin believes that after Book 7 of the Cyropaedia Xenophon has lost interest
in the peers.12 In Book 8 it is entimoi, 'men of high rank' or 'nobles', not homotimoi,
who are described as forming the basis ofCyrus' court (8.1.6 & 8.1.8). The homotimoi
are not mentioned in Book 8 in connection with Cyrus' court, and Xenophon focuses
all his interest on the king's specially selected entourage of nobles. However, the
10 SeeFrye 1972, 86 f.
11 Frye 1972, 87.
12 Tuplin 1990, 19.
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disappearance of the homotimoi from Cyrus' court in Babylon may not be simply
attributable to the author losing interest in them, but in Xenophon signalling in a subtle
manner the deliberate marginalisation of traditional institutions of the Persians in
Babylon. Once he has defeated the Assyrians and based his empire in Babylon, Cyrus
finds that he is able to dispense with the Persian military conventions, by forming his
own bodyguard of eunuchs (7.5.58 ff), and most notably when the role of the peers in
his inner circle is diminished by his withdrawal from regular and open contact with them
into his own palace surrounded by an armed bodyguard (7.5.57 ff.). This diminution of
the peers' status is presented and discussed by Cyrus and the peers in the purely practical
terms ofCyrus needing rest and relaxation, and being unable to hold court for all those
who wish to see him. Their decision to support his withdrawal from his army and court
without considering its full implications, reflects a gradual historical shift in the Persian
empire, in both its army and government, away from old feudal ties towards a more
bureaucratic structure, where the Persian nobility, exemplified in the Cyropaedia by the
peers, "was no doubt beginning to lose its dominant position".13 Although he may
profess to uphold the principles of the Persian paideia (7.5.85), Cyrus' ultimate goal is
to weaken the status, both militarily and socially, of the class of peers, who by virtue of
their age and education would expect to play a key role in the future government of his
empire. He chooses to reward individuals rather than particular classes of his society
(8.2.2 ft), and promotes individual rivalry amongst his nobles to ensure his own security
(8.2.26-27).
The composition of the army reflects the conventions ofNear Eastern warfare,
with its reliance on skirmishing tactics using lightly-armed troops - both the Median and
the Assyrian armies have the same combination of light infantry and cavalry, without any
heavily armed infantry (2.1.6). The peers themselves act as heavy infantry, as they can
afford to equip themselves accordingly, having made the transition from light arms to
heavy arms for fighting at close quarters, x& ayxEgaxa orcAa, on reaching the 'adult' stage
oftheirpaideia (1.2.13), whereas the commoners lack the resources to equip themselves
13 See Cook 1983, 53.
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with more than light arms such as bows and slings. The end result of this initial selection
process is a hand-picked army which divides neatly into three classes of light infantry
numbering 30,000 with a heavily armed infantry of 1,000 at its core. The division of
Cyrus' army in multiples of 1,000 conforms with Herodotus' description of Xerxes'
army; and inscriptions from Persepolis confirm that the Persian army was built up in
multiples of ten.14 The tripartite division of the army into different classes of soldier is
also in accordance with Herodotus' account of how the Median army was reorganised
in the seventh century (Hdt. 1.103). Herodotus states that the historical Cyaxares of
Media was the first ruler to organise an army of Asia into companies, and the first to
separate the different soldiers into their constituent parts, namely spearmen, archers and
horsemen, when previously they had been mixed together in one confused mass.
Once Cyrus has assembled his army he has to inspire its commanders for the
forthcoming struggle with the Assyrians. The circumstances surrounding his first formal
speech in the Cyropaedia give it the appearance of a cohortatio, or paraenesis, a rallying
cry, to the select band of peers who will accompany him on his expedition to Media.
However, it has none of the spontaneity and urgency that one would expect in such a
situation (cf. the impassioned cohortatio of the Assyrian king in Book 3 (3.3.44-45)).
His first speech is therefore not presented as a plea for support; it serves instead as an
appeal to those Persian values that he and the peers uphold and as a reminder of the
collective strength of the Persian peers engendered by their education. A similar
approach can be found in the formal speeches of Xenophon to the commanders and
troops of the Ten Thousand in Book 3 of the Anabasis {An. 3.1.15 ff., 3.1.35 ff. & 3.2.8
ff), when he represents himself as trying to persuade and motivate his men through
reasoned argument rather than impassioned oratory. Xenophon gives the young Persian
prince a carefully structured deliberative address to the homotimoi selected for the
expedition, who act almost as confidants to thoughts that have been weighed in his mind
for some time.
The speech is deliberately stylised in tone and content to give the appearance of
14 Cook 1983, 101 f.
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a formal piece of rhetoric - a passage from the speech earns the praise of Longinus,
author ofthe treatise On the Sublime (Longin. 28.3 - see 1.5.12). Tatum refers to it as
"an exemplary specimen ofhortatory rhetoric", whilst drawing attention to "the studied
artificiality" of the proemium that is not characteristic of the later speeches given by
Cyrus.15 Although he admires the elegance ofCyrus' first speech, Tatum regards it as
being smug in its assumption ofPersian superiority, and facile in its caricature of the
enemy. He then compares it with Cyrus' later speeches addressed to his generals which
are carefully staged and meticulously planned, and finds Cyrus in his first speech lacking
in self-knowledge in the way that he avoids a realistic appraisal of the enemy's strengths.
"Cyrus's speech is idealistic and quite uncontaminated by practical observation or
preparation for actual battle".16 Tatum's assessment of the speech, however, does not
take into account its actual purpose. Behind the hortatory rhetoric for the forthcoming
war against the Assyrians, Cyrus is subtly introducing radical ideas. He is in effect
asking the peers to prepare for the changes he wishes to make to the army in order to
increase its effectiveness and to increase his own control of it. To achieve these goals
he will need their support, but at this early stage he prudently softens the impact of the
announcement of his plans by concealing them in standard rhetorical phrases and
expressions of rhetoric. The exigencies of the situation dictate that he should adopt a
chauvinistic tone against the enemy and express absolute confidence in Persian
superiority, but his ultimate ambitions for the Persians are implicit within these trite
sentiments.
Cyrus' first speech acts as a justification for his philotimia, the restless force that
will lead him to go far beyond his initial remit of defending the Persian and Median
realms and to reorganise his army completely, usurp Cyaxares' role as overall
commander ofthe Persian and Median forces, and eventually make himselfmaster of the
whole Near East. Since he cannot reveal the full extent of his ambitions to the peers
whilst he is still in Persia, under the watchful eye ofhis father and the archai of the polis,
15 Tatum 1989, 83 f.
16 Tatum ibid.
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he has to hint at the scope of his plans here rather than explicitly state them. He does
not deceive the peers as to his intentions, although deception of one's own troops is
sometimes regarded by Xenophon as a necessary expedient (e.g. the speech of
Clearchus in the Anabasis that convinces his mutinous troops that Cyrus the Younger
does not plan to fight the Persian king (An. 1.3.3 ff.), and Agesilaus' deliberate
concealment of the news ofPeisander's death from his troops in the Hellenica, because
he considers his men were the 'kind ofmen who would willingly share in good fortune
if it happened, but if they saw or heard something unpleasant they were under no
compulsion to share in it' (HG 4.3.13)). Cyrus' speech thus amounts to, on the one
hand, a propaganda exercise for the Persian peers, on the other, a veiled apology for his
future actions.17
There are two identifiable themes or topoi, in Cyrus' first speech: first, the failure
of a people to realise their potential and assert the prowess that is theirs by the goodness
of their nature and their education, in any sphere of life, is both wrong and morally
indefensible; secondly, a war undertaken in self-defence is both right and morally
defensible. Xenophon depicts Cyrus applying both themes to the context of the current
situation of the Cyropaedia, where two rulers are seeking to expand their dominions, the
Assyrian king through naked aggression, Cyrus by using the opportunity of an Assyrian
invasion to put into practice his philotimia and so enhance the power of the Persians.
The first topos is addressed at the beginning of the speech, when Cyrus implies,
without actually mentioning the Assyrians, that the Persians are in danger of being
conquered, along with the Medes, because the lack of ambition of previous generations
has led a powerful enemy, the Assyrian king, to think of them as being vulnerable to
invasion. Such reasoning may be contrasted with the argument advanced by the
17 Cf. a passage in T.E. Lawrence's Seven Pillars of Wisdom, where he is
probably referring to the Cyrus of the Anabasis but his words could equally apply to the
Cyropaedia. Lawrence looks to Xenophon for inspiration when pondering strategy for
the Arab Revolt; he divides the elements ofwar into three factors: algebraic, biological
and psychological, "There remained the psychological element to build up into an apt
shape. I went to Xenophon and stole, to name it, his word diathetics, which had been
the art ofCyrus before he struck. Of this our 'propaganda' was the stained and ignoble
offspring." (Lawrence 1935, 195).
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Assyrian king to his allies (1.5.3), that both the Medes and the Persians were powerful
nations who pose a threat to the other peoples of the Near East. Both men play on the
fears of their respective audiences to win them over to their sides. In view of the
imbalance in manpower and resources between the two sides revealed by Cyaxares when
Cyrus arrives in Media (2.1.2 ff.), Cyrus' argument is clearly more credible than that of
his enemy. He looks at the history of the Persian people in a critical light, regarding the
stunted growth and development of their power as having been caused by a lack of
ambition and foresight on the part of their ancestors. We may compare Thucydides'
critical revision ofGreek history in Book 1 of his work, in particular his comments on
the weakness of the early Greeks lying in their inability to make common cause in any
military expeditions (Thuc. 1.3.). Cyrus uses this first speech not to criticise the actual
training of the Persian homotimoi, but the purpose, or rather lack of any, to which their
paideia has been directed. The real attack is directed against the customs of his
predecessors who created "to Ilepauv koivov".
Cyrus begins his speech by damning the ancestors, progonoi, of the Persians with
very faint praise (1.5.8), and then speaks in general terms of how men do not fulfil their
potential, using appropriate analogies to illustrate his point. The opinion Cyrus
expresses may seem radical, but the way in which he does so is not. There are
precedents in speeches in Greek literature for the appropriation of the past by a leader,
and for the use of an emotive subject like the memory of one's ancestors to serve as a
justification for a course of action he is proposing to undertake. A counterpoint to
Cyrus' dismissal of his ancestors can be in found in Thucydides' account of Pericles'
funeral oration (Thuc. 2.36 ff.). Pericles begins by mentioning the deeds of his
immediate ancestors in accordance with the convention of such occasions, but brushes
them aside to give more praise to the previous generation, before moving on to a lengthy
exposition of the virtues ofcontemporary Athens. A contrasting approach can be found
in one of the speeches of Xerxes in Herodotus (Hdt. 7.50), where the actions of the
Persian progonoi are used by the Persian king as the inspiration for the impending
conquest of Greece and to refute the arguments of his uncle Artabanus against
undertaking an expedition against the Greeks. The forefathers Xerxes refers to are men
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of the recent past, the men of Cyrus' generation and of Cambyses and Darius' reign
whose military prowess formed the Persian empire. In the Cyropaedia Cyrus has no
illustrious forebears to refer to, hence his belittling of his predecessors.
It is worth reiterating that Cyrus' philotimia drives him to improve the standing
of the Persians by forcing them to reappraise the deeds of their ancestors. Cyrus says
that the rewards for those who practise military skills are great, olbos, eudaimonia and
time, for themselves and theirpolis (1.5.9). In order to reinforce his case he cites the
analogies ofthe "yEwpyog ayaOdg" who fails to harvest his crop (1.5.10 - see 1.6.11 for
agricultural metaphors in the Cyropaedia), and the athlete who trains to win but refuses
to compete. He exhorts his peers, "pi| Ka0wp£v tauta", referring not just to the previous
analogies but also to the mistakes of his progonoi. The parallels between the analogies
and his predecessors' lack ofachievement, mentioned at the beginning of the speech, are
thus made obvious. Although Cyrus tactfully refrains from making explicit comparisons,
his message is clear: the emphasis on enkrateia and the hardships which form the basis
of the Persian paideia are only worth enduring if they bring some tangible benefits to
those who practise these ideals. Cyrus has seen his grandfather Astyages and the Medes
enjoying wealth, happiness and honour without having undergone rigorous training and
he sees no reason why he and his army should not enjoy the same benefits, without
sinking into the hedonism, vulgarity and effeminacy characteristic of the Medes.
He speaks in the same terms after the first victory over the Assyrians when he
realises that the Persians need cavalry such as the Medes and Hyrcanians possess, not
just to pick up booty after a battle but also to become a formidable fighting force,
"On |i£v, u avSpeg <j>iA,oi, ei KaxaoxoipEv xa vfiv npocfiaivopEva, peyaA-a pev
av anaai Ilepaoug aya0a yfi'voixo, pfi'yiaxa 5' av eikoxgx; Si' uv
npaxxExai, rcavxEg oipai yiyvwoKopEV Snox; 8' av auxwv f|p£ig xupioi
yiyvoipE0a, pf| auxapKEig ovxe<; Kxqaao0ai auxa, ei pf| Soxai oIkeiov uitukov
Itepaaig, xouxo dyw oincsxi opa>. Cyr. 4.3.4
Friends, I thinkwe all recognise that ifwe could seize the rich pickings which now appear
before us, there would be many benefits for all the Persians, and, of course, particularly
for us by whom they are acquired. But I have yet to see how we can have a right to them,
seeing that we are incapable ofgetting them through our own efforts, unless the Persians
have their own cavalry.
The second topos ofCyrus' speech - the justness of the Persian cause against the
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Assyrians - is used by Cyrus to prepare his troops for war and to encourage them to
realise their full military potential; it also serves to conceal the full extent of his ambitions
in the forthcoming war (see above). He can point to the fact that the enemy are the
aggressors, "oi noAe'gioi apxovteg aSucoov %eip«v", and that the Persians are going to aid
friends (1.5.13). Furthermore, the Persians are physically and morally superior to their
enemies (and to their allies the Medes - see 1.6.8 and Synopsis to Chapter 3), so Cyrus
implies that they have a duty to assert their superiority by not only defeating their
enemies in battle but also by continuing to be sovereign over them. In his speech Cyrus
signals his espousal ofpleonexia not just for the defeat of the enemy but also for the
subjugation in his definition of what constitute virtuous deeds, "epya apeTfjg" (1.5.8)
.The Persian progonoi had practised virtue simply to preserve their own goodness,
whereas he concludes that arete is practised by good people simply in order to have
more, pleon echein, than the bad. Pleonexia is accordingly a 'noble task' for noble men.
Due regards this speech as indicative of a new moral attitude to war and military
expansion in the fourth century,18 an attitude which is more complex than opinions
expressed by figures such as Callicles in Plato's Gorgias (Grg. 483A ff.) and speakers
in Thucydides' work, notably the Athenians in the 'Melian dialogue' (Thuc. 5.84 ff.).
She cites Isocrates' On the Peace as an example of this change in Greek sentiment and
argues that, "the problems concerning the moral or immoral character of founding or
exerting the power ofan empire do not arise in the Cyropaedia, precisely because in the
main part of the work Xenophon chooses to describe Cyrus' wars as belonging together
as parts of the same defence-action ... Cyrus' Empire is thus the result of a just war".19
Such an approach over-simplifies Xenophon's approach to his portrayal ofCyrus and
the nature ofhis power. Cyrus' empire is not just the product of a just war against the
Assyrians, but is also the result of his re-organisation of his own army and his
appropriation of Cyaxares' sovereignty over the Medes, a deed which is carried out by
18 Due 1989, 157 ff.
19 Ibid.
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stealth not by force.20 Although the problems of the morality of power are never
explicitly mentioned in the Cyropaedia, they inform Cyrus' words and deeds in a speech
that implies that the Persians' moral superiority entitles them to subjugate the
neighbouring peoples of the Near East. Furthermore, Cyrus' own moral superority,
allied to his birth and education, entitles him to assert his superiority over his own
people. Throughout the narrative of the Cyropaedia Xenophon is more concerned with
how Cyrus subjugates his own people than the enemy peoples and the speech in chapter
5 ofBook 1 is presented as the first step in this process of exerting control over his own
people. Cyrus has to proceed cautiously, concealing his ambitions with unoriginal, but
clever, arguments and building up his support among the army in order to make them
accept and welcome his autocratic rule. He has already learnt how his grandfather
Astyages employedpleonexia on his own subjects to maintain his despotic kingship (see
Synopsis to chapter 3), and he will later discuss the acceptability of using pleonexia on
his enemies in warfare (see Synopsis and Commentary to chapter 6). In this speech he
combines the notions of civic and military forms ofpleonexia to signal his intention of
creating a vast empire, with him at its head.
20 As Machiavelli realised - see Appendix D, n. 30.
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1. ev xoie naioiv: The age limit for entrance into the class of youths is 16 or 17 (1.2.8)
and Cyrus has still another to year to go, which serves as a reminder of Cyrus' youth and
precocity during the Median hunting expeditions and his involvement in the skirmish
with the Assyrian prince.
ei note ev eopTfj euwyia ye'voiTo : Cyrus avoids any displays of'Median' gluttony at
feasts, and gives away his part of his food instead (see 1.3.7 and Synopses to chapters
3 and 4 on Cyrus' distribution of food and his philanthropic!).
aiSoupevog rauq upeoPirrepoug Kai TieiBopevoq xotg ap%ouoi: The Persian custom of respect
for elders is mentioned by Cyrus in his final speech (8.7.10 - see Appendix C).
2. o pev 'AcmxxyriQ ... ooioBvfjoKei: The date and manner of death of the historical
Astyages are shrouded in mystery. It is clear from Near Eastern and Greek sources that
he was the last ruler of the empire of the Medes, and that the reign of Cyaxares, his
successor in the Cyropaedia, is an invention on Xenophon's part (See Appendix B).
Herodotus' account ofthe Persian rebellion against the Medes emphasises the humanity
and clemency of Cyrus, because the leader of the Persians, having usurped Astyages'
throne, spared his grandfather's life and allowed him to spend his final years peacefully
(Hdt. 1.130). Similarly, Photius' account of Ctesias' Persika also has Astyages
surviving the siege ofEcbatana and Cyrus allowing him to live on peacefully (FrGH 688
F9). A different version of the fate of Astyages is presented in Isocrates' Evagoras,
where Cyrus is compared unfavourably with the Cyprian king. Both kings gained power
against all the odds, though Evagoras succeeded by acting piously and justly, whereas
Cyrus committed some crimes, including the killing of his mother's father (Ev. 38).
Isocrates is the only source who implicates Cyrus in the death of Astyages, and may
have done so purely for the purposes of his encomium ofEvagoras. The realities of
Near Eastern warfare would point to Cyrus, on capturing Astyages in Ecbatana,
ensuring that his grandfather did not remain alive to act as potential figurehead for any
future rebellion (cf. the probable historical fate of Croesus. The ancient conflicting
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literary traditions surrounding Croesus' death are summarised by How and Wells, who
assume that Croesus survived the fall of Sardis (How & Wells, I, 1912, 98 f.). The
consensus ofmodern opinion is that Croesus died in the fall of Sardis, either killed by
the Persians or by his own hand (as Lehmann-Haupt 1929, 123-127 argues). Fehling
traces the Herodotean account of the miraculous escape of Croesus from the pyre to
Bacchylides' third ode, and argues convincingly that Bacchylides' public knew the true
fate of the Lydian king (Fehling 1989, 206 f.).
'0 Se twv ' Aooupvcov paoiAeug kateotpappevoi; ... : Xenophon shows how the Assyrian
king builds his support through force and bribery, in contrast with Cyrus' efforts to
secure, whenever possible, the willing obedience of his subjects and allies. The Assyrian
king remains anonymous, a measure of his relative unimportance to the narrative of the
Cyropaedia (see 1.4.26 on Xenophon's use of anonymity during the work), but he is
given a speech ofexhortation to his troops before the first battle (3.3.44-45). After the
battle he is mentioned as having been killed, his death causing great consternation in the
ranks of his army (4.1.8 & 4.2.3). Gobryas, a former friend of the king, later refers to
him as a 'good man' and contrasts him favourably with his evil son (4.6.2).
Svpoug ... tov ' Apapvojv paoiMa [ktA..]: All the peoples mentioned here as having been
subdued by the Assyrian king, and those who are approached to form an alliance against
the Medes and Persians, are to be found in the list of subject peoples ofCyrus' empire
in Book 1(1.1.4). When Cyaxares lists the different contingents of the Assyrian army
to Cyrus (2.1.5), he mentions the peoples outlined here, apart from the Syrians. The
Median king also mentions 'the Greeks who live in Asia' as possibly being recruited to
the Assyrian cause, although there is no further mention of Greeks fighting against
Cyrus, until Croesus becomes leader of the combined forces against Cyrus and compels
the Greeks in Asia, who are under his rule to join his army (7.2.9).
toyupoiaTov yap twv Eyyuc; cfjuXuv toOto eSokei eivai: The power of the Assyrian king has
already been described; now it is the turn of the Medes. At the start of the narrative of
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the Cyropaedia, despite their reputation for effeminacy and love of luxury, the Medes
have the finest cavalry in the Near East (see 1.6.10), and can count on the Armenians
as a vassal people who pay tribute to them, Astyages having defeated them in war
(3.1.10).
3. Kpoioov tov Ai)8wv paoiA-ea: Croesus makes his first appearance in the Cyropaedia.
His importance in the Cyropaedia lies in his role as the one adult to whom Cyrus turns
for advice, following the capture of Sardis (7.2.10; cf. Hdt. 1.88, where Croesus advises
Cyrus to stop his soldiers indiscriminately sacking the city). The Lydian king plays a
less prominent role in the narrative of the Cyropaedia than he does in Herodotus' work,
but Xenophon preserves the same features of the initially arrogant and deluded character
sketched by Herodotus (on the encounter between Croesus and Cyrus in Book 7 of the
Cyropaedia seeLefevre 1971, 282-296 & Tatum 1989, 146-159). Herodotus' Croesus
counsels his conqueror unprompted, whereas Xenophon shows the Lydian king as being
deliberately obsequious and anxious to please Cyrus. Croesus is mentioned as bringing
a substantial force of 10,000 horsemen and over 40,000 archers and peltasts to the
Assyrian side (2.2.5). When he becomes a captive ofCyrus, he relates how the Assyrian
king had persuaded him to take the field against the Medes and the Persians (7.2.22 ffi).
Xenophon portrays him as taking an active role in the first battle with Cyrus, fighting on
the ramparts of the Assyrian camp alongside the Assyrian king in order to prevent the
initial defeat becoming a rout (3.3.68). After the death of the Assyrian king he joins the
general flight from the camp (4.1.8), and evades the pursuit by Cyrus (4.2.29-30).
Croesus then reappears in the narrative as Cyrus' enemies regroup to fight him again,
this time as the leader of an alliance even larger than the first one formed by the late
Assyrian king (6.2.9 fft).
8iapdXA.uv Tipoq ccutoix;MfiSovg koci IKpoag: The Medes are regarded by the Assyrian king
as the most powerful of the neighbouring peoples, and once they are conquered he
assumes that he will be able to increase his control over the Near East (1.5.2). This is
not the first instance ofAssyrian aggression against the Medes, as Cyaxares mentions
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in passing to Cyrus (2.1.5), but it is clearly intended to be more than a border skirmish
in view of the preparations made by the Assyrian king. He tries to form a coalition
consisting of rulers ofvassal states and powerful kings, such as Croesus of Lydia and the
king of India, in order to accomplish his goal, persuading them of the potential threat
posed by the Medes in alliance with their kinsfolk the Persians. In doing so he sets in
train a course ofevents which will lead to his death and the downfall ofAssyrian power.
This version of events has no historical basis; other sources, both Greek and Near
Eastern, describe an armed revolt by Persia against Media (see Roux, G. 1992, 383 ff.
on the historical evidence for the Persian uprising against Media). The inscriptions of
the Assyro-Babylonian king, Nabonidus, show that he acted as the catalyst for the
Persian revolt, by seeking an alliance with the Persians in order to recover the city of
Harran from Median control (Roux, G. ibid). Thus the Babylonians were allies in
Cyrus' campaign to destroy Median hegemony over the Near East (a later Greek source,
Diodorus Siculus, comments on Babylonian support for Cyrus (D. S. 9.23)).
4. Kua^dprig ... eig Ilepoag eTiegTie ... : Faced with the Assyrian threat to his kingdom,
Cyaxares makes immediate preparations to counter an invasion, but is not confident of
the Medes' ability to withstand a combined force of the size being gathered by his
enemies. He is driven to do precisely what has already happened according to the
Assyrian king: he makes common cause with the Medes' kinsmen, the Persians. He
sends out an appeal to the Persians on three levels; to the state, to koinon, and to the
king Cambyses, for an army, and to the now adult Cyrus to come as a leader of this
army. Xenophon implies that Cyaxares does not automatically assume that he will
receive any aid from the Persian state. Such is the isolated, introverted nature of the
Persian state, that the involvement of the king and state in a war outside their own
borders would be a major, almost unprecedented step. The Median king's appeal to
Cyrus himself is far more ofa formality, because Cyrus is indebted to the Medes, having
benefited from Astyages' hospitality for three to four years and having been groomed
to help the Medes and harm their enemies (1.4.25). As a child Cyrus had demonstrated
his leadership qualities and martial prowess in Media, and Cyaxares is right to assume
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that his eagerness to prove himself has not diminished in the intervening ten years.
Xenophon alludes to past military co-operation between the Medes and the
Persians elsewhere in the Cyropaedia. When Cyrus arrives in Media with his army he
tells Cyaxares that he has brought 30,000 lightly-armed infantrymen, the type of troops
who had in the past served the Medes as mercenaries, "oloi kou rcpooGev e^oi'rav npo<;
i)fj.ccQ |iio0o4>opoi" (2.1.2 - Xenophon also refers in the Cyropaedia to Persians and Medes
serving in other armies, but these are men who had been enslaved and forced to join the
armies of the Assyrians, Syrians and Arabians (4.5.56)). Cyrus himself refers to his own
troops as misthophoroi when he offers them the choice of adopting heavy armour and
of having a stake in the future successes of the army, or of remaining as mercenaries
(2.1.19). Xenophon implies that the demotai who have joined Cyrus' army have not
done so out ofdevotion to theirpolis but simply for the opportunity of receiving pay and
plunder; it is Cyrus' task to inspire in them devotion for himself, not the Persian polis,
and the first step in this process is to offer them new weaponry.
to koivov: 'The Persian state'. When Cyrus sends to Persia for reinforcements he
commands his messenger to ask the Persians what portion of the spoils ofbattle should
be sent to them (4.5.17). His father, Cambyses, should be approached for guidance as
to what is due to the gods, and the archai should be asked what portion of booty the
Persian koinon requires. Cyaxares recognises that when dealing with the constitutional
monarchy of the Persians, already outlined (1.2.15), one must not only petition the king
for aid, but also the citizens. The Median king's wish that Cyrus should command the
army is dependent on the compliance of the Persian state, "ei tivag ne^inoi orpaTiakat; to
Ilepowv koivov".
It is not until later in the Cyropaedia that some clues to the workings of its
constituent parts are given (8.5.21 ff), when the conquering hero Cyrus finally returns
home to Persia. He brings with him gifts for the three classes of adult citizens who have
undergone the Persianpaideia, described in Book 1 (1.2.13-14); namely the men who
occupy what can be termed the leading offices or magistracies of the state, archai,
drawn from the class of adult men, the elders, geraiteroi, and the peers. Cyrus is
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greeted by his father, who summons the elders, and the foremost of the officers of the
state, "tag ap%ag oinepxwv pEyi'oxwv Kupioi" (8.5.22), to listen to his speech addressed to
Cyrus, defining the role of the monarch and Persian state in the new, enlarged Persian
dominions. It is probable that Xenophon conceives the same select group of elders and
leading magistrates as representing the Persian state, to which Cyaxares directed his
appeal in chapter 5 ofBook 1; and that he assumes that a larger gathering of elders, and
all the magistrates, or all the peers, would have been unsuitable for such an overture.
Cambyses' speech to both son and state in Book 8 is used by Xenophon to counterpoint
the speech ofCyrus to the peers at Book 1 and to highlight the differing approaches of
father and son to the role ofmonarch. Cambyses recalls the great opportunity given to
the Persian prince by the state when it allowed him to take an army to help the Medes,
and his words serve both as a reminder that Cambyses remains king of the Persians until
his death and as a warning to Cyrus not to abuse the power he has won for himself and
harm the Persian people (Tatum 1989, 77 ).
o Kdpog SiateTeTeKwg xa ev xoig e<j>pPoig Se'kcx Exp: Cyrus is now approximately 27 years old
and is considered to be old enough to bear proper arms in war.
5. rtEAxaoxag ... o(j>£v5ovfjxag ... xo^oxag: Cyrus later refers to his commoner troops as
consisting of archers and spearmen, "xo^oxai kcci aKovxioxal" (2.1.16), the spearmen
presumably including the peltasts referred to here, although this discrepancy in military
terms is an example ofXenophon not always being consistent in his terminology. After
he has captured Sardis, Cyrus takes with him Lydian soldiers for the siege ofBabylon.
Only those men who are willing to serve him are allowed to keep their horses, arms and
chariots; those who are not, have their weapons burned, and their horses are turned over
to the Persians. The recalcitrant Lydians are made to follow him, armed only with
slings, a<j>evSovai (7.4.14), and all those Lydians who do not carry weapons are also
made to practise with a sling,
vopi£«v xotixo xo onAov SouAucwxaxov eivai. Eiiv p£v yap aAAp Suvripei pala
eoxiv ev0a ioxupd>g d)<j)eA,ouai o^evSovpxai napovxeg, auxol 8e Ka0' auxoug
oi>§' av oi rcrivxeg ocjjEvSovfjxai peiveiav rcavu oAiyoug opooE iovxag ouv
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onAoig ayxenaxoit;. Cyr. 7.4.15
He [Cyrus] considered this weapon to be the most appropriate for a slave. Even though
the presence of slingers with other forces can, on occasion, be extremely useful, on their
own, not all the slingers in the world could resist a few men with heavy weapons.
6. rjp^ccTo 7tpu>Tov and tg>v 0ewv: Cyrus' piety is emphasised, by his regular observance
of religious ritual and seeking of divine favour (see 1.6.1; see also Due 1989, 156 on
Cyrus' piety). At this point in the narrative he is making offerings to the gods for a
favourable outcome to the war with the Assyrians, and he later assures the peers that he
has not forgotten to consult the gods before the expedition takes place (1.5.14).
7. "Av8pe<; <jn'A.oi: Cyrus begins his speech by creating a rapport between himself and his
audience, which leads him to talk on the theme ofpaideia. He greets the peers as
friends and equals, and as men whom he has observed since childhood, "ek tccu'Smv". The
stress he places on the longevity and the strength of the bond between himself and peers
is intended to highlight the benefits of the communal experience of the Persian paideia,
but conveniently ignores the four to five year hiatus in Cyrus' education and the
subsequent efforts he had to make to regain the respect of his contemporaries after his
time in Media (1.5.1). He addresses them with the same words of favour in Book 2
when raising the possibility of the commoners carrying the same arms as the peers
(2.1.11), but when he speaks to the commoners for the first time he reverts to the more
formal ""Av5pe<; Ile'pooa" (2.1.15). Thereafter he addresses the whole army together as
'andresphilof (2.3.2), and does not employ any distinction in his use of greetings to
men, using a variety of terms. This even-handed approach reflects his aim to unify his
army, and not to discriminate openly in favour of anyone on account of his status and
education, but only because the person in question has merited such favour through his
actions and loyalty to Cyrus (e.g. 3.3.59 where the peers use 'andresphilof and 'andres
agathoV to spur their men on to battle with the Assyrians).
tipo0u|iw(; tafixa ekkovouvtccc The use ofektioveiv maintains the emphasis on the benefits
ofthe Persianpaideia and the notion ofconstantly striving to carry out what the Persian
state considers to be good. This labour for the good of to koinon is not done under
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duress but is carried out eagerly, "ixpo0ijnwg".
oitK wkuv ziq roSe to tzXoc, Kaxeorriv: Cyrus is more than happy to accept the responsibility
ofcommander of the Persian army and the opportunity to further his personal ambitions,
whilst also serving the cause of defending the Persian polis.
8. 'Eyw yap K<xTevor|oa: The main part of the speech is presented as being the result of
Cyrus' deliberations (cf. the beginning of the Cyropaedia where the author himself starts
the work with reflections on the temporary nature of human power ""Ewoid no0' ripiv
eyeveTo" (see 1.1.1)).
oi TCpoyovoi xeipovec lipcav ouSev Eye'vovto: Cyrus' description of the forefathers of the
Persians as being 'in no way worse than us', marks the beginning of his guarded but
devastating criticism of the Persian state. He proceeds to qualify that statement by
implying that, in his opinion, the ancestors of the Persians were also no better than his
contemporaries, and therefore were not necessarily the best models to follow. Such
sentiments would have been particularly startling to a Greek audience, who normally
treated their ancestors as a source of inspiration. The theme of revering and trying to
emulate the deeds of one's progonoi figures prominently in the orations of Isocrates
(e.g. On the Peace, where he criticises the current generation of Athenians for being
inferior to their ancestors because of their reliance on mercenary troops ('De Pac. 47);
the Panegyricus, where the history of Athens and the Athenian progonoi are glorified
at length (Pan. 28 ff.).
Xenophon himself uses the idea of ancestors' deeds as an inspiration in the
Memorabilia, when Socrates tells Pericles' son that the Athenians can recover their
former glory and arete, by following the example of their illustrious progonoi (Mem.
3.5.14). He also depicts a situation in the Anabasis analogous in some respects to this
one in the Cyropaedia, where he himselfuses the example of the Greek forefathers who
defeated Xerxes' invasion force to inspire an assembly of soldiers about to undertake a
hazardous journey home (An. 3.2.11 ff.). There are only three further references to
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forefathers in the Cyropaedia and each one is made by a king who is about to be or has
been superseded by Cyrus: Cambyses (1.6.31), Cyaxares (5.5.8) and Croesus (7.2.24).
aoKouvTEC The theme ofpractising and training is introduced, here in the context of the
Persian forefathers striving, as Cyrus has mentioned the peers doing in the proemium,
to do all that the polis considers to be right and avoiding all that is considered to be
wrong. Cyrus questions the end to which their labours were directed. He shows that
they were simply maintaining the status quo, rather than extending the power and
material benefits that should have been accruing to the Persian polis. The verb askein
occurs throughout the speech. Having introduced the athletic metaphor, Cyrus refers
to the peers as "dokrixal ... tgjv kccAxov epywv" (1.5.11).
epya apexrj<;: Cyrus seeks to redefine what constitutes "epya dcpExrje" for his army, and
in doing so he is prepared to give the ancestors ofthe Persians all the credit they deserve
for leading virtuous lives, but he cannot, and will not, praise them for not having put
their virtue and continence towards furthering the interests of the Persian nation. He,
in contrast, is intent on securing political and material benefits for his people and above
all for himself and his army.
9. tqv ttapautika r|6ov6v: The reference to immediate pleasures and abstaining from
them evokes the hedonistic lifestyle of the Medes, which Cyrus himself has experienced
in his childhood. As an adult, Cyrus has a sterner outlook on life and will not be
deflected from his major goal of attaining an empire. This abstinence from enjoying the
fruits ofhis victory until it is complete leads him to refuse to join in Cyaxares' drunken
carousing after the initial success over the Assyrians (4.1.10 ff.). He is unimpressed by
his uncle's argument that it is better to enjoy the smaller, immediate pleasures in life than
to pursue something bigger and better and run the risk of losing everything (see
Introduction D (iii) on Cyaxares' speech).
ol te ai xcc TiolepiKa aokouvteq: Cyrus speaks as a former student of the art ofwarfare
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(see 1.6.12).
10. Kaprcov ... yewpyoc; aya0o<;: See 1.6.11 on farming metaphors in the Cyropaedia.
Xenophon describes the link between Persian kings and georgia in the Oeconomicus
(Oec. 4.2.4 - see Pomeroy 1994, 237 ff. for a valuable discussion on the subject of the
'gardener-king' in Near Eastern sources and in particular of the Persian king's personal
role in ensuring the successful cultivation of his lands).
aouyKopioxov ... a0A.r|Tfig ... aip,dviKo<; ... avayuvioxoc;: Cyrus employs the rhetorical
device ofassonance to make his speech have even more impact. The contests that take
place in the athletics ground provide a convenient parallel for the forthcoming military
contest against the Assyrians, whom he later says are not 'strong combatants', "ou ...
outch iicavof eiaiv aycovioxai" (1.5.11). Cyrus' approach towards his audience is
reminiscent of the arguments employed by Xenophon's Socrates in the Memorabilia,
when he chides Charmides for refusing to speak in the Assembly and to involve himself
in state business, {Mem. 3.7.1 ff). Socrates introduces the hypothetical examples of the
great athlete who refuses to compete in the games and to win honour for himself and his
homeland and the capable politician who avoids matters of state, to show how wrong
and absurd their behaviour is. When Cyrus speaks of students of oratory who do not
study for their own benefit but in order to persuade others and benefit mankind, and of
students of the art of war who do so not out of love for fighting but for their
advancement of themselves and their own people, his words clearly refer to himself and
are therefore meant to carry even greater weight with his audience.
The use of iSiakric, the opposite of aoKr|TT]g, continues the athletic agon
metaphor introduced earlier in the speech, the word being used here in the sense of
untrained opponent ('amateur' has somewhat anachronistic and, in this context,
inappropriate connotations). Cyrus is not so foolhardy as to believe that the giant army
ofthe Assyrian king will be so easy to defeat as he is implying. He acknowledges in this
part ofthe speech that the enemy are skilled in the use of the bow and spear and in the
art of horsemanship. He also realises that the peers themselves could be viewed as
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ididtai, having had no experience ofactual warfare, unlike himself, and he must reassure
them in the speech, by concentrating on the deficiencies of the enemy and strengths of
the peers. His belief is that that the Persians will triumph despite their inexperience, and
that whatever the size of his opponent's army, it will be vulnerable to a quick, decisive
thrust from troops who are willing to fight at close quarters. The subsequent military
encounters in the Cyropaedia serve to confirm the optimistic confidence displayed here
by Cyrus. The Assyrians and their allies prove to be incapable of withstanding the
discipline and ferocity of Cyrus' forces; only the Egyptians display courage and skill
against them (7.1.32 ff.).
The contrast between the trained athlete and the unskilled citizen is also brought
out in Xenophon's Hieron, when the Sicilian tyrant cites the athletes who takes no
pleasure in defeating an idiotes, but is angered when he is defeated by another athletes
as an analogy for the tyrant who finds no satisfaction in being wealthier than his citizens,
but is jealous of the superior wealth of a rival tyrant (Hier. 4.6).
11. roue 7toXe|iioi)g, oftg iy& oacjxbg e7uaTapoa aiiroi; i5d)v iSuotaq ovcag: In a speech
designed to fire the spirits of the peers for the forthcoming conflict, Cyrus deliberately
denigrates the enemy, leading Tatum to describe his speech as presenting a caricature
of the enemy. However, his remarks are not without substance, in view of his own,
albeit brief, experience of fighting the Assyrians; hence his confident use of "aa<J><j<;
^niotagai". This early encounter with the Assyrians (1.4.18 ff.) - when he described the
Assyrian horsemen as "TCovripoi"' (1.4.19), and his lack of respect for the enemy enabled
him to inspire the Medes to a hazardous but crushing victory over them - informs his
comments over ten years later and leads him to describe them as ididtai, unskilled and
untrained opponents. The analogy is continued as Cyrus contrasts the enemy's lack of
training in enduring the ponoi associated with warfare, including the ability to function
with the minimum of sleep, with the homotimoi being trained in physical endurance as
a result of their hunting sessions in their youth (1.2.10 ff.). The Persians are used to
hunting on foot (see 1.2.9) - unlike their enemies who hunt on horseback and rely on
beaters to flush out the game into the open for them - and are therefore accustomed to
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starting out early in the day to make the maximum use of daylight (cf. Cyn. 6.13) and
to keep going all day and night if necessary. Cyrus then confidently proclaims that the
peers are able to use night as effectively as day (1.5.12). When he reveals his hunting
stratagem for capturing the Armenian king, he warns his commanders not to be
overzealous in their preparations and to deny their men sufficient rest. His friend and
loyal subordinate Chrysantas is mentioned in this connection as a man who has often
gone the whole night without sleeping, such is the his love for hunting, philotheria
(2.4.26).
a7uu'6euToi 6e wg xpp xai auppaxoig Kai toA-Eguug xpfioOai ... : Cyrus leaves one of the
most important weaknesses of the enemy until the end of the speech, they are untrained,
"a7iai5ei)Toi". Moreover, they are untrained in the art ofpleonexia in warfare, which,
as Cyrus and his father later discuss (see Synopsis and commentary to chapter 6, 1.6.28
ff), involves the careful distinction between correct treatment of one's friends and
enemies and the ability to deceive and use stratagems on one's enemies. The Persian
prince's words echo not only Astyages' heartfelt hope when he takes his final leave of
his grandson (see -1.4.25), a hope which will be realised when Cyrus eventually returns
to Media.
12. 'TpEig 8s vukti ... : Cyrus has just commended the peers' ability to use night as others
would day. His father later emphasises to him the necessity of thinking of the needs of
his army during both night and day (1.6.42). The same ability is also attributed by
Xenophon to Agesilaus (Ages. 6.6), and Jason ofPherae (HG 6.1.15).
rcovoug 8e too £fjv rjSeug ijYeP°vaC vopv£eTC' Longinus in his On the Sublime cites this
phrase as being a particular fine example ofperiphrasis (Longin. 28.3).
A,ipo> 8e ooanep oijjcp 8iaxprjo0e: Xenophon offers a variation on the Greek metaphor
associating to oi|/ov with hunger and hard work. The Persianpaideia teaches its young
men to endure hunger, which in turn renders their simple food rations pleasurable
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(1.5.12). Cyrus later asks the Medes to supply his army simply with bread, and not with
meat or wine, as hunger is their relish and they can drink from the river, "oij/ov pev tov
ihpov, Tiieiv 8' cttto toO Txapappe'ovToi; noxapoO" (4.5.4). In theMemorabilia Socrates is
commended for his control of his appetite {Mem. 1.3.5).
i)8po7iooiav be paov tov Xeovtov (j>e'pete: During their education the Persians are used to
quenching their thirst with water drawn from the river (1.2.9) and Cyrus enforces this
custom in his army (see above). Herodotus notes that the Persians venerate rivers and
do not allow anyone to pollute them (Hdt. 1.137). The image of a lion quenching its
thirst occurs in a simile in Book 16 ofthe Iliad, when the fighting between Patroclus and
Hector - which ends in the death of the former - is likened to the struggle between a lion
and a boar over a small mountain spring, both animals being spurred on by their desire
to drink {II. 16.823 ff.).
KaAAxoxov 8e tkxvtov kou rcoXepnroxaxov Kxtipa ... euaivoupevoi yap paAAov f) xoi<; ccAAok;
arcaai yaipexe: It is the physical, as well as the mental, benefits of the Persian paideia
which Cyrus says will give the Persians the advantage over the enemy. He produces a
maxim that shows that whatever the Persians lack in military experience is made up for
in their superior ability to endure hardship and deprivation. The same argument appears
in the Anabasis when Xenophon tells his fellow Greek soldiers that they can engage the
Persians in battle with confidence because they have bodies which can endure cold, heat
and hard work better than the enemy. Moreover, their physical superiority is reflected
in their moral superiority, provided they enjoy the aid of the gods,
exi 8' e^opev ooSpaxa ucavoSxepa toijtov kcu i|njxq teal OccAtxt] kcu tcovoik;
<j>e'peiv exopev be kai i|n)x<*c ouv xoi<; 0eoi<; apeivovac;. An. 3.1.23
Moreover we have bodiesmore able than theirs to bear the cold and the heat and physical
exercise; and we also have, with the help of the gods, better souls.
Xenophon's Cyrus concentrates on one particular aspect of the souls of the
peers, making a stirring appeal to the martial instinct to strive for glory on the battlefield
which is present in them, and which, by implication, is absent in their enemies: they are
lovers of praise, "ercaivou epaoxag". Cyrus regards this trait as the best and most warlike
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"Kxf)|ia" of all, which makes men willingly undergo hardship and danger. Xenophon
evokes the aristocratic and martial spirit ofHomeric heroes, who were motivated by a
desire to win glory, kXzoc, apeo0ai, when writing about Cyrus' efforts to motivate the
Persian peers. Such spirit is not wholly confined to the Greek world; according to
Herodotus, the most manly virtue for the Persians is to fight well on the battlefield (Hdt.
1.136). As a soldier from the higher ranks ofAthenian society, Xenophon would have
understood this intrinsic motivation ofmen trained in the art ofwarfare, the striving for
praise from one's equals and contemporaries. The same sentiment informs his comment
in theMemorabilia, 'that praise is the sweetest of all things to hear' {Mem. 2.1.31). He
would also have understood the dictum of Isocrates, namely that men are far more
willing to listen to praise than advice (Ep. 2.1 & 9.6). The whole ofCyrus' first speech
is full ofpraise for the qualities of the peers at the expense of the enemy, whilst affirming
that the speaker, Cyrus, is the right man to bestow such praise on them and to lead to
them on the expedition. At the same time it also warns of the future efforts and dangers
in store in order for the new generation ofwarriors to fulfil the dormant potential of the
Persian nation.
There is a subtle difference ofapproach when Cyrus later makes a similar speech
to the rest ofthe Persian army, offering them new arms and the chance to become a part
ofhis new restructured army (2.1.15 ff). He offers them too, the chance to earn glory
but does not confine himself to promising them something as immaterial as praise. He
adopts a more pragmatic approach, and offers them 'an equal share' in the dangers that
lie ahead and of the success should they do some deed worthy of a kalos kagathos, a
formula which neatly covers both praise and material spoils (Rapp 1988, 40).
13. egauTov e^cmaxw: 'I deceive myselfutterly'. The irony of the statement lies in Cyrus
concealing the true extent of his ambitions from the peers (see Synopsis).
Ttioxeixi) xoi xfi 7iefpa ... pf] iJjeuoeiv ge xaiixag xag ayaOac; tXnidac,: Cyrus allows himself one
more rhetorical flourish. Not only does his trust in his own experience of the peers mean
that he is not deceived, i|/eu6eiv, by his high hopes; he also contrasts his confidence in the
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peers with his lack of regard for the enemy.
oi TtoAigioi apxovie? aSucuv ■■■ ■ Cyrus is careful to appeal to the Persian instinct
for administering justice and to stress that they are embarking on a just war (see
Synopsis). The Persians can think of themselves as "enucoupoi", an auxiliary army for
the Medes - as opposed to those commoners who have previously served the Medes as
mercenaries, misthophoroi (2.1.2 - see above 1.5.4). Cyrus' true intentions are
completely different, but he is not prepared to reveal them to the peers at this stage nor
indeed at any stage in his campaigns. Each decision he makes to increase his own and
Persian power and to continue fighting is presented as a natural reaction to events and
is taken with the approval of his army. Alcibiades' dictum, recorded by Thucydides
(Thuc. 6.18), that all empires are won by peoples coming to the aid of those allies who
ask for it, is well illustrated in the Cyropaedia by Cyrus' usurping ofMedian power.
14. The speech ends with Cyrus reminding his audience ofhis piety, the final quality that
fits him for the task he has been appointed, but which is equally as important as his other
leadership qualities. We may compare Xenophon's own piety which he demonstrates
when leading the Ten Thousand in the Anabasis', and Diogenes Laertius' biography of
Xenophon mentions his piety, his fondness for sacrificing and augury, "eiioeprjg te kcci
<fnA.o0i5i;r|<; kou iepeia Siayvuvai hcavo*;" (D. L. 2.56; see Dillery 1995, 179 ff. for an
analysis ofXenophon's religious views, in particular his traditional piety and his belief
that the gods could punish men for their impiety, which is reflected in his comments in




The lengthy conversation involving Cambyses and Cyrus, as the father
accompanies son to the Median border where destiny awaits the Persian prince is one
of the most important and pivotal scenes in the work as a whole, where the didactic
nature ofthe Cyropaedia appears most prominent in a scene modelled on earlier Greek
and Near Eastern works ofwisdom literature.1 Gera concludes her excellent analysis of
the whole scene, drawing parallels with works of the 'hypoth3cai genre' and
Xenophon's Socratic works, by noting that,
Young Cyrus has already demonstrated his ability to hold his own with adult members of
his family ... so thatwemight have expected him to be on more of an equal footing with
his father here. None the less, Cyrus is the pupil, pure and simple, in our dialogue and
this is the only time that we shall find the hero of the Cyropaedia cast in this role.2
The final statement is qualified by a footnote, acknowledging that the brief reappearance
of Cambyses in chapter 5 of Book 8 (8.5.22-7) is another instance of Cyrus being
subordinate to the authority ofhis father. Both statements in the conclusion are in need
of further qualification, if one is to attempt a correct and coherent interpretation of
chapter 6 of Book 1. The purpose of this analysis of the chapter is to examine the
respective roles father and son play in this dialogue, in order to show that Cyrus is not
simply the obedient pupil he is so often cast as being and that Cambyses' influence on
his education is not as great as it first appears.3 As well as examining the structure and
content of the scene, the Synopsis explores the nature of the relationship of Cambyses
and Cyrus, to demonstrate that their conversation can be interpreted as straightforward
didactic oeitvre but also as an attempt to show the clash in ambitions and ideals of father
1 Gera 1993, 50-54.
2 Ibid., 72.
3 Tatum notes that Cyrus' obedience toCambyses' wishes is part of a plan to
humour his father; Tatum 1989, 87 f., "If there is any perceivable strategy in Cyrus's
conduct with his father other than simple obedience, it is that he projects everywhere an
awareness that his father must be taken seriously as a teacher".
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and son which will be demonstrated once Cyrus leaves his homeland (see Appendix C
for a comparison of this dialogue with the speech of parental advice given by Cyrus to
his sons (8.7.6-28)).
In chapter 6 Xenophon puts forward theoretical solutions to the problems he has
introduced at the start of the work concerning the transient nature of power and the
seemingly intractable difficulties men face when ruling over other men (1.1.1 ffi). In
discussing the methods for organising and securing the obedience of the Persian army,
Cambyses and Cyrus are discussing principles ofmilitary leadership which are equally
relevant to leadership of communities and poleis and professions which require
leadership.4 In its structure and the wide range of topics covered, the conversation
between Cambyses and Cyrus contains elements found in Socratic dialogues, wisdom
literature, and military treatises.5 It also acts as an exposition of the leadership problems
Cyrus will encounter and solve in the narrative, foreshadowing the events and recurring
themes of his military and administrative career.6
The particularly didactic nature of this part of the Cyropaedia ensures that the
content ofthe dialogue is subordinated to Xenophon's need to convey the practical and
ethical lessons contained within it to the Greek audience. He makes little attempt to
maintain any Near Eastern authenticity - the character of the whole scene is transparently
Greek, as is the behaviour of its protagonists. Xenophon could be accused of
carelessness for depicting Cyrus mentioning the quintessential Greek hero Heracles
(1.6.27) and his father referring to Greek educational practices (1.6.32), and, above all,
for introducing the idea of Cyrus approaching his father for money to pay a teacher of
generalship, an idea which runs contrary to his description of the Persian ideal of a
strictly-regulatedpaideia conducted in the interest of the state, away from the vulgarities
of commerce (1.2.2 ffi).
4 Cf. Socrates' illustration of this point in theMemorabilia (Mem. 3.4.1 ff.); see
also Wood 1964, 33-66.
5 See Breitenbach 1966, 1721 ff.
6 See 8.1.14 on how Cyrus models the domestic affairs, t& oiKovopuca, of his
palace and empire according to the organisation of his army; see also Due 1989, 92 ff.
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The striking resemblance to the Socratic dialogues portrayed in theMemorabilia,
and the respective roles assigned to father and son in the conversation, relocate the two
men in fifth century Greece rather than sixth century Persia. Cyrus may play the part of
ideal student,7 but, as in all didactic literature, the audience are the real pupils for whom
Cambyses' words of advice are intended. In order for the dialogue to have its intended
educational effect Cyrus must be cast in the appropriate interlocutory role. Gera
observes that there are three broad groups of interlocutors in the Socratic dialogues of
the Memorabilia,8 The first group merely act as foils to Socrates, saying very little
except to confirm his arguments and questions. The second are similarly
non-contentious, but play a greater role in the dialogue, questioning Socrates, raising
problems and being unafraid to assert their own personalities. The third group ranges
from those who express opinions different from Socrates, and are capable of arguing and
debating at length with him, to those who have a strong antipathy towards him and who
actively seek verbal conflict with him. In this dialogue in the Cyropaedia Cyrus clearly
belongs to the second group of interlocutors. He cannot adopt an eristic approach to
the conversation and openly disagree with his father, and yet it is not in his nature, as the
previous chapters have shown, to be demure and submissive when engaged in
conversation with an elder. The author emphasises the idea that Cyrus is duty bound to
play the role of obedient son and young man in this scene and in the rest of the
Cyropaedia. During his initial time spent in Media he responds immediately to his
father's summons home (1.4.25), even though he is reluctant to do so, as he is anxious
to avoid offending not only his father but also the Persian polis that Cambyses rules.
Similarly, when he returns as conquering hero to Persia, he is shown accepting without
reservation his father's speech outlining his future role and the latter's right to continue
to be king of the Persians (8.5.26). This public subordination is thus maintained in the
private conversation of father and son.
The true nature, however, of the respective roles father and son play in this
7 As Tatum 1989, 88 suggests; see n. 3.
8 Gera 1993, 36 f.
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dialogue cannot be simply explained in terms of a teacher lecturing his pupil, or father
imparting the sum of his knowledge to his departing son. As the commentary on the
chapter shows (see below), Xenophon does not entirely succeed in reconciling the two
principal, and sometimes conflicting, aims of his presentation of the dialogue of 1.6: first,
to provide a self-contained didactic 'work within a work', based around a conversation
between father and son, and deriving its content from Socratic dialogues and wisdom
literature (see Introduction A on the dual purpose of the Cyropaedia); secondly, to show
the ideological clash between the conservatism ofCambyses and the impetuous ambition
of his son, which will be realised after Cyrus enters Media. The dialogue can
accordingly be interpreted as operating on two levels, according to the needs and
perception of the audience.
On a purely didactic level, Xenophon shows Cyrus as the eager pupil, gladly
accepting some sound advice on ethical conduct, logistics and military theory.
Cambyses, as the wise and experienced father cum sage figure, is allowed, in the
tradition ofwisdom literature and Socratic dialogues, to correct some of his son's naive
and complacent assumptions on these subjects. The other level is also didactic but in a
Machiavellian way; the dialogue works as a clever and subtle portrayal of how Cyrus is
able to show complete self-control despite his father's insistent questioning, and not
divulge his true intentions. Xenophon shows that he is thinking beyond the internal logic
of this dialogue and is hinting at Cyrus' future ambitions and conduct, which will go far
beyond anything his father envisages in chapter 6 ofBook 1. Behind the overtly didactic
nature of the dialogue there is another lesson to be learnt for the aspiring ruler, which
is not to reveal all his plans at once and to show deference, not defiance, to his elders
until he is a position to act independently. Cyrus will soon be displaying the same
economy with the truth while undermining his uncle Cyaxares' role as overall head of
the Median and Persian armies, intervening in the disputes of the Medes with the
Armenians and in turn with the conflict between the Armenians and Chaldaeans as a
prelude to his acquisition of the Assyrian dominions.
The dialogue between Cambyses and Cyrus is deliberately juxtaposed with the
latter's speech to the peers (1.5.7-14), in order to highlight this ambiguity in its purpose
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and meaning. To approach the dialogue on the purely didactic level, Xenophon presents
it as the culmination of a series of private educational conversations they have had,
presumably from the time Cyrus returned from Media, although there is no indication
of precisely when they started or of their frequency, nor of whether these paternal
'tutorials' were a feature ofPersian paideia for all youths and young men. The range
of topics they have discussed, on matters relating to leadership in religion, morality and
above all in military matters suggests that Cambyses was fulfilling the role of a king
grooming his heir for the burdens of leadership in war and peace, burdens which, as
Cyrus later reveals to his younger son Tanaoxares, are particularly onerous (8.7.11-12).
Therefore Cyrus alone among his contemporaries undergoing the Persian paideia, in his
position as prince and heir to the throne, would have had the benefit of these special
sessions from his father. As a tutor, Cambyses is portrayed as being a strict and
exacting, if somewhat pedantic taskmaster for his son, recalling former mistakes and
carelessness of the young prince, who sees his role as passing on some of his kingly
knowledge to his son as well as reinforcing the precepts taught to Cyrus during
childhood.
In terms of structure the dialogue can be divided into the following sections:
1.6.1-6, the importance of sacrifice and omens and correct behaviour towards the gods
is discussed; 1.6.7-11, a transitional passage in which the conversation shifts from the
gods to the practicalities of the human world, and, with deliberate references to the
observations of 1.1.1-2 the art of ruling over other men and its links with knowledge of
oikonomia is discussed; 1.6.12-25, the techniques ofmilitary leadership are outlined, the
underlying principles of which will influence the administration of Cyrus' empire;
1.6.26-43, Cambyses instructs his son in the art of using pleonexia to gain the upper
hand over the enemy, showing how the principles employed in hunting can be used
against enemies in warfare (the importance of correct conduct towards friends and
enemies is also mentioned); 1.6.44-46, Cambyses returns to the subject of the gods and
the unreliability ofhuman wisdom, which must be supplemented by consultation with the
gods. The device of having father and son asking questions of each other enables
Xenophon to cover a wide range oftopics, whilst repeating certain key values which he
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feels to be essential and will inform Cyrus' approach to leadership, such as ensuring that
his men are well nourished, well trained and obedient, learning to differentiate between
friend and enemy, seeking to secure the love and obedience of the former and seeking
to use cunning and guile against the latter.
Cambyses begins the conversation by reminding his son that he has taught him
the art of divination so that he will not be at the mercy of soothsayers, who could
deceive him if he was unable to interpret divine signs. He says that Cyrus must work
with, but not rely on, soothsayers. Cyrus acknowledges this warning and recalls that his
father once said that men who did not flatter the gods in times of need but who
remembered them most ofall when they were prosperous were more likely to have their
prayers answered. He adds that the same principle also applied to dealings with one's
friends (1.6.2-3). The pattern of the dialogue is accordingly set by Xenophon. Cyrus
undergoes a kind of catechism set by Cambyses who seeks both to warn and to
interrogate his son. Cyrus' replies show that he has listened to his father's advice by
remembering instances ofpaternal wisdom, consisting of strictures of a universal nature
relating to conduct towards the gods, which in turn are valid towards one's fellow
mortals. The conversation now shifts from man's correct relationship with the gods to
his correct relations with the rest ofmankind (1.6.7). Xenophon returns to the issues
raised at the beginning of the Cyropaedia, namely how to govern oneself, one's
household and other people (see 1.1.1 ff). Cyrus agrees with his father that it is indeed
an admirable, thaumaston, task to govern well, "to xaXwg ap%eiv" (1.6.8), but then
switches the emphasis of the conversation from universal wisdom to pointed criticism
of specific rulers, in particular their ally, the present incumbent of the throne ofMedia.
His father acts quickly to wrest the conversation away from a potentially awkward topic
by pointing out that it is not just individual men but circumstances that have to be
overcome.
Cambyses' reference to pragmata signals a shift in the conversation from the
ethical to the practical and the beginning ofwhat can be described as the 'technical' part
ofthe conversation. There follows a general discussion covering various topics germane
to the subject of good generalship, beginning with father and son underlining the
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importance of keeping an army well-supplied, paid, and in good health; Cambyses also
provides advice on where to choose a location for a camp (1.6.10-18). He reminds his
son of the dangers of allowing idleness to creep into his ranks, with a suitably gnomic
warning that ifone idle man can be a burden, then an idle household is worse, and an idle
army is worst of all. The next topic to be covered is securing the willing obedience of
the troops, which involves the general actually being, not just appearing to be, wiser than
those under him. Cambyses observes that people are more inclined to obey the man they
think is wiser than themselves. Cyrus, therefore, must excel in all areas and show
himself able to endure hardship better than those beneath him.
Having discussed matters pertaining to his own army Cyrus turns the
conversation to defeating the enemy (1.6.26 ff). Cambyses informs him that the lessons
he learnt in deception whilst hunting will stand him in good stead when it comes to
deceiving the enemy. Cyrus must learn to distinguish between friend and foe, and in the
case of the latter, must be prepared to act towards them contrary to the strict moral code
which he has been taught during his childhood. He has to deceive, take unfair advantage
and harm fellow human beings, potentially dangerous ideas that are only introduced to
young Persians when they are approaching manhood, as Cyrus is now, so as not to
disrupt their carefully regimented educational system (1.6.34). Cambyses then supplies
his son with practical suggestions on how to catch the enemy unawares and mislead
them (1.6,36-40). To illuminate these suggestions he turns to hunting, Cyrus' favourite
pastime, which provides a good physical and mental training in the arts ofwar, as the
huntsman learns to get up at unseasonable hours and ambush prey (1.6.39-40). The
similarities between this passage and the Cynegeticus, where Xenophon also emphasises
the suitability ofhunting as training for warfare (Cyn. 1.18), are obvious. The same idea
is expressed in the two different works in different ways. In the Cynegeticus the author
gives his reader advice directly, in the Cyropaedia the advice is imparted in a dramatic
setting, the figure of Cambyses being used as a mouthpiece for Xenophon's ideas.
The 'practical' section closes with Cambyses mentioning the possibility of
encountering the enemy in open battle without the opportunity to gain any advantage
beforehand, the least desirable state of affairs for a general. He believes that ifCyrus
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heeds the advice he has received his army will still have an advantage over his foes
(1.6.41-2). There then follows a long rhetorical question in which Cambyses lists several
practical organisational duties involved in commanding an army, which are linked by
oKcog ... p 6tcu<;, such as drawing it up in battle array, pitching camp, dealing with
unexpected enemy attacks and attacking fortified places (1.6.43). Xenophon does not
elaborate on these themes in the manner of his 'technical treatises' on horsemanship,
cavalry commanding and hunting; but the problems mentioned by Cambyses will all be
encountered and dealt with by Cyrus in the military campaigns forming much of the later
narrative ofthe Cyropaedia. Cambyses knows that Cyrus has already learnt what there
is to know and must now put his learning into practice, so he has no need to speak any
further on technical matters, "xaita 5e rcavxa ti av iyib Aeyoipi 001;" (1.6.43).
The 'epilogue' of the conversation between father and son deals with ethical
matters and returns to the importance of divine favour and heeding omens from the
gods. Cyrus may have successfully negotiated his catechism, but Cambyses thinks that
his son still needs reminding of certain ethical points and issues a direct command to
Cyrus to learn from him the most important lesson of all, which is not to act contrary to
omens and auspices (1.6.44). He goes on to imply that ignorance of divine messages
presaging future events is echoed in men's ignorance of past experience, an area from
which Cyrus would do well to learn (1.6.45). The importance of learning from past
experience also has prophetic overtones, the circumstances surrounding Cambyses'
remarks being used by Xenophon to foreshadow future events. Just as the repeated
emphasis placed by Cyrus on co-operation between his sons Cambyses and Tanaoxares
in governing his empire (8.7.24) foreshadows the internecine strife that follows his death
(8.8.2), so Cambyses mentions unspecified instances where men and peoples have
chosen the wrong course of action, including those who are persuaded to attack other
peoples only to be destroyed themselves (1.6.45), and his words foreshadow the
eventual defeat and subjugation of the Assyrian king and his allies.
Having started the final part of the conversation by talking of warring poleis
Cambyses narrows down the scope and scale of the examples in his speech to men who
mistreat others and pay the price, and men who lust for more power and wealth than is
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their due and accordingly lose everything. Once again the technique of foreshadowing
of future events in the narrative is used by Xenophon. The fate of two ofCyrus' foes,
the Armenian king and Croesus, will provide suitable illustrations of Cambyses' advice.
The former reneges on his treaty with the Medes when they are threatened with invasion,
but is subsequently defeated by Cyrus and his bid for freedom leaves him more enslaved
than ever (3.1.19). The latter is persuaded on two occasions by others to take arms
against Cyrus and on both occasions is defeated, thus losing his city, wealth and power
(7.2.20-23).
Cambyses ends his advice to his son by "returning" to the subject of the gods in
order to contrast the ineffectiveness ofhuman wisdom, "ii av0p«7uvr| oo<|Ha", in selecting
the right course of action, with the omniscience of the gods (1.6.46). Cambyses thus
acknowledges the limits of human wisdom and shows deference to the superior
knowledge ofthe gods. IfCyrus follows his ethical and practical advice he will win the
favour of the gods, who can reveal to him things of which men have no knowledge.
Cambyses has offered Cyrus the means to win divine approval, which he must not take
for granted and which he will receive only if he follows his father's advice. This final
idea in Cambyses' paraenesis (see Introduction D (iii)) is also articulated by Xenophon
in the Cynegeticus,
mote imapxeiv svOupoupEvoxx; toutwv OecnJhAeic; x' slvai Kal suospEig toix;
vsouq xoig Jtoiouvxag a iyw Ttapaivu, oiopEvoug imo Oeodv tod opaa0ai tocuto;.
Cyn. 13.17
So it will come to pass that the young men who do what I recommend and take these
matters to heart, will be both beloved of the gods and pious men, knowing that one of the
gods is watching their actions.
Cyrus does follow his father's advice and does receive favour from the gods, so that
when it is his turn to impart wisdom to his sons he can honestly tell them that he has
always received what he has wanted and fared as he had wished (8.7.6-7).
The exact nature of the relationship between father and son, and the extent to
which Cyrus follows his advice is the key to the other level of interpretation of the
dialogue as highlighting the different and conflicting aspirations of father and son (see
Appendix C). The Cyropaedia deals with the self-education ofCyrus and his eagerness
to seek out new experiences from which he can learn and practise his own techniques
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of leadership and control. Cambyses' influence on his son's development has been
crucially limited due to the young prince's lengthy and voluntary stay in Media. By the
time Cyrus returns to Persia, having matured and educated himself beyond the limited
scope of the Persian educational system, he is already pursuing his own path towards
realising his own ambitions for himself and for the Persian people. He has already
acquired sufficient knowledge to demonstrate to everyone that he has the necessary
qualities in abundance to become a great general and a great king. Although he is
content to be, and also to be seen to be, subordinate to his father whilst he remains in
Persia, by the time oftheir dialogue in chapter 6 ofBook 1 Cyrus realises that his father
will soon be unable to exert any control over his plans or influence his decision-making.
Whilst gratefully accepting practical suggestions and reiterations ofPersian values from
his father, Cyrus clearly relishes the prospect of leaving Persia with the expeditionary
force and the virtual autonomy guaranteed by his position as its leader. By the time
Cyrus has attained manhood the importance of Cambyses as a teacher is accordingly
limited to highlighting, for the benefit of the audience, the range of skills his son already
possesses. Cambyses' overall role in the Cyropaedia is less as a mentor to his son than
as a reminder of the Persian way of life from which Cyrus moves away when founding
his empire, although he still advocates its moral values as a means of holding on to and
expanding Persian dominions (in his speech at 7.5.72 ff.).
Xenophon's limitation ofCambyses' role in the Cyropaedia assumes even more
significance in view of his references to the strong family links that are present in Persian
society during Cyrus' ubringing. The maintenance of these links comes before the
promotion of the interests of the people as a whole, and ranks only second to the
well-being of the gods. Xenophon begins his description of Cyrus' life and Persian
customs by establishing the latter's divine ancestry through the genos of the Persidae
(1.2.1), and notes that the existence of twelve ancestral Persian tribes has a bearing on
the organization of the Persian paideia (1.2.5). Cyrus himself will sacrifice to the
ancestral gods ofHestia Patroia and Zeus Patroios before leaving Persia (1.6.1). The
commoner Pheraulas, who has risen through the ranks of Cyrus' army, describes his
former life to his Sacian friend as being part of a close family unit headed by the father
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who supported his family and in turn was supported by Pheraulas when the latter was
old enough to do so (8.3.37). Cyrus himself acknowledges the value of family ties,
when he prevails upon the Armenian king and his son to reconcile past differences after
he has crushed the revolt of the king (3.1.38 flf), but in doing so he is motivated by
military expediency rather than any reverence for fatherhood.
The prominence of the family in the eyes of the Persians has to alter if Cyrus is
to realise fully his own ambitions for a Persian army reorganised on meritocratic lines,
that is committed to the foundation of an empire encompassing many peoples united
through their fear and admiration ofPersian might, embodied by the figure of the king
(1.1.4-6). Cyrus redirects the existing family ties and feelings of reverence for the
Persian forefathers, by using the egalitarianism and conformity encouraged by the
Persian code of behaviour and paideia, to foster in the Persians a loyalty devoted
predominantly to the new Persian state, with himselfat its head. He then uses lavish and
public displays ofphilanthropici to consolidate his position (see Synopses to chapters
3 & 4). His first speech to the peers with its candid reappraisal of the achievements of
their forefathers (1.5.7-14) is the first step in this process of realigning Persian support
around himself and his vision ofa cosmopolitan empire. Cyrus' subsequent actions help
to reconstitute the role of the Persian monarch as not simply head of the Persian polis,
but also as a father to his people, initially to the men in his army and then to the people
in his empire.9
As leader ofhis army the Persian prince exploits his role as the source ofmaterial
and spiritual benefits for his soldiers - he is the interpreter of divine signs, the furnisher
of new arms, money, provisions and booty, and above all the man who offers
opportunities for them to acquire honour and respect - and thus becomes, despite his
comparative youth, a father figure to his whole army.10 Xenophon portrays himself in
a similar role in Book 7 of the Anabasis, when he is commander of the Ten Thousand
9 Cf. Hdt. 3.89 on Cyrus being regarded as a father to the Persian people; see
Introduction D (v).
10 As the peer Chrysantas acknowledges in a speech to the other peers and
leaders of the army 8.1.1 ff.
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at the court of the Seuthes, the Thracian king. Seuthes refers to him as being a friend
of the soldiers, "(jukooTpaxioSTTig" (An. 7.6.4). When he is called upon to defend himself
for apparently choosing to enrich himself at Seuthes' court rather than taking the army
to join the Spartan expedition to Asia Minor, Xenophon reminds the soldiers of his
former exertions on their behalf (An. 7.6.11 flf). He refers back to the former dangers
they experienced together, when they called him 'father' and promised to remember him
as their benefactor, "ou pf)v °TE YE EV T0K ouiopoig ppev ... aXXa Kat naxepa ipt EKaXeixe xal
atei cog euepYetoi) pepvf)o0ai utuoxveicjOe" (An. 7.6.38).
Once Cyrus has completed his main conquests and established himself in Babylon
he continues to act as a benefactor to the Persians and his newly acquired peoples,
creating a dependence on him as the guarantor of stability and peace and prosperity.
Pheraulas is thus able to comment that he used to live in his own home, but that now
everything he possesses has been given to him by Cyrus (8.3.39). Xenophon describes
Cyrus' rule as being characterised by unique generosity to his subjects to the extent that
the king supplants the immediate family in his adoring subjects' affections,
Tig 6' aAAog A£YETai Swpwv pEyeOei noieiv aipeto0ai avxov xal avx' a8eA.<j)a)v
xai avxi TiaTEpwv tcai nai'Suv; Cyr. 8.2.9
And of whom else is it said that through the magnificence of his gifts he [Cyrus] made
himself preferable even to brothers, fathers and children?
Cyrus' ambitions are still far from being fulfilled when his father passes on the
gift ofhis own knowledge ofthe art ofkingship, basilike techne. Cambyses is portrayed
in the dialogue as adhering to old Persian values of conservatism, and in doing so he acts
unwittingly as a counterbalance to his son's ambitions. Cyrus is careful not to articulate
any of them in the course of the conversation, even though he is depicted as a lively
conversational partner who is unafraid to respond to his father's questions and
promptings. The verbal exchanges between the two men are accordingly formal and
polite but without any sense of intimacy between father and son as one might expect
from a father saying farewell to his son and heir who is about to engage in a great and
very dangerous undertaking in order to preserve the freedom of the Persians.
The gulf in the two men's aspirations for the Persian people is highlighted when
their conversation switches from correct conduct towards the gods to the practical
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matters relating to ruling over other men (1.6.8 - see Commentary). Cyrus makes his
one and only attempt to directly challenge his father, by abruptly yet surreptitiously
directing their conversation away from generalised discussion to focus on their kinsmen
and allies, the Medes. His trenchant criticism of their ruler and the Medes' apparent
acceptance of his indolence and luxurious lifestyle is a clear signal of his intention to
undermine and to end Cyaxares' kingship. Xenophon demonstrates, through Cambyses'
refusal to acknowledge Cyrus' criticism, and through his eagerness to return to the
general nature of their discussion, the crucial lack of harmony between father and son.
Cambyses remains cautious, anxious to avert the threat of the Assyrians and to preserve
the status quo of the Persian polls. Cyrus, on the other hand, is already planning how
he can put his own educational experiences and military training into reorganising and
rearming the army to fulfil the potential of the Persian people. When the two men
subsequently discuss arrangements for the provisioning of the army, securing their
obedience and motivating them, and finally methods of deceiving the enemy, Cambyses
does so only with the immediate needs of Cyrus and his army fighting against the
Assyrians in mind. Cyrus is looking to employ these methods against not just the
Assyrians but also to subdue allies and subjugate subjects of his empire.
When his father is shown introducing what he regards as a new and potentially
dangerous concept to Cyrus, the art of employing deception and pleonexia to defeat
one's enemies (1.6.27 flf), the improbability of the scene is obvious. Cyrus is already
knowledgeable of the various ways of deceiving an enemy and he understands the
importance of using hunting skills in the entrapment of an enemy, as he has already
demonstrated during his hunting expeditions in Media and his first battle against the
Assyrian hunting party (1.4.18 ff.). The Persians, as a consequence of the unjust
behaviour of some of the teacher's pupils towards their friends, react by limiting the
application of the cunning and deceit used inpleonexia towards enemies in warfare. The
result is a stable, well-ordered society, but one that is also introspective and limited in
its power. Cyrus is well aware that he can apply the methods he has learnt in hunting
to not only take unfair advantage of enemies but also to enhance his own position and
subjugate his allies (see discussion of pleonexia in Synopses to chapters 3 & 5).
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Furthermore, Cambyses' decision to discuss a fundamental part of the skills of leadership
for the first time at the very point when Cyrus is about to leave Persia, is clearly
unrealistic unless one remembers that this is a didactic dialogue conceived for the
instruction of the audience and with little thought for the requirements ofmaintaining
a logical and credible train of events in the narrative.11 Cambyses does not make any
acknowledgement of Cyrus' existing knowledge in chapter 6 of the Cyropaedia, even
though he does refer back to their previous conversations during this dialogue. His
concentration on Cyrus' former mistakes leaves the impression that he is not fully aware
of the extent ofhis son's development and is capable only ofdealing with general lessons
of military logistics and organization. Such lessons are important in themselves, but
Cambyses does not illustrate them by drawing upon his own military experiences to give
them extra relevance, which leads one to question the extent of his knowledge of
warfare and the scale of the armies he has led. Although Cambyses is careful to establish
that Cyrus will take adequate care of the provisions and health of his own army,
Xenophon avoids giving him specific details to discuss, such as how Cyrus should best
co-operate with the Median army, and he does not attempt analysis of the enemy's
potential strengths and weaknesses for the benefit of his son - Cyrus must fend for
himself in these matters, which he does, very successfully.
11 Cf. Nestor's advice on horsemanship to his son Antilochus before the chariot
race held as part ofPatroclus' funeral games in the Iliad (II. 23.304 ff.).
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1. 'Ecm'a Tiaxpua kcci Aii Ttaxpwcp Kai xoig aJUoiq Beoic: Sacrifice before endangering
himself and his army (1.6.44 - cf. Oec. 5.19, Eq. Mag. 3.1). Cyrus' piety is once again
emphasised, every major undertaking in his career is preceded by prayer or sacrifice
(Bizos 1971,1, 97 notes that this is one ofthe twelve occasions in the work where Cyrus
or one ofhis men addresses prayers directly to the gods). The gods in this occasion are
deliberately hellenised by Xenophon, Zeus corresponding to the Persian god
Ahuramazda (see Cook 1983, 147 ff. & Gera 1993, 54-56), but there was no historical
Persian equivalent to Hestia. Xenophon, in placing Hestia first at this point in the
narrative, may be linking the Greek goddess of the hearth with the Persians' worship of
fire as divine (see Hdt. 1.131; see also Gera 1993, 56 n.). Cyrus also offers sacrifices
to ancestral Zeus when he returns to Persia to die (8.7.3 - see Appendix C), but on this
occasion there is a certain irony in his sacrificing to the god of the ancestors whom he
has so recently criticised (1.5.7 ff.).
Aeyovxai aaxpancu Kai ppovxai. ... yeve'oBai: Cyrus receives divine portents throughout
the in all different kinds of forms (see Bizos 1971,1, 97); they are, however, consistent
in their presaging something advantageous to Cyrus. On this occasion both Cambyses
and his son are so confident in the good omens of thunder and lightning from Zeus that
they decide not to take any more auspices. A thunderclap before the battle against
Croesus is also taken by Cyrus as a favourable sign from Zeus (7.1.3; cf. Xenophon's
account of the siege of the Median city ofMespila in the Anabasis during the Persian
revolt, when the city falls to the Persians after Zeus sends a thunderstorm to terrify the
Medes into submission (An. 3.4.12-13). Throughout the narrative the omens for the
Persians are invariably good - hence Cyrus' claim that he has always received divine
guidance in his life (8.7.3). Away from the fictional world of the Cyropaedia, Xenophon
and his audience would have been aware that divine portents could sometimes presage
misfortune (cf Thucydides' account ofhow the retreating Athenian army in Sicily regard
the summer thunder storms that occur during their march as omens of their own
destruction (Thuc. 7.79)).
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2. 'Eyw ... oe ... e8i5a£rinr)v: Xenophon makes it clear from the outset of Cambyses and
Cyrus' dialogue that the father has taken a special role in Cyrus' paideia, in particular
in ensuring that his son is taught how to interpret divine omens correctly. Such tuition
is not mentioned earlier in the work as being part of the Persian educational system and
presumably it was designed specifically for Cyrus as heir to the Persian throne, and, in
this instance, as leader of the Persian army. The use of "e5i5a£dpr|v" is causative, to
indicate that Cambyses had Cyrus taught by others (see 1.6.12 & 1.6.20), as well as his
own paternal instruction. Xenophon's Persian kings resemble their historical Spartan
counterparts in their role as military and religious head of their people, and when an
army is on campaign they are responsible for sacrifice and religious observance amongst
their army. This ability to understand the counsels of the gods is vitally important and
should not be entrusted to anyone else; it is also symbolic of the close relationship
between gods and kings when the latter claim divine ancestry. In the Greek world,
where monarchy was in the minority, such a responsibility was not confined to kings but
also to generals (e.g. An. 6.4.13 ff. & Eq. Mag. 1.1 & 3.1). Before every major
undertaking in his career, Cyrus sacrifices to the gods and waits for favourable omens,
notably before the expedition against the king ofArmenia (2.4.18), and his first battle
against the Assyrians (3.3.34) and his major battle against Croesus (6.4.12 ff.).
Sacrifice before an impending battle was an essential part of the preparations of
an army (see Pritchett 1971, 109 ff. for a full discussion of military sacrifice). In the
Anabasis Xenophon describes his encounter with Cyrus the Younger at a crucial
moment before the battle of Cunaxa, as the army of the Persian king is advancing to
engage Cyrus' forces (An. 1.8.15). When Xenophon asks the Persian prince if he has
any commands he wishes to be conveyed to the Greeks, Cyrus simply orders him to tell
everyone that the sacrificial victims and rites have been favourable. Another leader
whom Xenophon admired, Agesilaus, is commended for his piety; his devout observance
of religious rites is the first of his many qualities listed, in Xenophon's examination of
his character in the Agesilaus (Ages. 3.2 ff). Strict observance of religious rites was
expected ofthe heads of the Spartan state, as Xenophon reveals in his Lacedaemonian
Politeia. When a Spartan king sets out on a military campaign he first sacrifices to Zeus
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the leader, Aetig ayriTfjp, and if the sacrifice is favourable then proceeds to the borders of
his land, where he sacrifices again, this time to both Zeus and Athena, only crossing the
border if this sacrifice is also favourable (Lac. 13.2-3). The Spartan king is also
expected to offer public sacrifices on behalf of the state, because of his divine descent
and his role as leader in war (Lac. 15.2). In the Cyropaedia Cyrus occupies a similar
role, as a prince of the Persians and descendant of Zeus through Perseus (1.2.1); his
leadership in all military matters is, like the historical Spartan kings, extended to religion.
priv-reoiv: Soothsayers play a prominent role in armies in Greek literature, from Calchas
in the Iliad to the soothsayers who accompanied Nicias on the Athenian expedition to
Sicily in 415/4. Xenophon believed in the art, unlike Thucydides who criticises the
Athenian general for being 'over inclined towards divination' (Thuc. 7.50). From his
own personal experiences recounted in the Anabasis, he clearly did not trust some of the
practitioners of the art, notably Silanus the Ambraciot, who had sacrificed for Cyrus the
Younger (An. 1.7.18) and who later, according to Xenophon, intrigued against him over
the issue ofwhether the Ten Thousand should found a colony on the Black Sea coast
(An. 5.6.16 ffi). The effect of Silanus' machinations was limited by the fact that he could
not mislead Xenophon by deliberately misreporting the results of his divination because
the latter 'was not inexperienced in the art of divination, being always present at
sacrifices', "ouk aneipov ovtoc 8ia to aei rcapeivai Toig ispoig" (An. 5.6.29). Cambyses in
the is advising his son that soothsayers should play the same auxiliary role in the army,
rather than be primarily responsible for divination. Cyrus only goes into the two major
pitched battles of the Cyropaedia after he himself has conducted the sacrifices and is
personally satisfied that the auspices are favourable (3.3.34 & 6.4.1). On the first
occasion the soothsayers are only mentioned to corroborate his public statement of
propitious auspices.
The Magi, who play a prominent part in Median and Persian history as diviners
of the future in Herodotus' work, only appear occasionally to advise and support the
prince in his offerings to the gods (see Tuplin 1990, 28 on the marginalisation of the
Magi in the Cyropaedia). Their role in the Persian court, as arbiters of what is
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acceptable for sacrifice, is defined by Herodotus (Hdt. 1.107 ff. and 1.132) and is clearly
important, indeed Herodotus notes that it was a Persian nomos that a Magian priest had
to be present at a sacrifice (1.132). In the Cyropaedia their presence is deliberately
understated by Xenophon, who keeps the focus of the narrative on Cyrus as religious
head of his army and empire, who later is credited with reorganising their duties
(8.3.11). They first appear in the aftermath of the first victory over the Assyrians,
selecting gifts from the plunder of the enemy camp which would be appropriate for the
gods (4.5.14, 4.5.51 & 4.6.11). They perform the same role after the capture of Sardis
(7.3.1), and, after the fall ofBabylon, Cyrus reminds them that since the city has been
taken by storm, they must select sanctuaries for the gods as well as first fruits of the
booty (7.5.35). When Cyrus takes possession of his new palace in Babylon he sacrifices
to Hestia and to Zeus and to any other god that the magi advise (7.5.57). They also
advise on his victory procession through Babylon (8.3.11) and on the sacrifices to Zeus,
the Sun, the Earth and the gods of the Syrians which follow it (8.3.24).
3. Cambyses now covers the first 'lesson' he wishes to instil into his son, namely the
importance of having the correct relationship with the gods. Xenophon depicts the
Persian king and his son as being pious and confident ofwhere they stand with the gods,
without being arrogant or complacent. The same idea is expressed in other works by
Xenophon (e.g. Eq. Mag. 9.9 &Mem. 1.4.18 - see Gera 1993, 56 f.).
Me'uvrinai ... aKouaag note oou: Throughout the dialogue Xenophon uses the device of
father and son continually recalling former educational conversations to convey the
impression that Cambyses has often been a source of conventional wisdom to his son
(e.g. 1.6.5, 1.6.8 & 1.6.12).
4. oi)k(6tcot* d|ieXrjoag ai)td»v;: Cambyses' rhetorical question confirms that Cyrus has
never neglected his devotion to the gods, presumably including his stay in Media, though
he is never depicted in prayer or observing sacrifices. Gera cites this passage as an
example ofCyrus' quidpro quo relationship to life and in particular to the gods and to
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his friends (Gera 1993, 181 n.). This relationship is a central value of the Persian
paideia, instilled into boys at an early age (1.2.7).
cb<; rcpog (jnA,ou<; got... toix;0eoi)<;outu SidKEigai: Cyrus is sufficiently emboldened to liken
the gods to his friends (see 1.5.11 for significance of friends to Cyrus and the motif of
distinguishing between friend and enemy). In Xenophon's Symposium (Symp. 3.14,
4.46-49) Hermogenes regards the gods as his friends.
5. Cambyses leads this opening lesson in morality to its conclusion with a series of
analogies, the lesson being that it is important to fulfil one's own potential if one wishes
to ask favours of the gods. Xenophon has already demonstrated how Cyrus throughout
his childhood and youth has enthusiastically embraced the ethos of self-help and is now
ready to receive the divine blessings for which he has assiduously prayed. Where
Cambyses and he differ in their interpretation of this ethos is the extent of this self-help
and the goals to which it should be directed.
eSoKei ligtv: Xenophon makes Cambyses stress areas on which father and son agree.
Cambyses is shown as regarding his instruction ofCyrus as being a mutually beneficial
experience.
6. Cyrus is careful to agree wholeheartedly on principle with the gist ofwhat his father
has said, namely that it was necessary to use their own knowledge and skills before
asking the gods for help in their endeavours. He reinforces the point with a series of
analogous examples taken from crafts and professions in a manner reminiscent of
Socrates in theMemorabilia (Gera 1993, 57). His words echo the message of his first
speech to the peers (1.5.7-10), which show the folly of not reaping the fruits of one's
labours in various spheres of life.
iitjxeueiv nh |m86vTac Cyrus' first example is significant in the light of his own efforts
to acquire equestrian skills in Media and the Persians' general lack of such skills. His
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mention of horsemanship gives an indication of one of his priorities for the Persian army:
to develop its own cavalry in order to become more effective in pursuit of the enemy and
to be less dependent on Median cavalry forces.
... vaix; Kvpepvdmag: The use of a naval metaphor is typical in a Socratic dialogue (e.g.
Mem. 3. 5.5-6) but in the context of the Cyropaedia, where the action takes place
entirely on land and the Persians are depicted as a land-based agrarian society, it is
inappropriate for Xenophon to depict a Persian king and prince talking of ships and
helmsmen (Tuplin 1990, 17); it reappears, however, later in the dialogue (1.6.21). The
verb Kx>pepvao0ai appears in chapter 1 in a different context (see 1.1.5).
pfl oKeipovTac ... otxov ... : The metaphor of sowing corn is also employed by Cyrus in
his first speech (1.5.10).
7. kocXo; KayaOog: See 1.3.1, the use of this term here provides further confirmation of
the essentially Greek nature of the dialogue
xa E7uxfj8eia: The 'necessaries of life'. Cambyses equates the aims of household
oikonomia with those of the ruler to provide for his subjects. Xenophon clearly
recognises the links between the two (1.1.1) and shows that Cambyses has made his son
aware of them. Hence Plato's criticism of the work in the Laws is even less valid (see
Appendix C). Cyrus himselfpromises his soldiers that they will receive the necessaries
of life before going on to offer them new arms (2.1.15). The difference between
Cambyses and Cyrus is that the former is content for a ruler to provide the necessities
for his subjects. This is a guiding principle which he and his forefathers have followed,
and which has led to the Persians remaining a stable but minor power in the Near East.
The latter is clearly thinking ofproviding something greater for the Persians, namely an
empire based on the subjugation of the other peoples in the Near East, whose leaders are
not worthy of ruling their subjects, as his subsequent reply shows (1.6.8). Rather than
be at the mercy of Assyrians and be deemed to be an inferior power than the Medes
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(1.5.2-3), Cyrus wishes to be in the position of ruler rather than be ruled. The benefits
of a ruler's position compared with that of a servant are discussed in a conversation
between Aristippus and Socrates in the Memorabilia (Mem. 2.1.10 fT.). The two men
discuss the attributes that determine fitness to rule, and whether it is better to be one of
the rulers or rather be one of those ruled. Socrates endeavours to persuade his
companion that the toils involved in being a ruler are far more preferable to being a slave
or avoiding responsibility.
ETuoTaoSai ... 7ipooTaTeuEiv: See Synopsis to chapter 1 and 1.1.3 on the episteme of
ruling. Cambyses is clearly speaking only of ruling over other Persians, Cyrus, however,
interprets his words differently, to mean ruling over other peoples, whose rulers do not
deserve their positions of authority.
0aupaoTov: For the use of ©aupaoToi; and 0ocupa see 1.1.1.
8. i>7X£ppEY£0£(; ... Epyov to koddx; dp%£iv: Cyrus' words recall the conclusion initially
reached in chapter 1 (1.1.3) that it was the easier to rule over all other creatures than to
rule over men. Xenophon then revised this opinion by introducing Cyrus to his readers,
and now he makes his protagonist state the problems of ruling well and implicitly
introduce himself as the person who has solved such problems.
...to apx£iv oKorcwv AoyiCwpcu: Xenophon depicts Cyrus in the same role as himself in
1.1.1 ff, as a keen thinker and observer of the mechanics ofgovernment whose horizons
are not as limited as those of his father.
aAAoug av0pw7ioi>g i.5«v: As his words subsequently suggest, Cyrus is thinking not just
of the Assyrian king and the peoples who will be the Persians' "avTayamoTcu", but of
Cyaxares and the Median court, which he has personally observed.
Ttdvu poi Sokei aioypov ... utcontf^ai: The vehemence of Cyrus' contempt for his enemies
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is consistent with his derogatory remarks about the Assyrians in chapter 5 (1.5.11).
Cyrus might be viewed as over-confident in his attitude to the enemy, but he implies that
the Persian cause will have divine approval because it is just. The use of aioypoc; gives
his argument a moral force, by his stating that it is morally indefensible not to challenge
and attack such wicked rulers. His righteousness and self confidence are justfied later
in the narrative, when Xenophon reveals some of the crimes committed by the Assyrian
prince through his account of the various misfortunes of Gobryas, Gadatas and Panthea.
ouq, e<}>r), eyw aioOavopai ... ij^erepcov (juA-wv: As the awkward syntax suggests, Cyrus
suddenly, and in a deceptively casual manner, introduces a controversial topic of
conversation (see Synopsis). The Medes are not actually named, however they are
obviously the kinsmen, <jnA.oi, to whom is Cyrus is referring. His description of subjects
allowing their ruler to over-indulge in food, drink and sleep, and to be distinguished from
everyone else merely by the scale ofthe luxuries and money their ruler possesses, recalls
Xenophon's description of the Median court in 1.3-1.4 and Cyrus' own childhood
assessment ofhis grandfather's type of kingship (see 1.3.18). The good monarch should
be better than his subjects in all areas as Cyrus and Cambyses recognise (1.6.22 ff.), but
at this point in the conversation Cyrus is referring to the despotic kingship ofAstyages
who rules primarily through fear rather than approbation of his moral conduct.
Astyages' son Cyaxares later admits that his position as king of Medes was based
entirely on his subjects' perception of him; he was king not so much through his being
more powerful than them, but through his royal family, his genea, being expected and
being thought to be better than them,
Ou yap toi ey<b MtjSwv ijp%ov 5ia to KpeiTTOdv auxuv navxcov elvai, aXXa
paAAov 8ia to aoTouq toutoix; a^ioOv f|juctg aiixwv navxa peA.Tiova<; elvai.. Cyr.
5.5.34
The need for training a ruler to exercise selfcontrol with regard to food, drink and sleep
is also discussed in the Memorabilia (Mem. 2.1.1-3 - cf. Arist. Pol. 1312A, which
accepts the historical account ofCyrus overthrowing Astyages, on how Cyrus despised
Astyages for his inability to use his power and his life of self-indulgence).
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eyw 5e oi(iai ... aXXa tw 7ipovoeiv xe kai (jnAorcoveiv rtpoSupoupevov: Xenophon reiterates
again through Cyrus the virtues of self-restraint and physical toughness, attributes which
characterise successful leaders in his works (see Gera 1993, 60).
9. aira xa Kpaypaxa: Cambyses quickly returns the conversation to practical matters by
focusing on the immediate needs of Cyrus' army, in receiving pay and therefore the
means to acquire provisions.
td 8THTfj6ei.a: See. 1.6.7. The links between oikonomia and good leadership - in this
instance, good generalship - are once again emphasised.
KaxodeAxjoexcu ... ij apxfi: Cf. 1.1.1 for use of kccxccA-ueiv in a similar context.
tuoxeuoov epxfl xoiq Tiapa Kva^apou xprjpaoiv: For the purposes of the dialogue Xenophon
must demonstrate the importance of a general finding reliable source of income and food
for his troops. Cyrus' apparently naive trust in Cyaxares to supply all the money he
needs for his troops is exposed by his father, who goes on to advise on how to secure
supplies for troops. Cyrus confirms that his men already know the terms on which they
are being paid by the Median king (1.6.11). He himself has limited funding as he later
tells Cyaxares (2.4.9), but he is able to use his initial dependence on the Median king to
his advantage by employing it as a convenient pretext to gain approval for his plans for
the campaigns of the joint forces. Cyrus recognises that Cyaxares already has
considerable financial burdens and therefore proposes the expedition to Armenia
(2.4.9-11), and for the same reason also proposes an offensive against the Assyrians,
even though Cyaxares protests that he is not inconvenienced by supporting the Persian
army (3.3.13-20). Cyrus is also seeking to assert his financial independence from the
Medes as soon as possible. After he has secured funds from the Armenian king he
begins to investigate the possibility ofobtaining money from the Indian king as well (see
3.2.28 ff).
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£kuv i|/ei5oeTai: Cambyses is able, for the sake of the discussion, to speculate about the
possibility of Cyaxares deliberately deceiving Cyrus, in order to illustrate one of the
dangerous situations which his son must avoid. His willingness to entertain such an idea
not only reflects unfavourably on the character of Cyaxares but is also indicative of a
certain hidden level ofmistrust on the part of the austere Persian towards the Medes.
10. Ttopog: Cambyses advises on the 'means' by which Cyrus may get what he needs for
his army. His point is that in order to have some kind ofporos a leader must be
prepared to use his military might, dynamis, to intimidate some of the smaller
neighbouring peoples, such as the Armenians, into releasing supplies and funds. Cyrus
takes great care to procure regular and abundant supplies for his men (see Gera 1993,
61 n.). Moreover, he also takes care not to use force unnecessarily against the
non-combatants in hostile countries in order to encourage them to set up markets for his
army (see 2.4.32 and An. 4.8.7-8).
neCfiv ••• Suvapiv ... ouk av 6e£aio: On the composition of the Persian army see Synopsis
to chapter 5. Cyrus operates according to the principle 'small is beautiful' in his
large-scale battles (see 1.1.4 where Xenophon notes that Cyrus started out with a small
army). Against both the Assyrians and the army of Croesus he is substantially
outnumbered, but through a combination of tactics, superior training and discipline and
choice ofweaponry his army is consistently victorious.
itcmkov ... Kpa-riotov, to Mt]5g)v, ooppa^ov: On the status of the Medes see 1.5.2.
KEioTiKcoTE'poug ... Aoyoix; SuvpoEv: Cf. Cyrus' similar attitude before the first battle
(3.3.50-55). Arguments only have real persuasive force if the speaker is reinforcing an
existing situation or reaffirming values held by the audience, but above all if the speaker
has the authority to enforce what he promises (as the speaker in the debate over the
re-arming of the Persians recognises (2.1.13)).
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11. Cyrus dutifully acknowledges the wisdom of his father's words and shows an
understanding of the minds of his soldiers.
Tigfjv: One ofCyrus' priorities after reorganising his army is to organise a system of
reward for battle spoils for his soldiers (2.3.2 ff.). He later tells Cyaxares that he
virtually exhausted his own funds in rewarding his soldiers for their good work in
training (2.4.9-10).
<|>iA,oi)<;eu TunoOvxa ... : The text is uncertain at this point (see Bizos 1971,1, 41 n.) but
the theme ofdoing good to one's friends and harm to one's enemies is clear (see 1.4.25);
it is necessary and right for the general to despise his opponents in order to fulfil his
obligations towards his friends.
aypouq ... apyoCoav av«(j)eAr|Tov: Cf. 1.5.10. Agricultural metaphors are used elsewhere
in the dialogue to emphasise the principles ofgood generalship and, by implication, good
government (see 1.6.6, 1.6.18 & 1.6.22). In the Oeconomicus farming is described as
the mother and nurse of all other professions (Oec. 5.17), and, like a geargos agathos,
Cyrus is later struck by the large tracts ofuncultivated land in Armenia and notes that
the Armenians have been forced to leave the land undeveloped because of the war with
the Chaldaeans. He realises that they have been unable to exploit a potential source of
great wealth, hence his scheme to enable both the Armenians and Chaldaeans to work
each other's land for an agreed sum ofmoney, each people renting out their land to the
other for pasture or crop-growing according to their respective needs (3.2.2 & 3.2.18
ff. - cf. Oec. 4.8-10 & 20.22-23). Similarly, in his campaign against the Assyrians, he
proposes to the Assyrian king that the farmers and agricultural labourers in the vicinity
of Babylon should be left unmolested by both armies, and allowed to work the land
rather than become involved in the war (5.4.24 ff.).
12. apyupiov ... to) cJxxokovti axpaxriyeiv pe neTtaiSeuKevai: The essentially Greek nature
of this situation, described by Cyrus, in which he had once approached his father for
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money for a teacher ofgeneralship, is obvious (Gera 1993, 62). Xenophon has rather
clumsily dropped any attempt to maintain any Persian authenticity for this part of the
dialogue in order to emphasise his message that generalship, strategia, is closely
connected to oikonomia. The content of 1.6.12 ff. and the parallels between this part
of the dialogue and passage in theMemorabilia (Mem. 3.1.1 ff.) are fully discussed by
Gera (ibid, 61-64). Although there are no definite answers to the questions concerning
the chronological and ideological relationship of the two works, the similarities in
content ofthe two passages are obvious. Both point to scepticism on Xenophon's part
towards teachers of military science in fourth century Greece. As someone with
extensive experience of campaigning, Xenophon was well acquainted with the pressing
need of ensuring that an army was well paid, fed and housed, and for a teacher of
strategia to concentrate wholly on tactics and the theoretical side ofwarfare would have
been absurd in his opinion (cf. Oec. 4.4 ff., 5.14 & 20.6).
uyievat;... pwmiC Xenophon signposts the aspects of generalship, health and physical
strength, that will subsequently be discussed by Cambyses and Cyrus (1.6.15 ff.).
13.7tpo0ijgia ... toC 7Tei0eo0ai rf)v oxpatidv: Two further topics for discussion - inspiring
an army and securing their obedience - are raised, as Cyrus remembers how his father
had exposed the inadequacy of the lessons in generalship he had received.
otveveuov: Xenophon vividly evokes the scene recalled by Cyrus and describes how, in
the face of the stern and repeated questioning by his father, the Persian prince had been
reduced to a state ofaporia. When Cyrus could no longer find words to answer in the
negative to Cambyses' searching questions, he was reduced to throwing his head back
in answer, as a tacit admission that he had learnt very little from his teacher. This
gesture is also typically Greek and adds to the overall Greek character of the dialogue.
14. tcc taktiicd: The subject of Cyrus' lessons is eventually revealed, only to be belittled
by Cambyses as being a small part of generalship; tactics are of minor importance
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compared to learning logistics to control an army in the field. According to Cambyses,
tactics are seen as less effective than stratagems, urixavfjgaxa, for deceiving, surprising
and trapping an enemy, which are conceived not according to the procedures ofmilitary
theory but according to the demands of each individual situation and are based on
cunning and guile. Cambyses and Cyrus discuss the efficacy of stratagems at the end of
the dialogue (1.6.38 ff), but tactics are not neglected in the subsequent narrative of the
Cyropaedia. Cambyses himself observes that the primary purpose of the stratagems,
pleonexia, is to attack the enemy when they are in disorder, ataktoi (1.6.35). Earlier in
the narrative, during Xenophon's account of the border skirmish between the Medes and
Assyrians, Astyages is motivated by his fear lest his son and grandson engage the
Assyrians when they are ataktas to send his own cavalry into battle (1.4.22). Although
Xenophon does not specify in chapter 6 of Book 1 what, in his opinion, could be
regarded as being taktika (see Anderson 1970, 94 ff. for a discussion ofmilitary tactics
in Xenophon's works), once Cyrus has rearmed his troops in Media one of his first tasks
is to teach them tactics (2.1.20). Cyrus is then shown using such tactics in carrying out
a series of large-scale military manoeuvres in the campaign against the Assyrians (5.3.36
ff., 5.4.43 ff., 6.3.21 ff., 7.1.5 ff.).
There was clearly a strong interest in military tactics in fourth century Greece.
The existence of the treatises ofAeneas Tacticus suggests that the theoretical study of
warfare was well advanced when the Cyropaedia was conceived (see Gera 1993, 71).
Xenophon's own attitude towards such studies, as far it can be gleaned from the
Cyropaedia, would appear to be one of strong interest in tactics, qualified by a
disapproval ofplacing too much emphasis on their worth. In large-scale battles on open
ground, or in the sieges of cities, tried and tested tactics were clearly beneficial. He
presents the opinions of Cambyses, a man of cautious nature, whose sole experience of
warfare appears to be as an infantryman in smaller scale encounters, as the voice of an
older generation which has a more sceptical view of tactics.
Toig oTpaTriYiKoig ...avSpaoi: The identity ofthe men to whom Cyrus resorts for military
instruction is no less mysterious than that of the teacher mentioned earlier by Cyrus
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(1.6.12). Cambyses' refusal to act as teacher himself or answer Cyrus' questions at this
point is consistent with the lack of verisimilitude displayed in this part of the dialogue.
It is also comparable with Xenophon's portrayal of Socrates as sending pupils elsewhere
to supposed specialists in particular areas of knowledge in order to show that the
specialists do not know their subject (see Gera 1993, 64).
15. nepi... xpo(j>fjg ... : Cyaxares is later mentioned as providing meat for each division
of the army (2.2.2). In his pursuit of the retreating Assyrian army Cyrus realises that the
Persians have set out without any provisions, and so he is forced to improvise and
organises captured camp followers to provide food for his men (4.2.34 ff.). The
'pastoral duties' of the military commander towards his men are also emphasised in
Xenophon's treatise on cavalry (Eq. Mag. 6.2).
uoXek; ... iaxpoug aipoCvxav: Xenophon is referring to the practice of some Greek states,
notably Athens, in maintaining doctors at the public expense. Cyrus is later described
as taking extensive precautions to ensure that he and his favoured subjects receive the
best possible care from a large retinue ofdoctors he assembles at great personal expense
in his palace (8.2.24-25). In theMemorabilia Socrates refers to candidates for the post
of public doctor, "xpg TtoXewg iaxpixov epyov" {Mem. 4.2.5). In his description of the
Spartan army setting off on campaign, Xenophon reveals that doctors form part of the
king's retinue {Lac. 13.7), and in the Anabasis he describes the retreating Greek army
being harassed by the Persian army and suffering so many casualties that eight doctors
were appointed to deal with them {An. 3.4.30). Doctors play a significant, albeit minor,
part in Cyrus' army; they are mentioned in passing as treating wounded Chaldaean
prisoners as part of Cyrus' plan to show clemency to a defeated enemy (3.2.12).
Similarly, when the Cadusian prince makes an unsuccessful foray into enemy territory,
Cyrus shows great concern for the wounded men who return, staying at their side with
the doctors (5.4.18). For the rest of the narrative Cyrus' army is kept healthy and active
(cf. Mem. 3.12.1 ff. on the importance of Athenians maintaining their physical fitness in
case they are called upon to fight for their polis). Even when preparing to advance
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against Croesus, Cyrus orders that the army must include amongst its baggage 'those
items required by sick people' (6.2.32); casualties are only mentioned as having been
incurred on the enemy side after their battles (Anderson 1970, 70). Some of Cyrus'
successors employed Greek physicians, such as Democedes ofCroton (Hdt. 3.30 ff.) and
Ctesias (An. 1.8.26 - Cook 1983, 141).
16. ipau'ov payevTov ... axea-rca: See 5.1.11 for a similar clothing metaphor.
uyieivou ... oTpaicmeSoi): Cyrus is depicted later in the narrative as setting up camp in a
healthy location (6.1.23-24 - cf. Thuc. 7.47 for a notable historical example of a camp
being set up in an unhealthy location).
nepi... tuv vooripwv ywpfuv: See Gera 1993, 65 on this passage being indicative of the
interest in medicine in fourth century Greece.
pap-uupec;... ypcopata: The Hippocratic treatise Airs Waters Places begins by advising
the student ofmedicine arriving at an unfamiliarpolis to study the location and lifestyle
of its inhabitants (Aer. 1 - see Gera 1993, 65 n.). Xenophon displays a similar interest
in medical observation in the Anabasis, when he describes the physical appearance, diet
and customs of the barbarous Mossynoecians (An. 5.4.32-34).
17. imepep7uprcA.ao0ai: Cyrus cannot resist reminding his father of his own virtues
regarding eating and is advised to set himselfup as an example of enkrateia for the rest
of his army to follow, continence in eating habits being an essential part of the Persian
paideia (e.g. 1.2.6 & 1.2.11). He ensures that his men do not sit down to food unless
they have broken sweat through physical exercise (2.1.29). The beneficial effects of
exercise and abstinence on health is a recurring theme in Xenophon's works (see Gera
1993, 65 n.), in particular Oec. 4.24 (see Pomeroy 1994, 253 f.). When the opportunity
arises for the Persians to over-indulge in food and drink after having captured enemy
booty, Cyrus calls his taxiarchs together and exhorts them not to fall into that trap but
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to leave such luxuries to the Medes and other allies (4.2.38-41). His words highlight the
utilitarian nature of the alliance between the Persians and Medes whilst Cyaxares
maintains control of it - Cyrus needs Median money to pay and feed his troops and
Median cavalry on the battlefield, but he will not allow any further fraternization
between Mede and Persian until he gains control of the majority of the Median army.
This arrangement between the two peoples is paralleled in Plato's Republic, when
Socrates discusses how the ideal state would make an alliance with wealthy state in
order to have the resources to fight an enemy, offering the wealthy partner all the
resulting spoils ofwar (R. 422A ff).
oyoArj... ooogaoKeiv: Cyrus drills his soldiers in physical exercises as soon as they receive
their new weapons (2.1.20-21).
Aei... toig TioXegioig kcck& nopouvouoav rj eauTp ayadd: The theme of doing evil to one's
enemies and good to one's friends is again stressed (see 1.4.25).
oTpaxi&v apyov: Cyrus' plan to reward men according to merit is based on avoiding the
situation ofthe army beset with apathy which Cambyses outlines here, and which he in
turn describes to the peers (2.2.23-25).
18. yecopYoO apyou ... oTpatriyoO apyoO: See 1.6.11 on farming metaphors.
pifj rig 0£og pXaTixp: Cambyses remains cautious and such an aside is a neat touch of
characterisation by Xenophon (cf. Eq. 11.13, "rjv prj ti 8aipoviov KuXup").
to ... pEA,eT&a0ou ... tmv 7toA.£|iiKwv Epyuv, aywvag ... : Cyrus plans to adopt another
feature of the Persian paideia, contests in military skills with prizes offered as rewards,
for the benefit of his troops (1.2.12 - see Gera 1993, 65 & Due 1989, 175-179). His
plans to foster a competitive spirit within his army are subsequently put into practice
after his arrival in Media (2.1.24). When Cyrus offers the commoners a chance to share
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in the rewards gained by the army, Pheraulas goes as far as to interpret this gesture as
an opportunity to engage with the peers in an agon, noting that the peers are now
trapped in an open contest with them, "ev sripoukfj ayom'a" (2.3.15). Contests also form
part ofCyrus' court life in Babylon, as a means of ensuring that his subjects strive for
arete and of keeping his nobles divided and competing against one another instead of
him, thus avoiding concerted oposition to his rule (8.2.26 & 8.2.28 - the same principle
is elucidated in Aristotle's Politics, when he discusses the means by which a tyrant may
preserve his power, which include keeping his subjects busy with work or warfare and
causing internecine strife and rivalries amongst both his rich and poor subjects {Pol.
1313B)). In the Hipparchicus he also mentions mock battles as being part of Greek
military training (Eq. Mag. 1.20, see also Pritchett 1979, 201).
a0A.a ... ev aoKEio0ai: Cyrus has already spoken to the peers on the importance of
practising in the arts ofwarfare as a means of securing happiness and honour, and by
implication, wealth and power for the individual and his people (1.5.9-10). In the light
of his words on that occasion, when he spoke of the folly of practising hard and not
deriving benefit from it, his comments here are a reminder that he does not intend the
Persians to return from Media without some tangible benefits from their labours.
KriAAiaxa A.E'yeic w rcai: For the first and only time in the dialogue Cambyses gives
some praise and encouragement to his son. Xenophon portrays him otherwise as a stern
and unyielding taskmaster for Cyrus.
dkmepxopoxx;xccc;Tri^eu;... : Xenophon provides another Greek element to the dialogue
when Cambyses speaks of dancers (on the influence of choral dance and drama on the
Cyropaedia see Introduction D (iv)). Dancing is also portrayed as being part of life at
the Persian court, and Cyrus is involved in dances when he returns to Persia for the last
time (8.7.1 - see also An. 6.1.10 & Cook 1983, 140 f. on the Persikon dance); however,
the emphasis on a number of people performing with the precision of movement is
particularly reminiscent of Greek dancing. After the first military encounter with the
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Assyrians, Cyrus halts the advance of the Persian army and orders the peers to retreat
out of range of enemy missiles. They proceed to carry out this manoeuvre before
stopping in their accustomed formation with a precision and certainty of movement
which Xenophon describes as being superior to that of a chorus (3.3.70). The link
between the organisation of a chorus and that of an army in the field also appears in the
Oeconomicus (Oec. 8.3 ff.).
19. npoBugiav ... ayaOae eA.7u'6a<; epnoieiv: Cyrus is given a naive statement for
Cambyses to correct using an analogy drawn from hunting. Cambyses' warnings of the
dangers of inspiring men with false hopes are typical of the emphasis on prudence he
maintains throughout the dialogue. Cyrus does take the opportunity to exhort and
encourage his men on numerous occasions throughout the narrative (Gera 1993, 109
ff.). He does so not in defiance of his father's words (ibid., 65); but he interprets his
father's words to suit his own needs, by only speaking with precision on matters that he
is sure of, and remaining deliberately vague on those matters ofwhich he is not. He takes
care not to promise his men any specific benefits in his addresses and exhortations, just
an equal share in what may fall to the Persians should they be victorious (e.g. 2.1.15-18).
He gives more concrete assurances to the captured Egyptians, by offering them lands,
cities, wives and servants in return for their allegiance (7.1.43), but at this advanced
stage in his career he is able to make such generous promises. The importance of
inspiring prothymia in Cyrus' army is later highlighted by the archetypal Persian
'commoner', Pheraulas, who observes that the method of close formation fighting
proposed by Cyrus will suit the ranks of ordinary soldiers because it demands more
courage than skill, "npoeupiag paAAov i\ TC'xvric" (2.3.11). Cyrus' avoidance ofmaking
wild promises ofmaterial benefits for his men, which he may not be able to honour, is
in contrast to the behaviour ofCyrus the Younger in the Anabasis, who promises lavish
rewards to the Greeks in his army before the battle ofCunaxa (An. 1.7.2-8 - see Georges
1994, 223).
aA,A,oi 6' £vune XeyovTEg: Cambyses reminds his son that one of the crucial techniques
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of leadership is the delegation of any potentially awkward and unpopular tasks to others.
His two most devoted followers, Chrysantas and the Mede Artabazus, prove to be
willing accomplices, spreading his radical ideas by proposing them themselves,
seconding any ofhis proposals, and carrying out errands on behalf of him (on Chrysantas
see 2.2.17 fif., 4.3.15, 8.4.11; on Artabazus see 4.1.22 ff., 6.1.34 ff. - see Tatum 1989,
173 ff. On the reading of "eviote" in the text see Bizos 1971,1, 46 n.). When Cyrus
eventually establishes himself in Babylon, he is determined not to be seen to be alienating
the Persians who have accompanied him from the beginning. He seeks to persuade them
rather than order them to comply with his wishes, lest he seem to be overtly
authoritarian, "oncog Se pf] ETu-rarrsiv autoig SoKoir)" (7.5.71). A similar idea is expressed
in the Hiero, when Simonides advises the tyrant to delegate the punishment of unruly
subjects to others whilst reserving to himself the right to award prizes (Hier. 9.3).
xoug pEyioxoug KivSuvoug ... §iao«££iv: Xenophon creates just such a major crisis in the
ranks of Cyrus' army when it is portrayed as being alarmed at the news of the
composition and vast size ofCroesus' army (6.2.12). Cyrus is called on to display faith
in his own judgement and his exhortatory powers in order to restore the prothymia of
the army by urging the officers and influential men in his army not to be afraid of the
enemy.
20. to ... 7t£i0o|i£'voi)g nap£'xso0cu xoug axpaxicoxag: Xenophon now approaches the heart
of the episteme of ruling, by discussing what is needed to secure obedience ofmen, a
difficult task, as he has previously observed (1.1.2). Xenophon observes in the
Hipparchicus that once the commander has armed and trained the cavalry, he must
ensure that the men are obedient, or else, all the preceding work is wasted (Eq. Mag.
1.7).
ek TtaiSfou etccuSeusi;: Cyrus gives a resume of his education and more insight into
Cambyses' role in it. After initial instruction by his father he is entrusted to the care of
teachers who also teach obedience (1.2.8), and the importance of learning to rule and
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to be ruled, "apxsiv te iced apxeo0ai", the former being unattainable without learning the
latter (the same phrase occurs in Xenophon's account of the Persian paideia in the
Anabasis {An. 1.9.4); it expresses the general belief in the Greek political thought of the
fourth century that a good citizen should know how to rule and to be ruled, exemplified
in Aristotle's definition of the good citizen in the Politics, "Sei... tov noAiTriv tov ayaOov
ejuoxaoOca xai 8uvaa0ai kcci dp%£o0ai kcu ap%£iv" (Pol. 1277B)). Cyrus prudently avoids
mentioning his time in Media where he was not subject to the same discipline and
compulsion to obey his elders.
tov 7t£i0dp£vov etccuveiv te kcci Tipctv ... : One of the advantages of the Persian paideia is
that it has instilled a love of praise which enables men to endure hardship and to obey
their superiors, which makes them well suited to warfare, as Cyrus himself has told the
peers (1.5.12). The next step for Cyrus is to make the rest of his army also be lovers of
praise, and his proposals for rewards according to merit are devised to engender this
kind of spirit throughout the ranks of the army (cf. the role of general as teacher of his
men in the Hipparchicus; one of the tasks of Xenophon's cavalry commander is to
impress on his men through speech, "Xoyw 8i8aoK£iv", the benefits of obedience and of
being disciplined (Eq. Mag. 1.24)).
21. to ekovtccq TC£i'0£o0ca: Cambyses comes to the crux ofthe matter, by pointing out that
willing obedience is better than obedience through compulsion. This is a theme which
is present in many of Xenophon's works (see Gray 1989, 8); in the Oeconomicus
Xenophon claims that the power to win willing obedience is so special that it clearly
must be a gift from the gods (Gee. 21.11-12). The methods employed on Cyrus and the
peers by their teachers during their paideia in order to secure their obedience may not
work on the commoners, who have not undergone the same education. It is therefore
important to lead not just by word but also by deed, by example as well as precept (as
Sambaulas' commoner companion does for his company of ten men 2.2.30), and in order
to lead by example a ruler must be genuinely qualified to do so and cannot merely
pretend to be competent.
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rVoiriq ... ev xoigKapvouoiv ... oi)S' anoA.Eineo0ai 0eAouoiv: The idea of placing trust in
those best qualified in their profession to remedy or to improve a situation is also
discussed in theMemorabilia, with the same examples of the doctor, ship's pilot and
farmer being cited (Mem. 3.3.9 & 3.9.11), and also in the Hipparchicus (Eq. Mag. 6.1
- see Gera 1993, 66 n.).
22. Cambyses is beginning to sketch the outline of the ideal of the omnipotent and
omniscient ruler that Cyrus is to become.
4>povipgst£pov Sokeiv svvcu xwv apxopevcov: Cf. Socrates' advice to Critobulus in the
Memorabilia (Mem. 2.6.39).
Toioa>Tr|v 5o£av: Cyrus is referring to good reputation, £i)8o£ia, which he also refers to
on his deathbed (8.7.8-9) as being immortal and belonging to him by virtue of his deeds.
Socrates expresses the same sentiments as Cambyses here in the Memorabilia when
commenting that the best path to achieving eudoxia is to make oneself as good as one
wishes to be thought (Mem. 1.7.1 ff.).
aXaCwv <j>ai'voio: Cambyses' discussion of the nature of imposture, aAaCovsia,
corresponds closely to Socrates' discussion of the same subject in the Memorabilia
(Mem. 1.7.2-5). Cyrus later explains to his men during a symposium exactly what, in his
opinion, an alazon is (2.1.12).
23. oxjte pa0r)ta oCte 7tpoopaxa &v0pg)7uvr) upovoia, 5ia pavtikfjg: See 1.6.1. Cambyses
reiterates this lesson at the conclusion of his speech (1.6.46).
24. to (JnteioOai imotwv apxope'vwv: Cyrus introduces one of the most important aspects
of leadership. He himself is able to practise gaining the love of his soldiers before
applying the same principles on a larger scale with the subjects of his empire. One of his
virtues was to be able to speak by name to anyone to whom he wished to give a
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command (5.6.46-51). The love of his men for him is later illustrated by their efforts to
rescue him when his horse is killed during the battle with Croesus' forces (7.1.37 ff. -
see Howie 1996, 209 f.).
eO Ttoieiv: Cyrus' extensive efforts to act as a benefactor to his people, and their
effectiveness, are discussed by Xenophon once Cyrus has established his empire in
Babylon (8.2.1-4 & 8.2.7-9). Agesilaus is described as considering it the duty of a king
to do good for his subjects (Ages. 7.1-2).
25. ev Oepei... tov dp%ovxa 8ei toO ijAiou TiXeoveKTouvta: As well as being a benefactor, the
general must also be a lover of hard work, philoponia, and show great physical
endurance. Xenophon depicts himself as subscribing wholeheartedly to this principle in
the Anabasis (see Gera 1993, 66 f.), and also in the Memorabilia, where Socrates'
physical toughness is held as model to be followed (Mem. 1.2.1) and endurance of
extremes of temperature is regarded as a prerequisite for those aspiring to be rulers
(Mem. 2.1.6-7). Agesilaus is also praised as being able endure the heat of summer and
cold ofwinter (Ages. 5.2-3).
Although the general or ruler must have physical strength and powers of
endurance, these must be allied to intelligence and practical wisdom, (j)povr|oi<;, for him
to be successful. During the reorganisation of Cyrus' army Cyrus flatters the
commoners by observing that they are in no way physically inferior to their officers and
are entitled to the same rewards as their superiors (2.1.15). Pheraulas also observes that
the peers pride themselves on their powers ofphysical endurance developed during their
paideia, but the commoners have been trained by a far better teacher, necessity (2.3.13).
Cyrus may offer the commoners the same material rewards, and encourage the officers
to eat with their men to bolster the spirit of egalitarianism he has promoted (2.2.2), but
he stops short of promising them promotion, and carefully avoids any suggestion that
the commoners have the same intelligence as their commanders. The implication is that
the difference in mental capacity determines the difference in status within the army.
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£7xik0d(j)i^£i ... li xi|af| ... kai to autov eiSe'vcxi oti oo Xav0dv£i on av Koifi: Cambyses'
assertion that the general or ruler's exalted position mitigates the burdens placed on him
is not very convincing. Cyrus later confesses to his sons that the burdens of high office
leave little leisure for happiness so that his younger son, Tanaoxares, should feel relieved
that he has escaped the stress of kingship (8.7.11-12). The intense public scrutiny that
accompanies the man ofgreat repute is also commented on in the Agesilaus (Ages. 5.6),
and once Cyrus has established himself in Babylon he deliberately withdraws himself
from the attentions of the public (7.5.37 ff.). Although he says that he is prepared to
give up his former leisure and time with his friends as one of the consequences of his
great success, this comment is designed to provoke first Chrysantas, then Artabazus,
into proposing that access to him should be controlled and that he should have his own
private residence (7.5.42 ff.). In theMemorabilia Xenophon explores the same subject
and differentiates between voluntary and involuntary suffering, observing that those who
suffer for their basilike techne are rewarded by the fulfilment of their ambitions for their
homeland and by the praise and admiration of everyone (Mem. 2.1.18-20). Similarly,
Simonides, in a manner befitting an encomiastic poet, tells Hiero that love of honour and
praise distinguishes great men from the mass of humanity and animals, and honour and
praise act as a kind of compensation for the exacting burdens of high office of which the
tyrant has just complained (Hier. 7.3 - cf. the meeting of Glaucus and Sarpedon in the
Iliad, where Sarpedon notes that the honours they receive at home are for their prowess
on the battlefield (II. 12.310 ff.)).
26. Cyrus summarises the conclusions of the discussion ofgeneralship to find out that
there is one more element of this skill to be learnt.
siay(i)vi'(£o0ai ... ripog touq rcolegiouq wg ra^iaia: Cyrus is given a remark which is in
keeping with the youthful impetuousness he displayed during his hunting trips in Media
and his first military engagement against the Assyrian hunting party. By the time he is
in Assyria with the Median and Persian armies he shows great restraint when engaging
the enemy for the first time (3.3.46-47).
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rcAeiov e^eiv: Cambyses begins his discussion of the methods and benefits of using
pleonexia on the enemy with characteristic caution. In the Hipparchicus Xenophon
counsels that the prudent leader should never take risks unless he is sure that he will
have an advantage over the enemy, AAAa pf|v 4>povi'|ioi) ye apxovxoc; kou to prjnoxe
Kivfiuveueiv ekovtoc, 7iXf)v onou av Ttp65r|A.ov p, oti nAeov e£ei xuv 7ioAepia)v" (Eq. Mag.
4.13). The improbability ofCyrus being unaware of the ideas that his father expresses
to him at this point has already been mentioned (see Synopsis). Moreover, in the
application of the techniques ofpleonexia Cyrus differs in the scale and the purpose to
which it can be directed. Whereas Cambyses is envisaging Cyrus using it only on the
battlefield, his son intends to use it towards undermining Cyaxares' control of the joint
armies and to build up his empire (see Synopses chapter 3 & 5).
27. Kpoijjivoov kcc\ 8oA,epov ... kcu aprcaya: Cambyses lists a whole series of normally
negative and anti-social qualities which are necessary for the general to learn, whilst
remaining the most just and law-abiding ofmen, "SiKcaoxaxoq xe Kal vopipwxaxog avfjp".
The emphasis on cunning, trickery, thieving and robbery recalls the description of
Spartan education in Xenophon's Lacedaemonian Politeia, where similar qualities are
encouraged in boys in order for them to become more resourceful and more suited to
warfare (Lac. 2.7-9). In a similar vein, Xenophon addresses the Spartan general
Cheirisophus in the Anabasis, on the subject of stealing an advantageous position on a
mountain side for the Greek army, urging him to use the training in thieving that the
Spartan homoioi learn to help them in their current plight (An. 4.6.14-15). In the
Agesilaus, Xenophon comments that the Spartan king's righteousness in peacetime is
matched by his capacity to deceive the enemy in warfare; the Persian satrap
Tissaphernes, in comparison, is a mere child in the art of deception (Ages. 1.17).
TQ 'HpdKkeig: Cyrus' reaction is laughter and a typically Greek oath (see Synopsis). It
is the only time time that Heracles is invoked in the work, and he is an appropriate
mythical figure to mention in the context of the dialogue, where the emphasis on the
qualities involved in enduring hard work and danger and in carrying out acts of stealth
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are all attributes of the hero in the numerous myths concerning him (cf. Sophocles'
Philoctetes for a dramatic portrayal of a young impressionable man, Neoptolemus, being
shocked by the similar advice he receives from an elder, Odysseus (Ph. 54-120)).
28. IIwc grjv ... xavavxia toi5tg>v esisriokete;: Cyrus feigns surprise at Cambyses' words,
pointing out during his education as a boy and youth he has learnt to do the opposite and
to play his full role as a member of the Persian polis, schooled in justice and trained to
protect the realm.
Tivoq ... egavOtfveTE to^eijeiv; ... : Cambyses answers his son with a series of rhetorical
questions, in the manner of Socrates revealing something new and yet obvious to an
eager pupil.
kat opuypaa ... noddypouekcu apnEdovau;: Cambyses describes the hunting of
large beasts, using the appropriate terminology, referring to foot traps and cords for
snaring beasts. The methods and traps employed for hunting deer and other large beasts
are described in detail at the end of the Cynegeticus (Cyn. 9.1 ff.).
29. 0T|pi(*)v ye- dvOptoTicov 8e ... : Cyrus makes the obvious point of differentiating
between human beings and wild beasts in one's conduct. However, in warfare basic
standards of human behaviour do not apply towards one's enemy. Cyrus himselfwill
employ hunting techniques to flush out human prey, in this case the Armenian king, from
hiding (2.4.25). Xenophon argues elsewhere that a general can learn from observing the
behaviour ofwild beasts in seizing prey to learn the ruthlessness and rapacity necessary
in warfare (Eq. Mag. 4.18-20). The link between hunting of beasts and the hunting of
men is a theme which occurs in Plato's Laws (Lg. 823B).
noXXac TiXriYctc ol8a A.appdvwv: Cyrus gives an insight into the severity of discipline in the
Persianpaideia (cf. 1.3.16).
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30. SiSaoKEiv a^dxepa xauxa eSei ev av0p«7ioi<;: Cyrus now invites his father to instruct
him in the arts ofmilitary pleonexia.
31. Aeyexoci ••• btu xgjv ijpexe'pajv ttpoyovoiv: Cambyses' placing of the following tale,
relating to the teacher who was too successful in teaching boys the arts of deception, in
a vague and indeterminate period in the past, gives the whole tale a feel of studied
unreality (cf. 1.5.8 for Cyrus' allusion to the Persian ancestors). In the Hipparchicus
Xenophon shows that children can be good deceivers when they play 'guess the number'
(disguising how many counters they have in their hands when their playmates have to
guess how many they have), and therefore the general must apply the same principles to
warfare, because there is nothing more profitable in war than deception, "ovxw<; yap ouSev
k£p5aAe«x£pov ev txoAe'pw anaxris" (Eq. Mag. 5.9 flf).
avrip SidaoKocAo5 xwv rccudwv: The anonymous Persian teacher of justice is reminiscent
ofa Greek sophist, who inadvertently corrupts his young charges (see Gera 1993, 68-71
for a discussion of this passage and the concepts involved). Cambyses does not
explicitly criticise the teacher or draw any conclusions about his teachings, except to
note that his pupils were too young and not sufficiently schooled in justice and correct
conduct towards one's friends and as a consequence used the knowledge they acquired
improperly. There is a much fuller and clearer discussion of the concept ofjustice in
warfare, including the art of deceiving enemies in a discussion between Socrates and
Euthydemus in the Memorabilia (Mem. 4.2.12 ff), where Socrates is able to
demonstrate to his young companion that there are certain circumstances where
normally unacceptable behaviour is necessary and desirable, including warfare (Mem.
4.2.16-17). In the Agesilaus Xenophon notes that when war was declared between the
Spartans and Persians, the ordinary code of human behaviour was reversed, and, as a
consequence, deceit, anrixri, was sanctioned by both divine and human law, "koci xo
e^arcaxav ooiov xe koci Sikcciov ekeivod eye'vexo" (Ages. 1.17).
AicSpi^e ... etc 1 ccyccOw: The distinction drawn between correct conduct towards friends
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and enemies is crucial to the success of the Persian paideia which is based on moral
certainties and the inculcation of a strict and inflexible code of values. We may compare
Isocrates' maxim in his oration To Demonicus when he advises the young Cyprian king
to consider it shameful to be outdone by his enemies in causing harm and to be surpassed
by his friends in doing kindness (AdDem. 26). The teacher of the Persian boys in the
Cyropaedia is depicted as introducing potentially dangerous 'grey areas' into the
education of the boys, suggesting that all kinds of behaviour are acceptable towards
friends if they are 'for a good end', without actually specifying what that good end is to
be. Cambyses shows that the traditional Persian attitude is that the end justifies the
means only in warfare and not in the government of the Persian people.
32. YunvtfCeiv ... rcpoq &AA.rjA,ou<;: Xenophon has already mentioned the adversarial
element in the Persian paideia, describing how the boys are taught to level criminal
charges against each other for their elders to decide (1.2.6 & 1.3.16-17).
ev ndA-p (J)aoi tovc, "EAA.r|vac See Gera 1993, 68 n. on widespread evidence for the links
between physical contests and verbal contests in Greek literature. Cambyses' knowledge
of Greek educational practices underlines the unhistorical nature of this scene. Direct
contact between Persia and the Greeks did not occur until Cyrus destroyed the power
ofthe Lydians, and is unlikely in the context of the Cyropaedia, where the insularity of
the Persians is stressed. Xenophon later depicts Cyrus as having knowledge ofGreek
society, when he jokes about one of his officers' choice ofa male companion, saying that
Sambaulas has adopted the Greek fashion ofenjoying the constant company ofbeautiful
young men (2.2.28). In both instances the Greek practices are implicitly depicted in an
unfavourable light, as running counter to Persian values, in the same way as Herodotus
depicts Cyrus rebuking the Spartan herald for being a representative of a people who
have market-places where men slander and deceive one another (Hdt. 1.153). When
Cambyses comments that the Greeks train their boys to deceive one another, one is
tempted to assume that the author is referring to the excesses of contemporary sophistic
teaching, which is roundly criticised in the Cynegeticus (Cyn. 13.1 ff.).
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33. pfjxcc, i] Kai vuv xp«|iE0a sxi: Cambyses stresses the importance and irrevocability of
the decision to ban educational methods which involve the deception of friends.
8i5doKeiv xoug TtouSag wonep xoug oiKE'xag: Cf. Hdt. 1.136 on the simplicity of Persian
education and the emphasis on telling the truth (see also Synopsis to chapter 2).
Xenophon deals with the education of servants in the Oeconomicus (Oec. 12.4 ff).
npaoTEpoi noXixai: 'More law-abiding citizens'. Cambyses' use of 7tpadxEpog confirms
the impression Xenophon gives of the Persian paideia (1.2.2 ff.) in which the Persians
are being primarily trained to be compliant and unquestioning of thepolis (see 1.5.8).
Cyrus' stay in Media has opened his eyes to the possibility of challenging the authority
of the Persian state.
34. xf)v f|AiKiav rfrrtEp at) vuv E%sig: Cyrus is now around the age of 27 (1.5.4). He is thus
on the borderline between completing his time in the class of youths, epheboi, and
joining the ranks ofmature men, teleioi andres (1.2.8-9 & 1.2.12).
TiEpl d(|)po8ioia)v oi) SiaAEyopEOa rcpog xoug ayav vE'oug: In the light ofCyrus' flirtatious
behaviour with the Median nobleman Artabazus (1.4.27 ff. - see Appendix B),
Cambyses' proud claims that the Persians avoid teaching their youth about carnal
matters show the contrast in attitudes between the court ofMedia, where Cyrus spent
time as an impressionable youth, and Persia. However, Cyrus uses his handsomeness
solely as a means of winning favour and inspiring loyalty and affection amongst his
followers. He does not succumb to sexual temptation even when in a position to do so
(cf. Mem. 2.1.4-6 on the importance of self-control with regard to sexual desire and
Mem. 2.1.20 ff. on Prodicus' fable ofHeracles illustrating the dangers of surrendering
to vice). The contrast in attitudes towards sex between Mede and Persian is also
highlighted in the debate between the hot-blooded Araspas and the calm, rational Cyrus
on the nature of love (5.1.8 ff.). Cyrus even allows his closest companions in the army
to tease him about his supposedly frigid nature (8.4.22-23).
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35. <jg toivuv 6i|n.pa0fj °VTa Cyrus' reply barely disguises the irony of the situation;
far from being a 'late learner' he has made a virtue of learning as early as possible.
Mpxavd) ... TETctYgevoig xoig oauxou axaxxoug Aappdvpg xoug TToXepioug ... Cambyses
reveals that the main element ofpleonexia against the enemy is surprise (see Pritchett
1974, 156 ff). Cyrus certainly does employ this element in his plan to capture the
Armenian king by using a hunting trip to disguise his intentions (2.4.17 ff.), and in his
surprise attack on the city of Babylon (7.5.25 ff); in both cases the enemy is caught
unprepared. In the Hellenica Xenophon provides a historical example of how to catch
an enemy unawares, when describing how the Athenian general Conon successfully plans
for two ofhis ships to break through the Spartan naval blockade ofMytilene (HG 1.6.19
ff.). Conon sends the ships out at midday when most of the enemy are asleep after
breakfasting onshore (see Gray 1989, 146 ff. for examples of stratagem stories in the
Hellenica).
36. oiTonoieio0ou xe yap avaykr) ... : Cyrus later recognises the importance of keeping
his army well fed and able to feed themselves whilst on the march, and he orders that his
men should have hand-mills made for them in order for them to make their own bread
from any grain they come across, "xEipopdAag %pf| ailxoOev 7tapaoKeudoaa0ai cdg
oixoTtoipodpE0a" (6.2.31).
37. Oapppoca xi noipoavxsg: Xenophon later provides an illustration of how to deceive
an enemy into attacking precipitately when Cyrus attacks the Chaldaeans. He uses the
Armenians as decoys into encouraging the Chaldaeans from their mountain-top
positions, so that the latter attack the retreating Armenians only to meet the onrushing
Persian infantry (3.2.8-9).
38. auxov 7toiT)xf|v eIvcu xwv ... pr)xavr|pdxuv: Cambyses finally acknowledges the fact
that enemies have stratagems of their own and are not likely to be deceived by a
well-known ruse, so that Cyrus must be a 'inventor' of his own new stratagems, "xd
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Kctiva prixavrjpaxa". Xenophon accords the general the same status as the poet and
musician. The art of generalship is thus in its own way just as creative and worthy of
appreciation as poetry and music.
wonep ... oi pououcoi: Having already mentioned dancers in a chorus Xenophon makes
further reference to the links between music and warfare. Flute players accompanied
Greek soldiers into battle (e.g. HG 4.3.21); their precise role in Near Eastern warfare
is not so clear; however, Herodotus describes the Lydian king, Alyattes, invading the
territory of the Milesians to the accompaniment of pipes and harps (Hdt. 1.17).
39. t&s opvi0ag ev tco ioxupoxaxco xeipwvi: Xenophon provides some insight into bird
catching techniques used in Greece and presumably the Near East. Cambyses returns
to Cyrus' childhood and to the fowling and hunting techniques learnt on small game,
"eiu xoiq piKpoig Bripioig". Fowling was considered by the Greeks to be a lesser sport
than hunting (see Plato Lg. 822D ff. and Anderson 1985, ix f.) and in the Cyropaedia
Xenophon implies that this kind ofhunting was considered to be safe for the young boys
at the Persian court, before they move into the class of epheboi and to larger prey
(1.2.9-10). Cyrus is therefore oveijoyed to have the opportunity to hunt larger beasts
during his stay in Media. Xenophon describes hunting ostriches and bustards in the
Anabasis as a novel experience, and little more than a sideline to hunting traditional prey
{An. 1.5.2-3).
opvi6e<; EKETiatSeuvTo: Cambyses refers to decoy birds, used to attract other birds of the
same species to the trap that has been set for them.
40. Tipog ... tov Xayti: The hunting of hares forms the main part of the Cynegeticus.
Xenophon also mentions the nocturnal habits of the hare and the need for different types
of hounds to continue the pursuit of the prey in th& Memorabilia {Mem. 3.11.7 ff.).
Cyrus describes his plan to catch the Armenian king using a hunting analogy (2.4.25)
which recalls Cambyses description of hunting hares and Xenophon's description of
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trapping a hare with hounds and nets in the Cynegeticus (Cyn. 6.5 ff.).
41. ev to iooiteSo)... grixiv ouvdnTeiv: Cyrus' most notable and decisive military conflicts
take place on the open plain, where cavalry are particularly effective, as he himself
foresees in proposing that the Persians should develop their own cavalry (4.3.4 ff).
Cambyses, as the archetypal infantryman, regards fighting in the open as the least
favourable option for Cyrus, presumably because of the smallness of his army and his
lack of cavalry. He is prepared to concede that if the Persian troops are well trained
physically, their souls are inspired, and they are well trained in the arts of war, then
Cyrus will have every reason to be confident. When Cyrus' troops do fulfil these three
criteria and others too, the Persian prince decides that the time is opportune to invade
Assyrian territory (3.3.9).
42. aXXa xfjg ... vukto<; npooKorai... : Cambyses warns Cyrus that the duties of leadership
must exercise his mind at all times, both day and night. Cyrus himself has already
praised the peers for their ability to use the night as well as the day (1.5.12), and he
himself is aware of the necessity of keeping his army occupied at all times and ofusing
night as well as day. When he pursues the Assyrians at night after the first battle, his
men receive divine blessing for their endeavours in the form of a heavenly light
illuminating their way and enabling them to cover a greater distance than usual (4.2.15).
43. otigx; 5e xph xaxxeiv ... xi av iyfo \zyo\\ii ooi; : Cambyses concludes his advice on
military matters by recounting a lengthy series of prospective military situations to be
faced by Cyrus in the coming weeks and months. Xenophon avoids going into technical
detail at this point as the dialogue is reaching its conclusion and returning to matters
relating to the gods (see Gera 1993, 71 f.). Cambyses himself admits that the situations
he briefly mentions at this point have already been discussed in Cyrus' conversations
with himself and other knowledgeable people - presumably the teachers of tactics and
military expertise, whom he was so ready to dismiss earlier in the dialogue (1.6.12-15).
Xenophon does incorporate elements ofmilitaiy treatises into the Cyropaedia, but these
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passages serve as much to illustrate Cyrus' excellence as a leader and to demonstrate the
author's own knowledge ofmilitary matters, as to enlighten the audience (e.g. 8.5.2-16).
<t>dA.A.aYY°c: The divisions of infantry into phalanxes, their use and ideal composition, is
discussed by Cyrus on the eve of the battle with Croesus (6.3.21-25), and is later
referred to in a discussion ofCyrus' tactical awareness (8.5.15).
oi>8evo<; auxuv pge'A.r)Ka<; ov8' a8af|<; YeY^vrloccl-; Cambyses neatly sums up Cyrus'
proactive role in his own education. Cyrus has sought advice from those who were best
qualified to teach him and has never failed to learn something (cf. Socrates' depiction
of the ideal pupil in theMemorabilia {Mem. 4.2.6-7). What Cambyses does not mention
is that Cyrus has also learnt from his own experiences and knowledge of his own
capabilities to derive the maximum benefit from his paideia (seeMem. 4.2.24 ff. on the
importance of knowledge of oneself).
44. Ma0e 5e ^ou ... xa (ie'Yioxa: Cambyses saves his important lesson until the end, which
is actually a reiteration of his advice at the beginning of the dialogue, to be diligent in
sacrificing and reading omens from the gods.
koctocvowv ... eiKdCovxeg: The dangers of proceeding on courses of action which are
decided by conjecture rather than knowledge are emphasised. The good leader must
have foresight, which can only be attained with the help of the gods, through sacrifices
and omens.
45. Yvoipg ... xwv YiYvoHe'v<">v: See Appendix C on the importance of learning from the
past.
noAAol ... tcoAek; eneioav: Cambyses' words will be fulfilled in the unfolding of the fate
of the Assyrian king and the allies who have been persuaded to take arms against the
Medes and the Persians (1.5.2), including Croesus, who later confesses his folly to Cyrus
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(7.2.22 ff.). They are also a reminder of the theme introduced at the beginning of the
Cyropaedia on the impermanence of human power. In the Memorabilia Socrates
comments thatpoleis are destroyed when they lack knowledge of their own powers and
attack strongerpoleis with disastrous results {Mem. 4.2.29).
tcoAXoi 5e tioAAoix; r|tii;r|oav ... kcckcc enadov: The theme of correct treatment for one's
friends is mentioned again. Xenophon later depicts how the loyal Assyrians Gobryas and
Gadatas are wronged by their king, only for them to avenge themselves on him (7.5.32).
The idea of the loyal retainer who is wronged by his king and is consequently avenged
appears in Herodotus' account ofCyrus' life. Harpagus' betrayal ofAstyages enables
Cyrus to end Median hegemony in the Near East, and the Median king in defeat suffers
the ignominy of being taunted by his once loyal servant (Hdt. 1.129).
erciOuprjoavxeg ... Tcavxwv xupioi eivai: Cambyses' warnings about the dangers ofbeing
discontented with one's lot in life are repeated to Cyrus on the latter's return as a
conquering hero (8.5.24) and serve as a justification of his own conservatism and of the
Persian state in general.
xdv tcoAueukxov ttAovxov ... otTcajAovxo: Cyrus himself acknowledges the temptations of
acquiring material wealth to Croesus, a king who once coveted power and money.
Cyrus chooses to avoid temptation by distributing his wealth amongst his subjects
(8.2.20-22).
46. av0p<»mivr| oocjn'a: Cambyses defines the limits of human wisdom. His message to
Cyrus is clear but bleak, highlighting the precarious nature of mankind's, and in
particular the ruler's, relationship with the gods. The gods are under no compulsion to
help Cyrus and therefore cannot be blamed for any misfortune that occurs, a sentiment
which seems to contradict the do ut des principle ofGreek religion.
8eol ... ael ovxe<; navxa toaoi: Cf. Mem. 1.1.19 & 4.3.12 ff. on the importance of
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recognising the omniscience of the gods.
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Appendix A
The origins of Xenophon's Cyaxares, king of the Medes
Cyaxares is one of the characters in the Cyropaedia for whom is there is no
apparent historical equivalent. Near Eastern sources and Herodotus and Ctesias all
record that when Cyrus and the Persians rebelled against Astyages and overthrew him,
the Median dynasty was finished forever. A fragment of the Greek lyric poet, Ibycus,
does raises a very slight possibility ofthe existence of a Mede Cyaxares at the same time
as Cyrus. Ibycus seems to have been active at the court ofPolycrates of Samos in the
second halfofthe sixth century and therefore would have been alive at the same time as
Cyrus and would have been aware of the rapid growth of Persian power in the Near
East. The fragment in question is preserved in the ninth century A.D. Etymologicum
Genuinum and simply mentions that Ibycus refers to a general of the Medes called
'Cyaras', "oi>5e Kuapaq o Mt)8eio)v oxpcariydi;".1 The writer of the Etymologicum
speculates as to whether 'Cyaras' was actually a shortened form of 'Cyaxares' or
referred to another name (Cyra?). Could Ibycus have been referring to a Mede called
Cyaxares, who was serving as a general in Cyrus' army? Such a man could have been
a member of the Median royal family that had been magnanimously spared by Cyrus
after his conquest ofMedia, and been allowed to accompany Cyrus on his campaigns in
the same way as Croesus was retained by Cyrus in Herodotus' work, but whose
existence had been ignored or overlooked by the sources until Xenophon.
Such questions arising from the Ibycus fragment 320 amount to tantalising but
improbable speculation. 'Cyaras' is more likely to refer to Ibycus' contemporary Cyrus,
in view ofthe fact that the name corresponds closely to Near Eastern forms of 'Cyrus',
which in Elamite was 'Kuras' and in Babylonian 'Kurrasu'.2 This view is endorsed by
1 Ibyc. no. 320 in M. Davies 1991, 298.
2 See Weissbach 1924, 1128 f. on Near Eastern forms ofCyrus' name.
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D.L. Page in Poetae Melici Graecae, and by D.A. Campbell in Greek Lyric III3 If
Ibycus is referring to Cyrus the Great, then fragment 320 is the earliest reference to him
in the corpus of extant Greek literature. The idea that Herodotus could have ignored
or overlooked such an important figure as the Cyaxares hypothesized above is unlikely;
his account does not explicitly state that Astyages did not have a male heir, but nowhere
does he suggest that one existed. He maintains instead the silence of Near Eastern
sources concerning the existence of a son ofAstyages. Herodotus portrays Astyages'
reaction to his visions of the future greatness ofMandane's child (Hdt. 1.107-108) -
which involves degrading the status of his daughter and any child she might bear, then
planning to have her son destroyed - as being motivated by the fear that his own
sovereignty, rather than that of a legitimate heir, will be threatened by the existence of
a grandson. The Magi who interpreted his visions also have the same concern that
Astyages' kingship must be secured (Hdt. 1.120), presumably because he has not yet
been able to produce a male heir, and in the short term the principle of a patrilineal line
of succession for the Median kings must be maintained at all costs, even if that means
the degradation ofMandane and the murder of her child.
It is safer to conclude that the existence of Cyaxares, son of Astyages, in the
Cyropaedia is entirely the invention of Xenophon. The author has probably followed
the Greek and Near Eastern practice of a son being given his grandfather's name, and
used the name of the historical Cyaxares, father of Astyages, for the fictional son of
Astyages. Cyrus himselfnames his eldest son Cambyses after his father. The historical
Cyaxares is described by Herodotus as a great warrior, who consolidated the power of
the Medes and finally crushed what was left of Assyrian power in the Near East (Hdt.
1.103). His namesake in the Cyropaedia has a completely different standing. He fulfils
a convenient and important role in the narrative. Above all he acts as a contrast and foil
to Cyrus and highlights the latter's ability to control people.4 He displays all the traits
that Greeks associated with Oriental despots; he is vain, weak, cowardly, prone to lose
3 Page 1962, 161 & Campbell 1991, 277.
4 See Stoneman 1992, 275; Due 1989, 55-63 & Tatum 1989, 115 on Cyaxares'
role in the Cyropaedia.
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his temper and a lover of self-indulgence and luxury, who pays the price for his
weaknesses when the bulk of his army switches allegiance to Cyrus following the first
battle with the Assyrians (4.2.10 ff.). His presence also supports one of the central
fictions of the Cyropaedia, namely that Cyrus' annexation of Media was entirely
peaceful and had the support of the Medes themselves. It would have been highly
inappropriate for Xenophon to follow previous accounts depicting Cyrus as openly
rebelling against the Medes, particularly as in Xenophon's account he had benefited from
Astyages' hospitality during a lengthy childhood stay at the Median court and had
initially relied on the Medes to re-equip his own army. The incompetence and
unsuitability of the Median king provide a convenient excuse for his subjects simply to
desert him in favour ofCyrus.
Cyaxares himself is finally shown removing any questions surrounding the
legitimacy of Cyrus' control over the Medes, by offering his daughter in marriage to
Cyrus. What is more, the lack of male heirs attributed to the historical Astyages is
transferred to his son Cyaxares, who consequently offers Cyrus all ofMedia as a dowry
(8.5.19). A passage accepted as an interpolation later on in the narrative (8.5.28),
attacks some chroniclers, ""Evioi Se tciv AoycmoTOv", for stating that Cyrus actually
married Mandane's sister when she would have been too old for such a purpose. This
view is stated in Ctesias' Persika, reproduced in Nicolaus ofDamascus (FrGH 90 F66).
According to Ctesias, Cyrus, having conquered the Medes, married Astyages' daughter
Amytis after killing her husband Spitamas (Herodotus notes that Cyrus' heir, Cambyses,
was the son ofCyrus and Cassandane, daughter ofPharnaspes (Hdt. 2.1)).
Xenophon's Cyaxares may not have accomplished the great achievements of the
Cyaxares ofHerodotus, though he does possess a trait of the latter, a common trait of
Greek portrayals of the unbalanced and irrational minds ofOriental rulers, uncontrollable
anger.5 In the Cyropaedia, when Cyaxares discovers the scale of his army's desertion
to Cyrus' camp, he makes no attempt to hide his anger and makes violent threats against
the Cyrus and the Medes, a reaction in keeping with his character, "EppigoCxo te to Kupu
5 See 1.4.15 on the phthonos of oriental despots.
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kou Toig MfjSou; ... woTiep Xzytxa.\ cbpoi; elvai kai ayvoopoov" (4.5.9). Herodotus uses this
standard trait of barbarian kings to explain the origins of a war between the two
predominant Near Eastern powers, Lydia and Media, in the early part of the sixth
century. Herodotus' Cyaxares is affected by the same extreme and uncontrollable anger
as his fictional counterpart, when he appears in a similar hunting context to Book 1 of
the Cyropaedia. In Herodotus' work Cyaxares gives sanctuary to a group of Scythian
nomads, and soon holds them in sufficient regard to send Median boys to them for
instruction in archery and the Scythian language (Hdt. 1.73 ffi). The Scythians are
allowed to go out hunting on a regular basis and always bring back game for the royal
table; however, on one occasion they return empty-handed and face the fury and insults
ofCyaxares, a man who readily became angry "fiv yap ... opyfiv axpoc". The Scythians
take revenge by butchering one of their Median pupils, and presenting his flesh to the
king as if it were game they had brought back for him to feast on. By the time Cyaxares
discovers what he has eaten, the Scythians have fled to the court of Alyattes the Lydian
king, causing the two kings to take up arms against each other for five years. Cyaxares'
abominable feast does result in a positive outcome; the war with the Lydians is
eventually ended with a peace agreement sworn between the two warring peoples;
Alyattes' daughter marries Cyaxares' son, Astyages, to cement the link between the
Medes and the Lydians.
In the chapter 4 ofBook 1 of the Cyropaedia Xenophon preserves elements of
Herodotus' account ofthe historical Cyaxares' dispute with the Scythians: the education
of boys in martial skills, the hunting trip and the importance of bringing back game to
honour the king. These elements are echoed in Cyrus' experiences of hunting in Media,
and in particular the first hunting trip he undertakes in the wild (1.4.7 ff.). Cyaxares is
entrusted with the guardianship ofhis nephew, but is unable to prevent Cyrus risking his
life in killing the deer and the boar (1.4.8). Furthermore, Cyrus' reckless determination
to kill game is motivated by his desire to show the spoils to his grandfather the Median




The paidikos logos (1.4.27-28)
Xenophon adds a postscript to Cyrus' contribution to the defeat of the Assyrians
in chapter 4 of Book 1 by describing the Persian prince's encounter with a Median
nobleman, Artabazus.1 In an episode which Xenophon calls a paidikos logos, literally
'a story ofboy-love', he reminds the reader that Cyrus has matured to be of the right age
and blessed with sufficient youthful beauty and charm to be attractive to the men of
Astyages' court. When Cyrus departs fromMedia he takes leave of his Median kinsmen
by kissing them on the lips in accordance with Persian custom. The Median kalos
kagathos Artabazus, who has secretly admired Cyrus for a long time but has not dared
to openly express his affections, see his opportunity to claim a kiss from Cyrus and
presents himself to Cyrus as a kinsman when the other men have gone away. Cyrus is
well aware that Artabazus is not related to him, but he chooses to indulge the Mede and
kisses him. In answer to Artabazus' question he confirms that Persian men do kiss one
another, if they meet after not seeing each other for some time, or if they are parting
from each other. Now that Artabazus has established his bogus kinship with Cyrus he
is sufficiently emboldened to ask for another kiss as a farewell gesture. Cyrus duly
obliges and departs on his way, only for Artabazus to come riding back to him to claim
another kiss. On this occasion he does so under the pretext that he should receive one
as a greeting for someone whom Cyrus has not seen for some time. Cyrus remarks that
1 Artabazus is clearly meant to be regarded as an older man. He is not a
childhood companion like Araspas who receives a robe from Cyrus in the preceding
scene (1.4.26) and is later described as a former childhood companion hetairos, ofCyrus
(5.1.2). He is a particularly virtuous Median nobleman, "avfipa 5rj xiva tuv Mfj8«v paA.a
koAov xayaSov ovxa" (1.4.27), and therefore his devotion to Cyrus is not shown to be
based on friendship, like Araspas, but has homoerotic overtones. Artabazus and Araspas
are not named at this point in the narrative (see Commentary 1.4.26), but they later have
considerable roles to play as two ofCyrus' most ardent supporters during and after his
campaign against the Assyrians; cf. Due 1989, 62 ff. on the importance of these two
characters in the Cyropaedia.
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he saw Artabazus only a short space of time ago, whereupon Artabazus responds by
saying that the blink ofan eye seems like a long time to him, because in that moment he
cannot see Cyrus. The Persian prince is both amused and moved by the Mede's love for
him, but does not kiss him again, he chooses to depart with the promise that he will soon
return.
The premise for the scene appears in Herodotus' description of the nomoi of the
Persians, concerning the traditional forms of greeting for men (Hdt. 1.131 IT.).
According to Herodotus, Persian custom decrees that when two men meet who are
equals in social rank, they automatically exchange a kiss on the lips before greeting one
another. If one of the men is regarded as slightly inferior in status, the cheek is kissed,
ifthe difference in status is great, the inferior prostrates himself, rcpooKuveiv, before his
superior (Hdt. 1.134).2 Xenophon notes that the practice survives to his day (1.4.27),
and he himselfwould have had witnessed it during his own time spent in the Near East
as one of the Ten Thousand. He thus uses his own experience, and his readers'
knowledge of this particular Persian custom through Herodotus, to construct a scene
which combines the illustration of a Persian custom with a pederastic anecdote
concerning Cyrus. His use of"A^yerai" confirms that he wishes the story to be treated
as coming from a Persian source,3 but the scene is undeniably Greek in character and
tone and presumably originated from Xenophon.4
Xenophon's own opinions on the acceptability of pederasty and his contentment
in including this particular scene in the narrative of the Cyropaedia have been called into
2 When Cyrus institutes his victory parade in Babylon he emphasises his
superiority over all the other Persians who prostrate themselves before him for the first
time (8.3.14).
3 See Introduction D (i) on Persian sources for the Cyropaedia and Xenophon's
use of the term "XeyEToci".
4 Cf. Tatum 1989, 174, "All the symptoms of the courtly art of Greek
homoeroticism are in evidence". Herodotus and Ctesias do not include any episodes
concerning Cyrus being courted by an older male lover in their accounts of his life.
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question.5 Such a view is not consistent with the portrayal of pederasty and
homoeroticism in the Cyropaedia and in Xenophon's works in general. In the Bude
commentary Bizos' opinion on the paidikos logos is undoubtedly correct when he
comments that the scene adds a touch of lightness amongst the more serious content of
the overall narrative and suggests that Xenophon handles the encounter with tact and
shows the good humour and kindness of Cyrus.6 Xenophon also alludes to pederasty
in a light-hearted and uncritical manner in Book 2 of the Cyropaedia, when the Persian
commander Sambaulas brings an ugly and hairy young male companion from the ranks
ofthe 'commoners' to one ofCyrus' symposia (2.2.28-31). Sambaulas is consequently
teased by the other Persian peers, including Cyrus, who jokes that he has adopted the
Greek fashion, "kcct& tov ' EAAtivikov tponov", of taking a young boy with him
everywhere he goes (2.2.28).7 Sambaulas' enjoyment of the company of his young
companion has its limits - it is revealed that he does not kiss the boy as he would one of
his relatives (2.2.31).
Sambaulas' affection for the hirsute youth, far from being presented in a negative
light, is shown to be a positive influence on the latter, motivating him to be eager and
obedient in the performance of his duties and to act as an example of diligence for the
5 Sergent, writing on Xenophon's work in general, but with Xenophon's
references to pederasty in the Symposium and Lacedaemonian Politeia particularly in
mind, states in his Homosexuality in GreekMyth that "Xenophon ... plainly represents
the antipederastic current in Greek thought" (Sergent 1987, 250). Tatum 1989, 174
believes that Xenophon wants to distance himself from the paidikos logos of Artabazus
and Cyrus in the Cyropaedia, and commenting on the author's attitude, he observes that
"the prudishness is understandable, perhaps".
6 Bizos 1971,1, 30 n.
7 Xenophon seems to be alluding here to Herodotus' comment that the Persians
learnt the custom of pederasty from the Greeks (Hdt. 1.136). How & Wells 1912,1,
116 note that the practice amongst the Persians was older but contact with Greek culture
may have helped spread it and make it more acceptable to Persian society. However,
such historical considerations are not relevant for Xenophon's fictionalised world of the
Cyropaedia. He does not constantly strive for verisimilitude in the narrative, particularly
when he transplants features ofGreek culture on to his portrayal ofPersian society (see
Synopsis to chapter 6 in Commentary & 1.6.12).
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rest of the men in his company (2.2.30). Such a positive and utilitarian attitude towards
pederasty is consistent with the numerous and varied anecdotes and episodes relating to
erotic relationships between men in Xenophon's other works. In a recent survey of
these homoerotic episodes in Xenophontic literature, particularly those which relate to
armies and their commanders, Clifford Hindley correctly concludes that "not only did
Xenophon accept the practice ofpederasty as a part of life, but... he also recognized the
potential ofthe feelings it aroused to prompt nobility and valour. There is, however, a
converse possibility - and one which alarmed Xenophon - that erotic desire might
threaten to interfere with performance of one's military and civic duty, particularly on
the part of a man in authority. Against this destructive eras he sets the virtue of
self-control (enkrateia)"}
Thepaidikos logos ofArtabazus and Cyrus, even though it is an extremely brief
episode that takes place in a non-military context, also serves to illustrate Xenophon's
belief in the importance of enkrateia in a pederastic relationship. He uses the episode
to highlight the remarkable self-control ofCyrus, who has realised for a long time that
Artabazus was attracted to him (1.4.27). The Persian prince maintains his sense of
decorum and chastity, like a conventional eramenos,9 by refraining from kissing
Artabazus for a third time; moreover, he manages to do so without offending his Median
admirer. Thus Cyrus demonstrates his ability to master his sexual urges in contrast to
Artabazus, who displays a lack ofenkrateia in his flirtatious behaviour with the young
prince and in doing so unwittingly confirms the moral superiority of the Persian prince
over his Median elders.10
8 Hindley 1994, 348. In his article he provides a valuable analysis of the
passages which lead him to this conclusion, concentrating in particular on the negative
example set by the Spartan commander Thibron in Xenophon's Hellenica (HG 4.8.17
ff), which can be contrasted with Agesilaus' exemplary conduct in his dealings with the
young Persian boy Megabates in the Agesilaus (Ages. 5.4 ff.).
9 Eromenos is used here in the sense defined by Dover in his Greek
Homosexuality (Dover 1978, 16), as the junior and passive partner in the homosexual
relationship.
10 Artabazus' conduct is exactly the opposite of Socrates' attitude to sexual
attraction in theMemorabilia (Mem. 1.3.14). Socrates advocates strict control of carnal
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Cyrus' conduct towards Artabazus is also a manifestation of his philanthropici
and of his efforts during his stay in Media to build up a loyal following amongst the
Medes both young and old, by engendering a sense of obligation to him through
conspicuous shows of favour.11 Just as Cyrus' show of giving a present to Araspas
foreshadows the latter's future importance to Cyrus' career (1.4.26), so Cyrus' reaction
to Artabazus' advances is not a display of intimacy but rather a deliberate seeking and
granting of favour in front of an audience. Gera observes that "homosexual relationships
in the Cyropaedia are almost exclusively utilitarian: while there are joking references to
sexual contact, such contact is in fact minimal and the main emphasis is on the pragmatic
benefits one (or both) of the partners derives from their intimacy".12 This observation
can certainly be applied to this episode. Artabazus is conspicuously honoured in front
ofhis fellow Medes by being temporarily elevated to the status ofCyrus' kinsman and
Cyrus in turn gains another loyal and ardent supporter in the court of the Medes.
passions wherever possible and shuns the temptations of the most handsome and
desirable of young men. See North 1966, 73 ff. on the theme ofsophron eras, which
figures prominently in the tragedies of Euripides and Plato's Phaedrus; Euripides
regards thephysis of the individual as being the determining factor in whether he or she
is able to moderate her passions.
11 See Synopsis to chapter 4 in Commentary.
12 Gera 1993, 135 ff.
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Appendix C
The didactic role ofCyrus in the Cyropaedia
The failure of Cyrus' sons to follow the example set by him is succinctly but
clearly catalogued in chapter 8 ofBook 8 of the Cyropaedia. Xenophon reveals that as
soon as Cyrus died his sons fought against each other, the poleis and peoples of his
empire were in revolt against Persian control, and everything took a turn for the worse
"ntfvta 8' etu to x^ipov etpeketo" (8.8.2). He does not elaborate on the precise reasons
for Cyrus' sons quarrelling with one another, or on the reason why they chose to
disregard their father's final pleas for them to live in harmony with one another.
Xenophon prefers instead to write on the decline of the Persian nation in a general
manner, but in doing so he leaves unexplained certain awkward issues concerning the
manner in which Cyrus hands over his empire to his sons. The rapid disintegration of
all that Cyrus had painstakingly constructed raises questions in the reader's mind about
his apparent inability to ensure the smooth transition of power from father to son, and
about the role, or lack of it, he has played in his sons' education. The text of the
Cyropaedia provides no immediate answers to such questions, or indeed to the more
general question ofwhy Xenophon avoids confronting them. This appendix examines
Cyrus' didactic role in the Cyropaedia and seeks to shed light on the author's
presentation ofCyrus' final speech, by comparing its content with chapter 6 ofBook 1,
where Cyrus is advised by his own father.
Xenophon is almost completely silent on the part Cyrus plays as an educator of
his sons. The only indication that Cyrus has previously assumed paternal responsibility
for his sons' education, similar to the extensive role assumed by Cambyses in his own
upbringing, is a passing reference in his final speech to having instructed them to honour
their elders, 'from the beginning', "e£ apxh?" (8.7.10). Indeed, it is only when Cyrus is
on the point of death that he is actually depicted by Xenophon as a teacher of his
offspring - the man who has learnt from the failings of others and educated himself
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throughout his life, now, at its end, imparts some of his knowledge to them.1 The
Persian princes, Cambyses and Tanaoxares, are simply mentioned as accompanying their
father from Babylon to Persia, and being present along with Cyrus' friends, and the
leaders of the Persians, to hear his deathbed speech (8.7.5). This silence has led to two
opposing views of how Xenophon intended the transition of power in his version of the
Persian Empire, with its accompanying advice from father to son, to be understood. On
the one side there is the antipathy ofPlato to this aspect of the Cyropaedia, in a passage
on the succession of Persian kings in his Laws (Lg. 694A-696A). On the other side,
recent scholars have sought to defend Xenophon by pointing out that Plato's criticism
of the work is invalid, and that Xenophon does portray Cyrus educating his sons in order
to ensure that his great achievements are not undone.
The attack on the Cyropaedia in Plato's Laws, a work which is accepted to be
a chronologically later work, is not explicit but nevertheless effective.2 Although he
does not mention his sources, Plato's version of Persian history draws partly on the
Herodotean account ofthe the careers of the Persian kings, but is mainly inspired by the
Cyropaedia. Plato praises the rule ofCyrus and the Persian king's military abilities, but
criticises the king's lack of knowledge of correct education and of oikonomia. He
argues that Cyrus' lack of foresight in these two areas led to the two sons being left to
their own devices in the royal harem, living in Median luxuriousness surrounded by
women and corrupting influences. When Cyrus died the sons were obviously unable to
cope with his mighty legacy, the crowning irony being that Cyrus, the man who was a
father figure to the men in his army, and then to the subjects of his vast empire, was not
a proper father to his own sons. Of Cyrus' successors, only Darius was a successful
ruler because he did not come from a royal background, though he too fell into the same
trap ofpampering rather than educating his son, Xerxes, with similarly disastrous results.
1 See Mem. 2.1.1 ff. on educating men to rule; see also Gera 1993, 115-131,
Due 1989, 131-135 & Sancisi-Weerdenburg 1985, 459-471 for analyses of the deathbed
scene and comparisons ofXenophon's account to Herodotus' and Ctesias' version of
events and later Iranian literature.
2 See Gera 1993, 125, & Tatum 1989, 225-234 for a thorough analysis of
Plato's criticism in this passage.
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At the heart of Plato's simple yet devastating critique of Cyrus and Persia, is the
conviction that Xenophon has presented an ill-defined, incorrect ideal of education
throughout the Cyropaedia, which can be refuted by simply imagining some details of
Cambyses' and Tanaoxares' paideia.3
Plato's veiled criticism of the Cyropaedia has been countered by Tatum, who
demonstrates that the arguments put forward in the Laws are disingenuous.4 The
Athenian philosopher does not make allowance for the deliberate blurring of the
historical and fictional in the narrative, nor does he acknowledge the focusing of
Xenophon's work on one particular historical ruler. The career ofCyrus described by
Xenophon is a conscious blend of history and fiction, but once it is over, the problems
and weaknesses of the historical Persian Empire are immediately revealed without
sentiment. As Tatum notes, "One writer's economy of design thereby becomes in
another's view an oversight to be corrected".5 Xenophon does not give any details of
the upbringing of Cyrus' sons, but there is nothing in the narrative to suggest that they
have been neglected or improperly educated. Indeed, Cyrus' final speech is not only a
valediction but also a didactic exhortation to his sons to obey his wishes and live in
harmony. At the point of death Cyrus is presented as being concerned that his sons
follow his wishes and learn from his example. The greater part of his speech (8.7.9-25)
is devoted to instructing them, and Gera goes as far as to say, "Cyrus did devote time
and energy to the moral instruction of his sons and consequently should not be held
responsible for subsequent events".6
It is a measure ofwhat Xenophon leaves unsaid at the end of the Cyropaedia
that neither point of view can be immediately discounted. His primary intention is to
prepare the readers for his brief but condemnatory analysis of the decline ofPersia after
Cyrus, without implicating the central character of his work as being responsible for the
3 See Tatum 1989, 227 ff.
4 Ibid., 229-230.
5 Ibid., 231.
6 Gera 1993, 125.
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ensuing chaos. The text itselfmakes it clear that the author has no intention ofmaking
Cyrus culpable for the failure of his successors. In theMemorabilia Xenophon seeks
posthumously to exonerate Socrates from the charges of his accusers of corrupting
youth, and comments on paternal responsibility for young men's deeds. He points out
that fathers who live with their sons are not held responsible for their offspring's
wrongdoing ifthey themselves are deemed to be prudent men, and claims that the same
dictum should have been applied to Socrates (Mem. 1.2.27-28). This dictum could also
be applied to his portrayal ofCyrus in the Cyropaedia. At no point in the narrative does
Xenophon suggest that his hero has failed in his duty to educate his sons. It is made
clear throughout the work that Cyrus leads both his soldiers and his subjects by example,
inspiring them to follow the same high standards that he sets himself, and therefore one
would have expected that his own career would have provided a clear lead for Cambyses
and Tanaoxares to follow. Having led a blameless life, singularly favoured by the gods,
as Cyrus himself recognises (8.7.6), he is not made to bear any responsibility for his
sons' crimes, which are committed after his death. Cyrus dies secure in the knowledge
that his own fame will live forever, and is simply grateful to the gods that both of his
sons will survive him.7
In a work dominated throughout by the exploits and experiences ofCyrus, it is
possible that the reason for the virtual anonymity of the Persian princes is simply
Xenophon's desire to remain faithful to the goal of his work stated in the opening
chapter (1.1.6), which is the study of Cyrus, and only Cyrus, and not of the Persian
Empire and the men who ruled it after him. However, his reticence regarding Cyrus'
sons is much more likely to stem from his difficulty in interpreting the historiographical
versions ofthe succession to Cyrus' throne, which include the madness of the elder son
Cambyses, the murder of his younger brother and his own premature death, a version
of which is recounted in Herodotus (Hdt. 3.31 ffi). Gera rightly points out that
Xenophon is "explaining awkward historical facts without actually referring to them in
7 Cf. Hdt. 1.30-33 for Solon's speech to Croesus on examples ofmen whom the
Athenian sage believes to have been eudaimon, notably the Athenian Tellus; see also
Sage 1991, 61-79, Gera 1993, 119 n.
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any actual way"; hence the gaps in the narrative which are puzzling to the modern
reader, and have led to differing interpretations of the ending of the Cyropaedia.8
Xenophon also has to deal with awkward historical facts concerning the later
career and death of Cyrus. Herodotus depicts this period in the Persian king's life as
encompassing the transformation of Cyrus from being the wise, compassionate warrior
king into the bloodthirsty despotic ruler, whose greed for more land and power
ultimately leads to death and disfigurement at the hands of the Massagetae.9 Xenophon,
as has been shown earlier, is strongly influenced by Herodotus (see Introduction D (v))
and, wherever possible, tries not to diverge openly from Herodotus' account ofCyrus'
life or, if he decides to do so, he remains faithful to the spirit of the Herodotean account,
rather than deliberately contradicts it. Therefore, rather than deal with a part of the
Persian king's life which his audience would have known from Herodotus as being one
of degeneration and cruelty, he prudently avoids it before proceeding to give his own
interpretation ofwhere and in what manner Cyrus died - a version based on his account
of Socrates' death in t\\eApology and reminiscent ofCyrus' death in Ctesias' Persika.10
Despite his careful avoidance of the generally defamatory Greek historical tradition
surrounding Cyrus' later years, Xenophon's portrayal ofCyrus in chapter 7 ofBook 8
fails to leave a convincing impression on the modern reader, unlike his description of his
protagonist's childhood and early manhood.
In view of this deliberate reticence on the part of Xenophon, what kind of
impression is one supposed to have of Cyrus as a father and educator of his sons in the
Cyropaedial Given the events after his death Cyrus may initially seem to compare
unfavourably with his father as an educator of his sons. It could be argued, in keeping
with the arguments advanced in Plato's Laws, that Cyrus' pleas for fraternal
co-operation are presented by Xenophon as the desperate afterthoughts of the dying
king, and they are bound to be ignored. Cyrus' concentration on enlarging and
maintaining his absolute control of his great empire could have, until this critical
8 Gera 1993, 124.
9 See Avery 1972, 529-546.
10 Gera 1993, 116-18.
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moment, blinded him to the obvious problems lurking closer to home, namely the rivalry
between his two sons. Yet there is nothing in the text to support this argument or to
suggest that Cyrus has overlooked the question of succession or of the education of his
sons. Although he is only depicted once as teaching them, Xenophon seems to imply
there that Cyrus' speech to his sons is not an unique or unprecedented occurrence but
represents the culmination of his educational efforts to them in the same way as
Cambyses' conversation with him reviewed the Persian king's efforts to educate his son
throughout his childhood and youth.
The importance of learning from conversation and the company ofwise men is
highlighted in a passage in theMemorabilia, in which Xenophon articulates his opinions
on the nature and teachability of the art of statesmanship in a far more cogent and
concise manner than in the Cyropaedia (Mem. 4.2.1 ff). Socrates seeks to provoke a
young man, Euthydemus, who has amassed a large library of learned works, into
engaging in conversation with him in order to demonstrate that the young man's
supposed wisdom is actually based on very shaky foundations and that Euthydemus'
learning masks a lack of knowledge of himself. When Socrates is asked, in earshot of
Euthydemus, whether Themistocles owed his status as a leader of thepolis to keeping
the company ofwise men or to his own natural abilities, "4>uoei", Socrates replies that
just as minor skills and crafts require good teachers so it would be wrong to assume that
the greatest skill of all, statesmanship, can come to a man automatically (Mem. 4.2.2).
Euthydemus later confesses to Socrates that he seeks to know that particular type of
arete which distinguishes statesmen, estate managers (oikonomikoi), and rulers in
general from the rest ofmankind (Mem. 4.2.11). Socrates goes on to prove to his young
protege that the path to wisdom and to the arete of statesmanship cannot simply be
learnt from books nor without training from others.
The close correspondence of thought and content of theMemorabilia and the
Cyropaedia would seem to preclude any contradiction of the Socratic views on the
teachability of statesmanship in the latter work. Following the line of argument
advanced in the Memorabilia, it would have been ideologically unacceptable for
Xenophon to allow Cyrus to leave his sons to their own educational devices. However,
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there is a limit to what Cyrus can teach them. In making the case for learning
statesmanship through studying and conversing with the appropriate teachers in the
Memorabilia, Xenophon does not entirely discount the importance of the physis of the
pupil, which must be allied to the correct paideia to produce the right results. If the
three criteria Xenophon used for determining Cyrus' greatness, genea, physis and
paideia (1.1.6), are applied to judging the conduct of his sons, the author never implies
that their failings are due to the neglect of their paideia. Xenophon demonstrates
throughout the work that the qualities which constitute the episteme of leadership are
innate in Cyrus, and are the result not just ofhis genea or his paideia but also his physis,
and therefore cannot be easily copied or taught. Even if the lineage and education of
Cyrus' sons are faultless, these two elements do not provide any guarantees of innate
goodness and ability to rule; such qualities, if they exist at all, can only reside within the
individual physeis ofboth young men.
Both Cambyses and Cyrus in the two respective scenes, fulfil their paternal duties
to their sons in the time-honoured tradition of fathers in Greek and Near Eastern wisdom
literature. A key to understanding Cyrus' didactic role as represented by Xenophon in
the Cyropaedia is to compare Cyrus' words of advice to his sons in chapter 7 ofBook
8 with the dialogue between father and son in chapter 6 ofBook 1, and to observe the
similarities and differences in Xenophon's approach to both scenes. The similarities
between the two scenes lie in the formal and overtly didactic nature of the two fathers'
speeches. Just as in 1.6, the scene represented in 8.7 has been conceived primarily with
the overall didactic purpose of the work in mind, and the working-out of the narrative
is subordinated to the author's intention of communicating certain values and precepts
to the readers. The precepts covered in this scene recall Cambyses' advice to Cyrus in
1.6: one must learn to fear and reverence the gods above all, then one's fellow men, to
distinguish between friend and enemy, to value fidelity in one's subjects, and to use the
past to illuminate the present.11 As in 1.6 there is no sign of intimacy or affection
between father and sons. Dramatically both fathers may address their advice to their
11 Cf. 1.6.45 "yvoitig 6' av airrwv twv YrYV0Heva)V" & 8.7.24 "napa rwv
rcpoYeyevripevGdv pav0aveTe".
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offspring but the text is addressed to a wider audience. Cyrus' maxims in 8.7 are
included not so much for the benefit of his sons but as last reminders of principles
embodied in the story now reaching its close.
Yet there are obvious differences between the two episodes. Cambyses and
Cyrus may express the same time-honoured values but do so in differing circumstances
and with different attitudes. In 1.6 Cyrus' father is not approaching the end of his life
nor is he bequeathing his power to his successor. Although Cambyses is presiding over
Cyrus' assumption ofcommand of the Persian expedition to Media, he is doing so only
after it has been agreed by the Persian elders (1.5.5) and not as a result of his own
personal will, in the way that the dying Cyrus alone decides the succession to the Persian
throne. Cambyses' dialogue with Cyrus takes place in private, with the son taking a full
part in their conversation; in contrast, Cyrus' two sons are part of an audience of friends
and high-ranking Persians gathered around his deathbed and are passive recipients of his
instructions rather than interlocutors in a conversation with him. What is more, his
speech is motivated not just by paternal duty but also by the exigencies of the situation,
which requires that his will concerning the succession to the throne should be made
known before he dies.
The crucial difference between Xenophon's portrayal of the two fathers in these
two scenes - which dispels any unfavourable comparisons between Cyrus and his own
father as teachers - is the differing levels of prescience, rcpovoi'a, shown by both men.
Pronoia is one of the best attributes a king can have,12 but Cambyses, who is shown to
be wise on so many matters, shows no awareness of how spectacularly his son's career
will progress once removed from the confines ofPersia. In the course of fulfilling his
paternal duties he sees himself as contributing to his son's paideia, even though Cyrus
has long since attained manhood, little realising that Cyrus does not wish to fashion
himself in the image of his father and forefathers and has developed into a supremely
ambitious, self-reliant young man. In contrast, when Cyrus delivers his advice to his
12 Cf. Ages. 8.5 - see Farber 1979, 506 f. on pronoia in Xenophon's works:
"Xenophon takes it as a matter of course that anyone in a position of authority or
ownership will need to exercise forethought for his charges".
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own sons, he shows that he is aware of the impending conflict between his sons and is
resigned to what will follow after his death. Although he glories in his own
achievements, the tone of his speech dramatically changes when he passes to the
potential for discord within his family. His two sons, who have been left in obscurity -
not necessarily in the state of luxury and vice surmised by Plato - now have to assume
their responsibilities and live up to the high standards that he has set. His words of
wisdom are accordingly modified in comparison with those of his own father all those
years before and indicate, in sharp contrast to his own father's mood in chapter 6 of
Book 1, a lack of confidence in his sons. They are devoted to a large extent to the
theme of sibling rivalry, and its dangers, although they are deliberately couched in
general terms, in a manner reminiscent of Herodotus' accounts ofmonarchs who are
warned in general terms by wise advisors but choose to ignore these warnings with
disastrous results.13 Xenophon uses the occasion of Cyrus' death to give a final
reminder to his audience of the principles embodied in the story reaching its close; the
evil consequences that stem from his death are due to his sons ignoring his advice, thus
confirming the validity of his warnings.
Cyrus is shown as not so much careless of the upbringing of his sons, as
powerless to prevent the disastrous consequences of his allocation of power between
them. He implicitly predicts the outcome ofevents after his death. His warnings of civil
strife foreshadow a sequence of events which are recounted with the same air of
inevitability which characterises the account of his own relentlessly successful career.
Although he resorts to using the concept of the immortality of his soul, freed from the
bonds of the body and even more intelligent than ever, watching over them,14 and warns
his sons not to presume that his death means the end of his presence on the earth
(8.7.17-20), Cyrus is aware that this counsel may not be enough at this late stage and
13 See Cobet 1971, 164-176 where he demonstrates that the careers ofCroesus,
Cyrus, Cambyses, Darius and Xerxes in Herodotus' work follow a common pattern,
which includes the rejection of advice by a wise advisor.
14 Cf. Aeschylus' Persae, where the ghost ofDarius appears in order to lament
the fate of the Persian expedition ofXerxes (Pers. 681 ff.) and to complain that his son
has not listened to his advice (782-783).
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that he cannot be certain that his sons will heed his words. Even his final advice to
Cambyses and Tanaoxares - to learn from the past - takes on a different meaning in the
light of his own life, which has seen him strive to gain his independence from parental
control from a very early age onwards, and to use history to show that the Persian
ancestors had underachieved while he could offer a new way forward for the Persian
people (1.5.7 ff.).15
One of the lessons Cyrus learned from the past was that some hereditary rulers,
in particular Astyages and Cyaxares, did not merit their exalted positions as leaders of
their people (see his criticism of the Median rulers in 1.6.8), hence his concerted efforts
to show that he was worthy ofhis own position ofpower and to create an army that was
organised on meritocratic principles, with men being honoured according to their skill
and valour rather than their status in the Persian polis. These principles also inform the
administration of Cyrus' empire in Book 8 (8.1.14 ff.). He remains the remote, yet
omnipotent and impartial leader at the heart of the empire; relying on Persian military
superiority to secure the obedience of his subjects, making those men who have power
and rank in his empire keep close attendance on his court, appointing a network of
satraps and officials on the basis ofmerit to rule over their respective subject peoples.
The durability ofCyrus' administrative framework is continually stressed by Xenophon,
who comments that his institutions and customs, "t& vopipa", which the Persian king
enshrined in law, were preserved by successive kings up to his day (8.1.7).16 Xenophon
then reverts to the cautionary, reflective mood of the beginning of the Cyropaedia and
15 Cf. the strikingly similar attitude of paternal resignation which appears in the
preface ofa Persian work of the eleventh century A.D., the Qabus Nama by Kai Ka'us
Ibn Iskandar, an early Islamic contribution to the 'mirror for princes' genre (Tatum
1989, 7 f.). The author, the ageing head of a ruling dynasty in lands south of the
Caspian Sea, passes on his advice in a work which is intended for the benefit of his son
but dedicated to all those who might listen to it and profit from it,
But the fashion of the time insists that no son will take his father's advice, because there
is a burning ardour in the hearts of young men which through folly persuades then-
intellects that their own knowledge is superior to that of their elders, (trans, by Levy
1951)
16 Cf. Oec. 14.6 where Ischomachus cites the basilikoi nomoi of Persia as
providing inspiration for the rules by which he governs his own servants.
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comments that the effectiveness of such institutions is, like everything else, dependent
on the men who administer them: when the man in charge of these nomima is bad the
administration of them is correspondingly worse (8.1.8).
There is, however, one area of Cyrus' jurisdiction over his empire where he
cannot appoint someone purely on merit. When it comes to nominating the successor
to whom he must entrust his throne, Cyrus is compelled to maintain power within his
own family, the Persidae.17 His choice between his two sons is not based on merit, but
on precedence of birth. Even though he is aware of the onerous responsibilities he is
conferring on his elder son, Cambyses, he relies on primogeniture, rather than ability, as
the method ofchoosing between his two sons. He justifies his decision between the two
of them simply on the grounds that Cambyses has more experience and therefore is
better fitted for leadership (8.7.9), while his younger brother can look forward to
enjoying a life ofeudaimonia without any of the worries of leadership (8.7.11).18 Cyrus
does not give any indication ofCambyses having been chosen for his innate qualities or
virtue, an omission which seems surprising when one considers Xenophon's account of
the dispute between Leotychidas and Agesilaus over succession to the Heraclid throne
ofSparta in the Agesilaus (Ages. 1.5 f.). Agesilaus prevailed, according to Xenophon,
because the Spartan polis decided that he was better suited not just on the grounds of
his birth but also because of his arete.
Primogeniture may have been the universally recognised principle for the
succession of kings; but, in his account of Xerxes' succession to the Persian throne,
Herodotus observes that even ifDarius had not been swayed by his son's argument, that
as the first born when Darius became king he was the rightful heir, Darius' wife Atossa
17 Cf. Croesus' speech to Cyrus 7.2.24 where the former commends him for his
royal lineage (see Synopsis to chapter 1). In the Agesilaus Xenophon praises the noble
birth of the Spartan king, emphasising the fact that he and his predecessors have held
unbroken power since the kingship began (Ages. 1.2 ff.).
18 Cf. Creon's speech in Sophocles' Oedipus Tyrannus, where Creon counters
Oedipus' accusations of treachery and conspiring to take control over Thebes, by
pointing out that as a member of the ruling family he enjoys many of the benefits of
kingship without being troubled with the actual cares of office (OT 583 ff.).
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would have influenced his decision in favour of Xerxes (Hdt. 7.1-3). In the opening
chapters of t\\Q Anabasis Xenophon shows that when the principle was observed in the
succession dispute between Artaxerxes and Cyrus the Younger, it had disastrous
consequences. In a situation which has parallels with the end of the Cyropaedia, king
Darius II, realising that the end of his life is at hand, summons both his sons to his side
in order to confer the kingship on the elder, Artaxerxes, and giving the younger
command over the western provinces of the empire. Such a decision, Xenophon
proceeds to reveal, is not made on merit; Cyrus the Younger is presented as the natural
choice for the kingship in view of his popularity and personal attributes (An. 1.9.1 ff.)
and his death at Cunaxa is accordingly even more tragic and untimely.19
In not following the meritocratic principles which informed his choice of friends
(see 8.4.10 ff. on Cyrus' reasons for favouring Chrysantas over Hystaspas), generals and
governors, Cyrus is shown to be constrained by tradition. He bequeaths his crown to
Cambyses, reminding both sons that such a decision belongs firmly to the Persian
tradition of respecting elders and has the sanction of time, custom and law,
'Q<; ouv naA-aia kou ei0ia|ieva kcu evvona A-eyovTcx; e^ou outgx; anoSe'xeoOe.
Cyr. 8.7.10
The difference in the aged Cyrus' attitude towards Persian customs, compared with his
disparaging remarks as a young man on the Persian forefathers in his speech of 1.5.7 ff,
is great but not inexplicable. Cyrus' actions on his return to Persia are those of a man
who is trying to appease the Persian people and institutions which he had sought to
undermine as a young man. Xenophon implies that the reason for the king's visit at such
an advanced age, "|id7a ... Ttpeopuxri^", is that he wishes to die in his ancestral homeland,
rather than in his Babylonian home, and to be buried with his ancestors; hence the
reference to his long-deceased parents (8.7.1). Although Xenophon reveals that Cyrus
spent seven months of the year in Babylon and divided the other five months between
the Median capital city Ecbatana and also Abradatas' former palace in Susa in Elam, in
order to avoid extremes of climate (8.6.22), he chooses on this occasion to remain
19 See Gera 1993, 124 f. on the historical problems surrounding Persian
succession.
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faithful to historical tradition by depicting Cyrus dying in Persia, to show that Cyrus is
acknowledging his Persian origins and the importance of his homeland as the heart of
his empire.20
Cyrus is also remaining true to the spirit of the oaths his father made him swear
in the presence of the leaders of the Persian polis (8.5.23-7), which guaranteed the
privileged status of the Persian people in his empire. Under these terms he is bound to
protect and to respect thepoliteia of his Persian subjects, and the Persians too have a
duty to quell revolts against Cyrus and uphold his sovereignty. Having spent most of
his adult life away from his homeland and ruling as a monarch for a variety of peoples,
he now rediscovers his role of king of the Persians, which his father had maintained
whilst living (8.5.26), and reasserts his position as protector and embodiment of the
Persian values which had formed part of his paideia, before he left for the war against
the Assyrians.
On arrival in Persia Cyrus accordingly ensures that he ingratiates himselfwith the
Persians by diligently observing their customs. He performs sacrifices, presides over
traditional choral performances,21 and then, in a gesture typical ofPersian kings, acts as
a benefactor to his people by handing out gifts (8.7.1).22 The day after the appearance
ofthe vision, he reinforces his claims on his Persian roots, by sacrificing in high places
in the customary Persian manner, to the gods, including Helius and Zeus Patroios
20 See Cook 1983, 33 for literary and historical evidence ofCyrus' use of the
palaces at Babylon and Ecbatana. According to Herodotus Cyrus' son Cambyses
believed that he was fated to die in his capital city, Median Ecbatana, not his eventual
resting place Syrian Ecbatana (Hdt. 3.63). A striking modern example of ruler paying
homage to Cyrus' greatness and using his tomb as a symbol of former glories happened
in 1971 when the former Shah of Iran commemorated the founding of the Achaemenid
dynasty at Pasargadae (see quote at the beginning of the Introduction).
21 Cf. Ages. 2.17 where Xenophon describes Agesilaus leading a major
expedition against the Argives, then returning home in time to celebrate the festival of
Hyacinthus and to take the place assigned to him by the leader of the chorus in the
singing of the paean to the god (see Introduction D (iv)).
22 See 8.5.21 on the practice of Persian kings giving gifts to all the Persians
whenever they are in Persia; see also Synopsis to chapter 4 on Cyrus' philanthrdpia.
(8.7.3). When Cyrus had left Persia for the second time for his momentous campaign
of conquest, he sacrificed to ancestral gods, including Zeus Patroios (1.6.1), primarily
in order to maintain divine favour for a very important and dangerous expedition, but
also to give a public demonstration of his links with his family and homeland before he
leaves in order to reaffirm his commitment to them. On that occasion the Persian
prince's ambitions lay far beyond the limits of his patris though he had to be seen to be
pious and to appease the will of his father and the Persian polis before being able to
enjoy the freedom of command of his army abroad. Xenophon now shows how Cyrus'
career has come full circle since that second departure. On his final return to Persia
Cyrus sacrifices to the ancestral gods, this time with different motives. He wishes to
secure his reputation amongst his own people before he dies; and in addition he wants
to make a public plea for harmony between his two sons who had accompanied him back
to Persia (8.7.5). His prayer to the gods while sacrificing acknowledges their support
of him throughout his life, particularly in sending omens and signs to instruct him to take
the right course of action. He now has one final request to make of them,
AiToOgoei 5' i>pa<; 8ouvai xai vCv Ttcciai gev Kai yuvaiKi xai <jnA,oi<; kou naxpi'Si
ei)5aigoviav, epoi 5e olovnep auova SeScoKaxe, tokxi)tt)v kcu teAeuttiv SoOvai.
Cyr. 8.7.3
And now I ask you also to grant good fortune to my children and to my wife, friends and
homeland, and as formyself, to grant me a death worthy of the life you have given me.
The dying king is aware that only the final part of his prayer will be granted. His
father had reminded him just before they parted at the Median border several years ago
that the gods were not obliged to advise everyone and were under no compulsion to care
for everyone (1.6.46). Cyrus knows that he has received divine favour throughout his
life and will continue to do so to the end, and he certainly does have the calm, serene
death for which he had prayed. Xenophon's portrayal ofCyrus' actions and final words
also convey the sense of fatalism on the part of his protagonist about the succession to
the Persian throne. Cyrus is shown to be aware of his own inability to exert any
posthumous influence on his sons, but he must disguise this sense of impotence in the
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presence of those around his deathbed.23
If there are any insights to be gained from Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus in
chapter 7 ofBook 8, they serve to confirm the observations of his own father Cambyses
in chapter 6 of Book 1 on the omnipotence of the gods and mankind's comparative
insignificance. Cyrus is accordingly presented as being unable to influence events after
his death, particularly if his sons do not receive the divine guidance he enjoyed. One
further insight to be gleaned from this passage is that Cyrus' conduct in appointing his
successor, and in making provision for the future, exposes the weakness of hereditary
monarchy, particularly when such a great individual as Cyrus attempts to transfer an
empire which is the embodiment of his own virtues and values to an heir who does not
share these qualities. The Persian paideia outlined in chapter 2 ofBook 1 is adapted to
the needs of a small monarchicpolis, which resists change and opportunities to expand
its power and influence, and cannot cope with the demands of educating future rulers
of a vast empire. Cyrus himself recognises this problem in his dialogue with his father
(see 1.6.8), although the latter chooses not to address his son's loaded question,
remarking that sometimes it is not particular individuals but circumstances which must
be overcome (see 1.6.9). At the end of his life, Cyrus, bound by his covenant with the
Persian people to uphold their primacy and their laws, is unable to overcome the
circumstances which dictate that his elder son Cambyses will succeed to his throne
regardless ofmerit.24 The ending of the Cyropaedia can be regarded as endorsing the
argument subsequently advanced in Plato's Laws that wealth and physical attributes are
not criteria for bestowing office on a man unless he has virtue, allied to self-control;
above all, he must have the support of the gods.25
23 Cf. Herodotus' account of the downfall ofCroesus where the Lydian king's
misfortunes teach him about the inevitability of fate (Hdt. 1.91).
24 Cf. Aristotle's views on the downfall of monarchies. He observes that
kingship is more often destroyed from within and that the downfall of hereditary
kingship is often brought about by those inheriting power losing the respect of their
subjects (Pol. 1312B-1313A).
25 Cf. Oec. 21.11-12, where Ischomachus stresses the importance of the natural
leader receiving divine support.
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Appendix D
FromMachiavelli to CourtMasque: The 'Nachleben' of the Cyropaedia
The figure ofCyrus the great king, as portrayed by Xenophon in the Cyropaedia,
was sustained in Hellenistic and Roman times,1 and was given a further lease of life in
the Renaissance. Tatum begins Xenophon's ImperialFiction with an entertaining and
informative chapter entitled, "The Classic as a Footnote", which traces the influence of
the Cyropaedia in later antiquity and in the literature of the Renaissance and the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.2 Tatum's approach highlights the extent to which
the work was read, discussed, admired and used by writers of mirrors for princes and
political philosophers of the Renaissance, before being "abandoned to the novelists and
poets".3 He discerns a pattern in the treatment of the Cyropaedia in Hellenistic and
Roman times, and also in the Renaissance and subsequent centuries, consisting of the
gradual diminution of the work's status, as both readers and authors no longer sought
from it personal moral instruction, or education on how to gain and increase political
power, but concentrated on the romantic elements in the work. Tatum dates the modern
decline of the Cyropaedia to the seventeenth century and the publication ofMile, de
Scudery's romantic novel Artamene ou le Grand Cyrus4 This work provided the
inspiration for a romanticised view of the Cyropaedia in the Restoration drama Cyrus
1 Karl Miinscher's Xenophon in der griechisch-romischen Literatur provides
a valuable survey of later Greek and Roman authors' interest in the works ofXenophon,
including the Cyropaedia. Elizabeth Rawson in The Spartan Tradition in European
Thought comments on the interest in Spartan ideals in Rome, noting that, "It would be
a mistake to try to isolate too precisely the various streams of influence that went to
make up Roman laconism. Xenophon had a great vogue in the second century B.C., and
from its later years Stoicism gained ground in the governing class" (Rawson 1969, 100).
2 Tatum 1989, 3-35.
3 Ibid., 19.
4 Ibid., 22 ff.
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the Great: or, the Tragedy ofLove which has hitherto escaped the attention of classical
scholars working on the Cyropaedia (see below). However, the origins of the
romanticisation ofthe work can be traced back even earlier to the sixteenth century, and
they stem not just from a shift in readers' preferences but from the ambiguity which was
central to Xenophon's portrayal ofCyrus.5
On one level Cyrus is the ideal ruler who is used to articulate the beliefs of
Xenophon and to serve as an example to his subjects and mankind. As such, he is a
somewhat cold and characterless figure, who proceeds methodically and scrupulously
to create a just empire with himselfat its centre.6 On the other level, Cyrus is a ruthless,
calculating figure, who uses his exalted position and his reputation as a a paragon of
virtue and good leadership to manipulate and control those around him, both friends and
enemies. Both interpretations ofXenophon's Cyrus are present in two sixteenth century
works ofWestern Europe, one work being distinguished by its obscurity the other by its
notoriety - the anonymous Elizabethan play The Wars ofCyrus (which is not mentioned
in Tatum's survey ofRenaissance literature) and Niccolo Machiavelli's The Prince. The
former shows how the narrative of the Cyropaedia can be transformed into a basic
melodrama which marginalises the role ofCyrus into that of a worthy, soldier-king who
is almost incidental to the main plot of the play. The latter shows how the insights into
leadership provided by Xenophon's portrayal ofCyrus can be applied to a treatise that
is designed for the political climate of early sixteenth century Italy, but is also a timeless
exposition of the mechanics of acquiring and maintaining power.
Although The Wars ofCyrus was published in 1594, it was performed at a much
earlier date, probably in 1576 or 1577.7 The play was written for child actors, namely
5 See Introduction A for a discussion ofXenophon's portrayal ofCyrus.
6 Such a view is illustrated by Cicero's oft-quoted judgement on the Cyropaedia
in one of his Epistulae ad Quintum Fratrem, "Cyrus ille a Xenophonte non ad historiae fidem
scriptus sed ad effigiem iusti imperii, cuius summa gravitas ab illo philosopho cum singulari comitate
coniungitur" (Q.Fr. 1.1.8).
7 On the dating and general discussion of The Wars ofCyrus I am indebted to
James Paul Brawner's The Wars ofCyrus: an Early Classical Narrative of the Child
Actors which was published in 1942 and contains a critical edition of the text,
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the Children of the Chapel Royal ofWindsor, who performed regularly at the court of
Elizabeth I. The author may have been Richard Farrant, a musician and dramatist who
between 1576 and 1580 was employed as Master of the Chapel, and, in common with
other dramatists ofthis period, used classical sources for his plays. There is no evidence
to confirm that The Wars ofCyrus was actually performed before the Queen, but the
play remains noteworthy as one ofthe earliest plays performed at the original Blackfriars
theatre in London, the first private theatre of the Elizabethan age. It is also important
as the only surviving example of classical narrative dramas performed by child actors at
Court. Although the play may never have had a royal audience, its content would have
been pleasing entertainment for a monarch, with its portrayal of Cyrus as the
embodiment of regal virtue and dignity, who is above the intrigues and jealousies ofboth
his enemies and supporters.
In the prologue the author claims Xenophon as the source for a play which
concentrates on the figure ofPanthea, not Cyrus,
That Zenophon, from whence we borrow, [writ],
Being both a souldier and philosopher,
Warrants what we record ofPanthea.8
The play is loosely based around the narrative ofBooks 4-7 of the Cyropaedia, and the
author appears to have used the translation by William Barker (or Bercker), who
published a complete translation of the Cyropaedia in 1567, as well as relying on a Latin
translation or a Latin/Greek edition.9 However, he embellishes and considerably alters
the narrative of Xenophon by introducing a number of characters and sub-plots and
motifs which belong more to the realms of sixteenth century drama than the Cyropaedia.
The convoluted drama unfolds against the backdrop of Cyrus' war against the evil
Assyrian king Antiochus, culminating with Cyrus' victory over him in battle. The main
plot concerns the story ofPanthea, Araspas and Abradatas and proceeds along the same
introduction and notes.
8 The Wars ofCyrus Prol., 8-10.
9 Brawner 1942, 20 ff.
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lines as that of the Cyropaedia. There is also a related sub-plot involving Gobryas, his
daughter Alexandra and her page Libanio and an Assyrian nobleman Dinon, as well as
the story ofCtesiphon, the Assyrian sent to Cyrus' camp to assassinate the Persian king.
The author borrows and adapts from the narrative of the Cyropaedia and other classical
literature to produce a tragedy of incident, not of character, which to modern eyes has
little artistic merit.
The lack of character development in The Wars ofCyrus is to some extent due
to the limitations of the author and to the author's acknowledgement of the limitations
ofchild actors when writing the parts.10 This weakness in characterisation is particularly
apparent in the figure of Cyrus, who makes a limited contribution to the play as an
impartial instrument ofjustice who is there to facilitate the plans of the other characters.
However, the colourless nature of Cyrus' character is also determined by one of the
author's primary concerns, namely that his work should have a strong ethical content.
This concern is obvious in a play which presents a triumph of virtue over vice in its
depiction ofthe success ofCyrus and of the fortunate resolution of the story concerning
Gobryas and his daughter Alexandra. Moreover, the narrative also reflects the author's
dual purpose of entertaining his audience whilst simultaneously educating and edifying
the children performing it.11 The entirely virtuous character ofCyrus is accordingly well
placed to deliver the moral and philosophical ideas which balance the melodramatic
elements of the narrative with the didactic.
In this respect the Cyrus of The Wars of Cyrus represents the idealised
interpretation ofCyrus in the Cyropaedia (see above), and in the conversation in Act 2
between the two Persian noblemen, Histaspis and Chrisantas (Hystaspas and Chrysantas
of the Cyropaedia), both men describe the virtues of Cyrus in terms reminiscent of
Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus' ideal physical and mental qualities,
10 Ibid, 44 f. Brawner notes that the play does not have a "rawness, an element
of violence and abandon", which characterises plays such as Marlowe's Tamburlaine\
in contrast "Cyrus is subdued and restrained. One can hardly conceive of children
playing Tamburlaine adequately".
11 Ibid., 41 f.
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Hist. Chrisantas, when I looke into the life,
The maner, deeds, and qualities ofminde,
The grauenesse, power and imperiall parts
Wherewith yong Cyrus is so full adomde,
My thoughts foresee that he is ordained of God
To enlarge the limits of the Persian raigne.
Chr. Histaspis, rare it is to see those yeeres
So furnished with such rare experience
As is not common in the grayest haires.
Besides, his bodie hath of these rare gifts,
Vsed to labour, hunger, thirst and colde,
Giues true foretokens that the prince will proue
A famous warriour and a conquerour.
Hist. And of sundry vertues that abounds,
Dayly increasing in [his] princely breast,
17
Religion to the gods exceedes them all.
The Wars ofCyrus also includes a number ofgnomic passages throughout the narrative,
the most notable being the discussion between Cyrus and Araspas on the powers of love
and the will in Act 1 Scene 3. This scene is directly influenced by Xenophon's depiction
of the debate between the same two characters in the Cyropaedia (5.1.8-17). The
author of the play thus assimilated the ethical and gnomic aspect of the Cyropaedia to
produce "a purely narrative tragedy - a series of inherently interesting stories in dramatic
form, with proper ethical comment and implication".13 By the time The Wars ofCyrus
appeared in print in 1594 the practice of using child actors in court plays had declined,
and with it the need to adhere strictly to a simple didactic narrative which tended to stifle
character development. Subsequent plays influenced by classical literature, which were
acted by adults in private theatres, do not exhibit the same concern for probity as the
classical narrative drama written for child actors. They also have more fully developed
characters and bring to the fore the romantic, melodramatic elements introduced in the
earlier plays such as The Wars ofCyrus. This process of romanticisation of classical
literature spread from drama into novels such as Mile, de Scudery's Artamene. The
effects of this process can be seen in another play, based on de Scudery's work and
published just over a hundred years after The Wars ofCyrus: John Banks' Cyrus the
12 The Wars ofCyrus Act 2 Scene 3, 482-497.
13 Brawner 1942, 45. See Introduction D (iii) for a discussion of the influence
of ethical and gnomic works on the Cyropaedia.
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Great: or, the Tragedy ofLove published in 1696.
John Banks is an obscure figure in Restoration drama, who wrote a number of
plays on historical themes with limited success. The Dictionary ofNational Biography
records that the actors for his production ofCyrus the Great initially refused to perform
the play on account of its insipidness; but once it was performed it met with some
success. Apart from the influence of de Scudery, it is difficult to ascertain whether
Banks had read any classical sources on Cyrus for the play.14 He would have been able
to read the works of Xenophon and Herodotus in translation and Cyrus the Great
certainly contains elements which bear close relation to the narrative of Xenophon's
Cyropaedia, and ofHerodotus' work, as well as echoes of the drama of Shakespeare
and Marlowe. The play also resembles The Wars ofCyrus in its concentration on the
story ofPanthea and Abradatas, and in its coverage of the same events which are loosely
based on Books 4-7 of the Cyropaedia. However, the figure of Cyrus has been
transformed from colourless paragon ofvirtue in The Wars ofCyrus, to a fierce warrior
king in the mould ofTamburlaine, who is intensely ambitious and all-conquering on the
battlefield, but prone to anger and hasty decisions. Above all, he is shown to be
vulnerable to the power of love, when he suffers the fate ofAraspas in the Cyropaedia -.
he himself becomes infatuated with Panthea and then loses all his confidence and
judgement. Banks' Cyrus, like Xenophon's Araspas, later redeems himself by
demonstrating that he has mastered the hold that love once had on his emotions, and he
ends the play as the triumphant conqueror ofBabylon.
Around the central conflict of the war between Cyrus and Balthazar the Assyrian
king, Banks constructs an elaborate series of episodes based on the destructive passions
engendered by love. He includes a scene taken directly from Herodotus (Hdt. 1.86 ft),
in which Cyrus spares the captured Croesus from death on the funeral pyre. Queen
Thomyris, who, as queen ofthe Massagetae, has a prominent role in Herodotus' account
of Cyrus' life (Hdt. 1.205 ft), appears as a Scythian warrior-queen who is the mother
14 Brawner mentions Banks' Cyrus the Great as being influenced by de
Scudery's work (Brawner 1942, 126), and notes that its opening scene resembles that
of The Wars ofCyrus.
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of Panthea. Xenophon's story of Panthea and Abradatas is embroidered to include
Cyrus' love for the captive Panthea, which leads him to banish temporarily his friend
Hystaspes, who has also fallen in love with her. Panthea and Abradatas in Cyrus the
Great are lovers who have been unable to complete their nuptials as a result of
Abradatas' being summoned to fight for Croesus. Abradatas remains an enemy ofCyrus
throughout the play, even when Cyrus is shamed into returning Panthea to him, and
meets his death fighting valiantly against the Persians. The plot is further complicated
by the introduction of the character of Croesus' daughter, Lausaria, who is in love with
Cyrus and is driven mad by his inability to return her affections. Lausaria commits
suicide, although her ghost later appears to guide Cyrus through the battlefield to where
Panthea grieves over the dismembered corpse of Abradatas, before plunging a dagger
into her breast.15 The ghost then saves Cyrus from death at the hands of Thomyris who
wishes to avenge the deaths of her son and Panthea.
Banks' play does show great fidelity to the Cyropaedia in his references to
Persian "homotyms" (Xenophon's Persian homotimoi), in Hystaspes' description in Act
5 ofAbradatas' armour and the Susan king's final parting from Panthea,16 and especially
in his initial characterisation of Cyaxares, the Median king, as being embittered and
envious because Cyrus has usurped his role as commander in the war against the
Assyrians. Cyaxares appears in the opening scene of the play on the corpse-strewn
battlefield which is the result ofCyrus' defeat of Croesus. He curses the ambition and
success of his nephew and also accuses his friend Artabasus (presumably taken from
Xenophon's Median nobleman Artabazus) for his role in allowing Cyrus to take
command of the army of the Persians and Medes,17
15 Cf. Cyr. 7.3.8 ff. in which Xenophon describes how Panthea tries to
reassemble the corpse of her husband. See Introduction D (iv) for a discussion of this
scene.
16 Cf. Xenophon's depiction of the scene (Cyr. 6.4.2 ff.) which is discussed in
the Introduction D (ii).
17 Cf. Artabazus' major role in encouraging the Medes to follow Cyrus in
Xenophon's work Cyr. 4.1.22 ff. (see Synopsis to chapter 4).
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Cyax. Ah! Artabasus, wert thou not to blame;
To counsel me to give the Reins to Cyrus,
Pleas'd me with Hopes, and fed my longing Ears
With cunning Tales of this ambitious boy.18
Cyaxares, however, is warned against pursuing revenge against his nephew by the
phantom of a dead soldier, who has been conjured up by four witches in a scene
reminiscent of Shakespeare'sMacbeth. His anger with his nephew is not assuaged by
Cyrus' gift to him of Panthea, whom he refuses to accept, and he tells Cyrus' envoy
Hystaspes that he will visit the Persian king to express his discontent,
Cyaxares comes to meet him straight,
With Courage as awful as Astyages,
When Cyrus, but a pratling Boy, admir'd him,
Look'd from the Ground, ador'd his Majesty,
And fear'd him like a God.19
He is quickly reconciled with Cyrus in Act 2, in a scene loosely based on the meeting of
the two men in Book 5 of the Cyropaedia (5.5.1 ff.J, and names Cyrus as his son and
heir (as Xenophon's Cyaxares does in the Cyropaedia). He remains a staunch supporter
of his nephew and later dies defending Cyrus' camp from Abradatas' attack.
The elaborate and contrived plot ofCyrus the Great demonstrates the extent to
which the narrative of the Cyropaedia and the notion ofCyrus the ideal king, as initially
interpreted by the author of The Wars of Cyrus, could be transformed into a highly
romanticised dramatisation ofXenophon's work. Apart from demonstrating the tragic
consequences of the protagonists' passions, the play has little didactic or ethical content
and is designed simply for the entertainment of its audience. It shows no insight into the
other side ofXenophon's portrayal ofCyrus, as a cunning manipulator ofmen, or of the
value of the Cyropaedia as an examination on how to gain power and rule over
mankind. The play represents the extent ofthe decline in status of the Cyropaedia from
18 Cyrus the Great Act 1 (the text of the 1696 edition has no line numbering).
19 Ibid., Act 1. Cyaxares' words recall the behaviour of the young Cyrus in
chapter 4 of Book 1 of the Cyropaedia, when the boy is unable to be as open and
affectionate in his grandfather's presence as he was when he first arrived in Media.
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a work ofpolitical philosophy into a source for erotic fiction and drama. It is therefore
necessary to return to the sixteenth century and the works ofNiccolo Machiavelli, in
order to demonstrate that at least one great thinker of the Renaissance was aware of the
other side to Xenophon's portrayal of Cyrus.
Machiavelli's importance lies in the fact that his political works, in contrast to
those of his contemporaries, continue to be read, studied and discussed around the
world. The Prince, in particular, has remained at the forefront of scholarly attention
from its posthumous publication in 1532, and subsequent placing on the Index by the
Roman Catholic Church, down to the present day. This contrast in fortunes is due
mainly to the radical nature ofMachiavelli's work and its superiority over that of other
writers of advice to princes. His clever use of examples, both Classical and
contemporary, to illustrate his arguments distinguishes him from the other contemporary
writers in the same field. Machiavelli in his political works dares to draw different
conclusions from those ofhis predecessors and contemporaries; conclusions which were
not subservient to the morality of the time but based on its realities. In The Prince, the
Cyropaedia is the only Classical work explicitly mentioned and recommended by
Machiavelli, who confirms Cicero's assertion of the influence ofXenophon's work on
the career of the Roman hero Scipio Africanus,20
E qualunque legge la vita di Ciro scritta da Senofonte, riconosce dipoi nella vita di
Scipione quanta quella imitazione gli fu di gloria, e quanta nella castita, affabilita,
umanita, liberalita, Scipione si conformassi con quelle cose che di Ciro da Senofonte sono
sutescritte. The Prince c. 14
And anyone who reads the life ofCyrus written by Xenophon will realize how important
in the life ofScipio that imitation was for his glory and how much, in purity, goodness and
humanity, and generosity, Scipio conformed to those characteristics of Cyrus that
Xenophon had written about.21
The influence of Aristotle's Politics and Isocrates' Cyprian orations on The
20 Cicero mentions Scipio Africanus' admiration for the Cyropaedia in one of
his Epistulae ad Quintum Fratrem (an earlier part ofwhich is quoted in note 6). Tatum
1989, 5 notes that Machiavelli cites Xenophon more often than Plato in his works.
21 The translations of The Prince are taken from the 1987 reprint of the
translation ofThe Prince by P. Bondanella and M. Musa in the World's Classics series
by Oxford University Press.
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Prince cannot be discounted, and Machiavelli also had the works of his predecessors in
this literary genre to draw on. However, the influences of these Greek authors on The
Prince are small compared with that of the Cyropaedia. Tatum believes that "anyone
who knows the Cyropaedia will be astonished to see how thoroughly Machiavelli has
mastered Xenophon's text and expressed much of its essence in far briefer scope, with
so much else besides".22 Machiavelli's knowledge of the work is not so much
astonishing as impressive. By concentrating on The Prince, which, like the Cyropaedia,
deals with the art of monarchy, and by examining the areas in which Machiavelli
expresses ideas that are closely related to those of the Cyropaedia, we can gauge the
extent to which the Florentine scholar has grasped the non-idealised view ofXenophon's
Cyrus as the arch-manipulator ofmen and applied it to the political situation of early
sixteenth century Italy.
It is tempting to draw parallels between the situation and motivation of the two
authors in writing their respective works. Machiavelli begins The Prince with a
dedicatory preface to one person, Lorenzo de' Medici, offering the work as a gift to the
ruler ofFlorence. He has two personal motives in writing this treatise: his wish that
Lorenzo will be sufficiently gratified by the gift to end his political exile, to which he
refers at the end of the preface; and his patriotic hope that the Medici would seize the
opportunity to rid the Italian peninsula of occupying foreign armies, which is expressed
in the concluding chapter to the work. Xenophon's personal motivation for writing the
Cyropaedia is not so clear (see Introduction A). It is possible that the work was
composed at some point during Xenophon's exile from his nativepolis of Athens;23 and
22 Tatum 1989, 8; he does not specify here any particular work ofMachiavelli's
and is presumably referring to all of his works. Rawson 1969, 139 fF. observes that,
apart from the obvious influence ofLatin literature on Machiavelli's work, the model of
Sparta figures prominently in his Discorsi.
23 The actual date of the banishment ofXenophon from Athens because of his
support for the Spartans - which is referred to by Diogenes Laertius (D. L. 2.51) - is
unclear. Anderson 1974, 149 expresses the common view that Xenophon became an
exile shortly after his departure to fight for Cyrus the Younger. However, Pomeroy
1994, 4 adopts the more recent view that the decree banishing Xenophon was not
promulgated until 394 or 393 B.C., after he fought on the Spartan side at the battle of
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it could, as a candid exposition of his own political belief in strong leadership by a single
ruler, have served as a defence of his Lakdnismos, pro-Spartan conduct, to the
Athenians.24 Machiavelli writes in his preface to The Prince that he is offering to pass
on in his work all that has taken him many years and many hardships to understand and
appreciate, "tutto quello in che io in tanti anni e con tanti mia disagi e periculi ho conosciuto e inteso".
His words are reminiscent of Xenophon's introduction to the Cyropaedia when he
observes that the work is the result of his own political meditations and opinions (1.1.1
& 1.1.6). Furthermore, when Machiavelli states in the preface that in order to make his
work attractive and different, he is not relying on rhetorical and ornate language but on
the variety and seriousness of his subject matter, he echoes Xenophon's approach to
writing the Cyropaedia and his other works in simple, lucid prose.25
The emulation of Xenophon's approach to writing the Cyropaedia by
Machiavelli in The Prince is reflected in the dual purpose of each work. Both of them
act as a treatise and tract for the times. As a treatise each work sets forth timeless
teachings on the qualities necessary for strong government and the need for self-control
and constant striving for excellence in the man who would aspire to leadership. As a
tract for the times, both reveal what ought to be done at a particular time by leaders: in
Xenophon's case the men who controlled the Greek poleis of fourth century B.C., in
Machiavelli's the leaders of the Italian city states of the sixteenth century. Martin
Fleisher, a modern scholar of political science, neatly sums up Machiavelli's political
Coronea. Once he was installed in his estate in Scillus, Diogenes notes that he was able
to work on his histories without interruption (D. L. 2.52). The banishment was not
lifted until c. 365 B.C. but there is no evidence to assume that Xenophon automatically
returned to Athens.
24 Delebecque 1957, 384 ff. assumes that the Cyropaedia was written primarily
with the political problems ofAthens of the 360s in mind; however, there is no evidence
to substantiate this ingenious interpretation of the work.
25 Higgins 1977, 2 ff. gives a detailed analysis of Xenophon's prose style
pointing his ability to write simply, but effectively and with precise possibilities ofwords,
"Lucid and graceful, Xenophon's style tries, as a rule, not to call attention to itself. It
is quite often content with ordinary words and frequently enjoys the description of
ordinary, even humdrum, things in a generally uncomplicated syntax".
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philosophy in words which could also be applied to Xenophon's Cyropaedia, "they
[17th century republican thinkers] prized him ... for his idea, that is, that a people who
have not been corrupted beyond the point of no return can revitalize their political
existence and regain control of their fate through acts of political intelligence and energy
inspired by bold leadership".26 Xenophon's Cyrus epitomises this idea of inspirational
and bold leadership; indeed, in the final chapter of the Cyropaedia Xenophon portrays
for his Greek audience the moral and physical decline of the fourth century Persians as
a negative example ofwhat happens to a people who have been corrupted beyond the
point of no return.
The qualities Machiavelli considers to be necessary for a successful prince can
be found in Xenophon's depiction ofCyrus in the Cyropaedia. Machiavelli's political
conception of the soul, animo, is one of a restless and bold force which motivates man
into performing acts of courage and makes him magnanimous and great,27 accords with
Xenophon's portrayal of the noblephysis ofCyrus, which manifests itself in his displays
ofphilotimia andphilcmthrcpia. Similarly, his depiction of the powerful and potentially
dangerous nature of ambizione in individuals, classes and states is reminiscent of
Xenophon's discussion ofpleonexia in the Cyropaedia. The importance Machiavelli
attaches to tempering the dynamic force of ambizione, with virtu and prudenza as a
means ofproducing a great leader - the kind ofman he believes will save Italy in chapter
26 of The Prince - also recalls Xenophon's depiction of Cyrus as a leader whose
26 Fleisher 1973, 116.
27 This discussion ofMachiavelli's terminology relies on Fleisher's definition of
these terms in "A Passion for Politics" (Fleisher 1973, 118 ff.). Cf. Act 2 Scene 6 of
Marlowe's Tamburlaine the Great in which Tamburlaine speaks of his restless nature
that makes him ambitious,
Nature that ffam'd vs of foure Elements,
Warring within our breasts for regiment,
Doth teach vs all to haue aspyring minds:
Our soules, whose faculties can comprehend
The wondrous Architecture of the world:
And measure euery wandring plannets course,
Still climing after knowledge infinite,
And alwaies moouing as the restles Spheares,
Wils vs to weare our selues and neuer rest. 869-877
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ambitions are rendered acceptable because of his arete and sophrosyne.
In chapter 6 of The Prince Cyrus is worthy of being listed with other ancient
leaders who have acquired or founded kingdoms - men such as Moses, Romulus and
Theseus - and are deemed to be worthy of emulation. These mythical and historical
leaders are united by the fact that their achievements were due to their own skill, their
episteme of ruling, not chance, and their ability to seize the opportunity to become great
princes. In Cyrus' case Machiavelli repeats what is implicit in the Cyropaedia and
explicit in Herodotus' account ofCyrus' life. He claims that Cyrus' opportunity arose
through the Persians' dislike of their subservience to the Medes, who had become soft
and effeminate after a lengthy period of peace. The Medes' lack of involvement in
warfare contributed to their downfall, a fact which ties in with Machiavelli's belief that
good laws and good armies should be the two principal foundations of all states. Good
laws cannot exist without good armies, and where there are good armies there must be
good laws (c. 12). Cyrus' empire in the Cyropaedia is created on this principle: once
Babylon is conquered he urges his officers not to relax from their military tasks and
training (7.5.72 ff), and he applies some ideas from his military training to the
organisation ofhis empire (8.1.14 ff.). Machiavelli's prince must devote himself to war,
to its institutions and to its discipline, particularly in peacetime when he is liable to be
distracted by the pursuit ofpleasure (c. 14). He equates the art of ruling with the art of
generalship, a theme which dominates Cyrus' conversation with his father in chapter 6
ofBook 1 ofthe Cyropaedia. The Machiavellian prince must thus undergo an education
which in some respects resembles the paideia ofCyrus,
E quanta alle opere, oltre al tenere bene ordinati ed esercitati li suoi, debbe stare sempre
in sulle cacce, e mediante quelle assuefare el corpo a' disagi. The Prince C. 14
And as far as actions are concerned, besides keeping his soldiers well disciplined and
trained, he must always be out hunting, and must accustom his body to hardships in this
manner.
The prince is also advised to study the deeds of great men in histories, at which
point Machiavelli mentions Xenophon's life of Cyrus (see above) as if to signal the
influence of the Cyropaedia on the subsequent chapters of the treatise. Chapter 16
stresses the importance of the prince displaying generosity, liberalita, to his subjects in
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order to keep them content, which resembles Cyrus' policy ofphilanthrdpia throughout
the Cyropaedia and in particular in Book 8 (8.2.2 ff.).28 In chapter 17 Machiavelli
describes how a prince must make himself feared by his subjects without being hated;
Xenophon describes Cyrus' rule over his vast empire in those terms at the beginning of
the Cyropaedia (1.1.5). Chapter 18 deals with the kind ofpleonexia discussed by Cyrus
in chapters 3 and 6 ofBook 1 of the Cyropaedia. Machiavelli advocates the use of
deceit on certain occasions against one's enemies and one's subjects, and goes as far as
to say that the prince must on occasion be a hypocrite and a liar, "essere gran simulatore e
dissimulatore".29 His use ofanalogies from the natural world and his reference to Achilles
learning the nature of beasts from his tutor Cheiron the centaur recalls Cyrus and
Cambyses' discussion of learning pleonexia in warfare by applying the skills gained
during hunting expeditions on one's enemies.30
Machiavelli recognises that the Cyropaedia was not faithful to historical truth
but was composed in accordance with the truth behind the machinations ofgovernment
and warfare. He sought to reproduce this kind of'truth', as he makes perfectly clear in
28 See Synopsis to chapter 4 in the Commentary for a discussion of Cyrus'
philanthrdpia.
29 In the Discorsi Machiavelli observes that Xenophon in the Cyropaedia calls
attention to the need for a prince to practise deceit, through his depiction of how Cyrus
gains his kingdom by deceit rather than in force in his treatment of his uncle Cyaxares
(Discorsi 2.13.1 ff.).
30 See Synopsis and Commentary on chapter 6 for analysis of Cyrus and
Cambyses' discussion of trickery in warfare. Neal Wood, in an introduction to a
translation ofMachiavelli's The Art ofWar, draws parallels between Machiavelli and
Xenophon in their equation of generalship and statecraft (Wood 1965, lvii ff.).
However, he believes that Xenophon's political philosophy differs from Machiavelli in
one crucial respect, "he [Xenophon] thinks always of the general's relation to his own
army as one to a community of friends. Xenophon never recognizes that fellow-citizens
or fellow-soldiers can be treated legitimately as foes" (ibid., lviii). Such an opinion does
not take into account Xenophon's presentation ofCyrus' leadership in Books 7 & 8 of
the Cyropaedia. Cyrus deliberately removes himself from the society of his friends
(7.5.37 ff.) and surrounds himselfwith a bodyguard (7.5.58 ff.), and he ensures that his
noblemen do not unite amongst themselves, in order to secure his own position (8.1.45
ff).
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a well-known passage in chapter 15 of The Prince. He speaks of his intention to write
something useful for anyone who understood it and to search for the effectual truth of
the matter rather than its imagined one,
Ma sendo l'intento mio scrivere cosa utile a chi la intende, mi e parso piu conveniente
andare drieto alia verita effetuale della cosa che alia imaginazione di essa. The Prince
C.15
But since my intention is to write something useful for anyone who understands it, it
seemed more suitable to me to search after the effectual truth of the matter than the
imagined one.
He subsequently criticises those authors who have written about imaginary rulers and
governments, complaining that their creation of ideal rulers and governments bears no
relation to reality. Machiavelli's criticism of such authors could be directed at the
sixteenth century English scholars, Sir Thomas Elyot and Sir Philip Sidney, who mention
the Cyropaedia and have a conception of Cyrus as an ideal, virtuous ruler that is closer
to the portrayal ofCyrus in The Wars ofCyrus than Machiavelli's realistic view of him.31
Machiavelli's demonstration of his intuitive understanding of Xenophon's
portrayal of Cyrus in The Prince may provide a clue to the prospective audience
Xenophon himselfwas aiming at in the Cyropaedia, as well as explaining the success of
the work in Hellenistic and Roman times. He writes in his preface to The Prince that
one must be in the position of a prince in order to understand fully the nature of the
people, just as a landscape painter would stand on top of a mountain to study the plains,
and that in order to know the nature of princes one must be of the people, just as a
painter would stand in a low position to consider the nature of mountains. Works of
31 Both Elyot and Sidney adopt the idealised view of Cyrus expressed by Cicero
(see note 6). E.g. chapter 11 of Elyot's The Governour, which was first published in
1531 - one year before The Prince,
Xenophon, beynge both a philosopher and an excellent capitayne, so invented and ordred
his warke named Paedia Cyri, which may be interpreted as the Childehode or the
discipline of Cyrus, that he leaveth to readers therof an incomparable swetenes and
example of lyvynge, specially for the conductynge and well ordring of hostes or armyes.
and Sir Philip Sidney's Defense ofPoesy,
For Xenophon, who did imitate so excellently as to give us an effigiem iusti imperii, the
portraiture of a just empire, under the name of Cyrus (as Cicero saith of him) made
therein an absolute heroical poem. (1. 274-276)
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advice for those who are in a position of power, such as The Prince, have a double
function. They are just as important for those who work with the rulers, for those who
must understand their motivation and advise them, as for the rulers themselves. It was
Machiavelli's business to know the nature of princes. In his role as diplomat he had to
work with them and cope with the sudden shifts of power that characterised fifteenth
and sixteenth century Italy. Xenophon, as someone who had experience of serving
under different rulers and who had documented the shifts of power in fourth century
Greece in theHellenica, may also have had such a double function in mind when writing
the Cyropaedia. The Cyropaedia is a study of a prince who knew very well the nature
of people and accordingly reached the lofty heights of power, but it is also aimed at
those people who would know the other side of the equation, the nature of princes, or
in fourth century Greek terms, those who ruled their respective poleis.
It is, perhaps, more than coincidental that in the Cyropaedia and The Prince both
authors avoid giving advice on one crucial concern of the ruler, that of securing the
succession to his throne (see Appendix C on the question of the succession ofCyrus in
the Cyropaedia). They, as omniscient narrators, who have dealt with kings and
generals, occupy a privileged viewpoint in the middle ground between ruler and ruled,
between mountain and plain, just as Otanes, the advocate of democratic rule in
Herodotus' constitution debate, waives his right to the Persian throne in favour of a
privileged freedom, preferring the safety of the position of neither ruling or being ruled
(Hdt. 3.83). Xenophon and Machiavelli were both wise enough to realise that in view
of the impermanence of political power, it was wiser to be prepared to protect one's
own position at all times and to be able to serve more than one leader.
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